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Presentation

Since March 2014, Iquitos has gained access to high speed
Internet connection. In a fortunate coincidence, the modern
port of Iquitos, basis of the thriving city it is today, reaches its
150 anniversary since the famous arrival of the Peruvian Navy’s
ships that is the landmark of iquitos’ modern era.

The arrival of Broadband connection in Iquitos allows
to benefit this city’s population with better communication and, at the same time, to invigorate its economy
through the investments made and the jobs generated
by the infrastructure works that covered a distance
esteemed in 5,000 km on land and river. We accomplish in this way our mission: to bring the latest and
the best of technology to Peruvians.
Iquitos represents the borders of what we consider
national. It is the most far away place and, therefore,
the richest in legends and mystery, beauty, magic and
promise of discovery. Set deep in the heart of the enormous and complex natural and human system — the
Amazonia — the city of Iquitos incarnates the jungle
and its enigmatic union with the past, the environment and a future of development with which we are
all commited to make harmonious and sustainable.
As a tribute to this special city, capital of the Peruvian Amazonia, we are pleased to present this illustrated book. Through these pages the reader will
know about the Amazonian human and natural
wealth; about its complexity and its intensity; about
its current reality as well as about its history; and
about the endless social, biological and cultural diversity that inhabits and surrounds Iquitos.
In the making of this great work that can surely be
judged as encyclopedic, we called the most important
specialists in each branch of knowledge and asked them
to make an effort to put in a simple language, accessible
to any reader, the most recent findings of sciences, humanities, arts and development around the city and the
territory in which it flourishes, full of countless attrac-

tions and richness. The book contains extraordinary
photography, illustrations and infographies that make
it a dynamic and modern publication and enhance the
reading experience, thrilling on its own.
We want to make the knowledge and the information contained in these pages reach the broadest audience possible, in accordance with Telefónica’s contribution to a better knowledge and development of Peru,
therefore the book is offered in both a luxury edition
and a massive edition. Moreover, digital versions in
Spanish and English are available on the Internet. We
are sure that reading and discussing of this collection
of knowledge will help to enhance what the Amazonia
and the city of Iquitos means to all of us.
I would not want to end these words without acknowledging the scientists and artists that contributed to the book, and the people of Iquitos and its honorable authorities for their restless search for a better
future through development.
Javier Manzanares
CEO of Grupo Telefónica in Peru
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Prologue

“Iquitos”: Identity and Perspective

It is a great challenge to represent in a single book the complexity
and potential of the Amazonia as well as the opportunity it
brings to us. Even harder is to undertake this challenge from
the point of view of its most important city, Iquitos — when it
commemorates 150 years of existence — in order to project
from this place or toward it its historical, cultural, social,
geographical, ecological and artistic dynamics.

The challenge means planning and developing a book
able to capture with objectivity a wide array of different perspectives, something only the quality and
experience of the work of specialists can guarantee.
This is what Iquitos has achieved. A quality edition,
an objective work that is at the same time integral and
integrative; a “broadband” work in accordance with
the technological improvement that has recently benefited the region.
Through archaeological research and ethnological thought, Iquitos makes us vindicate what we have
misunderstood for years on the basis of a biased curricula, this is, the incidence level and the influence
that Amazonian cultures have had in the development process of cultural centers in the Andes and
the Pacific coast. The book also takes us through the
debates around the city’s foundation and its character as a river port, acknowledging the importance of
its role within the natural limitations to build physical infrastructure for land transportation on fragile
soils with heavy rains and floods, as well as against
the difficulties that the Amazonia has faced in order
to communicate with other regions of the vast Peruvian territory.
There are two relevant issues that are still part
of a history told for many times but yet not enough
recognized: 1896’s Federalism — a result of demands
that arouse from isolation, of legitimate fears that
were generated by the wounds of the War of the Pacific, of the threat of loosing territories and of the complex process of setting boundaries — and the rubber
times — with the evidences of slavery, mistreatment,
10
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economic dependence and absence of policies able to
promote productive centers and economic diversification.
A book on the Amazonia, on Loreto and more specifically, on Iquitos, could not leave behind the subjects of natural resources, biological diversity, ecosystems and ecosystem services, ancient knowledge, the
characteristics of forests and rivers and their manage,
and more important, the acknowledgement of its vast
potential and, at the same time, the challenge of managing the Amazonian territory, the dilemmas we face
while in search o development routes leading to sustainability, the difficulties we have to overcome while
trying to make activities compatible, to avoid superposition and to prevent conflicts.
Amazonia has to find its way to development based
on this potential and facing these difficulties and challenges, a development firmly based on the knowledge
of indigenous peoples, local dwellers and regional leaders. It will be able to achieve it through dialogue and
through the recognition of rights, through the integration of the different Amazonian regions and with the
support of scientific research, through clear strategies
of inclusion, through the promotion of investment, the
development of productive nucleus and the identification of threats and opportunities. In this sense it it important to pinpoint the chapter that Iquitos dedicates to
the inter-cultural society, this is, the recognition of the
cultural values and their diversity, that allow the building of a social basis of a region, of a people.
Finally, as a reflection of this natural and cultural
diversity, we are forced to speak about the artistic

expression, which describes — as the title of one of
the articles of the book says — the history of a recent
past. Loreto, the Amazonia, Iquitos have an artistic history that seems to find just now the way to be
known and acknowledged outside its boundaries. A
history that expresses itself in the colors of literature,
film, gastronomy, visual arts and music. A history
that begins to be recognized abroad and that feeds
and integrates the art dynamics in the effort to promote pride for the regional and national identity.
Iquitos is a book that, from different points of view,
builds identity and sets perspective. A tribute to a city
in its 150th anniversary and at the same time, to a region. A future hope for the Amazonia we all want.
Manuel Pulgar Vidal
Minister of Environment of Peru
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Introduction

Luminous and Creative, Chaotic and Uncertain
Iquitos

This book is a product of Telefónica’s concern to commemorate
the 150th anniversary of Iquitos and to celebrate the arrival in
the city of broadband connection, two important events in the
Iquitos’ development process that constitute an occasion to
ask ourselves what do we know about the most important city in
the Peruvian Amazonia, about its surrounding environment, its
people and its culture.

To address these questions we went through a search
process that, as a result, has made us able to gather
in this book, for the first time, the studies of the most
outstanding specialists and researchers from a wide
array of scientific, humanistic and artistic disciplines.
The final product has the form of a prism that reflects
the city of Iquitos from its different borders and, at the
same time, contains all this knowledge. This way we
obtain a view of Iquitos and its peoples that is at once
plural and versatile. The articles gathered in the book
express their authors’ findings precisely and truthfully, sometimes meticulously, but in a plain language, so
that they can attract a broad audience. We aim that
these contributions, recent products of rigorous research, will be explored and shared by the community
— local, national, global.
The book goes back to an ancient past when the
Andes mountain range had not yet emerged and the
Amazonia was a great aquatic system of lakes, rivers and estuaries, limited to the West by a mountain
range not higher than 1,000 meters and to the East by
the Atlantic Ocean. Today, the Iquitos region is one of
the largest biodiversity environments on Earth and its
forests hold a complex ecological network formed by
millions of organisms, which we are just beginning
to understand, when we study events that occurred in
the region during the last 65 million years.
The favorable environment for the existence of
such abundance of species is the periodic flood of the
rivers. The flood creates a perfect place for breeding
by offering species large areas to feed, reproduce,
disperse and protect. In the flood periods, fruits,
12
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seeds and insects abound and benefit many species.
But aggressions suffered by the Amazon basin during
the last 50 years are negatively affecting its biological and cultural diversity, as well as the structure and
functions of the river along its course. Deforestation,
pollution and illegal crops are responsible for the degradation of the forests, the water and the soils in the
Peruvian Amazonia.
When we pay attention to the women and men
living in the Iquitos region, we can see sophisticated
and profoundly sensible cultures that for thousands
of years have been creating and guarding agricultural, fishing and hunting techniques; a deep knowledge
about thousands of forest and river species, and delicate artistic expressions, in many cases enhanced
through the power of stimulating plants in use during
millennia. Passion for language stands out among
them, passion for elaborate forms of oral expression
able to transmit a common history that traces back to
immemorial times. The Amazonian narrative is sublimated by icaros, the songs that accompany rituals
such as the preparation and ingestion of ayahuasca.
These songs are examples of the way in which the
peoples of the forest and the river relate with their
environment, a relation signed by persistence and
sustainability, characterized by permanent dialogue
between the individual, the river and the forest, by a
deep respect for the environment.
The small indigenous settlement in the Ikitos
lands, on the Amazon River banks, when the jungle
lived isolated from the rest of Peru and looked toward
the Atlantic shore and Europe, has seen through time,

the steps of Jesuit missionaries, European travelers,
military and public officials, and rubber men. All of
them, along with people from the sierra, mestizos
from all around Peru, and nearby forest dwellers,
have since then populated the city of Iquitos. They all
contribute to build today’s character of Iquitos: the
noisy city with its countless three-wheeled motorcycles and its thunderous loudspeakers; the colorful city
surrounded by the green of the forests, the clay of its
margins and the colored radiance of its signs, discotheques and the clothes of its inhabitants; the city of
juanes, bijao and other eating and drinking delicacies
from the forest and the river. The exotic city as viewed
by foreigners, tempting and quotidian for the local
eyes.
Parallel to color, music is always there, often raucously. Though more than 500 native musical instruments have been registered — mainly percussion instruments: rhythm over melody — singing is the most
common form of musical expression. And this symbolic strength from the Amazonia can also be heard
abundantly in literature — poetry and narrative — so
powerful that the first urban novel in Peru comes from
and tells about Iquitos. It is not easy to find, even in
the country’s capital city, an evolution process of modern arts and film comparable to the intense visual
production of the Loretan Amazonia.
It is no surprise that everything aboriginal has
been continuously rejected in Iquitos, and that solutions from outside — often inadequate — have been
chosen to face the challenges of the environment and
of development, as it has happened in all of Peru since

Colonial times. A good example of the resulting perplexity of this situation is the famous Iron House created by Gustave Eiffel but installed in a city with very
high temperatures and too many sunlight hours every
day of the year.
Oscillating between the oblivion and the indifference of the national government as well as of the ideology of simple development, Iquitos has hosted a separatist impromptu, from which a federalist movement
without comparison in the country was once born.
Between the former and the latter, rubber arrived on
its own. The rubber times left a deep scar — at once
magnificent and repulsive — in a considerable part
of the Amazonia. The economic boom produced by
this extracting activity in the forests created in Iquitos a new leading social class that lived licentiously
its ephemeral wealth. Genocide of the native peoples,
based on forced and irrational labor — often self-justified by means of a pretended civilizational action on
the “savages” — was the counterpart of this bonanza
and it engraved a perennial mark on the communities
that were able to survive.
Today, Iquitos and its surrounding region offer
great opportunities for nature and adventure tourism
due to their landscape and biodiversity wealth. The
region is part of a large conservation corridor running
from Brazil to Ecuador. Thus, the challenge is to create a sustainable form of tourism that may place resistance against forms of destructive tourism as well as
against legal and illegal industries that frequently put
aside the requirement of ecological and cultural sustainability. Sustainable management of biodiversity is
Iquitos
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possible, as it is to achieve economic growth in the
frame of conservation if they are well articulated. Forest sustainability and urban populations depend on
forest resources and on aquatic ecosystems, so conservation of biodiversity is the only possible way to go.
We will only be able to take advantage of biodiversity
if we make the correct interpretation and appreciation of it, and if its benefits are equitably distributed.
Among the cultural elements that have made Iquitos and the jungle famous, the tasty native food outstands, characterized by forms of preparation based
on charcoal-grilling and boiling, as well as by its low
fat contents and its lack of frying techniques. It uses
hunting prey (alligator, lowland paca, deer), fish and
turtles; amazing banana varieties (which may have
reached America before the Europeans), cassava —
of a toxic variety, the yuca brava, that only the local
knowledge can transform in edible and nutritious —
and chonta. Many of the ingredients used today are
present since pre-Colonial times, while others, such as
pork, chicken and several spices, were brought by the
Europeans and in turn found their place in the native
cuisine. But contrasting the tempting food that people
eat at home in Iquitos and its surrounding area, there
are very few specialized restaurants offering it with
full conscience of gastronomic creation. Nevertheless,
“author cuisine” and popular variations of the jungle
food are beginning to be known in Lima and abroad
thanks to the work of innovative chefs.
The city of Iquitos — young and ancient at the
same time — and its people have much more to show
and share than what we have been able to mention
14
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in this tight summary of the content developed by the
authors of this book. The writers gathered here — artists, scientists and humanists — also represent Amazonian diversity: their views and perspectives differ
from one another and they do not try to avoid conflict.
Thus, as a sign of respect to their work, we decided not
to standardize their languages, but to respect the different forms in which each author refers to the same
matters, and their particular ways to name the same
things. The original Spanish articles have been turned
into English trying to keep their variety so that the
reading experience of this English version of the book
will also transmit the ubiquitous diversity of Iquitos.
We hope that these texts, photographs and illustrations will be the best travel companion for those
who decide to live the Iquitos experience, but we hope
especially that they will also serve as research and
educational references for everyone — locals and foreigners, specialists and young students — as a peaceful stop in the road that builds Amazonian knowledge.
Rafael Varón Gabai
Editor

Iquitos
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Archeology and ethnology in the Pacaya-Samiria
National Reserve
Daniel Morales Chocano and Ana Mujica Baquerizo

School and university textbooks offer little or no information
about archeology in the Loreto region and especially that
of Iquitos. But archaeological proposals about the origin of
Andean civilization have always given the Peruvian Amazon its due
importance. several authors, starting with Julio C. Tello, have
insisted on the significant role played by the Amazon in the origin
of the Chavín culture, whose ideological representations, like the
anthropomorphic Amazon jaguar, depicted on lithic tombstones
and in ceramics, textiles and objects crafted in gold, were widely
known for ancient cultures of the Central Andes during the
Formative period (as of 1,500 b.c.)
Archaeological research in the Peruvian Amazon is
fairly recent. Studies by archaeologist Donald Lathrap in the middle Ucayali River Basin date from 1970,
and those of Thomas Myers, from 2002. Our knowledge about the upper Ucayali Basin comes from work
by Scott Raymond, Peter Roe and De Bóer starting in
1975, while it is our own research, undertaken since
2002, that has unveiled the lower Ucayali Basin, where
the Pacaya-Samiria Reserve is located. Results of other research projects have been reported: our own (1992
and 1998) in the Chambira River Basin, Santiago Rivas
(2001) in the Cachiyacu Basin, Myers and Rivas (2005) in
the Pastaza, Fung and Ravines (1981) in the Corrientes,
and Oyuela and Rivas (2006) in Quistococha, very close
to Iquitos. The importance of most of this research lies
in the identification and arrangement of cultural periods within a time and space sequence based on pottery
styles and stratigraphic excavations, and the correlation of those styles with the ones existing in the Central
Amazon (Brazil) and in the Andean area (Peru). We can
mention important discoveries of Amazon origin in very
early periods in the Andean area, like the gourd decorated with Amazon style pyrography found in Huaca
18
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Prieta, Trujillo; the large tropical forest snail shells unearthed in Caral-Supe; the piranha jaws discovered in
Kotoh, Huánuco, and the Ancón palm tree doll dug up in
Lima, all of them belonging to the Preceramic and Formative Periods. There are also garments fashioned with
multicolored Amazon bird feathers found in later Andean cultures like the Paracas, Nasca, Huari and Inca.
Our research in Pacaya-Samiria aimed to move
beyond historical time and space sequencing in order
to explore the relations between the Andes and the
Amazon. We want to achieve an understanding of certain sociocultural aspects of Pre-Hispanic Amazon societies that are unquestionably different from Andean
societies, by registering the remains recovered in our
excavations according to their cultural contexts and
making an archaeological and ethnological analysis
of the cultural material.

Archaeological Contexts of Excavations in El Zapotal
From 2001 to 2003, we made archaeological surveys
and excavations near the confluence of the Marañón

and Ucayali rivers, inside the Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve, where we located the large Yarina Cocha
(lake), and found on its shores the El Zapotal archaeological site. In this settlement of approximately 510
meters long and 170 meters wide, we found a large
stratified occupation area up to two meters deep,
consisting of black soils and pottery shards. The site,
distributed along the lake shore, consisted of two
sectors, clearly differentiated by cultural content: a
cemetery in the middle and domestic or housing areas on both sides.
In the cemetery area, we unearthed two or three
secondary burials in ceramic vessels or urns, in which
the skeletons were in pieces, forming packages of human bones inside pots covered by another vessel. This
context reveals that the skeleton was altered after
death in a procedure that, judging by the similarity
of all of the urns, must have been a particular custom of this social group. Scattered around some of the
burial containers were one or two pottery distaffs for
the spinning of cotton thread; around others, a small
group of pebbles, apparently polishing stones, and in
others, vertebrae of large fish, showing that the people
were buried together with artifacts and objects related to their everyday activities. A large number of pottery shards were found scattered through the earth
covering the funerary amphorae and revealing that
the burials were made in land that had been formerly
occupied. Many of the shards are painted and incised,
some of them with important iconographic designs.
A second context in the housing sector presents
areas containing ashes, plentiful pottery shards, both
decorated and undecorated, and ceramic artifacts like
distaffs and other elongated and broad-based objects
with meandering points at the end, of about seven
and twelve centimeters. With a penis shape, these
artifacts are decorated with incised geometric and
wavy designs, and have been recognized by Ucayali’s
Shipibo-Conibos as shibinantis, thereby revealing the
existence of a relationship between past and present
traditions of societies living in the area today.

Approximations to Chronological Dating
We have settled the chronology of these findings
through the principle of stratigraphic superimposition
in the excavation site and the stylistic analysis of the ceramics. These approximations were narrowed by using
carbon-14 for absolute chronological dating. Our observations revealed the occurrence at the same site of two
chronologically different events, one an ancient occupation revealed by the presence of incised and painted
pottery shards and, superimposed over it, burials in
ceramic urns, with or without red slips affixed.

An analysis of the pottery fragments made it possible to distinguish two different types: incised and
polychrome (red, white and black), both decorated
with geometric designs of a common style, making
them contemporary with, while differentiating them
from, the ceramics with affixed red slips associated
with funerary contexts: designs drawn with very fine
lines on broad incised or painted bands. Lathrap identified the pottery incised with geometric designs in the
central Ucayali Basin as belonging to what he called
the Cumancaya style and he dated it at precisely 800
a.d. According to the author, this style is associated
with burials in ceramic urns.
In El Zapotal we accordingly identified two different periods of occupation: the older represented by
pottery decorated with incised and painted geometric
designs in the polychrome tradition, known among
the Central Amazon cultures that flourished between
1 300 and 1 500 a.d., and a more recent one, in which
the distinguishing feature were the plentiful funerary
earthenware urns with a red slip design.

Styles, Traditions and Customs in Amazon Societies
The findings involved different objects or artifacts
used in activities that are part of the customs or traditions of the social groups. Considering their age,
settled before the arrival of the Europeans, light can
be shed on them by information archaeologically, ethno-historicallly and ethnographically valuable registered by the first Europeans to reach the Amazon.
Our area of study is inhabited today by Cocama
and Cocamilla peoples, related to the Tupí language
family and, considering the cultural styles and traditions discovered in El Zapotal, the area apparently
also belonged to the Shipibo-Conibo and Shetebo peoples related to the Pano language family that today
are settled in the middle and upper Ucayali Basins.
These two cultural groups, which were different at a
given moment, disputed the ownership of the territory. Between the 8th and the 13th centuries, the territory
was apparently occupied by cultural groups that employed the polychrome style, associated with highly
developed cultures of the central Amazon region, that
also buried their dead in ceramic urns and lived in
sprawling settlements. Later, between the 13th and the
16th centuries, the area was invaded by several waves
of Tupí “barbarian” peoples, some of them cannibalistic, whose lifestyle was to wage war and subjugate
or exterminate the great Amazon cultures. The first
Europeans arrived on the scene when the Tupís controlled the entire region.
We associate the incised ware found in El Zapotal
with the Ucayali Cumancaya tradition and the painted
Iquitos
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ceramics with the central Amazon polychrome tradition. The dichotomy in painted designs in which very
fine lines were enclosed within broad outlines was inherited by both the Cocama and the Shipibo-Conibo
peoples. The red slipware used for funerary purposes
is probably associated with the Ucayali River Pacacocha style discovered by Myers. Both types reveal a history of interactions between both cultures. The Cocama and Shipibo-Conibo styles, which carbon-14 dated
between the 13th and 16th centuries a.d., emerged as
the product of war and conquest of territories in the
Peruvian Amazon.
A noteworthy example of El Zapotal’s polychrome
tradition is a large fragment of a plate decorated with
stylized designs of a serpent head outlined in white
against a black background. This serpent is recognized by the Shipibo-Conibo as Ronin, the kené or key
motif of their ideology. It is painted on all their objects
in zigzag or staggered lines covering the entire object, intermingled with fine lines, creating a “terror of
emptiness” Baroque style. Myers states that in ancient
Cocama ceramics, this motif represented Yacumama
or the great water serpent. This anaconda, designed
in a naturalistic way around a large polychrome vessel from the Napo River is the clearest evidence of its
importance in the ideology of the Amazon peoples.
The ethno-historical data gathered by the Europeans offer important information about the unique way
of burying the dead practiced in the Amazon region.
For example, Figueroa (1661), a missionary, said:
[...] the Jeberos used to place the bodies in large earthenware jars and then buried them; the Cocamas and
Cocamillas also put the bodies into large pots, the Romainas would dig up and clean the bones and place them
in a medium-sized painted earthenware jar and shape a
large mask made of the same material inside; the Cocamas, as well, would transport the bones of their dead in
earthenware jars and one year after their burial would
dig them up and while their kinsmen wailed, the other
people present would sing and dance, after which they
were again buried to no longer be brought to mind.

Researchers who reached the Amazon between
the 19th and 20th centuries reported important information about the customs of the Amazon peoples.
Insofar as funerary customs are concerned, we have
references passed down like those of Father Castrucci
y Vernaza (1845) who, on his visit to the Jíbaros of the
Pastaza River, tells us that they mummified the dead
bodies by roasting them over a slow and very smoky
fire. Another priest, Vidal, on his way to the Zamora
River, reported that when a baby died, its still warm
body was folded and placed in an earthenware jug,
which was then buried in the dirt floor of the house.
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In his description of the Omaguas in 1930, Tessman narrated that the leaders and parents were buried in earthenware vessels inside the house. Quoting
Figueroa, he added that the Cocamas collected the
skulls and bones of their dead in urns, kept them for
about one year and only then buried them.
Steward and Metraux mentioned in 1948 that the Andoa, Awishira and Romaina peoples had made secondary
burials in urns. Raúl Porras Barrenechea also stated that
the Maynas buried their dead together with all of the objects they tended to use, like pots and other earthenware
containers, and then burned down their houses.
Today, however, neither the Cocamas nor the Shipibo-Conibos of the Ucayali River Basin bury their dead
in pottery vessels or urns. Under heavy pressure from
the Christians, starting with their first contacts with
the missionaries and, now, from the Evangelical groups
that forbid those acts which they consider heretical,
these peoples now bury them in the Western way.
In our first contacts with natives in the Chambira
River Basin, we collected data about burials in funerary urns. An old Jíbaro man who was considered a
sorcerer in the area, on hearing our comments about
what a teacher in a bilingual school had found in the
river gully — a large covered funerary vessel containing the remains of a human skull —, commented that
when he was a boy, his grandparents told him that
when a person died the body was smoked over a bonfire in the corner of the hut, with a hollow reed inserted in its anus and connected to the outside so that the
liquids and fats could be drained away as it was gradually dried in the smoke. Afterwards it was wrapped
and put inside a large pot that was placed on the scaffolding or a shelf in the upper part of the hut, in a line
with other pots ranged in order of age. Every year, the
closest relatives of each of the deceased brought down
his or her pot to wash the bones and then returned it
to the scaffolding, until with the passing of the years
their direct links with the deceased were sundered.
The pot containing a few bones was then buried in the
ground and afterwards forgotten following the long
series of annual rites. That account showed that the
past continues to live on in the memories of the elders.
In the case of the Shipibo-Conibos of the middle
and upper Ucayali Basins, the elders remember that
their forefathers were buried in pottery urns and even
now they model large jugs shaped like a woman with
open legs showing her vagina, which they call mahuetas or vessels for the dead. Researchers who have excavated in the middle and upper Ucayali Basins claim
that secondary burials in urns were to be found frequently among a variety of native groups before the
arrival of the Europeans and that this funerary pattern is apparently tied in with the various polychrome
pottery styles in the Central Amazon.

The secondary burials in pots at El Zapotal hold
other surprises. Artificial deformation can be found
among skulls that were recovered; this was a very
common anthropological characteristic among the
Shipibo-Conibos and can still be seen among the elders. Heath also refers to this custom and, quoting
Father Amich, states:

In 1958, talking about the Cashinaguas, another
group of the Pano language family, Girard stated: “On
the last night of the lunar month, the clitoris excision
ceremony is held, using a sharp bamboo knife. The
bleeding from the sexual organ produced by the painful operation is expected to soak the ground.” About
the Shipibos he said:

A peculiar characteristic among the Shipibos is their

On reaching puberty, one of the most important festivities,

forehead, which has been flattened by using the bwetano-

Wake honeti, is held to make girls ready for marriage. It

ti; the Conibo people have a barbaric custom of tying two

takes place during the full moon. The young girl is isolated

boards to newborn children, one in front of and the other

from the rest of the community in a pushuba (house of

behind their head; those boards are kept there, usually

silence), where her mother delivers her food. The central

for six months, until the skull has hardened and the fore-

event of interest in the ceremony is, as in the case of the

head has been flattened. This appearance, which we con-

Cashinaguas, the girl’s genital circumcision, which takes

sider very strange and shocking, they find very beautiful.

place at an appropriate site outside the house. The girl sits
down on a balsa wood bench with an opening through

Heath also mentioned that even now women continue to artificially deform the skulls of their children;
this was said by their forefathers to make their heads
sun-like and also to distinguish the son of man from
that of the monkey.
Myers states that the Panos did not practice head
deformation and suggests that the custom of flattening
the forehead was probably introduced by the Cocamas
and that the Shipibos adopted it from the recent arrivals, with a more complex culture.

which the blood is to flow onto the ground. She arrives
richly attired, her face covered with the traditional painting. She is first given a beverage to intoxicate her before
the painful operation is carried out by an old woman using a bamboo knife. After the excision of the clitoris, the
wound is washed with piripiri water.

Valenzuela and Valera Rojas (2005), after talking
to some Shipibo women, offer a recent account:
One week later, they excised my sisters’ clitorises. There
they sang several songs about the excision. If the women

The Artifacts Called Shibinantis by the Shipibos

were married they did their utmost to keep other men
from seeing them. At dawn on the chosen day, those

Shibinantis, as we have described before, are elongated,
semi-conical artifacts with a meander, made of cooked
clay. Native Shipibos belonging to two communities
and Heath, who lived many years with the Shipibos
and witnessed the festivity called Anishati, recognize
the archeological artifacts as shibinantis. These had a
specific function to fulfill at this festivity, in which the
most important rite concerned girls having reached
puberty — a rite of passage turning them into women
ready for marriage. Tessman, referring to groups of the
Pano language family as the Cashibos, in 1930, offered
the oldest known information about the Anishati and
the puberty rite in which the girls’ clitoris is excised:

who were in charge gave my sisters a drink to intoxicate
them, to such an extent that the two fell unconscious; the
other women pinched and hit them to make sure they
were drunk. When they no longer felt anything and didn’t
react, the women brought in topa poles covered with designs, to which they tied the girls so they couldn’t get
loose. After they were tied up and laid down, the woman in charge of excising their clitoris appeared. No men
were present, since the woman didn’t have a husband,
there were none. Further away, the people were singing
mashas to the girls. Then, still tied up, the girls were carried away, once the shibinanti, which is like a stone made
of clay, was inserted after the clitoris has been excised.
The shibinanti was inserted and left there for two months

Female circumcision is performed on girls aged 12 us-

so that the vaginal opening would not close. To avoid in-

ing an ayambi-wiuskadi. While the mother holds the girl,

fection, various bitter gums were applied to the wound.

her clitoris (amabi) is excised with a bamboo knife. Ambi-wuiti means cutting or removing the clitoris. If it is not
excised correctly, it will grow back. It is said that there is
little bleeding and that the wound will heal by itself. Un-

Interpretation of Contexts: The Identity Problem of
the Loreto Cultures

like the Chamas (Shipibos), a stone is not used. The reason for practicing the circumcision is that this is done to
keep the husband from deceiving and despising his wife
[in other words, it is a question of honor for the women].

Societies of the past revealed their identity in their
artifacts. Expressions of the identity of Amazon societies have survived in spoken languages, customs and
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ideologies of native groups. Our area of investigation,
according to Peru’s ethno-linguistic map, covers the Cocamas in the lower Ucayali Basin and the Cocamillas
in the lower Huallaga Basin, while the middle and upper basins of the Ucayali are the territory of the Shipibo-Conibos. Today, however, Requena, Contamana,
Pucallpa and Nauta are the sites of large cities of colonists and mestizos and of hundreds of mestizo towns,
while the natives, whose numbers have fallen sharply,
occupy small villages. The Cocamas and Cocamillas no
longer speak their native language and have adopted
Western dress and the Evangelical religion; they live
in cities and many have migrated to Lima. Most of the
inhabitants of San José del Samiria, a town located in
the Pacaya-Samiria Reserve that is considered to be
Cocama, stated that they did not belong to the Cocama
people and that their forefathers had come from San
Martín; they identified themselves, instead, as Quechua-speakers, although many of their family names,
supplied when asked, are Cocama names. Despite this,
we have been able to note that the Cocama “sorcerers”
enjoy great prestige, even in cities like Iquitos. At one
time, anthropologists, when referring to the Cocamas,
spoke of secret societies; this means that some features
of their identity, although purposely hidden by them,
continue to survive.
The case of the Shipibo-Conibos is different. They
have been able to survive the penetration of the Western world and maintain large communities along
the Ucayali and its tributaries; they have kept their
language and demand bilingual schools and Shipibo-Conibo teachers. They also maintain some of their
customs and traditions, together with their material
culture, particularly ceramics and artifacts, whose
production has been boosted by the demand for handicrafts. The Shipibo-Conibos are heirs to the polychrome Amazon tradition, Baroque style, that uses
red, white and black or dark brown colors and geometric designs that cover the entire surface of the pottery (terror of emptiness), like those of Brazil’s major
archeological cultures. The Shipibo-Conibo women
have assumed responsibility for handing down customs and traditions to the new generations.
The identity problem goes beyond socio-cultural
expressions to take in also bodily transformations like
head deformation, tattooing, neck stretching and earlobe enlargement. After entering into contact with the
Europeans, the Cocamas abandoned those traditions,
while the Shipibo-Conibos continued their practice
until not long ago. Although it is said that the Shipibo-Conibos adopted these practices when they came
into contact with the Cocamas, the fact is that these
customs predated the arrival of the Tupí language
family peoples. In the Chambira River Basin, we dug
up figures showing elongation of the skull which dated
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from before 2 000 b.C., making them much older than
the Paracas figures from the Formative period in the
Central Andes.
The reason for these deformations is not clear.
Some scholars claim that cranial deformation, which
varied according to the different tribal or family traditions, served to identify the members of diverse social
groups. The flattened foreheads of Shipibo-Conibos
and other groups related to the Pano branch respond
to different socio-cultural aspects. The grandparents
claim that “it is pretty.” In other words, there is an
aesthetic component associated with forehead bangs
complemented by the use of facial paints and the garments worn, anklets and bead necklaces that form a
notion of beauty that, in turn, enhances a strong feeling of self-esteem that has to do with identity. It is also
said that cranial deformation is practiced in order to
differentiate those showing it from monkeys and other
non Shipibo-Conibo groups. The elders claim that the
forehead is flattened in order to look like the Sun, adding an element of ideological prestige that comes from
being linked to a god: the Sun gave the Shipibo-Conibo
people the seeds with which to grow foods like peanuts. This means that the scale of values tied in with
their identity reached the realm of the gods, thus raising their self-esteem, which is part of their identity.

The Idea of Death
The idea of death is different among the Amazon peoples from that held by Christians and other cultures. It
was expressed in secondary burials in ceramic urns,
revealing the existence of a long process of mortuary rituals. Secondary burials — of incomplete and
disjointed parts of skeletons or forming packages of
bones — are not commonly to be found. Many archaeologists have dismissed them out of hand on the
grounds that they were altered by later removals. The
ethnographic information we collected in the Chambira River Basin, however, indicates that putting the
dead in earthenware funerary urns that were then
placed on high shelves in the house meant continuing
to live with them. They were remembered every year
with a series of rituals involving the washing of the
bones, wailing and drinking, until such a time as the
urn was buried and then forgotten. Apparently, that
was what was done by the Cocama peoples.
The ideology behind secondary burials in urns is
more complicated in the case of the Shipibo-Conibos.
The iconography of their funerary amphorae or mahuetas, like those of Brazil’s polychrome tradition,
shows the modeled and painted body of a woman with
open legs revealing her vagina. The Shipibo-Conibos
state that this is the position taken for childbirth, in

other words, the deceased in the vessel returns to his
or her mother’s belly for rebirth and then ascends
a flight of stairs and enters the celestial universe
through a door in the form of a square-shaped cross,
corresponding to the Southern Cross in the sky.

The Cosmic Serpent or Ronin
The design on the large plate found in El Zapotal and on
a polychrome vessel shows the great mythical serpent
that is master of the universe in the Amazon cultures.
Important references to it can be found among the
Shipibo-Conibos; they call it Ronin and compare with
the river. They explain that its body contains all of the
kené or designs they paint on their implements which
represent the celestial universe on Earth, and also has
rivers or roads, the stars with their canoes, the Southern Cross — the door through which the spirits of the
dead enter the universe. That mythical serpent is said
to have created the universe and to symbolize God; it is
master over life and death and is strongly supported at
the four corners of the universe, where it waits ready
to strike. At the same time, it symbolizes rebirth and
points the way to new life that spirits must follow in
order to return to earth after death.
The serpent designs shown on different objects not
only have a cosmic language, but also a spirit and a life.
A man’s cushma hanging inside the house represents

him as if he himself was there and can neither be
touched, nor used by others. The symbolism comes to
life the very moment it is made a part of the object, recalling the Mochica motifs called by archaeologists “uprising of the artifacts,” in which the objects come alive.
Ronin represents the ayahuasca and the river on which
the Shipibo-Conibos depend for their food. When the
river overflows its banks during high tide and sweeps
away the riverine towns, destroying everything in its
path, these are reborn somewhere else; for that reason,
when they talk about their origin, they mention several
different sites, one of them being Cumancaya, where
they are said to have emerged for the fourth time. This
is a world-view in harmony with nature, grounded in
earth, river, and sky.

Page 21: Ceramic plate fragment from El Zapotal. Photo:
Rodrigo Rodrich
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History

Iquitos in the 19th century: the city and the port
Jorge Ortiz Sotelo

Iquitos, today a prosperous and crowded city, emerged in the 18th
century as a small missionary reduction, established on a hill
aside the Itaya River, which at that time flowed into the Nanay,
which in turn, flowed into the Amazon. As time passed, the current
of the mighty river ate away at the spit of land that separated it
apart from the Itaya and Iquitos found itself rising on the bank of
the Amazon. But nothing in this world, especially in the Amazon
plain, lasts forever; the Amazon changed its course once more
in recent years and Iquitos, again, found itself along the waters
of the Itaya.
During the 19th century, Iquitos underwent a rapid
transformation that attracted large numbers of both
Peruvians and foreigners, most of them “belonging
to the strong race of adventurers,” as José Carlos
Mariátegui put it. Together, they shaped today’s burgeoning society. During that period and up until the
advent of aeronautics, vessels of different kinds, from
native canoes to large steamships, linked Iquitos with
the rest of the world. But it was only in the early years
of the 20th century that the city became equipped
with proper port facilities.

Colonial Missions
If the 16th century witnessed the first Spanish expeditions to the Amazon plains, the 17th century was
marked by the efforts of Jesuit and Franciscan missionaries to evangelize the various native peoples occupying the land. The Jesuits were able to found several missions along the Amazon, introducing reforms
into the economic and social lives of the converts but,
at the same time, created problems by concentrating
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populations that were used to a scattered existence.
The Jesuit missions reached the surroundings of the
Negro River, momentarily stopping the advance of
the Portuguese bandeirantes, until it was forcefully renewed in 1710. Several villages founded by the
Jesuits simply disappeared, while others, like that of
the Yurimaguas, moved up the Amazon to the Huallaga River. The regular clergy proved unable to fill the
gap left by the Jesuits when they were expelled from
Spain’s possessions in 1767, enabling the Portuguese
to continue their expansion along the Amazon. This
movement was finally halted thanks to the fruitful efforts of military engineer Francisco Requena, governor of Maynas from 1778 to 1794.
Starting in 1792, the Jesuits began the evangelization of the indigenous peoples settled in the Itaya and the Nanay basins, and founded four villages,
three on the former and a fourth, San Pablo Apóstol de
Napeanos, on the latter. Established in 1737, twenty
years later San Pablo was moved by Father Mauricio
Coligari to the area occupied by present day Iquitos,
where it was known as San Pablo Apóstol de Nuevo
Napeanos. Diseases took their toll on its inhabitants

and around 1761, a number of families belonging to
the Iquitos group were brought in from the Santa Bárbara mission on the upper Nanay. By the end of the
18th century, the village was called Santa Bárbara de
Iquitos and was divided in two parties, the of the Napeanos’ and the Iquitos’.
The organization instituted by the Jesuits consisted of a village governor and, in each party, a militia
formed by a captain, lieutenant and sergeant who
were to make sorties in order to bring in new unbelievers. Every year, each party elected a varayoc and
a mayor who supervised community work, while the
fiscales were to do the same in the case of the religious
duties.
We know from the village registers that are kept in
the Boundary Files of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
as well as from the visit made in 1808 by the Bishop of
Maynas, Hipólito Sánchez Rangel, that the population
of Iquitos between 1796 and 1814 remained stable at
about eighty people. Those sources also reveal that
Isidoro Ramos Portugal was the first mestizo to settle
in Iquitos for, unlike the Napeanos and the Iquitos, he
and his family are entered in the register of 1800 in
the category of inhabitants.

who found a population of around sixty people. Over
the following decade, several families from the upper
Marañón were expelled by the Huambisa and other
native groups and they came to settle in Iquitos. So
it was that in early 1847, when French traveler Paul
Marcoy arrived in Iquitos, he found thirteen mestizo households and nineteen made up of members of
the Iquitos group and pointed out that the latter had
joined with Omagua-Cocamas and Ticunas. Among
the families to migrate from Borja were those of
Ramón Bernales, Baltazar Zevallos, Juan Villacorta,
José Reátegui, José Joaquín Ribeiro, Javier Escurra,
Antonio Nájar, Manuel Quirino, Toribio Mesía and
Mariano Fermín Torres.
Although the first entry in the book of Baptisms of
the church of Santa María de Iquitos corresponds to
this period, for it was registered by Presbyter Silverio
Mori on November 24, 1849, there was quite likely a
previous book kept by the cited Mariano de Jesús. The
fact is that this migration, known as the Borjanos’,
increased the local population, although it was still
very small. In 1851 only two hundred and twenty five
people were reported, whose sole activities were hammock-making and the recollection of sarsaparilla,
both products being sent to Moyobamba or Tabatinga.

After the Independence
Ships to Communicate the Amazon
The transition from the Viceroyal period to Independence does not appear to have caused any major problems in the small village, for the two parties continued
to follow their ways of life with their own curacas and
ministers, “known as varayocs.” But things changed
with the visit of Captain Carlos del Castillo, Governor
of the Maynas missions in 1825, for two years later,
when British Naval officer Henry Lister Maw reached
the village, he was received by Governor José Manuel Ramírez, who, along with several other mestizos,
most of them from Moyobamba, had settled in the village recently. But the natives resented their presence.
Their numbers reduced in attacks of groups from the
Ucayali, the Napeanos and Iquitos grew increasingly suspicious of foreigners. If Maw did not have any
problem during his short stay in the village — which
he described with small square and an unconsecrated church —, he wrote in his diary that immediately
after he left, the mestizos were attacked by the natives
and forced to flee to Pebas.
Maybe it was the support of the Governor of Pebas what helped to re-establish relations between the
mestizos and the natives. In 1828 Manuel Ramos figures as Governor. Soon after, in 1836, Father Mariano
de Jesús was appointed parish priest of Iquitos. The
village had been visited one year earlier by British
Naval officers William Smyth and Frederick Lowe,

By this time, the Peruvian government had decided
to boost the development of the Amazon. Two steamships were ordered to be built in the United States for
the exploration of the Amazon’s many rivers, and the
Companhia de Navegaçao do Amazonas was authorized to send one of its vessels up to Nauta three times
a year.
The Peruvian steamships Tirado and Huallaga,
reached the Peruvian Amazon in March 1854, arriving
at the port of Loreto at the same time with the Brazilian vessel Monarca. The latter and the Tirado continued together up the Amazon, arriving in Iquitos on the
26th of that month, before going on to Nauta, which they
reached in mid April. The Monarca had been preceded by the Marajó, which arrived in Nauta on October
1853 carrying only four passengers. The Marajó was
replaced by the Tabatinga starting in May 1856. Four
years later, the Brazilian service was extended as far
as Lagunas on the Huallaga River, and these ships were
joined by the steamship Inca. They all stopped in Iquitos on their upriver journey. U.S. citizen Robert Nesbit
died on board the Tabatinga, and he was buried in Iquitos, having the unusual honor of being the first Anglo-Saxon to be laid to rest in that ground.
Nauta continued to grow over the decade until it
had over 1,200 inhabitants, with several foreigners
Iquitos
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among them. Iquitos remained a small town with a
church, 33 houses, some 250 people including half
a dozen white and mestizo families, and a school
where students were taught their first letters under
the direction of Governor Mateo del Castillo — this
having been reported by a Brazilian traveler on the
Monarca who touched Iquitos in 1854. Despite its
growth, Nauta proved unable to provide the assistance needed by the small national steamships and
so, after some exploration voyages, both were useless
by 1856.
Confronted by this situation, in 1861 the Peruvian
government decided to make sizeable investments in
order to reinforce its presence on the Amazon plain,
and raised the Coastal Province of Loreto’s status to
that of Maritime and Military Department under a
Commander General. Among its main responsibilities, this new government should build a shipyard at
the confluence of the Ucayali and Marañón rivers, establish a nautical school, factories and whatever was
needed to explore the rivers and support the region’s
development.
A Naval commission was sent to England, where
contracts were signed for the construction of four
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steamships and a floating dock, as well as the machinery needed to set up a factory, tile and brick works,
a sawmill and a carpenter’s shop. Two of the steamships, the Morona and the Pastaza, both 500-ton,
were to be used for trading purposes, while the other
two, the 60-ton Napo and Putumayo, would explore
the Amazon rivers.
The first two ships arrived in Pará in October 1862
and, while the Pastaza remained in that port, the Morona started its journey along the Amazon to reach
Peruvian waters. Serious incidents with Brazilian authorities delayed that part of the trip, so that it was
only on July 5, 1863 that it sailed into the Peruvian
port of Loreto, from where it continued toward Nauta
and then Yurimaguas. On its return to Nauta, Frigate
Captain Manuel Ferreyros, in charge of the steamship,
noted that changes in the river’s morphology made it
unadvisable to establish the Naval station there. Tamshiyacu was chosen initially, but the inhabitants of Iquitos, led by Governor Ramón Bernales, were able to
convince him that the Naval facilities should be set up
in their city. Shortly afterward, the Pastaza arrived
and the two ships started providing cargo and mail
service between Tabatinga and Moyobamba.

At the end of November 1863, the frigate Arica set
sail from London for Belém, with another three British
ships, carrying the materials needed to assemble the
two small steamships and the floating dock, as well as
the machinery for the installations to be constructed
in Iquitos. As the vessels were being assembled at the
Brazilian port in late January 1864, the Pastaza arrived in Belém to begin its journey to Iquitos, towing
the brigantine Próspero. The two ships, with materials for the dock and part of the cargo from London,
reached Iquitos in February 26. The Morona did likewise and, towing the frigate Arica, arrived in Iquitos
on May 25. It had to return to Belém almost immediately to tow the schooner Teresa, to carry the cargo from the steamship Simbad and the frigate Elisa,
which had run aground at Blas Beach in the district of
Pebas. In July, the steamships Putumayo and Pastaza
left Belém, the latter towing the Napo, and reached
Iquitos on November 6.
At that time, Iquitos must have been very similar to what Antonio Raimondi described in 1862 as a
“wretched settlement of natives,” with some 400 inhabitants engaged in weaving colored hammocks and
bags “from the leaves of a thorny palm they call chanvira.” The arrival of the steamships and the people
they carried, however, changed things completely, for
seven years later, when Raimondi returned to Iquitos,
he found and described “a town with good and sound
houses, well supplied stores and inhabitants of different nationalities.” In fact, with the steamships arrived
a relatively large number of Peruvian Naval officers
and about 50 technicians from a variety of countries,
whose presence was to turn the small village of Iquitos into a bustling town.
Genaro E. Herrera names some of the inhabitants
of Iquitos in 1862, among them seven Brazilians and
the Chachapoyan Calixto Mori, who opened the first
store in town. He also mentions many people arriving
in 1864 that settled down permanently in Iquitos.
Building a new town, with three streets running
parallel to the Amazon and eight cutting across them,
was a task undertaken by Frigate Captain Federico Alzamora, Commanding General of the Department. The
first streets were given the names of Malecón, Napo,
Morona, Pastaza and Próspero in honor of the steamships that had played an instrumental role in the city’s
boom. Around the central square, shaded by banana
trees, stood the town hall and the church and, next to
it, a property owned by a man from Lima, Ramón Bernales, that was first rented to and then purchased by Alzamora to serve as headquarters for the Department’s
General Command and barracks for the Naval force.
The sawmill, carpentry shop and factory, with their
ironworks, foundry and boilemaking shop were constructed in the southernmost part of the city, on a piece

of land belonging to Pedro E. García on the riverside
avenue, while the tile and brick workshops were situated in the northernmost part. Just as quickly, houses
were built for the numerous officials and Naval officers
who had arrived; the 32 machine operators working
at the factories, 10 for the brick works and four for the
carpentry shop. Quite understandably, this feverish activity changed the way of life of the native inhabitants
of Iquitos, several of whom decided to resettle in places
somewhat distant from their former homes, thereby establishing villages, among them Punchana, Timicuro,
Tamshiyacu and San Miguel.
Most of the early buildings were made of earthenware with palm roofs, making them easy prey to
fires like that of July 28, 1865 which broke out in Toribio Mejía’s commercial establishment and destroyed
a large part of the block on which the factory, the
sawmill, the carpentry shop and other commercial
premises were located. Iquitos began to change slowly, governed by the speed with which tiles and bricks
could be produced — prices of these commodities had
been reduced to facilitate the reconstruction of the
buildings lost in the fire. By 1868, there were some five
or six tile-roofed houses and the town, although still
small, had about two thousand inhabitants. It was
during those years that the construction of the Prefecture building started, designed by architect Cristóbal Rosas. Alzamora’s successors would enhance
the building.
Physician Santiago Távara arrived in Iquitos the
next year, and he wrote that the town had about 30
trading companies, several stores, “three boarding
houses, two pool halls and many taverns.” While it
boasted a primitive hospital and had a parish priest
who was often absent on trips to provide religious succor to other towns, a public school was lacking.
The rapid growth of a political and administrative center on Peru’s Amazon plain naturally created
a demand for goods and services of all kinds. Food
was expensive and scarce, for the closest towns produced only enough to cover their own needs. Although
fishing was plentiful, to such an extent that a large
volume of salted fish was exported to Brazil, fresh
fish were overly expensive during the high tide season. For those reasons, most of the food was imported
from Brazil, Europe, the United States and even India;
in fact, the General Command headquarters and the
most prominent inhabitants established farms along
the length of the Itaya River to meet their needs.
Around those years Admiral John Randolph
Tucker, head of the Hydrographic Commission of the
Amazon, settled in Iquitos with a group of U.S. confederates. A young Frigate Lieutenant, Leoncio Prado, arrived in October 1867. With the support of the
Navy, during the following years the Hydrographic
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Commission extensively explored several rivers
in the Peruvian Amazon and for that purpose two
steamships were acquired, the Tambo and the Mairo.
Engineer Norman Noland, a member of the Commission, wrote that in 1872, Iquitos had a population
of 3,000 people, who formed an eccentric and miscellaneous group. Half of the inhabitants were natives
and the other half were mainly young men, with numerous mestizos and people of some twenty nationalities, including several Chinese and people of African
descent. Although mainly Catholic, this polyglot community also included Protestants and Jews. For that
reason, it was not surprising that the first Masonic
Lodge, Unión Amazónica, perhaps the oldest private
institution in today’s capital city of Loreto, was established in 1868.
Another great fire broke out in Iquitos on August
27, 1872. It started at 10:00 in the morning in Juana
Espinosa’s house, located in the northernmost part of
the city. Strong winds carried the sparks to the palmthatched roof of the church, from where it spread to
the Naval buildings and to several trading companies and private homes on Putumayo Street. For four
hours, the people fought the fire without any success,
until a fortunate change in the wind direction diverted its course and saved the rest of the town. Adding
to this unfortunate situation was a smallpox epidemic
that broke out in 1873, prompting a stampede of terrified natives in nearby villages. As a result, food could
not be found “at any price.”
Despite these calamities, the early inhabitants of
the new Iquitos found different ways to socialize, with
social events and artistic expressions being perhaps
those that most appealed to this young group.
British traveler Frederick Stevenson described
the formal ball hosted by Alzamora during the Independence Day celebration in 1867, pointing out that
women “raised their handkerchiefs on high” with one
hand, while the men held on to their shirt tails. Three
years later, engineer Noland, who has already been
mentioned, wrote about the cheerful vals criollo and
the chilena and zamacueca dances. As he described
them, the balls were held behind open doors accompanied by a small music band, with the cajón as an essential instrument. High pitched female voices usually
sang to the music, along with clapping hands and the
tapping feet of the dancers.
Perhaps the most important musical event to take
place during those years was a benefit concert for Cuba’s independence movement held on the evening of
March 28, 1874. The municipal band, accompanied
by the city’s amateur musicians, interpreted three
“orchestral symphonies.” Among those amateurs
were Italian Elvira Minetti, wife of the Commanding
General of the Department, and U.S. citizens Leticia
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Johnston and Timoteo Smith, who sang; another U.S.
citizen, Walter Butt, Frenchman Maurice Mesnier and
Portuguese tailor J. M. da Silva demonstrated their
skill with the violin, piano and flute, respectively.
The city occasionally received eccentric visitors,
among them a group of French “Communist” refugees
from the 1870 Paris uprising and British citizens LaMotte and John Hoxwell, the former accompanied by
his bulldog and the later after trying to sell U.S. made
spears to natives settled along the Napo River. Others included scientists like U.S. citizens Joseph Steere
and James Orton. Orton was in Iquitos in 1867 and
1873, while Steere arrived in January 1872 to collect
specimens for the University of Michigan Museum of
Natural History.

The Rubber Times
Iquitos, which in 1866 was appointed capital of the
Bajo Amazonas Province in the fledgling department
of Loreto, continued its steady growth boosted by the
rising trade in tobacco, sarsaparilla and salted fish,
but above all, the fast growing demand for rubber.
In order to support these activities, the Morona and
the Pastaza were assigned to make commercial voyages between Yurimaguas and Tabatinga. The ships
stopped at 10 intermediate ports on its 709 mile journey, which took a total of 88 hours. Brazil’s declaration
of free navigation on the Amazon in 1867, a measure
that Peru also took two years later, did much to facilitate that traffic. Travelers could continue their trips
from Tabatinga to Manaus on board a Brazilian steamship that covered that route once a month and proceed
to Belém do Pará on one of the five steamships that interconnected the two ports. The adoption of a regular
schedule on the Ucayali route took longer, for, although
several exploration trips were made on that river and
its tributaries, it was only in 1873 that the steamships
Napo and Putumayo began to provide regular service,
first as far as Sarayacu and then to Yarinacocha.
Iquitos, like the rest of the country, was affected
by the tax crisis of the 1870s. Although its population and trade continued to expand, payment of the
wages of the Naval officers and machine operators
in the facilities that served the steamships and the
city became increasingly irregular. Alzamora and his
successors made countless arrangements to obtain
funds and even borrowed from local traders so that
the steamships could continue operating, but the situation spun out of control. The line running between
Iquitos and Tabatinga, covered monthly by a Brazilian steamship, had to be suspended in 1877 causing
great discontent among the main trading companies. Among them were those of Antonio N. Cepeda,

M. Santillán, J. Oliveira y Cía., J. Villacís y Hnos., E.
Zevallos, M. Mesnier, Smith-Johnson y Cía., F. Morey,
Ferreira y Cía., A. Bastos, J. Mori, M. Tapia, M. Albán,
A. López, J. García, A. Vela and Carlos Mouraille y
Hnos.
The latter, together with Marcial A. Piñón, Manuel del Águila and Antonio Nájar, proposed to create a company that could take charge of both the
steamships and the factory and other government
installations in Iquitos. The authorities accepted
the proposal and in 1877 the Navy handed over the
ships and installations to the brand new Compañía
Peruana de Navegación. The steamships continued
to navigate their established routes to the Napo and
the Ucayali and from Yurimaguas to Belém under
the new owners. The Morona was responsible for the
latter route up until 1884, when it was auctioned off
at that port.
With the outbreak of the War of the Pacific, Iquitos’ authorities had to get by as best as they could to
maintain a minimal representation of the state in the
region. They took two important measures: first, the
establishment of a Customs office and second, the authorization for foreign vessels to engage in trade with
all the Peruvian Amazon ports. The traders heavily
opposed the Customs action from the very moment

of its establishment in 1882, but it was finally able
to start operating. As Prefect Hildebrando Fuentes
reported in 1906, its revenues increased heavily between 1882 and 1892, rising from 22,175 to 184,029
soles. They rose again during the following decade,
totaling 606,702 soles in 1902 and reached a peak level in 1904 of 1,288,873 soles. These figures reflect the
increased economic activity of the city and the region,
which was instrumental in the growth of the city and
of river trade.
Boosted by the rising demand for rubber and other resources, river traffic mushroomed, mainly in the
case of Brazilian vessels that sailed to different towns
in the Ucayali and Marañón River Basins. We know for
a fact that in the first quarter of 1885, 21 ships arrived
in Iquitos; in July and August 1891, there were 16,
among them an Ecuadorean ship, and in November
of the following year, there were 11 steamships, 6 of
which were Peruvian and the rest, Brazilian.
During the 1890s rubber exports topped the figure
of 1,000 tons a year, 300 more than the annual average between 1884 and 1889. These figures continued
to rise over the following decades, peaking in 1910 at
4,500 tons of exports. The following year, however, exports of this product fell heavily, due for the most part
to the competition of Asian rubber. This triggered a
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new crisis in a region whose economy, by those days,
rested basically on rubber.
The rubber boom period was not free from problems. Although the city and its trade prospered, the
national political crisis in the aftermath of the War of
the Pacific had negative effects in the region. In May
1896, Cusco born Mariano José Madueño headed an
uprising in Iquitos, as a result of which he appointed
Colonel Ricardo Seminario y Aramburú as Governor
of the new Federal State of Loreto. Two Army groups
were sent from Lima, one by land, which headed toward the Huallaga, and the other by sea, on the Constitución, which anchored in Belém to keep the revolutionaries from fleeing from that port.
Actually, the revolutionaries had left Iquitos in
July, as soon as they found out about the dispatch of
the two forces, bringing the Federalist movement to
an untimely close. These events, however, brought to
the government the need to build up its presence in the
lower jungle. As a result, in 1897, Iquitos became capital of the department, replacing Moyobamba, among
other measures. Over the following decade, the new
capital city of Loreto grew steadily, reaching a population around 10,000 inhabitants in 1903, a figure that
swelled heavily during the months when rubber was
not harvested. Two years later, Prefect Hildebrando
Fuentes stated that 16 nationalities were represented
in Iquitos.

Institutions and Society at the Turn of the 20th Century
The continuous arrival of new inhabitants rapidly
overwhelmed the urban layout. By the opening of the
20th century, the city, which was spreading around
brand new 28 de Julio Square, already enjoyed public
lighting and was embellished by numerous buildings
sporting handsome painted tiles. Several of these have
survived, like the Palace Hotel, now headquarters of
the Fifth Military Region, and the Pinasco, Santillán
and Cohen Houses. Improvements were made in the
central square and as part of this effort, the cornerstone of a monument to honor the Loretans who sacrificed their lives during the War of the Pacific was
laid in 1898 and finally was inaugurated 10 years later. Near the square stood the Alhambra Theater belonging to brothers Francisco and Demetrio de Paula
Secada, where an important theatrical company from
Barcelona held performances between December
1911 and the following June. And on one corner, the
so called Iron House was erected around 1890, where
one decade later the first movie ever to be shown in
Iquitos was screened. Another important step was the
launching of an urban rail service in 1905, thanks to
an initiative of Julio Arana del Águila.
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The growing population obviously needed to be informed, so starting in 1877, the publication of the
short lived Boletín Municipal was followed by the
appearance of different periodical publications like
El Industrial (1887), El Imparcial (1899-1902), El Amazonas (1892), Loreto Comercial (1902-1913), La Voz de
Loreto (1902-1904), La Prensa, La Felpa, El Heraldo,
El Maynas and El Nacional (1905), together with Loreto’s senior publication, El Oriente, which appeared
in 1905.
In 1898, by an initiative of Rafael Quiroz, special
government Commissioner, the Charitable Society of
Iquitos was established, followed shortly afterwards
by the Amazonian, Spanish, Italian and Chinese Charitable Societies. Around the same period, social clubs
began to emerge: Iquitos, Emilio San Martín, Unión
Loretana, Centro de Cultura y Conferencias Populares,
together with sports clubs: Sport Club (1904) and Athletic Club José Pardo (1906), as well as the Boy Scout
Brigade of Eastern Peru (1914). Furthermore, in order
to promote more familiarity with the area, the Loreto
Geographic Society was set up in 1902.
Another important milestone during this period
was the arrival, in March 1901, of the Augustinian
missionaries who were to establish the Apostolic Prefecture of San León del Amazonas. Under the leadership of Father Paulino Díaz they had to overcome
a series of difficulties; with perseverance and tenaciousness, they were able to emerge successfully and
move ahead with their missionary work, becoming a
basic element in the study of Amazon culture.
The presence of the government was also bolstered, as the Prefecture, Customs office, Harbormaster’s Office — reestablished toward the year 1884 —
and two courts of the first instance were swelled by
the addition of the Higher Court, which started operating in April 1907, and an increase in public schools,
of which by that year there were eight in Iquitos, one
in Punchana and one in Tamshiyacu. Between 1902
and 1903, the Sub Prefecture and the police barracks
were built, the construction of the riverfront avenue
began and several public departments were set up.
Iquitos’ social life revolved around government
officials and traders. These were the founders of the
clubs and promoters of the cited cultural activities.
They were also the people who boosted the city’s embellishment, to which the economic growth generated by the rubber boom generated made an important
contribution. The descendants of long standing inhabitants, grouped together in nearby villages, also found
ways to play a part in the social transformation that
was underway. Local celebrations were one of these
ways, the best known being that of today’s neighborhood of San Juan Bautista, held in honor of its patron
saint every June 24th. That was apparently the site

where a group of Jebero natives settled at the end of
the 19th century, bringing with them an image of their
patron saint and the custom of purifying themselves
in the river on the eve of the celebration and honoring
him in dance and feasting on juanes.
Trade, represented since 1890 by what is today the
Iquitos Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Tourism,
also burgeoned. It was spurred by the rubber boom to
such an extent that at one time United States, Brazilian, Colombian, British, German, Spanish, Portuguese
French, Italian and Chinese Consular offices operated in the city. New and more powerful trading companies were set up, many of them owning their own
vessels, although they were connected with the rest
of the world mainly by the Brazilian steamships that
communicated Iquitos with Manaus and Belém. That
situation changed, however, in 1898, when the British
Red Cross Line launched a service between Iquitos and
Liverpool offered by the steamships Napo and Ucayali,
to which the Javary was added shortly afterwards. The
following year, the Booth Steamship Company Limited
launched a monthly service linking Iquitos with Liverpool and New York. In less than ten years, after acquiring the Red Cross Line, its ships transported up to
7,000 passengers a year, together with a considerable
volume of cargo. By 1906, Iquitos was being served by
the Booth shipping company, traveling to Europe and
New York; the Amazon Steam Navigation Company, to
Belém; Adolfo Morey, to Yurimaguas and the Yavarí;
Benasayac y Toledano, to Sepahua, and J. C. Arana
y Hermanos, to Putumayo, Yavarí, Ucayali up to the
Pachitea, Napo and Curaray. In addition to these, there
were a relatively large number of private ships. This
river traffic, depicted vividly in the watercolors painted
by Otto Michel, employed a sizeable number of crew
members and also called for a large amount of lumber,
estimated in 1910 at a value of half a million dollars.
Port activity concentrated on the riverbank around
the factory, but in 1904 the Booth Company built a
wharf that started operating early the following year
with the arrival of its steamship Napo. These installations consisted of a street-level esplanade resting
on piles anchored on the river bottom, connected via
hinged arms to pontoons that extended outward 160
meters. Ships tied up to these pontoons, which had
a narrow gauge railway on which cars transported
up to five-ton loads. Cargo was moved from the ship
holds to these cars using the vessels’ gear and was
then raised to the upper platform using other booms.
The port building, situated between the Maldonado
riverside avenue and Raimondi Street, with a door
onto Loreto Street, contained customs storage, control and harbormaster facilities covering an area of
2,800 square meters. The port operated at that site
until 1948, when it was moved to its present location.

The inauguration of the wharf and port installations must have marked the start of a new stage of
prosperity, for it gave the city modern facilities with
which to uphold its growing trade, but the ending of
the rubber boom plunged Iquitos and the entire Amazon region into a severe economic depression that
lasted several decades. Despite this, Iquitos had already become an important city with a substantial
and diverse population and a government presence
that, while still weak, had become deeply rooted. The
people of Iquitos were forced over the following decades to overcome numerous difficulties, but just as
they proved able to recover from the two fires of 1865
and 1872, they emerged successfully and built the
present metropolis. River traffic continued to grow,
but not as rapidly as in the past. The advent of air
traffic and, in time, the building of penetration highways up to the Huallaga and the Ucayali improved the
possibilities for the city’s communication with other
parts of the country and the world.
Today, some fifty architectural monuments bear
witness to the city’s growth during the rubber boom,
but all that has survived from earlier times is a part
of the factory’s chimney where the inaugural plaque
dated 1871 bears mute witness to those years in which
the small village began to change.

Page 24: Cargo docks in the port at the beginning of the
20 th century.
Page 27: View of the port at the beginning of the 20 th
century. In the back, the steamship Yurimaguas.
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History	The founding of iquitos: conflicting opinions
Martín Reátegui Bartra

On January 5, 2014, several activities were held to commemorate
the 150th anniversary of the “Founding of the Iquitos River Port
on the Amazon River” in accordance with Law 14702, enacted
on November 14, 1963 during the administration of President
Belaunde Terry. How did the law known today as the one defining
the “founding” of Iquitos come about?
Thanks to journalist Humberto Morey Alejo we learn
about the process whereby several research committees were established to “search for Iquitos’ birth certificate.”
The first one was formed by Marcial Saavedra
Pinón, mayor of the province of Bajo Amazonas in
those days, who issued a resolution on October 9, 1937
reporting the establishment of a committee consisting of different aldermen (Morey, 1996: 8). That committee, which must have had its reasons for doing so,
stopped operating.
On June 8, 1959, mayor Alejandro Rieckhof requested the opinions of several academics and historians from the nation’s capital, such as Felipe de la
Barra, Jorge Basadre, Jorge Dulanto Pinillos, Víctor
Andrés Belaúnde, Luis Alayza y Paz Soldán, Ricardo
Cavero Egusquiza, Fernando Romero and Emilio Deboy, because
[…] lacking historical evidence on the founding, it may
be determined by considering the event of the greatest
importance in its political evolution […] And inasmuch
as the naval expedition of 1864 […] transformed the life
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of Iquitos, […] the Municipality of Maynas is considering
[…] the patriotic desirability of determining that this historical event, indisputable is the starting point for the
Republican founding of Iquitos […] (Centenario, 1964: 5).

There were different answers on the arrival of the
Naval ships. Among them, Jorge Basadre stated that
“the 500-ton Pastaza, under the command of Lieutenant Nicolás Portal, reached Iquitos on February
26, 1864 [and] the Morona, commanded by Frigate
Captain Manuel Ferreyros arrived in Iquitos on the
afternoon of May 25, 1864.” Ricardo Cavero Egusquiza, President of Peru’s San Martiniano Institute at
the time, was precise in pointing out that: “I am of
the opinion that the date of arrival of the Naval fleet
should not be considered the Republican founding
date of Iquitos, for that city already existed prior to
1840,” and suggested that, instead, the arrival of the
Naval officers should be declared a civil holiday for
“this would help promote patriotism [and] in addition,
it would also avoid the danger of altering historical
events.” Emilio Delboy was the only one to affirm that
the four steamships arrived on January 5, 1864 and

insisted on the need to “render particular honor to our
Naval officers, especially by naming the streets of Iquitos after them.”
Only one of the people consulted claimed the date
was January 5; the others cited different dates. Cavero
Egusquiza, whom I feel gave the most accurate and
intelligent answer, was of the opinion that the arrival
date of the Naval officers should be celebrated as a
national holiday and not the founding date, thereby
“leaving the door open for the addition of any new
data that could be found in the future.” (Ibid.: 6-8)
The matter was revisited on August 8, 1961, when
Julio Celso Reátegui Burga was mayor. He set up a
second committee to determine the founding date of
our city. That group, made up of local aldermen and
intellectuals, based its research and proposal on three
dates: the first was June 8, 1842, the date on which
the Supreme Resolution was issued appointing a Lieutenant Governor for Iquitos, which was proposed by
Alfonso Navarro Cáuper. The second was February 7,
1866, the date on which the Supreme Resolution was
issued making Iquitos capital of the province during
the administration of Mariano Ignacio Prado, this one
proposed by priest Avencio Villarejo, and the last was
January 5, 1864, the arrival date of the Peruvian Naval

ships, which was upheld by César Lequerica Delgado.
We will reconstruct the historical grounds for these
three proposals.

June 8, 1842
The historical bases for Navarro Cáuper’s proposal
are to be found in the official documentation published in the Colección de leyes, decretos, resoluciones
y otros documentos sobre el Departamento de Loreto
(Collection of laws, decrees, resolutions and other official documents concerning the department of Loreto)
by Larrabure and Correa (2006-2008).
José María de Arriaga, Bishop of Maynas appointed by Pope Gregory XVI in 1838, sent to the Central
Collecting Administration of the Missions of Peru a
document dated April 2, 1842 in Jeberos, reporting,
among other things, on the violent environment existing in several parts of Maynas: “[…] injustice and
violence on the part of the governors. Deserted towns:
Loreto [referring to a village located on the Brazilian
border] deserted, Peruate 70 inhabitants, Orán with
close to one hundred, Iquitos with the same number…” He went on to propose “that a district could
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be established extending from the Loreto border to
Iquitos,” and that “the capital should be Loreto,” and
should have a native or a reliable neighbor as governor, and not someone from outside.
On June 8, 1842, Agustín G. Charum, the Minister
of Public Instruction, Charity and Ecclesiastical Matters, signed a resolution approving the Bishop’s proposal. Charum’s resolution reads:
By virtue of the report, it has been resolved:

from the report prepared by Manuel Ijurra summarizing trips to the area between 1841 and 1845. That document pointed out that the Lower Mission was divided
into three districts, the first being Nauta, to which the
town of Iquitos belonged and was “inhabited by some
Brazilians and wild Indians of the Nanai tribe” (the
other districts were Pebas and Loreto). Iquitos was
not part of the district of Loreto, as Arriaga claimed.
According to Morey, Navarro Cáuper withdrew his
proposal.

1. That, just as each parish has a justice of peace, so
also in the places where the neophytes reside there be
one such person known by the name of curaca, that name

February 7, 1866

being kept in order not to create confusion and that such
official be responsible for maintaining family order and
arrangement
2. That a district be established extending from the
Loreto border, with Loreto as its capital, given its position on the border with Brazil” [the alleged district included towns or villages like Peruate, Cochiquinas, Orán
and Iquitos].

Arriaga’s proposal and the resolution signed by
Agustín Charum speak about appointing a curaca,
and the governor, in this case, should be resident of
Loreto and not Iquitos. It should be added that in 1828,
Iquitos already had a Lieutenant Governor, Manuel
Ramos, who, on October 18, 1828, in a document sent
by the Government of the Town of Iquitos, informed
the Sub Prefect of the province of Maynas: “I hereby
certify the pledging of allegiance to the new Constitution upon the arrival of Corporal José María Ruiz, in
a meeting of the municipality with the other governing officers of this town under my command and its
inhabitants” (he was referring to the Constitution of
March 18, 1828).
Nine years later, on January 6, 1837, the Sub Prefect of Maynas, Carlos del Castillo Rengifo, informed
the Prefect that he had “sworn into office the new
Governors of the towns indicated.” Although the document fails to reveal the name of the appointed Governor of Iquitos, it does indicate who was removed from
that position: Conrado Llerena from Iquitos.
Two years before the document cited by Navarro
Cáuper, Sub Prefect Sinforoso Reina sent a document
dated May 21, 1840 in Moyobamba, reporting on the
people who occupied political, ecclesiastic and military positions in the province of Maynas; in it, he referred, in regard to its political status, to the presence
of Benito Zumaeta as inspector of the town of Iquitos.
Years before 1842, there were already officials in Iquitos appointed by the governments of the Peruvian
state.
Arriaga’s proposal nor Charum’s resolution met
no success as originally presented. This can be noted
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Claiming February 7, 1866 as the founding date of Iquitos, knowing that several events had already taken
place before then, and that in 1897, in the very words
of Villarejo, “It achieved its maximum status” on being declared the department’s capital, sounds like a
joke. Even more if we take on account that in 1961,
the priest had already published his “History of the
founding of Iquitos” in number 165 of the Archivo
Agustiniano (Augustinian File) (a version on the subject was published under the title of “The Origins” in
García and others, 2008).
In the conclusions of that document, Villarejo
claims, among other things, that Iquitos was founded
in 1757 under the name of San Pablo de Nuevo Napeanos and was restored in 1760-1761; that in 1808, it
was already listed as a town, site of the Governor’s office and the municipality; that allegiance was pledged
to the Constitution of the Republic in 1828 in the Iquitos municipality and that in 1863 the Naval officers
arrived, marking “the true date of the city’s revival.”
Villarejo’s proposal is based on the decree signed
by President Mariano Ignacio Prado making the Coastal Province of Loreto a Department. Article 2 of that
decree reads: “The department of Loreto will consist
of four provinces: That of the District of Moyobamba.
[…] That of the Huallaga. […] That of the Alto Amazonas. […] That of the Bajo Amazonas, with Iquitos
as its capital, will encompass the districts of Iquitos,
Nauta, Parinari, Pebas and Loreto.” The administration of President José Balta ratified the law on September 21, 1868. That’s the full proposal put forward by
this Augustinian priest, not one comma more, nor one
comma less. Is Villarejo establishing the grounds for
this proposal? How strange. The decree of February 7,
1866 designates Iquitos as capital of the new province,
called at that time Bajo Amazonas, and the reference
to it as the provincial capital is already the same as
naming it a city.
If we follow this same line of reasoning, that of its
designation as the capital, why not uphold November
9, 1897 as its founding date, which is when Piérola

enacted the law declaring Iquitos to be capital of the
department of Loreto? Villarejo knew this, he pointed
this fact up in his research. 35 years later, in a letter
he sent to the Commission on Amazon Studies of Historical Culture of the Provincial Municipality of Maynas, he pointed out that the proposed date of January
5 was plagued by:
[...] two serious historical mistakes. During the Colonial
period and way inside the Republican era, only the Head
of State could grant the title of city, and that was not the
case of Iquitos. No ship reached the port of Iquitos on
that date; the first to arrive at the port were the Morona in 1863 and, several months later that same year, the
Arica.

In fact, not even Villarejo was right about the
movement of the Peruvian steamships. As we will see
later, they reached Nauta, and not Iquitos, in 1863.

January 5, 1864
In 1942, twenty years before the establishment of the
committee that defined the January 5 date, and seventeen years before Mayor Rieckhof decided to consult
historians from Lima, César Lequerica published the
book Sachachorro as part of the activities sponsored
to commemorate the Fourth Centennial of the Discovery of the Amazon River. One of its articles bears the
title “Apuntes sobre la fundación de Iquitos (Debe considerarse a los marinos nacionales como fundadores
de la ciudad)” (Notes on the Founding of Iquitos — the
Peruvian Naval officers should be considered the city’s
founders).
Lequerica conceived his proposal based on the
opinions of a historian named Stade:

information or related report. It is not the correct date,
nor is it based on the truth and logic that are so needed
to write a people’s history the history of a town.

He ends up by stating that the founding date
should be set at the time when Iquitos emerged from
the “shadows to enter the sunlight of full social, political and economic life, when it acquired individuality
and assumed the appearance of a town, and no date
could be better than that of January 5, 1864, when
the national Naval officers reached its shores…” Had
Lequerica proceeded in keeping with those ideas, he
would never have proposed the date of January 5,
1864 for, if it were a matter of being a political entity,
the mere fact of having pledged allegiance to a Constitution in 1828 endowed it with the identity of reaffirmation and belonging to Peru.
Let us examine how accurate the proposal is. In
his introduction to Larrabure y Correa’s Volume II on
navigating the Amazon River, the author claims with
regard to the Morona, Pastaza, Napo and Putumayo
steamships that:
These ships began to successively reach Peru’s Amazon
River starting in 1863, with the Morona being first,. […]
then the steamship Pastaza, […] followed by the English
brigantine Próspero, towed that same year of 1863 from
Pará to the port of Iquitos, which was designated a ship
station […]; shortly afterwards, on May 25, 1864, the frigate Arica reached Iquitos, towed by the Morona […]. In
November of that year, the Napo and Putumayo exploration vessels entered Iquitos, the first having been towed
from Pará along the Pastaza River because its machinery
was not yet operational […] With all of those ships gathered at the Iquitos station, that same year of 1864 the
General Commander’s Headquarters for the department
inaugurated national navigation from Tabatinga […] to
Yurimaguas.

If a people begins to have a history in the moment in
which it elaborates it itself, then it follows that we should
use its appearance as a political entity as our starting
point. The tell the story of a people the narrative must
only begin when it acquires its individuality. That is the
purest and most certain source for judging its develop-

Was Lequerica unaware of that information? No,
he was not, but even so, he did not take it into consideration. To this we must add the information supplied
by Captain Eduardo Raygada, who was a part of one of
the first contingents to reach Iquitos:

ment; everything that goes beyond that point lacks true
historical value.

In 1862, when the Supreme Government first organized
the Iquitos ship station, I wanted to be one of the Naval

Lequerica goes on to develop the thought by stating that:

officer founders of that maritime department; as a result,
I was assigned to the crew of the frigate Arica, whose
officers were placed in charge of outfitting the ships and

[…] its birth date cannot be set at a moment when Iqui-

offices of that station. After a stay in England, while all

tos was a mere settlement of Indians converted to Chris-

of the necessary elements for its organization were being

tianity, a miserable and nomadic shantytown without

prepared, we reached Peruvian waters in the Amazon

any personality, like many established in the Amazon

River on November 23, 1863…” (Raygada, 1891: 2).

River Basin and about whose origin there is no accurate
Iquitos
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The only person to cite the date of January 5, 1864,
without considering it the founding date, was Prefect Hildebrando Fuentes (whom Lequerica does not
mention): “On January 5, 1864, a memorable day for
Loreto, the magnificent steamship Pastaza arrived in
Iquitos, followed by its twin, the Morona, the war frigate Aguirre, the brigantine Próspero and the steamships Napo and Putumayo” (Larrabure, 1905: 498).
How aware was Fuentes of these events 45 years later? As far as the ships were concerned, I don’t think
very much, for the frigate Aguirre never reached Iquitos; the only frigate to arrive at the port, towed by the
steamship Morona, was the Arica.

A Diplomatic Incident
The Morona, sailing from England, reached the Amazon River together with the Pastaza between November and December 1862. It was detained in Brazilian
waters by an incident that strained the diplomatic
relations between Peru and Brazil. In order to understand the roots of this incident, it is necessary to
bear in mind that Peru, in 1859, had signed a second
contract with the Brazilian Amazon Navigation Company under which it was compelled to subsidize the
navigation of Brazilian ships for a one-year period,
after which the payment would be voluntary. Peru
decided not to abide by the terms of the contract and
by December 1861 had declared it null and void (w,
Volume II: 63-70). Over that period, trading relations
between the two countries worsened. In reprisal for
the Peruvian decision, the Brazilian company decided that it would not accept Peruvian passengers or
cargo on board its ships starting in January 1863.
Fernando Romero narrates these events in a text entitled “Bravo como Ferreyros” (As Fierce as Ferreyros) (1985).
When Ferreyros reached Pará, Peruvian and
foreign traders flocked to tell him that their products were not being shipped, creating huge losses
and a scarcity of items in Peru’s Amazon riverside
towns. With this in mind and considering that “it
was his obligation of safeguard Peruvian trade
and that, furthermore, he had the authorization of
Counter Admiral Mariátegui” (appointed by the River Department to oversee steamship construction in
Europe, who, for health reasons, returned to Lima
from Pará and never reached Iquitos), he decided to
load those goods on board the ship under his command. At first, according to Ferreyros, the President
of the province of Pará did not stand in the way of
his decision or of the departure of the Peruvian warships. But local pressure, spurred on by sectors of
the press that defended the interests of the Brazilian
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company, created a climate of hostility against the
Peruvians, to such an extent that the press demanded that Peru’s “Naval train” be forbidden to pass.
Romero explains that Ferreyros, in boarding the
cargo of the Peruvian traders, had proceeded kindheartedly, but very hastily and without thinking, for
accepting the goods had turned the Morona and the
Pastaza into cargo ships, making them subject to Brazilian fiscal regulations.
But didn’t the Peruvian government decide to
build the steamships because the exclusive nature of
the Brazilian steamships sailing the Amazon River
threatened Peru’s interests? Ferreyros’ action went
against the interests of the Brazilian company, which
saw in the presence of the Peruvian ships an end to
their supremacy in the Peruvian Amazon.
It was then that their friendly relations were severed. The Brazilian authority sent a diplomatic note to
the Peruvian Consul requesting that he clearly explain
the nature of the Peruvian ships and informing him
that they needed to ask for permission to sail. That
demand led Ferreyros to conclude that:
[...] the strange demand made right at the moment we
were about to set sail finally convinced me of the bad will
with which the authorities were consenting to our departure, […] it was very strange that they would demand
from the Commander of a warship something that was
not customary anywhere, for we already had permission
under the existing treaties, […] what was being demanded of us was unseemly and even humiliating to our national flag and there was no way I could consent to it.

Ferreyros, Romero wrote, “would sail the Amazon as ordered in his instructions, even if they sank
his ship.” The Morona’s Commander communicated his decision to the Peruvian Consul and to the
Brazilian authority, who accepted it verbally. It so
happened that the President of Pará sent a Brazilian
Naval officer to wish him Godspeed and a successful
journey.
It was under those circumstances that the Morona
sailed. Despite their agreement, however, the President of Pará ordered the Óbidos (a state in Amazonas)
fortress not to allow the passage of Peruvian ships
and sent troops and cannons to the steamship Belén,
which caught up with the Morona in the port of Gurupa. After a short exchange of opinions, Ferreyros
understood that he could not turn back without being
humiliated: “I decided to continue my trip, regardless of whatever transpired.” The Commander of the
Morona sailed ahead to force his passage by the fort
amid cannon fire and continued on his way, but a few
short miles from Manaus, the Morona ran aground on
a stone bank and was placed under arrest.

In order to resolve the conflict, a protocol was
signed on October 23, 1863, stipulating, among other
things, that the Commander of the Morona was to fire
a salvo of redress in Brazil’s favor and that this was to
be answered by cannon fire from the Brazilian Óbidos
fortress. Romero adds that Commander Ferreyros resigned and did not fire any salvo.
What happened on the border, Ferreyros’ confrontation of the Brazilian Navy, sheds light on the confusion in dates and persons, as we shall see. Romero
reports the details of what happened in the chapter
“La saga nororiental” (The northeastern saga), volume
VIII of Historia marítima del Perú (The Maritime History of Peru). After its seizure, the Morona remained
grounded in Pará, to which it was taken from Manaus,
as Brazil demanded satisfaction from Ferreyros. Diplomatic notes accepting the arrangement were exchanged on April 23, 1863 and insisted on humbling
the Commander of the Morona. It is known from the
letters that Ferreyros sent to his family that he was
not the person who had to salute the Óbidos fortress.
We cannot imagine a warrior like Ferreyros, a buddy to and companion of Miguel Grau in his rebellions,
taking on that role. A Naval officer who was scatterbrained in citing dates and names, confusing Counter Admiral Mariátegui with Ferreyros, wrote: “They
sailed before Óbidos, where the salvo was to be fired,

but the Admiral had decided not to fire and to keep
from being forced to do so dumped the cannon into
the river. The old man was more stubborn than the
Emperor!” [sic] (Mariátegui and Cisneros, 1957).
What happened after the friction with Brazil is fully documented: the Morona left Pará on June 11. On
July 5, it sailed into the port of Loreto, where it was
given a warm welcome and on July 15, 1863, it reached
Nauta (Romero, 1985). In was in Nauta, in September,
1863 that Ferreyros resigned to his command of the
Morona and, once his resignation had been accepted,
returned to the Pacific.

The Arrival of the Ships
The Morona’s crossing in June 1863 is also discussed
in the letter dated October 15, sent by Manuel de la
Guarda to Counter Admiral Mariátegui, who was in
Lima:
In an official letter dated the 7th of this month, the
Minister of Foreign Affairs informed me that the Peruvian Resident in Brazil had let him know the following,
among other things, on this past July 15: “The ports of
Belén, Breves, Gurupá, Prainha, Santarém and Óbidos
in the province of Pará have been outfitted for Peruvian
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trade; these are the same ports where stops are made
by the Brazilian steamship company, which assigned a
pilot to the Morona for its upriver trip made on June 12”
(Mariátegui and Cisneros, 1957).

It is clear from this that there are no grounds for
Hildebrando Fuentes’ reports.
But the issue of January 5 is even more controversial. We know that in 1959, the municipality consulted several intellectuals living in Lima, among them
historian Jorge Basadre, who has incorporated into
his monumental Historia de la República (History of
the Republic) (2000), a document written by Francisco Emilio Fernández dated October 29, 1868. Basadre
quotes:
[...] on February 26, 1864 graduated Captain Federico
Alzamora arrived in Iquitos on board the steamship
Pastaza, which was towing the brigantine Próspero, as
the senior officer in charge of making the initial arrangements in the department.[…] The Morona, which was
towing the frigate Arica containing the machinery and
rest of the supplies for the ship station, dropped anchor
at 5 o’clock on the afternoon of May 25, 1864. […] On November 6, 1864, the Napo arrived, towed by the Pastaza
and two or three hours later the Putumayo anchored.

I appeal to Basadre, for his work is better-known
than the testimonial document, El progreso del apostadero de Iquitos (The progress of the Iquitos ship
station) written by Secretary Emilio Fernández in October 1868 and published in Lima in 1869. Fernández is the only direct witness to narrate this event
from his viewpoint and in no case does he cite January 5. On the contrary, he claims that: “[…] Events
can only be reported as of February 26, 1864, which,
as I have already said, was the day this department
was established under the orders and inspection of
Commanding General Alzamora” (Fernández, 1869).
In that same text, the author states: “When Mr. Alzamora was in Iquitos, he met with the committee of
officials and employees the government had sent via
Moyobamba to serve under Mr. Mariátegui.”
In order to fine tune the information that completely disproves the January 5 date, Fernando Romero’s research points out in Volume VIII of the monumental Historia marítima del Perú that the activities
of the vessels came to a complete stop because of the
incident at the port of Óbidos. Subsequently, after
arrangements had been made, the Peruvian vessels
began to ply between Tabatinga and Yurimaguas.
Frigate Captain Alzamora, who had commanded the
Arica, boarded the Pastaza, under the command of
Second Lieutenant Nicolás del Portal and, “with the
opening of the second week of January, the Próspero,
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towed by the Pastaza, began to ply the waters of the
huge river,” reaching Iquitos on February 26, 1864.
That information reveals that it was only on that
date that they arrived in Iquitos. Before that, they
had sailed around the town, but moored in Nauta,
the main port on the Amazon at that time. The Pastaza had already anchored in Nauta in 1863. It subsequently sailed back to Pará and returned, as already
stated, towing the Próspero (which was to be given
back to the British colony of Barbados once the supplies it was carrying had been unloaded) to dock in
Iquitos carrying hazardous Commander Alzamora
as a passenger.
Another witness was Antonio Raimondi, the explorer, who pointed out that: “All of the supplies for
the shipyard were brought from Europe on the frigate
Arica and the brig Próspero, which arrived in Iquitos
in February 1864, towed by the steamships Morona
and Pastaza” (Larraburre y Correa, volume VII).
In the skirmishes among intellectuals over alleged
foundations and the arrival of the Naval officers, no
one, not even the witnesses closest to that year (Raimondi, Fernández and official Naval documents of
that period collected by Romero) stated that the event
took place on January 5, 1864. Insofar as dates are
concerned, these do exist but, with the exception of
that cited by Fuentes, none coincides with that defined
by the committee. Barletti, interviewed by the weekly
Kanatari on October 6, 1997 had the following to say
about the subject:
The question we have to ask ourselves is whether it
makes any sense to celebrate January 5, when that was
not the city’s founding date. […] Two discussions were
held over the date of January 5: one in 1937 and the other
in 1961. The conclusion reached from the discussion in
61 was: that was the date to be celebrated. The Law enacted by Belaunde does not refer to the founding of Iquitos, but of Iquitos’ River Port. What is open to question is
whether in actual fact the port was founded. In any case,
the port was set up, it was inaugurated. A port was put
into operation. I don’t think a port is founded.

Reasons Behind the Need for a Founding Date
Why the obstinate defense of January 5 and the presence of the Naval officers as founders of Iquitos? What
does this proposal conceal with its high-flown phrases of support, claiming emergence from the shadows
into the light, a civilizing expedition? Only a racist obscurantism, an absurd search for an ancestry which,
unable to locate it within the Colonial era, seeks to
find them in an alleged founding by military officers
during the Republican period. The activity of Naval

ships beginning to work on the ship station and navigation on the Amazon rivers did, in effect, signify a
greater presence of the Peruvian state in the area,
but that is no reason to consider them the founders
of Iquitos, nor does it mean that with their activity
we emerged into an era of light and civilization. The
Naval presence in Iquitos did not constitute its founding, but the occupation of a territory that was already
inhabited.
It should be recalled that by 1877, the government
had already decided to sell its ships and rent the Iquitos Naval shipyard to groups of rubber barons; that
the floating dock had lain sunken in the waters of the
Itaya River since 1870; that we were living in a period
conducive to the development of a feudal, semi-colonial economy with a budding bureaucratic capitalism
based on a mercantile and extractive policy, on the
plunder and exploitation of resources, and that the
military bosses and intermediate bourgeoisie, both in
thrall to the British Empire, were fighting over control
of the state. Insofar as “civilizing action” is concerned,
let us recall that on November 12, 1866, a convoy made
up of the Morona, the Napo and the Putumayo, loaded
with troops and food provisions, set sail on the socalled “punishment raid” or “punishment expedition”
against the Cashibos, in retaliation for the death of
Naval officers Antonio Távara and Alberto West on the
Pachitea River; an expedition that once again slaughtered the aboriginal peoples of the Amazon in a context of “civilizing vengeance” with then Prefect Benito
Arana at the head; a raid of bombardment, death and
plunder, in which the Cashibo prisoners were brought
to Iquitos and sold as slaves for one pound sterling
each. Is that the emergence from shadows into the
light? Is that the presence of the Peruvian state in the
Amazon? These measures were not taken as patriotic
actions for the benefit of the people, inasmuch as combining progress and well-being was not part of the
thinking of Peru’s governing officials.
Claiming, with flags held aloft, the transition
“from shadows into the light” is merely a repetition
of the same “civilizing” ideas that were used to ideologically justify the domination of empires over the
peoples of our continent and that continue even today,
with the addition of one or another variable, to form a
part of the ideological foundations of the republic and
its “official” history.
In short, if it is a question of feudal aristocratic
ancestry in the founding, we certainly won’t find any
in Iquitos. A misguided custom, that of accepting the
founding of our towns and cities only if effected by a
priest, a businessman or a military officer. Iquitos was
never founded by priests, military officers, or businessmen. There are no written records dating back
to the Viceroyalty or the Republican periods; Iquitos

was referred to only as the name of a conglomerate of
inhabitants during the final years of the Jesuit missionary presence, which spread via the Nanay and
Itaya rivers during the 18th century, and then as the
residence of migrants from the town of Borja, in Alto
Marañón in the 19th century, who lived side-by-side
with the original inhabitants of the area. The latter,
incidentally, were passed over in the discussions of Iquitos’ founding.
There are many dates and it is only right that they
be celebrated. They can serve as good reference points
for preparing a civil calendar for the people, in which
the various celebrations can contribute toward building up the feeling of pride in being natives of the Amazon, Loreto, and Iquitos, as Cavero Egusquiza pointed
out. The intentions of the intellectuals and authorities
at the time the committees were set up to examine the
information in order to determine the founding date
of Iquitos are worthy of respect. Today, however, historical verification is needed of the data set down so
many years.

Page 31: Trigonometric chart of the city of Iquitos, by
Commander Enrique Espinar, 1886.
Page 35: César Calvo de Araujo, Arrival of Ramón
Castilla’s steamships to the village of Iquitos (detail). Wall
painting, 1963.
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History	Iquitos, Federalist capital in 1896
Frederica Barclay Rey de Castro

Before becoming capital of the department of Loreto, Iquitos
held an important movement that shocked the country, raising
fears that this distant region would declare its independence
or be annexed by Brazil. The 1896 uprising, however, aspired
to the adoption of a Federal system for the Republic of Peru,
starting with the creation of the Federal state of Loreto. For a
short time, Iquitos was capital and headquarters of the Loreto
Federal government.
Iquitos’ Development as a Commercial port
At the opening of the 1860s, Iquitos, a small native village those days, received a series of large government
investments that, strategically oriented, made it the
most important Peruvian port on the Amazon River.
At the end of that decade, the first rubber exports
(castilloa elastica gum and hevea brasiliensis latex)
were made. This attracted to the port many foreign
and domestic traders and trading companies that
have been operating from Moyobamba, capital of the
department at that time, or Nauta, upriver, where
the Marañón and Ucayali rivers joint. The rapid replacement of traditional hat and tobacco exports from
the Huallaga Basin and of sarsaparilla, made Iquitos
the most important trading center in Peru’s Amazon
region. At the same time, rubber exports fueled the
growth all kinds of imports, making them equally as
important for the local commerce.
From Iquitos, the trading companies outfitted
the rubber harvesters with all the gear they needed to organize the product’s collection: rifles, tools
for cutting down trees and tapping the latex, tinned
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foods, flour, tobacco and other food commodities,
together with goods intended to hook up laborers.
The steady growth of the demand for rubber generated a growing expansion of the Loreto economic
area, as new rubber harvesting fronts were opened
in increasingly more distant areas.
Soon, the prosperity of the commercial firms began to be reflected in new buildings that replaced the
old rustic dwellings. Competing between them to show
off their wealth, firm owners raised new brick houses
and decorated them with hand-painted tiles imported
from Spain and Portugal.

The Iquitos Customs Office
The War of the Pacific, that started in 1879 as an armed
conflict between Chile and Peru, forced Loreto’s authorities to open a customs office. Funds were needed to keep
public services operating: a few schools, mail service,
the commander’s headquarters, the gendarmerie, the
jail and a growing bureaucracy that worked in both the
departmental capital of Moyobamba and in Iquitos.

Initially established in 1881, the customs office ran
into the immediate resistance of Loreto’s traders who,
up until that moment, had operated completely tax-free.
Over those years, both national and foreign traders settled in Loreto, who comprised the wealthiest class, had
fought every attempt to institute a tax system. And their
efforts met with success, for up until 1879 the only people who paid taxes were the natives, who were forced to
provide public services. That year, the country’s virtual
ruin meant that in Iquitos all males over the age of 21
were asked to pay taxes, just as those in other departments of the country were already doing.
Following an initial failure, a new department Prefect was able to reach a negotiated agreement with
the influential traders of Iquitos in 1883. As a result,
the customs office soon began to produce sizeable
revenues that overcame the department’s budgeted
needs, despite the existence of flagrant cross-border
smuggling and the exemption from customs duties
of imports from Brazil. Even so, despite the traders’
consent to the operation of the customs office, they
achieved a situation in which the payment of import
duties was considered a “voluntary contribution” of
the commercial activity.
The large revenues produced by the customs office
increased the rivalry between Moyobamba, located in
the western part of the region, and Iquitos, where its
headquarters were located. It was also responsible for
the continuous defiances against the Prefecture’s authority. It was not unusual to find two Prefects operating at the same time, one in Moyobamba and the other
in Iquitos, disputing the legality of each other’s mandate and control of the taxes collected. Even during
periods when Loreto was governed by a single authority, there were cases in which the Prefect established
his permanent residence in Iquitos in order to control
the customs duties.

Loreto’s Discontent on the Eve of the Federalist
Proclamation
The aftermath of the war and confrontations among
different groups of supporters made it essential to
undertake a general nation-wide tax reform. As it
happened in Loreto, during the conflict the other
departments had been forced to generate their own
revenues without receiving any subsidy whatsoever, as well as to contribute to the expenses of the
central government and to the war effort. Tax collection and administration needed to be placed on
firm foundations by giving the departments certain
powers and responsibilities.
The Loreto region was so far away that successive administrations proceeded to appoint commis-

sions to study the situation in that department. These
groups acknowledged that the Iquitos customs office
had not been established through regular legal channels; it was not created by the legislature. They also
noticed Amazonas’ commercial prosperity due to the
rubber trade, and the need to “take possession” of the
territory, considering the country’s experience with
the southern province of Tarapacá which, neglected,
progressively loosened its links with the country until it was finally lost in the war.
The need to reinforce the country’s authority became stronger because of the presence in Loreto,
and particularly in Iquitos, of a large community of
traders and producers from Europe, North Africa,
Brazil, Colombia and Ecuador. There were also certain opinions on the fact that, because of its isolation, Loreto’s inhabitants could choose to split away
from Peru.
The general reforms of 1886 and the adoption of
a special regime for Loreto, instituted decentralized
tax collection in the region by creating departmental Boards, ordering the payment of taxes by people
and companies with larger incomes and establishing
an urban and rural land tax. At the same time, the
customs office was placed on a sound legal footing in
a modification of the former “voluntary” agreement.
The government claimed that only if the inhabitants
of Loreto assumed their responsibilities could they
be considered citizens.
The enactment of these and other measures was
met in Loreto by heated complaints against the centralized influence exercised by Lima. As the state
forged ahead with its effort to gain a stronger foothold and authority in Loreto and to introduce reforms
into its tax system, a common demand gained ground
throughout the department, with Iquitos at its center:
the demand for autonomy. The inhabitants of Loreto,
both Peruvian and foreign, viewed these reforms as
chipping strongly away at their autonomy, which they
considered well-earned because the department was
producing all of its own revenues.
Although by the end of the post-war decade this
defense of autonomy was not essentially different
from the anti-centralist positions taken in other departments, as various political conflicts unfolded the
defense of autonomy became more marked in Loreto
and particularly in Iquitos.
To begin with, the political interference of the central government in municipal matters met with strong
reactions in Iquitos. The fact is that when the municipal system was re-instituted, the most politically active sectors and the great commercial group adopted
the strategy of occupying all Municipal government
positions in order to act as a counterweight to the authority of the Prefects.
Iquitos
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Military Expeditions against
Iquitos’ Federalist Movement
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Sea expedition of the Minister of the Navy, Colonel Juan Ibarra
River Expedition of Colonel Eduardo Yessup
Land Expedition of Colonel Fabián Marino and Emilio Vizcarra
(International Borders shown are present day’s)

Control of the Department Board also created
strong friction and generated protests. In its early
years, the Board was relatively unimportant because
of the preeminence of the customs office in the collection and administration of departmental revenues.
However, when it was given the task of renewing tax
registrations and collecting urban and rural land taxes, control of the Board became a pitched battle.
If all this was not enough, the Board acquired
greatest importance when the department Treasury
was moved to Moyobamba. With growing frequency,
the central government began to demand transfers of
funds to Lima to cover the expenses of the Ministries
of War and of Foreign Relations, to such an extent that
in 1894 the transfers consumed Loreto’s entire surplus.
These transfers were authorized by the Prefect, often
following secret instructions, even though Loreto’s special regime reserved its full revenues for the department. At that point, Iquitos’ most influential traders
moved to limit the Prefect’s influence by claiming that
his interference on behalf of the central government
made the “decentralization system an illusion.”
In Lima, there was a growing opinion that Loreto,
with its endless source of wealth, should compensate
Peru for the loss of Tarapacá’s saltpeter. The people of
Loreto were aware of this expectation and the implications it held for their cherished autonomy and the
preservation of their revenues and declared through
the press: “they had better not come and try to take
away the fruits that belong to Loreto.” This took place
at precisely the moment when Iquitos’ trade, thanks to
the expanding rubber frontier, experienced a marked
capitalization that was reflected in, for example, the
purchase of transatlantic steamships.
By 1895, it was clear that the destination of Loreto’s revenues would be determined by the new Congress that was to be elected. The people of Loreto also
pinned their hopes on the legislature of 1895 because
they expected it to take up the longstanding proposal
to move the department’s capital.
The call for elections in Loreto, the voting system
and the qualifying of their Congressmen all created
discontent, which fueled the desire for autonomy. To
begin with, the call for elections arrived so late that
the Prefect claimed that the elections had not been
able to be held with any regularity. In addition, the
notification stipulated that in accordance with the
old provisions, elections in Loreto were to be governed by the census of 1853, when the population
had been considerably smaller. The candidates who
considered themselves to have been elected carried
the results of the elections to Lima so that the national Congress could determine their qualification.
In the end, the Congress accepted the elections of the
Deputies, but annulled those of the Senators, leav-

ing Loreto without any representatives in the Upper
House.
As if this were not a sufficient affront to Loreto’s
most active political sectors, newspapers in Lima
published articles declaring that Loreto was inhabited by “ignorant, if not savage, people.” Referring to a
statement made in the report of an outgoing Prefect,
they claimed that the department “was lacking in citizens.” The annulment of the election of Senators in
Loreto was accordingly interpreted as an attempt to
bar the way to claims for more autonomy on the part
of Loreto’s elite.
The resulting discontent was not confined to Iquitos, but extended to all of the provinces, including
Moyobamba. Adding wood to the fire, at the close of
1895, the government submitted an initiative to Congress to close down the department Boards throughout the Republic, in a measure that restored powers
to the Prefects. For Loreto, the measure meant leaving
the remains of its special regime undefined, to such an
extent that the Congress failed to approve the budget
for 1896 formulated by the Department Board, causing a sharp reaction on the region. Worse still, at the
same time, the Congress approved an Executive initiative to create a Tax Collection Anonymous Society.
Inasmuch as the budget formulated by the Executive
to replace that of the Board took it for granted that
expenses were to be covered by tax monies, this made
it obvious that taxes were to be collected in the other
provinces of Loreto, where up until that moment no
business taxes had been paid.
In a ten years period, the state had moved from
ratifying a special regime for Loreto to its de facto and
progressive reduction. As a result, on the eve of the
Federalist uprising of 1896, Loreto faced the possibility that the government or the Congress would formally decree an end to its special regime.
It was in this context that, confronted by a measure
that would affect the entire department, Moyobamba
and the other provinces spoke up, increasing the possibilities for adoption of a joint response to a gesture
that added a further insult. El Independiente, a weekly
from Iquitos published since 1894, gave voice regularly to this discontent and, in the light of the Federalist
Proclamation, became the official media spokesman
for the Federal Government.

Federalist Ideas in Loreto and in Peru at the Close of
the 19th Century
Following the war with Chile and the attempt to impose a tax reform, positions were consolidated in favor of a Federal regime in response to Lima’s centralist domination. Discussions were commonplace in the
Iquitos
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academic media and the press about its advantages
and the difficulties involved in its implementation.
More than one of the country’s political parties adopted Federalism as their creed, including the Democratic Party that won the general elections in 1895,
although the general opinion thought that the moment
was not right to put it into practice, given Peru’s geopolitical situation.
The mood of the country was such that shortly after the new Congress took office members of different
parties reminded President Piérola of his campaign
offer to undertake a constitutional reform and demanded the formulation of a proposal for a Federal
government. So it was that in October 1895 the Executive appointed a committee of Congressional members
to draw up a draft Federal Constitution in response to
“the demand of a considerable part of the country.”
At the same time, a group of Congressional Deputies
submitted a proposal for a Legislative Committee to
shortly present a Federal project.
Despite the multi-party request, the political will
to carry those projects to a successful conclusion was
clearly lacking. The government committee, which
met with no regularity, showed little unanimity. A
minority proposal was put forward and was immediately met by the observation that any Constitutional
reform would first require reforming the article that
established Peru’s unitary system of government. By
that time, the attention of the Houses of Congress was
focused on eliminating decentralized taxation.
The proposed Federal system, which did not succeed in being debated in Congress before Loreto’s Federalist Proclamation was issued, revealed itself not to
be democratic in some aspects and very conservative
in others. The proposal provisionally adopted the departmental divisions as bases for the confederated
states but, ironically, excluded Loreto and the neighboring department of Amazonas from the country’s
division into states and relegated them to the status
of territories subject to Federal government control.
While little evidence existed prior to Loreto’s Federalist Proclamation of 1896 that the people of Loreto
would have favored a Federal system in response to
their demand for autonomy, Federalism was not unknown there. Brazil, with which the department enjoyed close relations, had adopted a Federal system
in 1891. They were therefore aware that under the
Federal system the states of Amazonas and Pará had
full access to their revenues. Furthermore, the Lima
newspapers that reached Iquitos and Moyobamba
had prominently featured the debate over a Federal
system of government ever since the opening of the
decade.
The links with Brazil in Loreto’s case, and particularly that of Iquitos, were not limited to the close trad44
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ing relations between the two countries. The “Unión
Amazónica” Masonic Lodge founded in 1869 in Iquitos maintained friendly ties with the Brazilian Lodges that had been instrumental in the founding of the
Republic and the establishment of the Federal system
in that country.
The majority of Loreto’s important Peruvian and
foreign businessmen, together with a large number of
high-level officials in the region, belonged in the 1890s
to the Iquitos Lodge, which had been set up by a group
of Peruvian Naval officers.
Aside from its relations with numerous lodges
in Brazil and other parts of the world, with which it
maintained trading ties, the Iquitos Lodge had belonged since its foundation to a Masonic Lodge with
headquarters in Lima and cooperated closely with
lodges established in several different cities, including
the capital. Although political discussions were said
during the period to be forbidden in Masonic temples,
talk about politics was unavoidable. In fact, several of
these lodges had taken open stands against centralism and even in favor of Federalism.
In the degree to which those who participated in
the Iquitos Lodge belonged to the political and trade
elite, they were involved in the debate favoring autonomy, regardless of their political affiliations. In fact,
the supreme authority of the Iquitos Lodge in the Masonic year of 1895-1896 was one of the Secretaries of
the Loreto Federal government.
Federalism, in 1896, must have sounded to many of
Loreto’s residents — whether natives of the region or
not — like the appropriate political system for blocking increasingly obvious attempts to chip away at the
department’s autonomy. For that reason, regardless of
whether or not the idea had seen the light in Loreto or
had arrived there with former Consul Mariano José
Madueño, the Proclamation received wide backing in
Loreto, starting with Iquitos, the declared capital of
the new Federal state.

Iquitos in the Year of the Federalist Proclamation
Iquitos in 1896 was a bustling trade port although
with still a rudimentary infrastructure. Irrigation
ditches ran through the streets in the city’s downtown
and birds and pigs could occasionally be seen littering
the streets and sidewalks, despite Municipal regulations to the contrary. Even so, Iquitos already enjoyed
a public lighting system. Large buildings crowded
the streets, including the “Iron House” located in the
central square on the riverbank. There were also two
schools for boys and two for girls.
The urban area of the city extended from the central square in a 1,500 meters radium to the North, the

center and the South, reflecting the growth of the populated center. Planning was underway at that time to
transfer the cemetery from 28 de Julio square to its
present location.
A census ordered that year found that Loreto had
a population of 100,590 inhabitants, most of it located in the provinces of San Martín, Moyobamba and
Huallaga, which shortly afterwards became a new department. As a result, the provinces of Alto and Bajo
Amazonas had only 30,235 inhabitants. A large percentage of the population of those provinces was to be
found on the rubber harvesting fronts not covered in
the census.
Fueled by its burgeoning trade, Iquitos saw its
population start to rival that of Moyobamba, the department capital. A census taken in 1890 estimated
the stable population of Iquitos at 4,548 inhabitants,
with a floating or seasonal population of almost the
same size. By 1908, however, the census count of the
stable population was of 14,298 inhabitants. In both
cases, two thirds or more of the population consisted
of males and one third of foreigners. The existence of
a considerable number of Consulates normally headed by traders was responsible for this strong foreign
presence.
Those engaged in Loreto’s major trade out of Iquitos were Peruvian merchants, many of them from the
Huallaga region; Brazilian and Portuguese traders,
some of whom had settled there even before the rubber boom, and a sizeable group of European owners
or managers of trading companies, many of them Jewish. Also comprising Iquitos’ political elite, together
with the businessmen, were public officials in office
or retired, many of whom had reached the region as
military or naval officers.

Loreto’s Federalist Proclamation
On the morning of Saturday, May 2, 1896, El Independiente published an editorial signed by its director,
asking Piérola to establish a Federal government for
the Republic of Peru. He based this request on the
President’s way of thinking and made sure that the
measure would enjoy the backing of the majority of
the general public. At that time, the committee appointed by the government to draw up a Federal Constitution was still dilly-dallying over its report.
On the afternoon of that same day, a group of citizens favoring the adoption of a Federal Constitution
marched through the streets of Iquitos accompanied
by a band of musicians. They proceeded to the home
of Colonel Mariano José Madueño to ask him to accept
the position of provisional Governor of the Federal
state of Loreto.

Madueño, a man from Lima, had earned his military rank fighting aside Cáceres in the war against
Chile. Under Cáceres’ orders, he traveled to Moyobamba and served as Sub Prefect for a short period in 1890,
but then started supporting Pedro del Solar’s group
and joined the Civil Party. He had been instructed by
the latter at the beginning of 1895 to head the Loreto
Prefecture, but the end of the civil war put an end to
those plans. That same year, he was appointed Peruvian Consul in Belém do Pará, Brazil and was on his way
there when his appointment was cancelled. He then
decided to continue on to Iquitos where he was able to
observe, after two months, that the general discontent
of the local political class with the course being taken by central government measures was serving as a
breeding ground for favoring the establishment of a
Federal system.
With demonstrators posted in front of his lodging,
Madueño rejected the position being offered to him
and suggested them to approaching the head of the
Civil Guard, Ricardo Seminario Aramburú, a young
military officer, nephew of the Second Vice President
of the Republic and son of one of the founders of the
Civil Party.
At 7:00 that night, a growing mass of people demanded that Colonel Seminario accept the appointment, as they loudly “cheered Peru, Supreme Commander Piérola [and] the Federal State of Loreto.”
Initially refusing the offer, he declared that he shared
their Federalist ideals, but given the increasingly heated environment and the insistence of several
prominent figures, ended up accepting it. The crowd
then wended its way to the Prefecture, which had been
converted into the Government Palace. There they
proceeded to sign an official document and a decree
was enacted establishing Loreto as a Federal state of
Peru. The time was 8:30 in the evening.
That same night, Madueño was appointed Secretary General (Minister), but only agreed to serve in the
government as Commander-in-Chief of the river and
land forces and suggested that a body of Secretaries
should be formed. The next day Seminario launched
his proclamation “To the peoples of Loreto,” which
he had printed up and distributed throughout the department.
On May 4, Seminario made the following Cabinet
appointments: Loreto businessman Cecilio Hernández, a political activist who was the top-ranking official of the Masonic Lodge that year, as Secretary of
Government, Public Works and Colonization; Loreto
lawyer Ezequiel Burga to the Secretary of Justice and
Instruction, and Loreto businessman and former Congressman Juan Clemente del Águila as Secretary of
the Treasury and Commerce. Madueño was confirmed
in the Secretary of War and General Command. Over
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the following days, positions of trust were filled in
areas such as the provincial Prefectures, the General Treasure and Customs Office, the Mail system and
Naval Headquarters. The Judicial system was also set
up. On May 8, allegiance was pledged to the provisional Federal Constitution, awaiting the adherence of the
rest of the country’s departments.
The news of the Proclamation reached Lima via
cable from Belém do Pará on the afternoon of May 18
and came as a complete shock. Immediate reactions in
the press ranged from skepticism and suspicion that it
was a political ruse on the part of the government to
put down the widespread discontent, to concern over
its consequences.
The first measure of the national government was
to consult Brazil if it would allow troops and war supplies sailing from Lima and traveling through the
Strait of Magellan to travel up the Amazon River. This
would indicate that initially the government considered that Brazil had played no part in the Federalist
Proclamation and that the intent of the Proclamation
was not separatist. Brazil took quite some time to answer affirmatively, after first making sure that none
of its border states were involved in a separatist plan.
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On May 29, the government decided to order the
closing of the port of Iquitos, alleging that the measure was being taken to avoid the misappropriation
of the Customs Office revenues. More likely, however,
its main purpose was to keep the Federalists from
communicating with their possible allies and receiving supplies and food from abroad. The organization
of three military expeditions was then ordered, the
first by a war ship through the Strait of Magellan, the
second via the Pichis and Ucayali Rivers and the third
through Cajamarca and Chachapoyas.
By then, the government had adopted the strategy,
with the strong support of Lima’s newspaper El Comercio, of publicizing the Proclamation as a separatist
and treasonable act against the nation that placed its
safety in jeopardy, despite declarations from Loreto
emphasizing its loyalty to Piérola. This strategy kept
Federalist sectors in other departments from adhering to the Federalist Proclamation. Furthermore, total
censorship was imposed with the interception of mail
and telegrams.
In the beginning, the Proclamation enjoyed the
massive support in Iquitos of the most important businessmen represented in the Chamber of Commerce,

although the extent of the commitment or conviction
among them varied in terms of form and leadership.
Although some expressed concern privately over the
involvement of military officers because of the risk that
events would affect the rubber harvesting — which, in
fact, did occur because many of the workers took advantage of the situation to flee — and of the possibility
that Brazilian businessmen operating in the border region would avail themselves of the port’s blockade.
In Huallaga’s case, the Proclamation was supported by most businessmen, both Peruvian and foreign,
but actively resisted by the authorities in Moyobamba.
It was for that reason that Federal troops entered that
city one month after the launching of the Proclamation,
although by then all of its provinces had pledged their
support. In the case of the Department of Amazonas, on
the other hand, the capture of the Federalist emissaries
put an end to attempt to obtain its adherence.
The announcement of the forthcoming arrival of
heavily armed national troops led the Federal government to embark on massive enlistment campaigns,
which in some cases amounted to forced recruitment,
in order to build trenches along the route to Chachapoyas. In the end, the enlistments and fear over the consequences of armed warfare weakened the support of the
businessmen for the Federalist government.
Speculation ran rife over June in Lima and on the
Loreto front. News was circulated about the organization of expeditions to back the rebels and about the
change in sides of members of the official forces. The
fact is that by then the Federalists had started to realize what a difficult position they were in.
In mid June, Piérola accepted a proposal by Governor Seminario’s brother, Felipe Seminario, Commander of the Húsares squadron in Trujillo, that he travel to
Loreto to meet with his brother. Although they failed
to get together, Felipe wrote from Moyobamba asking
his brother to avoid a civil war. The Governor received
the letter on July 2 and the next day submitted his resignation to the Mayor before leaving for Brazil.
Felipe Seminario, on the other hand, did talk with
Madueño in Yurimaguas on July 7, when the latter had
already heard about the Governor of the Federal state’s
decision to resign. During his encounter with Madueño, Commissioner Seminario confirmed the news
about reactions in the country and the distortion of the
Proclamation’s purpose and asked him to demobilize
his forces in Moyobamba. Madueño agreed to move
the Federalist forces from Moyobamba to Yurimaguas
and authorized the Commissioner to speak in Lima
on behalf of the Federal government, admitting that
all that was left to it was “to give in loyally and patriotically.” He then asked the Amazonas Prefect to call
a halt to the forces advancing from Lima, requested
that two members of the Lower House of Congress for

Loreto avoid their hostile entry into Loreto and spoke
in Yurimaguas with their chiefs, not all of whom were
willing to lay down their arms. Once an agreement
had been reached with them, he sent a message to the
advance trenches situated two and a half days’ march
from Chachapoyas, under the command of Amaro La
Rosa, to return and surrender their arms.
In the meantime, Secretary Burga, in response to
a cable received from Pará, reached Brazil to define
the terms of the government’s surrender in exchange
for a general amnesty that was later denied. All of this
took place long before the military expeditions neared
Loreto. The Peruvian Consul in Belém traveled to Iquitos to receive the Loreto government and arrived in
early August amid the hostility of most of the businessmen and the Mayor. At almost the same time, the
newly appointed Prefect reached Moyobamba. It was
only in October that the Minister of War at the head
of the maritime-river expedition reached Iquitos, by
which time La Rosa had already discharged the troops
in Yurimaguas and handed over their weapons to the
diplomatic corps in Iquitos, where a banquet was held
in his honor.
As the port reopened under new authorities, life in
Iquitos gradually returned to normal. The population,
however, harbored a strong resentment toward Lima,
which the crash in rubber prices and even more so the
handing over of Leticia and the Putumayo to Colombia under a treaty with that country only served to fan.
At the national level, the Federalist Proclamation has
lived on in people’s memories as a mere historical incident, while locally it reinforced the feeling of identity
and the strong regional spirit that remains alive today.

Page 44: The “Iron House”, installed in Iquitos in 1890.
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History	The rubber times: a tragic and unknown history
Alberto Chirif

The so-called rubber boom took place in the Amazon region
between the second half of the 19th century and the year 1914.
While it is hard to establish a precise point of departure of
the process, its conclusion was clearly marked that year by
the drop in international prices of wild rubber for reasons I
will explain later. In order to understand this process, which
affected the entire Amazon region and had devastating effects
on the native peoples, particularly those inhabiting the area
between the Putumayo and Caquetá rivers, it is first necessary
to examine what was happening in the world and in Peru in the
19th century when the rubber boom occurred.
The Industrial Revolution
The Industrial Revolution made an initial appearance
in the mid 18th century with the invention of the steam
engine in Great Britain, affecting first the textile industry and then the manufacturing of other goods, as
well as railroad transportation and navigation. But it
was only a century after that when the strengthening
of capitalism as an economic system capable of boosting accelerated technological innovation enabled it to
become strongly rooted. Over the 19th century both the
Industrial Revolution and the capitalist system rapidly spread through the rest of Europe and the United
States.
Technological changes encouraged industrialization in those countries and had a strong impact in
the development of transportation and communications. Intercontinental navigation expanded the whole
world, while the growth of railroad systems linked,
for the first time, different regions of countries that
until that moment had been far form each other and
isolated. Communications were also facilitated after
the appearance of the telegraph — electric at first and
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then wireless — and, at the same time, of the telephone.
The invention of the internal combustion engine
in the second half of the 19th century gave birth to the
automobile, which took its place side-by-side with the
older bicycle dating from the 1830s as a wheeled personal transportation vehicle.
The discovery of vulcanization, which allowed the
industrial use of “caucho” (rubber), the generic term
by which a wide variety of wild gums with unique
qualities and properties was known in Peru and other Spanish-speaking countries, was instrumental in
this process of fast technological change. These rubber gums include proper caucho latex (Castilloa ulei),
Shiringa (Hevea brasiliensis) and weak sap (Hevea
guianesis and H. benthamiana). As I will explain later, these were not only kinds of rubber with different
properties, but also different species, each requiring
its own method of collection.
The first news heard in the Western world about
the existence of rubber was communicated in 1745
by French naturalist Charles de La Condamine in his
Relación Abreviada (Brief Account), in which he told

about its use by indigenous peoples to make something like badminton shuttlecocks and a kind of shoe,
together with a series of waterproof articles, including
a sort of wineskin with a wooden spout in which to
carry liquids, similar to a syringe. This pão da xiringa, as it was called in Brazil was the origin of the
Portuguese term seringa for rubber and seringueiro
for rubber tapper, and in Spanish the words became
shiringa and siringuero.
Charles Goodyear discovered vulcanization in the
United States in 1839. The process consisted of the
addition of sulfur to rubber latex to keep it elastic,
no matter whether it was hot or cold. This solved the
problems of the product’s changing properties due to
differences in temperature and made it possible for
rubber pieces not to stick to each other. A year after
patenting the process, in 1844, R. W. Thomson registered the pneumatic tire in England. Since then, rubber rapidly extended its uses: as insulation material, in
the making of buffers for trains and shims for billiard
tables, in the shoe industry and the manufacturing
of waterproof garments, and cable insulation. However, Thompson’s invention became really successful
only after John Dunlop reinvented the pneumatic tire
in 1888 and it was adopted by the burgeoning bicycle

industry. In 1895, it started being used to make automobile tires, as well. With its growing industrialization, the demand for rubber rose heavily in the United
States and throughout Europe.
Industrial growth and the development of capitalism encouraged the search for new regions from which
to obtain natural resources, which, in turn, demanded new forms of political relations among countries.
It is this need for resources which explains scientific
expeditions being sent and the presence of all kinds of
travelers, funded by their governments, searching for
new sources of raw materials that were of interest to
their industries, identifying the best communication
routes, reporting on the status of immigrants already
established in the New World and even determining
possibilities for new colonies to be established. These
expeditions clearly demonstrate the close link that
existed between the expansion of capitalism from a
world in the throes of industrialization and science.
The title of a work by Francis de Castelnau (1850) illustrates the official nature of the undertaking: Expédition dans les parties centrales de l’Amérique du Sud, de
Rio de Janeiro à Lima, et de Lima au Para: exécutée par
ordre du gouvernement Français pendant les années
1843 à 1847 (Expedition to the central parties of South
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America from Rio de Janeiro to Lima and from Lima to
Pará: undertaken by order of the French government
from 1843 to 1847). Another example are the travels of
his Castelanau’s countryman, Olivier Ordinaire, who,
in the mid 1880s, journeyed through Peru’s central rain
forest and, following the courses of the Ucayali and the
Amazon Rivers, reached the Atlantic. The official mission entrusted to him by the French government was to
report on trade in the eastern region of Peru, look into
the feasibility of establishing an inter-oceanic route
and visit the French colony in Chanchamayo (Junín). He
had also been charged with exploring possible communication ways in the Madre de Dios River and obtaining
Chinchona or Quina seeds, a tree of the Rubiaceae family used to produce quinine, an alkaloid with febrifuge
properties useful to fight malaria fevers. The intention
was to adapt the tree to conditions in Algeria, a French
colony at that time.
Charles Darwin’s voyage around the world on the
Beagle between 1831 and 1836, was a part of this dynamics. His tasks, appointed by the British Admiralty, were to seek for new routes and map the lands
and seas he crossed in his journey. Also illustrative
is the case of United States sailors Lewis Herndon
and Lardner Gibbon, who explored the Amazon Basin in 1851. They proceeded under orders of the U.S.
Department of the Navy at a time when their country was following an expansion policy, known in the
domestic front as “The Conquest of the West” and in
the external front by annexing territories belonging
to Mexico, like Texas and California. Herndon narrates that a high-level Naval officer had given him
instructions to report in detail about the navigation
conditions of the rivers and about natural resources,
trade and population of the regions he came across.
As shown by Mariana Mould de Pease (1993), that information was to be used for future plans to found
an independent Amazon republic in which to accommodate powerful Southern landowners who had
been defeated in the American Civil War, so that they
could reproduce the slave-labor system that had been
eliminated in the United States.
As important as the processes of industrialization
and the search for new resources and markets, was
an ideology forged in those days, in the heat of the
enthusiasm of a powerful technology and the development of a positive science that conceived the human
being as the great doer. Older conceptions that envisaged the existence of an ethical relationship between
human beings and nature were finally destroyed and
disappeared. Nature became resources and resources
became potential surplus for those with the skill to
exploit them and the labor force.
The idea of development as the ever-growing progress of society, germinated between mid 18th and mid
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19th centuries. Gustavo Esteva (1996) shows that over
this period the concept of development evolved “from
the notion of transformation assumed to constitute
an advance toward the appropriate way of being to
a conception of change involving a move toward an
increasingly perfect form”. Esteva adds that in those
times, scientists started using “evolution” and “development” as interchangeable terms. The fact is that
evolution conceived as a process leading to increasingly perfect situations had serious implications in the
“categorization” of human societies and was used to
justify outrages against societies that were considered
to be “primitive.” Engels, in fact, transferred these
ideas from the realm of biological evolution to the
social field by establishing arbitrary stages through
which all societies must progress, moving from a state
of savagery through barbarity before finally ending up
with civilization. Staunch anti-Communists, as well
as convinced Catholics embraced this thesis without
questioning its origin.
The dynamics of unlimited development that
started in the 19th century, of exponential progress
by which nature is valued only in terms of its money-making potential, marked the beginning of a process that today is revealing its effects in the form what
we know as climate change and global warming. Exploitation of wild rubber in the Amazon are a part of
this process. Rubber (Castilloa ulei) and “caspi milk”
(Couma macrocarpa), two trees that produce wild latex — the latter used to make chewing gum — were
felled for tapping, unlike the shiringa (Hevea brasiliensis), which was tapped standing. Later, other species like the palo de rosa tree (Aniba rosaeodora) were
to be processed by equally barbaric methods: reduced
to splinters, their wood was boiled and distilled to
produce a fine aromatic oil.
Petroleum extraction began at about the same
time and large-scale mining took on importance, both
inevitably pollutant activities during their extraction
and transformation processes as well as during their
distribution and consumption in every-day life, and
both with a huge potential for creating long-lasting
environmental liabilities.
During the second half of the 20th century, the
process was given a new boost as the industry transformed itself, from a commodities producer for the
wealth of society, to an end in itself, a machinery that
cannot afford to stop producing because any interruption could crash the whole system down. To keep
it going, two changes had to be made, one concerning the goods produced and the other, the consumer’s way of thinking. As a result, goods of ever poorer quality became shorter-lasting, while the public
began to consider their rapid replacement as a sign
of prestige in order to keep up with the most recent

technological developments. Thus, obsolescence became a paradigm. But these lines of thought are taking us away from our main topic, the rubber times.

The National Context
The 19th century is that of the independence of Peru
and of the other South American countries. All of
them were faced by the same problems of occupying
their territories and defining their borders based on
jurisdictions inherited from the Colonial period. The
imprecise nature of such jurisdictions made it impossible to establish the borders of the new states and
that fact, combined with the ambition of the ruling
elites, touched off territorial disputes that ended up
occasionally in armed confrontations.
In Peru’s case, several complementary strategies
were required to get its Amazon region occupied.
One of these was to explore the territory in order to
establish new access routes and to render an account
of both its natural and human resources. During his
first presidential term (1845-1851), Ramón Castilla
started to promote navigation on the Amazon rivers and foreign immigration. In 1848 he entrusted
Franciscan monks Cimini and Rossi to look into the
possibility of moving Ashaninka peoples from the
central rain forest to solve the problem of scarcity in
labor force on the coast brought about by the abolition of Negro slavery he himself had decreed a few
years earlier. Luckily for the natives, his initiative
did came to be.
Trying to strength the Peruvian presence in the
Amazon region, the state adopted four measures
during the 1860s: militarization of the region, creation of a river fleet, establishing the Harbormaster’s
Office and a Naval shipyard in Iquitos and setting the
Hydrographic Commission for the Amazon River. The
latter was created in 1867 as part of the Ministry of
War and Navy. The Commission explored the most important rivers in the region, mapped their courses and
navigability and wrote reports on their resources and
population. The intention was to determine the navigability of Amazon rivers in order to find the places
where roads running from the coast were needed. In
this way, regions of the country on both slopes of the
Andes could be linked and could communicate with
countries on the Atlantic coast.
Side by side with the expeditions in search for routes
and resources, starting in the 1850s, Peru launched an
aggressive plan to promote European immigration in
order to populate a region like the Amazon, which was
considered to be very sparsely settled. Implicit within this conception were ideas about the region and its
original inhabitants that shortly afterwards were to

take the form of a set of beliefs about the great wealth
of its soil and the savage nature of its inhabitants, almost animals, without feelings, intelligence and work
capacity; who had cruel customs. For these reasons,
landscape and people needed to be civilized by “white
people” (so immigrants were defined by a law of those
days), considered, by indisputable assertion, to be hard
working and intelligent, in short, superior.
Although the European immigration did not meet
with the expected success and the establishment of
German, Tyrolean, Italian and French colonies was
limited to certain areas of the central jungle, it was
at this time that the Amazon region began to be populated by nationals, some of them of Spaniard descent who had fled from Chanchamayo because of
the rebellion of Juan Santos Atahualpa in 1742, and
others, Andean people forced off their lands by mining activities and the Republican landowning bourgeoisie.
The Peruvian state, in addition to adopting laws
that favored foreign immigration and the conquest of
the Amazon, also left a wide margin of freedom of action to local authorities and individuals who, claiming to civilize the Indians, turned them into servants
and frequently even into goods and slaves. Exploitation of wild rubber represents the zenith of a strategy
to attract manpower, with a view to giving due value
to the region’s resources. The state, which had failed
in its attempt to attract European settlers, suddenly
faced a boom in an activity furthered by private business and was forced on the fly to adopt some general
regulations on the granting of rubber trees.
The economic success of the activity and its illusion of ensuring control over a border disputed by
Colombia led the state to close its eyes and ears to
the atrocities suffered by the natives being forced to
collect the rubber and to accept as true the imaginary
that contrasted the natives’ savagery with the civilizing task of the rubber barons.
This stage’s corollary can only be characterized
as pathetic. International accusations stemming from
rubber baron Julio César Arana’s registration of his
company as British in order to safeguard his interests in the event that the disputed territories passed
into Colombian hands forced the state to assume its
responsibility. Although the guilty parties were never
punished, the official documents of judges Carlos Valcárcel (1915) and Rómulo Paredes left no doubt about
the truth of the barbaric actions committed against
the indigenous peoples. Equally as pathetic was the
result of the territorial dispute with Colombia, for
Peru withdrew its claim to not only the disputed territory between the Putumayo and Caquetá rivers, but
also to the Amazon Trapezoid, which that county had
never officially claimed.
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The Boom
Although wild rubber latex producing trees are not
found in all parts of the Peruvian Amazon, the rubber boom affected a large part of the region, for many
areas with little potential for rubber production became suppliers of the needed labor force. Thousands
of natives were compulsively taken or “hooked” by the
habilitación (qualification) system to the rubber collection areas, frequently far from their original settlements. The spread of the Quechua language along the
Napo, Pastaza and Tigre rivers, all with their sources
in Ecuador, can be attributed to the people’s transfer
to the rubber production areas and even far beyond.
This explains the presence in Madre de Dios of Santa Rosa Quechuas from the Napo River in Ecuador, as
well as of Shipibos from the Ucayali River, Yines from
the Urubamba, or Ashaninkas from the Tambo River
in Brazil’s Yurúa.
The region most tragically affected by rubber exploitation in Peru was that between the Putumayo and
the Caquetá rivers, today a part of Colombia, but disputed by both countries then. That was the scenery
in which Julio César Arana operated. Born in Rioja
(San Martín), he was the son of “Panama” hat maker
Martín Arana, whose products Julio César started to
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sell among the rubber workers. He went on to engage
in the purchase of rubber and then in the habilitación
of collectors. His first partner was Pablo Zumaeta,
who was later to become General Manager of his main
company and his brother-in-law, as Julio C. married
Pablo’s sister Eleonora. From Yurimaguas, where he
moved in 1881, he went strengthening his deals with
the rubber barons and became habilitador of the collectors from the Yavarí, Purús and Acre, who had to
pay him with the rubber they extracted. He settled in
Iquitos in 1890 and a year later formed a commercial
society with Colombian businessman Juan B. Vega.
With Iquitos as his center of operations, he extended his activities as a rubber buyer toward the Putumayo River. In 1896, when he had already achieved
a strong position due to his control over different
rubber production areas, he founded the company J.
C. Arana y Hermanos, familiarly known as the Casa
Arana, which ended up with forty-five rubber collection centers in the region. He opened agencies in New
York and London and established connections in other
European cities. He made his brothers-in-law Pablo
Zumaeta and Abel Alarco partners in the company,
the latter then traveled to the Caribbean island of Barbados, where he recruited Barbadians to work as foremen in controlling the native rubber collectors.

Arana gained increasing control of the producing
areas in the Putumayo by taking advantage of money
owned to him by different Colombian rubber barons.
In 1901, he even set up a company with one of them,
Benjamín Larrañaga: Arana, Larrañaga y Cia.
The direct latex harvesters were natives from the
Putumayo region belonging mainly to the Bora, Huitoto, Ocaina, Andoque and Resígaro peoples. The working system was based on habilitación, under which
the laborers were given industrial products they had
to pay for with the rubber they extracted. The industrial goods being overvalued and the native latex
with which they were paid for, undervalued, asymmetrical relationships emerged and the “debts” became unpayable. Indigenous workers in this situation
could be transferred like merchandise. Debts could be
purchased and sold, or used as guarantee for loans.
The transfer of “debts” was formalized by means of
a document signed in the presence of a local official.
The same worker could be transferred several times
during his lifetime and, were he to die, his children
inherited the debt and had to continue working for the
owner in order to pay it off.
Natives who showed their discontent with the system started being punished and those who dared to
rebel against it were brutally murdered. Worsening
the situation was the fact that the heads of the rubber collection centers earned a percentage on the harvests, which led them to impose increasingly harsh
terms on the Indians. The situation degenerated into
a true terror regime, with physical punishment (use
of stocks, flogging, mutilation) that ended up with the
deaths of thousands of workers.
In 1907 Arana’s rubber company’s crimes against
the natives of the Putumayo were revealed through accusations published by Benjamín Saldaña Roca in the
Iquito’s based newspapers La Felpa and La Sanción,
which were later reproduced by La Prensa in Lima.
The atrocities commited by the rubber barons against
the Indians are dramatically described in judge Carlos Valcárcel’s book, El Proceso del Putumayo (The Putumayo Lawsuit, 1915) and in the report prepared by
judge Rómulo Paredes, who traveled to the area. The
rubber barons defended themselves by claiming that
they were patriots and defenders of the national borders and bearers of civilization for the Indians.

The Twilight of the Rubber Boom
The fact that the rubber boom came to an end at the
same time as accusations were being made of the floggings and massacres of native Indians by the rubber
barons has created the false impression that a cause
and effect relationship existed between the two. But

this is not true, nor is the pretension that the accusations were part of a strategy devised by Great Britain
to eliminate Peru as a competitor in the world rubber
market, so that it alone would be left to supply it. In
order to dispel these mistaken ideas, I must refer to a
series of historical facts and events.
In 1876, the British Foreign Office lead by Sir Clements Markham gave Henry Wickham, a British explorer living in Brazil, the task of secretly moving (stealing) 70,000 seeds of the Hevea brasiliensis species
from the Brazilian region of Santarém to botanical
gardens in England and Ceylon and from there to its
colonies in Southeast Asia. The crisis in the exploitation of Amazon wild rubber broke out in 1914, the
year when rubber production in Great Britain’s Asian
plantations reached over three million acres, with a
latex production that outperformed that of the natural
forests. That year the plantation production met 60.4%
of the world demand, rising in 1920 to 89.3% and on
up to 93.1% in 1922.
The second essential fact is that in an effort to attract new capitalist partners, on September 27, 1907,
Julio César Arana turned his company into a British
corporation under the name of Peruvian Amazon
Rubber Company, with a capital of one million pounds
sterling. His board of directors was made up of Henry M. Read, Sir John Lister Kaye (British financiers),
John Russel Gubbins (Peruvian-British businessman),
Barón de Souza Deiro (businessman), M. Henri Bonduel (French banker), Abel Alarco (Managing Director
of the company) and Arana himself. Besides the financial aspects, his strategy was to safeguard his interests should the area in which he was operating (between the Putumayo and Caquetá rivers) fall into the
hands of Colombia, an event that actually occurred as
a result of the signing in 1922 of the Salomón Lozano
Treaty.
The third fact that must be taken into account is
Peru’s rubber production capacity at the time. Although it was important to the country, and particularly to Loreto, where the lion’s share of the country’s
volume of production was concentrated, it accounted
for only a very small portion of world trade in the
product: barely 6.2% of Brazil’s output between 1902
and 1911. Peru in no way vied with the production of
the British plantations and even Brazil was a very minor competitor, as the cited figures reveal.
The crisis affected not only Peru, but also all of the
Amazon countries that produced wild rubber, particularly Brazil, which headed the group. The decline
of the Amazon rubber boom can be traced to strictly
financial reasons, namely: Great Britain was able to
place a larger volume of production at a lower cost.
If Great Britain intervened by undertaking an investigation in Parliament and sending Sir Roger Casement
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as special Consul to visit the rubber stations, this was
because Arana had registered his company in London
and had Englishmen sitting on his Board of Directors
and British subjects among his personnel, as in the case
of the Barbadians who had been recruited to act as foremen, although many of them were subjected to brutal
practices similar to those inflicted on the Indians.

Corollary
The state held a key responsibility for events in the Putumayo that put an end to the lives of thousands of natives, first, because those events took place in territory
whose sovereignty Peru claimed and exercised at that
time. Both the victims and some of the victimizers were
Peruvians, although the latter included Colombians as
well and, to a lesser extent, people of other nationalities. It was responsible, furthermore, for not having
taken action as strongly as the seriousness of the case
demanded by providing the necessary resources to undertake an in-depth investigation and punish the guilty
parties. On the contrary, many officials were of the
opinion that revealing the facts would harm Peru’s image and that the best thing would be their concealment,
considering its pending border conflict with Colombia.
That is exactly what was done by keeping in the strictest
confidence the report prepared by judge Rómulo Paredes, which was absolutely necessary to learn the facts
and examine the evidence he himself had collected. As
judge Carlos Valcárcel claims in his book, the moral
courage was lacking “to state that Peru does not declare
its solidarity with a handful of public employees who
belittled their country’s honor,” thereby making themselves accomplices and accessories after the fact.
Even so, there were outstanding Peruvians at the
time that history has not given the recognition they
deserve. Their courage in digging up and reporting
the facts sets them apart in an environment debased
by concealment and lies. The first of these is Benjamín
Saldaña Roca, author of the accusation, whose existence turns into smoke after publishing it. Certain
source informs of a violation to his home, apparently
by people connected with the rubber company, prior
to his definitive disappearance. And then there are
the two judges who heard the case, Carlos Valcárcel,
the regular judge, author of El Proceso del Putumayo,
first appeared in 1915, and Rómulo Paredes, who replaced the former when he came down with beriberi.
It was upon the accusation leveled by Saldaña Roca
that United States engineer Walter Hardenburg drew
the attention of the public to the atrocities against the
natives in the Putumayo, which in turn motivated the
investigation ordered by the British Parliament. Judge
Carlos Valcárcel was a vociferous critic of the Salomón
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Lozano Treaty signed by President Leguía in 1922
and published a brochure questioning the territory’s
transfer to Colombia.
The rubber company made every effort to stop the
judicial investigation. The judges were vilified and
threatened and were forced to leave Iquitos. The accused took advantage of this situation to flee, many of
them away from the country. The trial began to wane
until it virtually petered out. As a result of the attitude
of concealment adopted by the Peruvian government,
Great Britain decided to publish the Blue Book containing the report penned in the Putumayo by Consul
Roger Casement and other diplomatic documents concerning the case. The outbreak of World War I, however, brought other worries to the forefront for England
and the investigations fell by the wayside.
Arana’s alleged patriotism is another of the great
fabrications of history. Although new funds were being sought, the specific end purpose for making the
rubber company British was to safeguard Arana’s
interests if the disputed territory fell into Colombian
hands. But his calculations failed. Before this, Arana
had no objection to make partnerships with Colombian investors and politicians in order to strength his
company, as he did with diplomat Enrique Cortés,
who was not only a founding partner of the Peruvian
Amazon Company, but also Arana’s commercial agent
in London.
In all of Peru’s history, few processes and stages
appear to have involved so many and such important matters as those of the rubber times: definition
of boundaries, armed conflict with Colombia, strained
relations with Great Britain over the investigation of
the accusations, inter-linkage of the Peruvian Amazon
with world markets, study trips through the region to
identify its social and geographic characteristics and
establish routes to the coast, Iquitos’ consolidation
as the capital of Loreto and, above all, the massive
torture and murder of human beings brought about
by the ambitious drive to accumulate wealth through
rubber exploitation.
Despite all this, what is surprising is how little of
these times is known today, and how inaccurately. A
whole era reduced by the official history to slogans
and common places. Apparently instrumental in taking this official historical approach were the facts that
the events took place in a distant and, in the eyes of
others, exotic scenario: the jungle; that those most
strongly affected by the crimes were indigenous peoples, and finally, that the tendency to consider as “national” only what affects Lima or emanates from it.
The notion we are left with is of a country catering to
the demands and orders of a city and of governments
that fail to understand nor appreciate the value of its
biophysical and cultural diversity.

After the Peak
In 1923, one year after the Salomón Lozano Treaty
— which finally defined the border with Colombia —
was signed, several Peruvian rubber barons started
to move natives to Peruvian territory south of the Putumayo. They first settled on the right bank of that
river, where they remained until 1932. The occupation
of Leticia that year by the Patriotic Junta of Loreto
unleashed an armed confrontation between the two
countries. The rubber barons then moved the population toward the interior of Loreto, settling it in the
Ampiyacu Basin and to a lesser extent, on the Napo
and the Amazon River itself.
In the 1970s, under a law recognizing their rights,
the natives finally freed themselves from their masters
and registered their settlements as “native communities.” This constituted a step toward the restructuring
of their social life, for which they formed organizations seeking to consolidate territories of their own in
which to exercise the rights to which they are entitled
by their own autonomous traditions, acknowledged
by international laws and conventions. They aspire to
live with dignity and with full respect for their knowledge and practices, incorporating into their everyday

lives the technological advances of the day. This is an
aspiration they have thus far been denied by avarice
and abuse.

Page 47: Group of caucheros walking out from the jungle.
Photo: Silvino Santos.
Page 50: White and indigenous people hoist the flag.
Photo: Silvino Santos, 1912.
Page 53: Today’s Boras in San Andrés community,
Momón River. Photo: Rodrigo Rodrich
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The rubber times
Birth of an industry
During the Industrial Revolution rubber became
essential for several sectors of the world’s
production. That is why scientists and inventor
dedicated much of their time studying and
experimenting with rubber.
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French naturalist Charles
de La Condamine
(1701-1774) informs that
indigenous peoples in
Brazil use a substance
from a tree that makes
objects waterproof.

Peruvian territory today
Peruvian territory in the second
half of the 19th century

1839
Charles Goodyear (18001860), a businessman
from the USA, discovers
vulcanization. Thanks
to this process
rubber preserves its
properties otherwise
lost due to changes in
temperature.

1844
Robert William
Thomson (1822-1873),
Scottish inventor
patents the pneumatic
tire. His would be the
final design although he
was not able to produce
the rubber’s necessary
thickness to start
massive production.

1888
Another Scottish, John
Boyd Dunlop (1840-1920),
reinvented the pneumatic
tire and manufactured the
first completely operative
in a crucial moment for the
bicycle industry and soon
for the automobile.

In Peru
During the second half of the 19 th century,
rubber exploitation began in the Peruvian
Amazon region, and Iquitos was at the
center of the operation. The area between
the Caquetá and the Putumayo rivers
(today Colombian territory) was where
a vast majority of native workers were
“hooked”.

The world’s industrialization process brought scientific and technological advances that landed in the objects we use
in our everyday life. But for countries like Peru, a producer of raw materials, this meant in many cases, slavery for
native populations and environmental destruction.

The trees

A system for the native’s exploitation

Wild rubber can be extracted from
three different species:

Thousands of Amazon natives were mischievously taken away from
their original settlements to serve as working hands in the production
areas during the rubber boom. Among them, those from the Putumayo
region suffered the most. They belonged to the Bora, Huitoto, Ocaina,
Andoque and Resígaro peoples.

Castilloa ulei
The proper caucho tree. It
can grow up to 35 meters
high and has elliptical
leaves. Its fruit’s color is
orange or red.

1

Couma macrocarpa
Also known as “caspi
milk”, it can reach 35
meters of height. Its
latex is used as a natural
medicine and for chewing
gum.
Hevea brasiliensis
Its Portuguese name is
xiringa and it grows up to
30 meters. During the dry
season it drops its leaves
and its canopy turns red.
It produces abundant
latex during 25 years.

3

2

Eternal debt
Workers with debts could be
transferred like merchandise.
The debt could also be used as a
guarantee for loans, which inevitably
made it bigger. If the worker died, his
debt was inherited by his offspring.

The habilitación
Rubber foremen gave
industrial products to the
natives which they were
obliged to pay for with the
rubber they collected. The
goods delivered to them
were overvalued while
the rubber with which
they had to pay for those
goods was undervalued.
The transaction created a
“debt” impossible for the
natives to pay.

Rubber recollection
There were two rubber
extraction techniques: One
was to tap the standing tree
by diagonal incisions and
letting latex fall into a case.
The other was to cut the trees
down and collect the latex
from pieces of its trunk.

4

Rubber export
After processing the rubber for its
packaging it was taken to the port of
Iquitos and shipped in steam boats
that made the trip to the Atlantic coast.
From this point it was distributed to the
great production centers with a strong
demand for the product.

If a rubber collector revolted, he
would be tortured, mutilated or even
immediately assassinated.

History

The literate forest: The Putumayo events and Roger
Casement’s visit in Lima’s press
Manuel Cornejo Chaparro

On the one hand, a few streets with gaslights, railways and thousands of citizens;
and, on the other, hundreds of thousands scattered plowing the meadow, hoeing
the orchard, prodding the cattle in the pasture. Codes, parliament, press and
schools existed only for the former. The thoughts and feelings of the others did
not communicate with the thoughts and feelings of the Nation.
Jorge Basadre

During the rubber boom, narratives and images about the
Amazon region and its inhabitants, until then unheard in Peru,
were deployed. Ideas of development and modernity appeared to
be in conflict with the very existence of the Amazon. Although
for several years news had been circulating about the abuse
and slaughter of natives in the Putumayo, it was only with Roger
Casement’s visits and subsequent report that the subject became
visible in Lima’s press, not only generating accusations, but also
a reexamination of both the idea of the relationship of national
society with indigenous peoples, and the very idea of nation.
The last two decades of the 19th century were filled with
an activity never seen before in the Amazon region, due
as much to the large number of scientific, missionary
and government expeditions, as to the arrival in eastern Peru of colonizers, rubber workers and businessmen in search of a quick profit. It was like a new stage
of “El Dorado”; the colonial chimera was reborn and
waves of national and foreign immigrants chased in its
wake. The view of the Amazon region was not only as
a repository of enormous wealth, but, as Carlos Fry put
it, as the promised land of which every Peruvian who
loved his country had to trumpet its riches and be able
to “…take possession of the new homeland by making
it flourish and raising it to the level of other cultured
nations, for the Almighty Father had endowed it with
means enough to be on the path to that prosperity and
grandeur.” (Fry, 1889, T. II: 6).
It should be stated here that as of the very date of
its foundation, the liberal Criollo state proved incapable of incorporating the indigenous peoples into its national project. In the words of historian Mark Thurner, the natives turned out to be “unimaginable” — in
other words, incomprehensible and incapable of be58
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ing assimilated into the liberal mentality. As a result,
they remained frozen in time, left without any history,
mere ghosts of their illustrious ancestors, the Incas.
It was during those final decades of the 19th century that the official view of the jungle was clearly
formulated and transmitted through publications
that presented the region as a virgin paradise with an
unrivaled nature and boundless wealth. The savage,
constructed as a myth, was reason enough to legitimate national Criollo and urban supremacy over the
indigenous population.
At the turn of the 20th century, the “literate city”
witnessed the emergence of intellectual centers that
sparked a debate on the construction of the national,
in which an effort was made to incorporate ethnic elements and the voiceless; even so, the Amazon region
remained unknown. Luis Alberto Sánchez claimed,
for example, that the 19th century literature did not
take a look at the jungle, but it did not exist yet as a living entity. The discovery of rubber gave birth to a new
geographic and human dimension. First it was greed,
followed by politics and, finally, sensitivity. Then, art
came. In this scenario, two important basic texts that

take the rubber boom as their starting point constitute the exception: the poem “La leyenda del caucho”
(The rubber legend) by Carlos G. Amézaga (1905 and
1906) and the novel La ciudad de los reyes (The city of
the kings) by Pedro Dávalos y Lissón (1906). These two
works, published before the eruption of the Putumayo
scandals, constituted milestones in the construction
of a set of beliefs about the Amazon region in literature and bared the insensitive view of the region by
the metropolis.
The unfortunate events in the Putumayo attracted the attention of the United States State Department
and Great Britain’s Foreign Ministry, in addition to
those of Peru and other Latin American countries. The
Putumayo situation was subject of countless articles
in the European and United States press, which had
reportedly not concerned themselves to such an extent
with this area earlier. In Peruvian media, although
the first accusations appeared in 1907, the public in
Lima only learned about the accusation published in
La Sanción in the last days of 1907 and the first of
1908. Articles appeared, one each, in La Prensa and El
Comercio, summarizing the information. The public
reacted strongly to the news, which were followed by
several letters either ratifying or denying them.

In general, the feeling that rapidly gained ground
was that the accusations were a Colombian trick to
take over the Putumayo. Most conveniently, a few days
later, news was published in the press of armed Colombian attacks in the Putumayo, aimed at setting up
a customs office. Soon the idea spread that the violence exercised by the rubber company was the logical
result of allegedly cannibalistic practices on the part
of local natives that had forced the employees to defend themselves.

Coverage of the Conflict in El Comercio and La Prensa
The arrival of Irish Consul Roger Casement brought the
topic to the attention of the public and its notoriety in the
media reached its highest level in 1911 and, mainly, in
1912. It was at that time that due to Casement’s report
and the many accusations leveled against the Casa Arana that no newspaper of the period neglected to follow
the events. El Comercio (which by tradition took a more
conservative view) and La Prensa (with a more critical
stand that could be seen in the coverage given to the
case in 1912), Lima’s most important newspapers, dedicated several pages to the subject, reproducing articles
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published in foreign newspapers like New York’s The
World, Washington’s Herald, London’s The Daily News,
Times, The Universe, The Daily Graphic, Daily Mirror,
The Morning Post and Observer, Buenos Aires’ La Prensa, Bogotá’s El Republicano, as well as Great Britain’s
Anti-Slavery Society’s Bulletin. In that way, pronouncements, articles, documents, interviews, testimonies and
even fragments of Roger Casement’s report were made
available to the general public.
The two newspapers became platforms showcasing
conflicting positions in regard to the events. Even so,
both took a paternalistic approach toward the natives,
whom they considered to be “children” (Gumercindo
Rivera in a letter to Pedro Zulen) and on other matters,
like that of Emilio Castre (August 28, 1911), who clamored for Peru to thank Julio C. Arana for his industrial
development and civilizing work in the region.
In a telling example of journalistic ruse, El Comercio preceded the reproduction of the interview published in the regional newspaper El Oriente with British Consul Mitchell on his arrival in Iquitos, together
with Carlos Rey de Castro and Stuart Fuller (November 19, 1911), with an article containing the initial
declarations, which, because of their apparent harshness, had to be edited on the recommendation of the
parties involved.
The Asociación Pro Indígena, (Pro Indigenous Association), headed by Pedro Zulen — modeled from the
very beginning on the work done by British institutions like the Anti-Slavery International and the Anti-Slavery and Aborigines Protection Society to counter slavery in the colonies and trafficking in slaves —,
published complaints of mistreatment in El Comercio
and La Prensa, like the communication sent by Gumercindo Rivera from Puerto Bermúdez (El Comercio,
on March 2, 1911, and La Prensa, on April 4, 1911).
In her turn, Dora Mayer, Secretary of the Pro Indigenous Association, wrote a lengthy report called “Information about the Putumayo process” (El Comercio,
September 30, 1912), in which she commented on a
provocative account, published in the New York World,
about the intervention of the British and United States
Consulates, and a summary of Roger Casement’s Blue
Book, in which he denounces illegal interventions to
interrupt the action of Peruvian authorities. Mayer
was emphatic, above all, in informing the government
that United States intervention concealed expansionist aspirations. Other intellectuals also addressed the
indigenous issue. One of these was Luis Ulloa, who
published a series entitled “The Indian Problem” in
La Prensa (the first part on January 22 and the second
on February 25, 1912), in which he drew attention to
epistemological discrepancies in relation to the Pro
Indigenous Association. Although in the two articles,
he distanced himself from the Pro Indigenous position
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on the ethnic issue and its relationship with the “white
man”, he agreed with Mayer on pointing up the United States position and its disdain for South America.
According to him, the Yankees “consider us savages
and treat us as such; they dazzle and fascinate us with
tales and saber rattling about ‘Pan Americanism’, the
‘Monroe doctrine’, the ‘European danger’, and ‘continental solidarity’”.
Under the title of “The Indigenous Problem and how
its resolution should be prepared” (La Prensa, August
11, 1912), a long anonymous article was published that
reflected the provincial outlook of a progressive sector
of Lima’s intellectuals. It was an answer to the proposal put forward by the Pro Indigenous Association of
forming a commission to study the native population.
The unique rationality of this proposal is noteworthy,
for it asked that the commission be multidisciplinary;
in the words of the author: “...I sincerely believe that
there is room on the commission for the sociologist,
the lawyer, the physician and the engineer. Perhaps
it would be worthwhile for the Government, in setting
up the Commission and indicating the general guidelines for its endeavors, to request the participation of
the University and specialized Schools, as well as the
Pro Indigenous Society”. That same text called attention to the absence of an indigenous discourse: “one
and all have spoken with the same right they could
have to speak with the inhabitants of the moon or
with someone unfamiliar with Wells’ handsome novel. Prejudicial hate or piety has been at the heart of
those discourses developed by a southern fantasizing imagination”. That shrewd article highlighted the
importance of the full exercise of citizenship and the
necessary participation of the indigenous sector in the
nation’s development:
Let us expend time and money to be able to say that Peru
has a population of three million citizens that at this moment are only three million men. Let us sacrifice time
and money to redeem the native race. And let us recall
that redeeming it means contributing intensely and effectively to ensuring the future of the nation.

A number of important foreign personalities had
something to say about events in the Putumayo. One
of these was Arthur Conan Doyle, author of the wellknown novels about Sherlock Holmes (La Prensa, July
16, 1912), who commented in an interview on the limited British presence in Arana’s company and expressed
his skepticism about the effectiveness of the Peruvian
government. This subject was to occupy headlines in
the international press over the entire year, based on
information transmitted by the Anti-Slavery Society
in London and published in La Prensa on May 12 and
25, 1912 giving “New and horrifying details, Indians

roasted. A correspondent sponsors the boycott of Peruvian rubber. The situation of the indigenous peoples
remains unchanged”.
Throughout 1912, La Prensa published several different articles and notes on the subject, some of them
under sensationalist headlines like: “Serious events in
Pangoa, battles between savage tribes, traffickers in
Human Flesh”; “Horrible crimes in Alto Ucayali, Indians against whites, children with slit throats, banquets held in which human flesh was eaten”. The news
reached fever pitch due to the international scandal
and El Comercio published the series “The Putumayo
crimes”. It was mainly La Prensa, however, that published different reports and reviews of the course of
events and the involvement of the international Consuls. One such was the interview with Abel Alarco (El
Comercio, July 22, 1912), as was the lengthy answer
given by judge Rómulo Paredes to the questioning of
Foreign Minister Emilio Althaus.
These publications reveal that accompanying the
native’s presentation as a victim, there was an effort
to make him look exotic and rejecting him through demystification and mockery — the result of ignorance
— of his traditional rituals; these, in addition to being

taken out of context, were converted into simple representations for the Western-Limean spectator.
At this point in the building of the history of the
Amazon through the series “Pages from the History
of Loreto”, for which RIRAVE was responsible, Manuel
Rivera Iglesias marked the position of Loreto’s intellectuals with regard to the events (the final part, dealing with the Putumayo, was published in La Prensa
on November 25, 1912). The same stand could be seen
in the statement made by the President of the Loreto
Center, Juan José Hidalgo, which was reproduced in
La Prensa on September 12, 1912.
The series “The Putumayo affairs” published in
El Comercio on September 19, 1912, mentions the appearance, in June of that year, of the encyclical of Pius
X, Lacrimabili Statu, condemning the abuse of the natives. On October 5 and 6, several reports were published about British and Irish missionaries arriving
soon in the Putumayo, “who could impose greater respect for the rubber workers and receive more protection from the Peruvian government” (García Jordán,
2001: 236).
The news and reports seesawed between accusations leveled at the Casa Arana and the defense of
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the country. The pro-rubber baron discourse exudes
patriotism and speaks of the development of rubber
exploitation, as can be seen in the articles written by
Carlos Larraburre y Correa, “Rubber production in
Perú” (El Comercio, November 18, 1912) and Emilio
Castre “The future of the rubber industry, its crises
today and its development in Peru” (a long four-page
article published in El Comercio on November 19,
1912).
On the last day of a year filled with disturbances,
that of 1912, La Prensa and El Comercio published a
telegram sent by Julio C. Arana from Manaus, blaming
Colombia for the demand for his incarceration handed
down by Judge Valcárcel. In his telegram, Arana appealed to his fellow citizens (those belonging to the literate city) to suspend all criticism of his person until
they heard his defense “which will create worldwide
support for Peru and leave my name unblemished.” It
is interesting to note the position taken by La Prensa, which distanced itself from Arana’s stand and reproached him for the damage he had inflicted on his
country: “the dishonor which the murders in the Putumayo have flung in its face…”

The Celt’s Visit in Variedades and Ilustración Peruana
Equally as important was the coverage of the subject
in Variedades and Ilustración Peruana magazines,
perhaps the most important illustrated weeklies to be
found on the Lima scene, which made an effort to include what was considered to be the country’s complete
map by way of articles sent from the provinces. Their
coverage of the conflict ranged from the most accurate
accusations to the most preposterous ridicule.
In its issue of September 14, 1912, Variedades editorial — which started off by mocking how British
literature now had the substance it needed to pen its
sensationalist novels and mentioned that perhaps the
geographic distance between Lima and the Putumayo
justified the limited intervention of the state —, in the
words of its Director, Clemente Palma, mirrors the attitude of literate Lima and the fear that England and
the rest of the civilized countries would erroneously
see Peru as a place without development, inhabited by
bloodthirsty cannibals. Palma criticized British sensationalism following the publication of Casement’s
Blue Book, arguing that it would be used in literature
and the movies and warning of the hidden economic
interests behind United States participation:
Within a few short months, we will be able to read in
the programs of our most frequented movie houses, European titles of today’s events: - Rubber and blood! (ten
installments) – The martyrs of the Putumayo! – Cruelty
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and horror! – The infernal forests! – The torture of a
race and other similar ones that are more or less sensationalist and hold promise of arousing strong emotions. We certainly drew the short straw, thanks to the
crimes committed by a group of heartless Peruvians
and Englishmen who comprised The Peruvian Amazon
Co, in the Putumayo: the Englishmen ended up as veritable saints and the Peruvians, as criminals for hire
(p. 1,108).

A particular cartoon published in the section “Chirigotas” of that same issue attracts one’s attention. It
was drawn by Peruvian painter Francisco González
Gamarra under the title of “How do they see us in
England? Our agent in London, John Bull, by way of
information, sends us an illustration taken from the
Blue Book”. The artist made a visual analogy between
the bloody events reflected in Casement’s report and
the political and economic status of Augusto B. Leguía’s Tax Plan: national society falls victim, like the
natives in the Putumayo, to the misguided actions of
the government. The following week, that same magazine printed another cartoon, published in the Munich Jugem newspaper, showing a rubber tree that,
instead of oozing latex, oozes the blood of natives.
What appeared in Variedades reveals the thinking
of Lima’s society with regard to the events in the Putumayo, a place that produced aberrations of nature:
deform, primitive and bloody cannibals — in other
words, the complete opposite to the true situation.
This view legitimated the position taken by Limeans.
A few years from celebrating one hundred years of its
independence, this society, like other Latin American
countries, should have put itself on a par with the
European countries and highlighted its modern and
civilizatory status. But the situation in the Putumayo
was far more complex than the press made it out to
be. It is quite possible that a cannibalistic ritual could
be found among the Huitotos, Boras and Ocainas (for
more on the subject, see Chirif, 2004). The unfortunate events occurred due, among other things, to the
perception that the indigenous peoples were terrifying, inferior beings, a racist view that was deeply rooted not only at the regional level, but also throughout
national society (Gray, 2005).
Another important magazine that devoted space to
the subject in 1912 was Ilustración Peruana, whose Director, Víctor Andrés Belaúnde, questioned the reader by drawing attention to the published events and
clearly revealed his stand against British intervention.
Was Consul Casement’s mission useful? Is the government of Peru responsible for the criminals’ escape?
Ilustración Peruana published an unusual cover
page of “The Peruvian Indian of the Amuesha tribe”,
a work of well-known national artist Teófilo Castillo,

illustrator and authorized exponent of the plastic arts.
His composition had little to do with the coarse and
unfriendly vision of the Amazon native usually to be
found in the narrative imaginary. Instead, the artist recreated a color postcard of E. Polack-Schneider
showing the profile of a man wearing a shirt and feather headdress and necklace — the classic stereotype —,
an image of an Indian frozen in time, in which the subject becomes an object, but in no way represents an
individual.
The idea of exacerbating the difference, as we have
seen, envisioned the natives of the Putumayo attired
in feather headdresses and diadems and with painted bodies, although in real life, as we can see in the
photos of the rubber camps, they dressed differently.
An example of the importance given to appearance in
the need to assert themselves in comparison with the
natives can be found in the recommendation made by
the Prefect of Loreto, Hildebrando Fuentes, advising
the visitor of the Amazon to use white canvas or yellow leather shoes and wear a long, narrow tie and a
folded collar, since the native people did not wear that
kind of clothing.
It should be noted here that the sharp break between civilization and savagery that colored post-colonial Latin American thinking, rearranged its poles
to transfer “savagery” to those on the other side of
the national border, in this case, Peruvians (Flores,
2002). Another element to be stressed is that the jungle, the Putumayo, inevitably referred us to the term
“area of contact,” the space for colonial encounters,
the place in which societies separated by geography
and the course of history entered into contact and
built lasting relationships, but ones that led to continuing domination, differences and, as a result, conflict. (Pratt y Castillo, 1997). The Amazon region led to
that fate, in which the unrealizable oppositions of any
modernizing nation-state project converged: civilization-savagery, metropolis-periphery, society-nature,
territory-natives, boom-decline. That is how the Lima
press reflected it.
It was due to that area of contact that the rubber
barons and their propagandists needed to wear their
very best colonial attire and make of themselves the
legacy of a Western tradition. That fear of the literate
city of being viewed as “savage” by international public opinion prompted a variety of reactions on the part
of the Lima press of the times. Among them, we should
indicate the noticeable and persistent effort to depict
the natives as exotic and to build up “savagery” — not
only of the Putumayo natives, but of all Amazon indigenous peoples — and the erroneous idea that they
constituted an obstacle to national development. This
notion was quite obviously fraught with a large dose
of racism and did no more than reveal the fractured

state of our nation. As Mignolo states: “Criollo consciousness was, in fact, a twofold consciousness: that
of not being what they were presumed to be (the Europeans); that being which is really a non-being, that is
the hallmark of the colonial state of being” (2007: 87).
This is borne out by the contents of Lima’s written media during the rubber times, in which different basic
discourses were built, which in the case of the indigenous addressed the eternal national dilemma. These
adopted European society as their point of reference
— on all matters — and on that basis projected inadequate models and inconclusive ideas that only turned
out to be pieces of an unresolved crossword puzzle.

Page 57: News about the Putumayo in El Loreto
Comercial. Iquitos, November 16, 1907.
Page 59: Group of native workers with a capataz, a
foreman, in front of the Main House (Casa Arana in La
Chorrera). Photo: Silvino Santos (Álbum de fotografías,
viaje consular al Putumayo y Afluentes. 1912).
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History	Archeological remains from the rubber times in Iquitos
Santiago Rivas Panduro

Public and private projects involving dirt removal in downtown
Iquitos’ Monumental Zone, have revealed archeological evidence
from the Republican period, particularly from the rubber times
(1880-1914). Among the testimonies of that part of Iquitos’ history
are, besides the exceptional architecture that makes Iquitos
unique (along its equivalents in Brazil: Belém do Pará and
Manaus), the academic and official publications of the period,
some of them recently reprinted or reinterpreted, and the
oral accounts handed down by fathers, mothers, aunts, uncles,
grandfathers, grandmothers and great grandparents. Adding
to this list are the recent discoveries of cultural material that
archaeologists may guard and study.
According to their nature or fabrication material, the
archeological objects we analyzed were classified as
porcelain, glass, metal and pottery, and transversally,
into three categories more, for their description, analysis and contextualizing: technology and morphology,
stylistic, and chronological and cultural. Rigorous
methodologies and precise tools have been used to determine detailed characteristics of the objects.

Archeological Evidence
The archeological information we present in this article is part of a study made by the author of 156 archeological fragments or pieces (Rivas, 2013b) selected from
a total of 1,123 specimens recovered from a private
soil removal project on the 5th block of Sargento Lores
Street (Rivas, 2013a) within Iquitos’ Monumental Zone.
Among the materials studied are porcelain, glass
and miscellaneous beverage, perfume, medicine and
sewing machine oil bottles; a fragment of a metal
spoon and fragments of archeological ceramics we
describe below.
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Porcelain beer bottles found were made in Scotland between 1810 and 1916. There were three different sizes, large, small (1/4 liter), and medium-sized (1/2
liter); the latter is the most common size found in Iquitos. These bottles have two different colors, either uniformly white, which started being produced in 1830,
or two-tone — white-bodied and very whitish-brown,
light yellowish-brown and yellowish-brown, known
as “chocolate colored,” due to the iron oxide used —
which appeared in 1850. Both kinds were reported in
Iquitos: one of them complete although cracked, six
bottles with a broken bottom or body, five bottle-necks
and five fragments of either bottle bodies or necks.
The glass bottles included Belfast Ross’s table
water bottles, known as “torpedo bottles.” Made in
Ireland, they date back to 1880 onwards. Ireland at
that time, like Scotland, was a colony belonging to the
British Empire. As a result, the goods produced there
were made a part of Great Britain’s economic circuit.
The examples of these bottles dug up in Iquitos include
two that were almost whole, with breaks in body and
neck, thirteen with broken bottoms and bottom/body,
ten fragments of bottle bodies and four of bottle necks.

We have classified as miscellaneous a series of
beverage bottles of different making, but sharing
common features like concave bottoms and reinforced
necks. Two of them are complete, 21 are bottoms and/
or bodies, one body fragment and 56 lips and lipsnecks, two bodies and one neck.
We also found a complete perfume bottle, of the
French Roger & Gallet brand, which started circulating in the market in 1862 until today. Another French
perfume bottle from the Ed. Pinaud brand — in the
market since 1862 — was found with a partially broken neck. A broken bottle of E. Coudray perfume produced by an old French house established in Paris
around 1810 by physician and chemist Edmond Coudray. These perfumes contain fragrances extracted
from exotic raw materials collected by the perfumer
himself. They were usually purchased by the members of the Royal court of England around the year
1837 and the brand can still be found in the market
today.
Three Florida Water cologne bottles were recovered: a small one with a broken neck; a medium-sized
one, with the neck broken off and another bottle broken in the union of bottom and body. This product was
initially introduced by New York perfumer Robert I.
Murray in 1808. In 1835 Murray joined David Trumbull
Lanman and the company became Murray & Lanman,

but the 1808 formula continued to be used. It was considered a cologne for both men and women, and was
used in the body and in clothing — by adding it to the
rinse water — to get a pleasant aroma. Murray & Lanman Florida Water was advertised in the 1880s and
1890s as the “Richest of all Perfumes” and “the most
Popular Perfume in the World.” The brand is still in the
market today.
Other findings were a bottle of Kemp Anacahuita
Compound Syrup put out by Lanmans & Kemp, Inc.,
New York “drogueros i químicos,” and a bottle of McCormick & Co. Sewing Machine Oil Baltimore, a brand
manufactured in the United States since the 1890s.
We recovered also a light red metal ovoid-shaped
spoon with a small crack in the handle.

History and Everyday Life in the Turn of the 20th
Century in Iquitos
The history of international river trade during the second half of the 19th century and the initial decades of
the 20th, including the rubber times, allows us to add
to the knowledge of a part of the Republican history
in the most important Peruvian Amazon cities, among
them Moyobamba, Balsapuerto, Yurimaguas, Nauta
and Iquitos. This includes the flourishing of Iquitos as
Iquitos
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a metropolis and the main commercial bulking center
for the tree wild gums harvested in the Amazon forests to serve as raw material for the manufacture of
tires — a central element in the burgeoning English
and United States motor vehicle industry — and, as
a symbol of its other side, the tragedy of the original
Amazon peoples.
The Amazon region began to appear on the national agenda while Marshall Ramón Castilla was in office
as Peru’s Constitutional President on two occasions
(1845-1851 and 1858-1862) and Provisional President
on another two (1855-1858 and 1863). The country’s
interest laid in being able to communicate with the
Atlantic Ocean over the Amazon River system. This
aim was achieved with the signing of the February
22, 1858 River Convention between Peru and Brazil.
Castilla created the Loreto Coastal Province in 1857
and the Maritime and Military Department of Loreto in 1861. In 1864, the Morona, Pastaza, Napo and
Putumayo steamships were purchased to patrol the
Amazon rivers. The frigate Arica and the brigantine
Próspero anchored for the first time at the river port
of Iquitos, together with the frigate Apurímac and
the steam powered gunboats Loa and Tumbes (Ching,
2012: 95, 96). That same year the Iquitos station or
river factory was built, equipped with carpentry and
blacksmith shops and a foundry (Larraburre y Correa, 2006, v. II: 392).
In those years, Iquitos — which in 1814 had 81
inhabitants — was still a village of thatched huts inhabited by Ikitu natives, from which the city’s name
is taken. Prior to that, the site was occupied by the
town of San Pablo de Napeanaos (Ching, 2012: 96), of
Yameo, Napeano, Masamae or Mazán natives, called
by themselves Yameo peoples (Tessman, 1999: 310),
who are now extinct.
A decade before the ships’ arrival, on April 15,
1853, President José Rufino Echenique issued a decree
declaring navigation, traffic and trade on the Amazon
River open to the ships and people of Brazil and other
countries that had signed treaties with Peru. Facilities were also given for colonization by foreign immigrants — as the original inhabitants were considered
as incapable of development — and for navigation on
the Amazon rivers free from the payment of export
and import duties (Larraburre y Correa, 2006, v. II:
46-54). Nauta, on the left bank of the Marañón River,
was the main Amazon port at that time, but began to
lose importance because of the problems ships with a
deep draft experienced in entering the port; as a result, it was gradually replaced by Iquitos, located on
the left bank of the Amazon River.
Long before the rubber times, around the year
1849, international trade and foreigners, especially
Brazilians, could be seen in the Peruvian Amazon.
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There is, for example, Portuguese-Spanish citizen Bernardino Cáuper, settled in Nauta, who was accused by
an official in Balsapuerto of smuggling sarsaparilla,
charapa turtle egg fat, salted fish, wax, poison and
hammocks, among other items with Brazil (Larraburre y Correa, 2007, v. VII: 4-5).
In 1859, Italian naturalist Antonio Raimondi, on
his first journey, wrote that Nauta was the center of
trade with Brazil, the United States and Europe, in
products that included the famous bombonaje woven
palm hats made in Moyobamba. This bonanza started
before 1853, when President Echenique’s government
ordered two steamships, the Huallaga and the Tirado, to be built in the United States to ply these rivers,
although few years later both ships broke down and,
abandoned, ran aground; the Huallaga in Nauta and
the Tirado in Omaguas. In 1857 Nauta’s prosperous
trade began to falter when an agreement between
Peru and Brazil ceased to exist. The palm straw hats
sold in Brazil for three pesos each and for one real per
pound; the salted fish paiche for 20 reales an arroba
(about 15 kg), calico for one real per vara (around one
meter), a package of tobacco for four reales, a chambira hammock for three pesos (during the rubber harvest season, the natives charged one pound sterling
for each hammock) and turtle egg fat at five pesos a jar
(Larraburre y Correa, 2007, v. VII: 256-7).
We find the earliest data referring to stores selling beer and liquor, the presence of Europeans and
the construction of homes with locally-made large
windows and wide wooden doors in Raimondi’s publication about his second trip through the Amazon,
between 1868 and 1869. By that time, Iquitos had surpassed Nauta as a center of trade (ibid.)
The rubber era signified, together with the affluent lifestyle of the few, the migration to Iquitos of
intrepid traders and heartless adventurers driven by
ambitions of wealth which they certainly obtained:
Peruvians from various departments, for the most
part Loretans from the riversides, followed by people from Moyobamba, Chachapoyas, Lamas, Tarapoto and other towns in the departments of today’s
San Martín, Amazonas and Cajamarca Departments;
then Andean people: checking through the family
names of the mestizo workers listed in Casement’s
Blue Book, we find that at least two of them come
from Peru’s mountains: José Cerrón and Domingo
Quispe. Together with them are the names of Brazilians, Portuguese, Spaniards, English, British afro-Caribbeans and Jews of different heritage. Proof
of the bonanza are adobe or brick buildings with
high walls, most of them lined with tiles and sporting large doors and wide windows with high ceilings
and peaked roofs to protect the inhabitants from the
tempestuous rainfalls and intense heat.

These houses concentrate in the heart of Iquitos,
in a line that is parallel to what had been the left
bank of the Amazon River. They were grouped within a rectangular “Great Block” that was declared by
Ministerial Resolution 793-86-ED of December 30,
1986 to be Iquitos’ Monumental Zone, whose boundaries form the “Enclosed area between the streets J.
C. Arana [today Ramírez Hurtado Street, Malecón
Tarapacá and Malecón Maldonado], Dos de Mayo,
Moore, Nanay, Távara West and Río Amazonas [today the Itaya riverbed, for the Amazon changed its
course two decades ago.].”
At the same time, however, the rubber times
brought the extermination of approximately 40,000
Amazon natives in the Putumayo and Caquetá River
Basins alone (Casement, 2012; Valcárcel, 2004; Chirif
y Cornejo, 2009), apart from unrecorded or lost figures in other Peruvian Amazon basins. Not only were
these people exploited in the harvesting of rubber, for
they received almost nothing for the tree gum they
collected and tied up in chorizos, sausage-like packages, but what they had collected was traded for inexpensive trinkets (for example, a few needles, a box of
matches, a metal cup, a machete, a hammock) valued
at one thousand times their real worth in the markets
of the city (Casement, 2012).
While these tragic events were taking place in the
rubber stations of the Putumayo and Caquetá rivers,

Iquitos’ commercial center was attracting to its wharf
— under concession to the British steamship company of Booth & Co. as of June 1901 for a 25 year period (Arana, 1923: 20,21) —, steamships loaded with a
variety of goods after the long crossing from Galicia,
Spain (Ching, 2012: 98) or Liverpool, England (Casement, 2012), with obligatory stops in Belém Do Pará
and Manaus. Among the smaller goods that arrived
were cans of condensed milk, cocoa, meat, sardines,
salmon, soda crackers, sugar and codfish, as well as
pots, packets of sewing needles, toothpaste, and other.
These goods included some whose remains we have
encountered: beer, wine, table water, and perfume
bottles, as well as ones containing sewing machine
oil; bottles of medicine and metal cutlery, all of these
to be purchased and consumed by people of the highest social and economic sectors in Iquitos.
A study of beer consumption in Costa Rica at the
end of the 19th century (Méndez, 2012) has addressed
socioeconomic differentiation in the case of the consumption of imported alcoholic beverages, because of
their high price in comparison with locally produced
beers and wines. We have no information about local
beer production in Iquitos, but do know about local
preparation of the distilled rum that was sold in the
rubber collection stations at four shillings or chelines per bottle. (Casement, 2012). A chelín was worth
one-twentieth of a pound sterling.
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These ships returned loaded with tree gums and
rubber latex, and headed for Brazil, Europe and the
United States. Rubber was shipped from the Putumayo and Caquetá River Basins, where every three
months the chorizos were collected at the main rubber
stations and sent abroad at least three times a year.
According to the report sent by British Consul Roger
Casement to his government, the tree gum export records between 1900 and 1911 reveal the amounts sent
to be 15,863 kg in 1900 that climbed to 236,448 kg a
decade later (Casement, 2012).
The latex from the tree gums was processed and
sold from other Amazon River tributaries as well: the
Ucayali, the Marañón, the Huallaga and the Madre de
Dios. For example, the Amazonas Steam Navigation
Company Limited’s Rio Amazonas steamer left the
port of Iquitos on November 26, 1891 on its voyage
to the United States and Europe carrying 50,790 kilograms of rubber, 24,603 kilograms or sernamby or
sernambí (a type of rubber obtained as a residue from
the preparation of jebe fino and proper rubber), and
17,323 kilograms of jebe fino or shiringa (Larraburre y
Correa, 2007, v. V: 287).
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The Amazon teemed with vessels. The port Harbormaster’s records for 1904 and 1905 contain lists
of ship departures and arrivals. In 1904, 268 Peruvian, 27 Brazilian and 26 English vessels set sail and in
1905, the numbers were 271 Peruvian, 31 Brazilian,
17 English and one Italian, revealing Iquitos’ intense
trade with foreign countries (Larraburre y Correa,
1907: 39).
Iquitos was communicated with Brazil, Europe,
the United States and the rest of the world, but not with
Lima. The normal routes followed by passengers who
boarded in Iquitos tended to be Manaus-Pará-Madeira-Lisbon or Oporto-Havre-Paris via Saint Nazare-Liverpool, London-NewYork-Maranham-Ceará (ibid: 23).
For that reason and because of its vigorous trade and
strong economy, the cost of living was high in Iquitos
and equivalent to that of Lima and its adjacent towns.
Bananas, cassava, dried beans, fish (paiche), coffee,
bricks and mineral water and ice were the only items
produced locally or regionally, but even then in small
amounts. All other commodities were imported from
abroad. Iquitos in 1904 had two steamship companies, seven builders, three cigar factories, two wagon

and cart companies, 143 groceries and liquor stores
— alcohol consumption was very high —, four brick
works, three mineral water plants, two ice factories,
23 export companies, 50 importers, three newspaper
stands, two book shops, three newspapers, six baker’s
shops, eight presses, three shoe shops, etc. In 1905,
the prices charged for the goods sold by José Pinasco
y Cia. Were 50 soles for a pound of potatoes, one sol for
a bottle of common red wine, eight soles for a bottle
of Moët & Chandon champagne, five cents for a box
of matches, 50 cents for a can of tinned meat, or fruit
compote, 60 cents for a can of milk and 40 for a can
of condensed milk. In Upper Yaruá, in 1905, a bottle
of Florida Water cologne cost from seven to eight soles
(ibid: 175-176).

Chronology and Characteristics of the Archeological
Remains
The production time span of the beer, wine, table water, perfume, sewing machine oil and medicine bottles
found in Iquitos coincides with the years when both
national and foreign migrants started settling in the
city, from the 1860s to the early decades of the 20th
century. The clearest information was revealed by an
earthenware beer bottle with the brand in raised letters on the lower part of the body reading: Barrowfield
Potteries - H. Kennedy, produced between 1866 and
1929 by the firm of Henry Kennedy & Sons Ltd., whose
Barrowfield Pottery factory was located in Glasgow,
Scotland. The stylistic characteristics of the bottles
studied, by country where they were produced, are
the following:
From Scotland, the porcelain beer bottles; white
(one-colored) and white-brownish (two-colored) with
flat bottoms. Bas-relief capital letters tell the names
of the factories and cities where they were produced.
From Ireland, the bottles of Belfast Ross table water; glass bottles in tones of green, with convex bottoms. The name of the product and they city where
they were produced is shown in high relief in capital
letters.
From France, the Roger & Gallet, Ed. Pinaud and
E. Coudray perfume bottles are of transparent glass.
Capital letters in high relief have the product name
and logo and the city of origin.
From Portugal, glass wine bottles are dark grayish-green, with the product name printed in high relief capital letters.
From the United States, the Florida Water cologne
bottles are light grayish-green with the product name
and the city of origin printed in high relief capital letters. The bottles of McCormick & Co. Sewing Machine
Oil Baltimore are of transparent glass and show the

name of the product and the country where it was
manufactured in high relief capital letters. The bottles of Kemp Anacahuita Compound Cough Syrup are
a light bluish-gray and have the name of the product
shown in high relief capital letters.
Of undetermined origin are the bottles with two
common features: an extremely pronounced concave bottom and a neck with a thickened border, either simple or adorned. Unlike the bottles described
above, these are smooth bodied without printed product names, except in the case of one bearing it in flat
relief, in capital letters (E. V. W., followed on the next
line by the words Fonseca Costa & Ca.), although it has
not be possible to identify either the product or the
place where it was produced. The bottle colors most
commonly found were green, olive green, brown and,
in fewer numbers, transparent.
No documentary or archeological information has
been encountered about the trade and consumption
in Iquitos of Pilsen Callao beer, which started being
produced in Lima in 1863 and whose brewing company was founded in 1902 under the name of Compañía
Nacional de Cerveza; or of the “German” beer, made
in Cusco by brewer Gustavo Mangelsforff. That lack of
information makes us think about the fact that Iquitos
at that time has no trade with Lima, but only with
foreign countries.
The pewter — an alloy of nickel and silver —
spoon, discovered next to the bottles, can also be said
to belong to the Republican period looking at its characteristics.
In conclusion, these findings give us glimpses of
the customs, eating and drinking habits and commercial relationships of the leading class at that time,
helping us achieve greater knowledge for the reconstruction of Iquitos in the Republican period.

Page 63: “Weighing rubber.” Natives rest after delivering
their recollection. At right, the rubber chorizos ready
to be transported. Photo: Silvino Santos, Álbum de
fotografías, viaje consular al Putumayo y Afluentes. 1912.
Page 65: Samples of the pieces found in Iquitos’
Monumental Zone. Photo: Santiago Rivas Panduro
Page 66: “Head of El Liberal’s table and the Consuls.” At
front, left: J. C. Arana; in the back: the consuls at left and
Rey de Castro at right. Photo: Silvino Santos, Álbum de
fotografías, viaje consular al Putumayo y Afluentes. 1912.
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History	Iquitos, the river Capital of the World
Róger Rumrrill

Iquitos, the largest city in the Peruvian Amazon, like the two
major Brazilian river cities of Manaus and Belém do Pará, is also
a feat of human craftsmanship, construction, and epic labor
and creation that originated along the matrix of the largest
river of the world: the Amazon. For this and other geographic,
ecological,

historical,

economic,

social

and

cultural

considerations, Iquitos is, undoubtedly, the river capital of the
world.
The great river, 6,780 km long with more than one
thousand tributaries, with a flow of 267,000 m3 per
second that bursts powerfully 200 km offshore into
the Atlantic Ocean (“humble it is born among cold
peaks and proudly dies challenging the sea,” Carlos
Germán Amézaga would sing), that contains 47% of
the water of all the rivers of the world, has left, and
will continue to leave its tracks and blows and nips
etched on the body of the city, and its magic and its
power in the soul and hearts of its people.

From a Humble Village to the Largest Peruvian
Amazon City
The prominent Italian naturalist and traveler, Antonio
Raimondi, who described Iquitos as “a humble hamlet
of Indians” during one of his first journeys through
the Amazon region, when he visited the small village
one day in 1859, would have needed the powerful and
deluded inspiration of a novelist to imagine that this
small hamlet full of Iquitos natives would become, a
century and a half later, one of the most attractive
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cities — of Peru, of the Amazon Basin and of Latin
America — for global investment in extractive activities and for scientific research. A paradise with the
tropical beauty of its women and shamanic tourism,
it is also one of the noisiest cities in the world, with
close to 18,000 motor three-wheelers deafening and
contaminating the city, with insufficient water, light
and other services, with mounting insecurity due to
illegal activities such as drug trafficking, and an urban exponential growth that reflects and expresses
both rural exodus and interregional migration.
The 1859 small village of natives and the city of
the third millennium global village are the product,
the result and the synthesis of the process, evolution and the social, economic, political, cultural,
geopolitical and hydro-political transformation that
the Amazon, Peru itself, has lived and lives in its
150 years of intense, dramatic and tempestuous history. Let us see this process step by step through
its key periods, its stages, facts, circumstances and
happenings in order to achieve a retrospective, introspective and prospective view of the 21st century
Iquitos.

The Decisive 19th Century and the Amazon Basin
For the South American Amazonian region in general, and for the Peruvian Amazon in particular, the
19th century was decisive and fundamental, marked
by economic, political and geopolitical events that defined the historical destiny of this strategic region.
In the 19th century, on July 15, 1802, the Spanish Crown issued the Royal Decree that resolved “to
keep the Viceroyalty of Santa Fe and the Province
of Quito segregated, and to add to that Viceroyalty
[of Peru], the Government and the General Headquarters of Maynas.” The famous Royal Decree was
based on the rigorous reports conducted regarding
the land by the Engineering Colonel Francisco Requena y Herrera, Governor of Maynas and Commissioner of the Fourth Borderlands Base with Portugal
from March 10, 1779 to 1794. Requena, whose memory swathes the city of Requena in the Ucayali Basin in perpetuity, had also lived in Jeberos, which,
in those years, became the capital of the General
Headquarters of Maynas. The two major historians

of the Republic, Jorge Basadre and Raúl Porras Barrenechea, sustain that the Royal Deed of 1802 is the
most important title on the Amazon’s historical belonging to Peru.
The 19th century is also the century of Amazonian
awareness and of a River Peru that the great Marshall
Ramón Castilla encourages. It is precisely this visionary Marshall Castilla who, on January 7, 1861, issues
the Executive Order that creates the Military and Maritime Department of Loreto and, so that matters would
not remain solely on paper, orders the immediate creation of the Nautical School, the installation of the Naval Station and mandates the construction of steamships to explore the rivers of the Peruvian Amazon.
These vessels, built in Liverpool, England, the Morona, Pastaza, Napo and Putumayo, contributed to the
consolidation of this part of the Amazon region as Peruvian and, in consequence, Iquitos emerged as the
geopolitical crux in the 19th century, the geopolitical
epicenter of the Amazonian Basin in the 20th century
and the articulating axis of integration and development in the 21st century.
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The 19th is also the century of the rubber cycle.
In 1880 when the cycle begins, Peru had already affirmed its legal, social, political, economic and cultural sovereignty over the Amazon region. Had this not
happened, the geopolitical instability that characterized the rubber cycle in throes of the conflicting and
opposing interests of the industrial powers of the period, the United States and Great Britain, would have
had far more dire consequences than it had for the
country.

The Founding of Iquitos and the Turbulent Rubber
Cycle
The first known record of the foundation of Iquitos belongs to the Jesuit priest José de Bahamonde, in the
middle of the 18th century. According to different historical sources, the Jesuit missions and settlements
that were created and emerged in the 18th century
were, in general, all called Iquitos: Santa Bárbara de
Iquitos, San Juan Nepomuceno de Iquitos, San Xavier
de Iquitos, San José de Iquitos, Santa María de Iquitos
and San Sebastián de Iquitos. However, most of these
settlements disintegrated because their Iquitos and
Napeano inhabitants fled or were displaced after the
expulsion of the Jesuits from America in 1767.
José Barletti Pasquale, renowned historian of the
Amazon, states that since 1788, almost no one spoke
of the Napeano natives in Maynas; they only spoke of
the Iquitos. A year later, according to the same author, the name of the Iquitos was definitely imposed.
“A possible explanation would be that during those
years the Napeano families started withdrawing from
the area, making the remaining majority of families
Iquitos,” writes Barletti.
Unlike many of the Andean and Pacific coastal
cities — Lima, among them — Iquitos does not have
a birth certificate; in other words, it does not have a
foundation act. All the Peruvian Amazon cities are the
result of economic cycles that articulated the region
to global trends, to social and historical processes, to
migrations and the social and religious utopias that
took families and peoples to Amazon in search of the
“El Dorado,” “El Paititi,” and the biblical Eden. The
same occurs at the end of the 20th century with the
followers of the Evangelic Association of the Israelite
Mission of the New Universal Pact, a cult founded by
Ezequiel Ataucusi, who established a New Jerusalem
in the “Amazonian Trapeze,” close to Caballo Cocha,
capital of the Province of Ramón Castilla in Loreto.
The true Republican founding of Iquitos, as a process of population growth, installation of basic services
and, above all, the operation of a naval academy, the
construction of a berthing station and a shipbuilding
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facility, by the Peruvian Navy, is attributed to the extraordinary statesmanship of Marshall Ramón Castilla. The military and civilian infrastructure that
ordered the construction — including vessels for navigating and exploring the then unexplored rivers of the
Amazon region — was the basis not only for a new city
but for the policy of consolidating national sovereignty
in the uncharted territory that Amazon was for most
Peruvians at the time.
This is why every year on January 5, it is not the
founding of the city but of the port of Iquitos what is
celebrated. Law 14702, enacted by Fernando Belaúnde
Terry on November 14, 1963, is explicit: “Let January
5, 1864, be declared the official date of the founding of
the River Port of Iquitos on the Amazon River.”
Becoming the main Peruvian Amazon port for the
exportation of Hevea brasiliensis, the shiringa, or rubber, Iquitos, as well as other cities and all the Amazon
region, experienced radical changes in every scope
of life: economic, social, urban, and cultural. In the
demographic realm, the village that in 1808, according to a census by the Bishop of Maynas, Hipólito Sánchez Rangel, had 171 inhabitants, by 1842 was up to
200 inhabitants and in 1876 the jurist and historian
Jenaro Ernesto Herrera had calculated a population
of 1,475 inhabitants. In slightly over two decades, in
1903, there was a true demographic explosion, with a
population of 9,438 inhabitants in the city. Of that total
amount, 542 were foreigners from all corners of the
world, attracted by the magnetic promise of wealth
that rubber had. Among them were Spaniards, Portuguese, Germans, French, English, Chinese, Hindi, Pakistani and other nationalities that, after time, formed
the trunk and roots of the new Iquitos and Amazon
families. The English consul who resided in Iquitos to
administer and safeguard the interests of the English
Crown was, along with his family, probably one of the
most influential personalities in the city.
The wealth generated by the exportation of rubber
reached spectacular levels, especially in 1897, when it
represented 9.3% of total national exports. The “rubber barons” and a good part of the population nurtured the illusion that this extractive activity based
on a single product, which was absolutely vulnerable
to the fluctuations of the international system, would
last forever. The export flow gave this impression. According to statistics from this period, in 1884, rubber
exports totaling 549,529 kilograms went from the port
of Iquitos to England — the empire that dominated the
global economy. From 1900 to 1905, more than two
million kilograms of rubber were exported each year.
In 1900, the income generated by this volume of exports was 378,318 pounds sterling, while in 1905, with
the increase in prices, the amount came to one million
pounds sterling, the monetary standard of the time.

This wealth caused the city to grow and experiment an urban transformation that affected both
services and the political apparatus. On November
9, 1897, Iquitos became capital of Loreto, snatching
the title away from the old and stately Moyobamba,
which, in 1906, reappeared as the capital of San Martin Department. In 1905 a public lighting network was
installed, and a city railroad — one of whose wagons
remains exhibited in 28 de Julio square —, initiated
its itinerary between the city center and the Moronacocha Lake.
At the turn of the 20th century, Iquitos was already
an architectural jewel comparable only with its peers
Manaus and Belém do Pará. On the esplanade built in
1905 by Colonel and Prefect of Loreto, Pedro Portillo,
stands the majestic Hotel Palace, with its walls covered in blue tiles from Sevilla. It is not the only building in Moorish and Art Nouveau style built in Iquitos
in those years of prosperity and splendor. In the Plaza
de Armas, the famous Iron House, designed by French
engineer Gustave Eiffel, the creator of the famous tower that bears his name, already flaunted its silhouette.
The Iron House was bought by rubber baron Otoniel
Vela at the 1889 Paris Exhibition and transported in
parts all the way to Iquitos.

Iquitos’ Belle Époque
During the first decade of the 20th century, Iquitos
lived its Belle Époque thanks to the higher price of
rubber exports. As the well documented erudite Fernando Barcia García reminds in a book I wrote with
him, Pioneros de Loreto (Loreto’s Pioneers, Rumrrill
and Barcia García, 1995), a prosperous class of rubber barons of national and international origin had
taken root in the city, giving it that seal, that brand
of a cheerful, relaxed city, open to the tendencies and
customs according to the origin of its inhabitants. Iquitos was, undoubtedly, one of the most cosmopolitan
cities of the time.
Several of these families have the surnames of the
marines who commanded the first Peruvian ships to
navigate the Amazon rivers and who managed the
Nautical School, the Naval Station and the Naval Factory, such as Commander Espinar y Alzamora and
Lieutenant Sandi. Along with them appeared families
with the surnames Del Águila, Del Castillo, Reátegui,
Ramírez, Rodríguez, Egúsquiza, Ríos, Alvarado, Celis, Guzmán, Medina, Morey and Vela, many of them
from San Martin, Amazonas and Lima. Hobnobbing
with these families of Peruvian origin were those of
European or Chinese roots, such as the Abensur, Barcia, del Risco, Sibina, Azerrad, Rivas, Nogueira, Azevedo Veiga and Pinto.

These characters, accompanied by their elegantly
dressed wives and children — the men wearing white
linen suits and the women imported London skirts
— were those who, in the afternoons and evenings,
would revel in the esplanade, strolling or dancing to
the most popular rhythms: foxtrot, minuet, charleston, can-can, boogie-woogie, and other trends of the
time. Sometimes, unexpectedly, a character would
come out on the esplanade, the most powerful man
in Iquitos society, equally admired and hated: Julio
César Arana del Águila, the “Rubber King,” with his
wife, the beautiful Mrs. Zumaeta de Arana.
The economic prosperity, the contribution of customs and culture of the immigrant population integrated with the local population, mestizo and indigenous, created, in this period of the history of Iquitos
and the Amazon region, important and rich expressions of the local culture and identity, where the indigenous culture, frequently invisible, clandestine and
even denied, was the matrix that formed literature,
painting, music and the Amazonian cuisine, relying
on the rich Asian and European contribution, as well
as that from the neighboring Brazil and Colombia.
Brazil’s contribution was important in this period in forging a Peruvian Amazonian culture, in everything from food, music and Amazonian Spanish.
Fariña, a basic manioc flour widely used in Peruvian
Amazon cuisine, comes from Brazil. Popular Amazonian music was enriched with popular Brazilian
rhythms, as well as the use of instruments such as
the cabaquinha. Several words of Amazonian Spanish are originally Brazilian and Portuguese, such as
tishelina (a receptacle for collecting the rubber latex)
and fariña.”

The Two Sides of the Coin
Iquitos’ Belle Époque, characterized by luxury, wealth
and the good life enjoyed by the most prosperous of
the population, contrasted with the reality of the rural
world, the rubber camps and the life of the indigenous peoples chained to the slavery of latex extraction
from the shiringa trees in the estradas (sections of 150
trees in a rubber extraction area). These were the two
sides of a coin: the reality of Iquitos and that of the
rest of the Amazon.
Jorge Basadre has estimated that approximately
40,000 indigenous natives died, victims of violence
in the rubber campsites of Julio C. Arana del Águila
in the Putumayo River and its tributaries. This does
not include the deaths in other centers of rubber extraction in Pacaya-Samiria, in the forests of the Ucayali and in Madre de Dios, where the lord and master
was the rubber baron Carlos Fermín Fitzcarrald.
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Iquitos and the Post-Rubber Boom Crisis
In 1874 the English agent Henry Alexander Wickam
arrived in Brazil and quickly headed to the Tapajos
River, an affluent of the Negro River. He had an order: to collect the largest amount of Hevea brasiliensis seeds and take them to England. The British Empire, with eyes on the long term and in maintaining
its global hegemony, had information that the North
American Charles Goodyear had, on July 1, 1860, in
New York, discovered that the latex from the hot rubber mixed with sulfur turned into a product that was
sturdier, elastic, and resistant to cold and hot temperatures. Goodyear had discovered the vulcanization that was the starting point of the true revolution
in transportation and other activities of the second
Industrial Revolution.
With the help of the indigenous natives, Wickam
collected 70,000 seeds of the best genetic quality and,
bribing the customs authorities and the captain of the
Brazilian ship Amazonas, transported the seeds to
London and, in 1876, delivered them to the operator
Joseph Dalton Hooker, who took them to Kew Royal Botanic Gardens, where they were subjected to a
quarantine period. Some weeks later, the seeds were
transferred to the British colonies in Malaysia, Borneo, Sumatra and Java, where, a quarter of a century
later, cultivated under the best technical conditions,
they yielded the largest rubber production that cornered the global market with better prices and greater
industrial quality, provoking the demise and collapse
of the economy of Amazonian rubber on the eve of the
First World War in 1914. Wickam, who was knighted for his services to the British Empire, became the
greatest bio-pirate of the 19th century in the Amazon.
The fall of the price of rubber provoked an unprecedented crisis in the whole Amazonian basin. In
the decade between 1910 and 1920, Iquitos went from
prosperity, revelry, and the good life to poverty and
abandonment. In 1921, the total imports were only
458,738 pounds. Many families migrated to other regions and countries. One of the witnesses of that period, the journalist Alfonso Navarro Cáuper, who we
interviewed in Iquitos in the 1960s, told us that public
services stopped working, the Iquitos dock in Punchana was practically abandoned and the goods imported
from England through the Booth Line — turkeys, ice
cream, cookies and sweets — did not have any buyers.
All public employees were unpaid. The same old journalist told that soldiers walked barefoot in the streets
of Iquitos because they did not have bootees or boots.
This was, among others, the cause of the military uprising known as the Cervantes Revolution in 1921.
Guillermo Cervantes Vásquez, army captain and
Chief of the 17th Colonization Regiment, revolted
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against the government of President Augusto B. Leguía, expropriated 23,300 pounds that were left in
the Bank of Peru & London to pay part of the overdue
salaries and mandated the printing of notes of forced
circulation, called “billetes cervanteros” [Cervante’s
notes]. Since the Chinese merchants refused to accept
the notes, Cervantes ordered them sent nude to Padre
Isle, on the other shore of the Amazon facing the city.
Before they were scorched to death by the sun’s heat,
the Chinese accepted the use of the notes.
The collapse of the rubber economy caused disastrous consequences in the whole Amazon region.
The rubber exploitation haciendas were abandoned,
massive unemployment extended throughout the
whole area, poverty indexes grew exponentially and
misery, discontent and tensions in the social sectors
reigned in the cities, with Iquitos among them. It was
during this crisis that the struggles between La Liga
[The League], an association formed by Amazonians,
and La Cueva [The Cave], comprised of public officials
from other parts of the country, turned into a confrontation. Members of La Liga were part of the Iquitos
population that, organized in 1932, tried to recapture the city of Leticia, ceded by Leguía to Columbia
through the Salomón-Lozano Treaty.
Only after 1930, when the world was struggling
with the effects of the economic crash of 1929, did the
first signs of a relative and weak recovery surface,
with the exportation of lizard skin, bird feathers and
lumber. Fernando Barcia García recalled his adventures extracting skins from what today is the National
Pacaya-Samiria Reserve. The hunters got all the way
there. They killed crocodiles, removed their skins and
sold them to the export houses in Iquitos. The most
powerful and representative were the houses of Kahn
and Israel. During those same years, the exportation
of mullein or rotenone (Lonchocarpus utilis) was initiated, along with lumber of tagua or vegetable ivory
(Phytelephas macrocarpa).
In 1918, the United States business Astoria Manufacturing Company, established in Iquitos in order to
export fine lumber and other vegetable species for the
purpose of medical research. One of its operators and
collectors was Manuel Córdova Ríos, possibly the most
famous vegan doctor or shaman born in the Amazon
region and who gave testimony of his activities to this
chronicle in the 1970s in Iquitos. The Astoria played the
same role that the British consuls had carried out during
the rubber cycle: the representation of the new economic
and hegemonic power of that cycle, the United States.
Starting in 1938, another United States corporation, the Standard Oil Company, started exploring and
prospecting the Peruvian Amazon region. With the
new cycles — skins, feathers, mullein, lumber, oil —
Iquitos gained a new life.

That same year, on May 20, the Peruvian-Columbian Customs Agreement was signed, which was simultaneously an economic instrument for integration
and cooperation between both countries and an olive
branch and peace pipe after the war-like hostilities
both nations faced following border disputes that are
now definitely settled. This agreement gave Iquitos a
strong economic boost.

Iquitos Again at the Center of New Cycles
The 1960s and 1970s are a period of profound social,
political, economic and geopolitical changes, at both
national and regional levels. During these decades and
the next — 1980s — Iquitos lived changes and transformations that it had only known during the rubber
cycle. The Amazon River, its matrix, its origin, is no
longer the same as it was at the end of the 19th century.
The hydrological system has been modified so often
that most of the cities of the lower Amazon, before on
the banks of the rivers, are now inland, mediterranean, isolated, because the river has changed course.
The city of Iquitos itself has already suffered nips and
lashings from the furious river that has taken to its

depths a good part of the famous esplanade. The Nanay River now flows into the Amazon opposite the port
of Bellavista and, somewhat surprising and unusual,
in the summer Iquitos no longer kisses the waters of
the Amazon, but of the Itaya River.
Not only nature has changed the city, so, too, have
other economic cycles. On April 5, 1965, President
Fernando Belaunde Terry promulgated Executive Order 15600 for Tributary Exonerations, which freed the
Amazon from taxes for fifteen years, and would be renewed by Executive Order 22179 in December 1990.
Other norms that were given in successive years with
the same purpose were Executive Order 23407, the
General Law of Industry in 1982; the Modified Protocol of the Peruvian-Columbian Customs Agreement in
1983 and Executive Order 27307 for Investment Promotion in the Amazonian region in 1998.
The 15600 Executive Order caused the greatest impact on the entire Amazon region, but particularly in
Iquitos. The city became populated by large and small
shops in improvised locations from night to day to sell
an enormous variety of imported tax-free products to
buyers from the whole country who overwhelmed the
city. In the crowded stores on the Próspero, Arica, Sargento Lores streets and the Belén Market, the customer
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buy everything from French perfume, Chinese silk and
ivory statuettes, and even English cashmere. Everything one could possibly want.
The “commercial rush,” like the “rubber rush” took
thousands of men and women away from the river communities and they arrived in the city to devote themselves to commerce, survival and, if possible, to earn
a little money. It was a period for emptying out of the
rural milieu and of exponential growth of the city and
the so-called “shantytowns” or “human settlements.”
The thousands of newly arrived had barely finished
settling down in a city that lacked adequate — that
were also almost always insufficient — services, when
another event took place that was, due to its multiple
impact, like an eight point earthquake on the Mercalli
scale: On November 16, 1971, a team from the stateowned company Petroperú discovered oil in the well
of Trompeteros. That day started the new oil cycle in
the Amazon. It is estimated that during the first phase
of the cycle, from exploration to prospecting, approximately fifteen thousand laborers were hired, most from
rural communities. When this phase ended, the companies hired specialized workers and the fifteen thousand trail-opening workers were left unemployed and
went to find work in Iquitos and other cities.
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Oil wealth has been and still is the main source
of public investment in Loreto through a distribution
canon between the Regional Government of Loreto,
the local and municipal governments, the state university Universidad Nacional de la Amazonía Peruana
and the research institution Instituto de Investigaciones de la Amazonía Peruana (IIAP).

From the Rubber Barons to the Drug Lords
The Vietnam War (1959-1975) was a bloody conflict
in which the greatest power of the time, the United
States, suffered a humiliating defeat. Forced to retreat
after 1968, it is estimated that more than half a million
soldiers returned from the front, most of them traumatized, with psychological problems, sick with the
so-called “Vietnam syndrome” and addicted to drugs.
They were the ones who increased the demand for cocaine, heroine and marijuana in the United States and
originated the drug cycle in the seventies and onward.
With an exponentially increasing demand, the
coca fields of the upper Huallaga and other areas of
the Amazon expanded. By 1980, drug trafficking had
set in and, Iquitos, where the rubber barons had

reigned, was now dominated by drug lords. The cycle of the white gold of cocaine had begun. The dirty
economy of drug trafficking infected all realms of life
in the city. For certain sectors of society, especially the
young, the drug lords became success “models.” The
city, which is an architectural record of the economic
cycles, was strewn with enormous buildings, cement
cages in bad taste, product of drug money laundering.
From 76,400 inhabitants in 1964, the population
rose to 110,742 in 1972, an increase mainly due to
the rural exodus provoked by the tax-free status; it
jumped to 173,629 in 1981, then to 252,312 in 1993,
with the social and economic movements generated by
the oil and drug trafficking cycle.
As if the drug trafficking plague was not enough
punishment, since 1970 the country was battered by
the scourge of terrorism, the armed violence that installed the basis of its illegal operations in the higher
Amazon, making drug trafficking a breeding ground.
The cities most severely affected by both phenomenon were those of the higher Amazon in San Martin: Tocache, Uchiza, Aucayacu, Juanjui and Tarapoto among
others. Due to a series of factors, basically because it
was not strategic for the expansion of armed action,
Iquitos was not an important center for the activities of
the Tupac Amaru Revolutionary Movement (MRTA, for
its initials in Spanish) and Sendero Luminoso.

cial organizations such as the Amazonian Collective,
the Water Defense Committee and the Loreto Patriotic
Front. An institutional tapestry is forming as the basis
for social, economic, and cultural development, and for
the defense of the environment that is now in danger
because of indiscriminate and irrational extraction. In
recent decades, Iquitos is, again, the epicenter of cultural development and the Amazonian identity.
Despite problems of urban order and safety, today
Iquitos is a center of attraction for international tourism. In 2012, more than a quarter of a million tourists
from different parts of the world landed in the city to
enjoy not only the famous regional cuisine, the magic
and charm of its supportive, cheerful, open and cosmopolitan people, but also the marvelous Amazonian environment in the tourist lodges that offer expeditions to
learn about the flora and fauna and the hallucinatory
voyages using ayahuasca, the “vine of the soul.”
Iquitos came in at sixth place among the ten most
outstanding cities chosen by the editors of the travel guide Lonely Planet, and, on August 13, 2012, with
the Amazon River named one of the Seven Wonders
of the World, Iquitos was chosen for the installation
of a commemorative plaque. In the third millennium,
Iquitos, the river capital of the world, is a fundamental
part of this wonder.

Iquitos in the Third Millennium
Already into the third millennium, Iquitos faces the
challenge of a world that is ever more changing, vertiginous and in crisis, different from the one in which
it emerged. How it adapts and mitigates the impacts
of climate change, with the Amazon River causing a
torrential flood in 2012, is one of its challenges. Another is how it will turn into opportunities for its development, and that of the region, the great extractive
wave of the global economy that has made powerful
international companies land in Amazon territory in
search of gold, gas, oil, biodiversity and other riches,
among them the vital and scarce water for the society
of the 21st century. Anywhere on earth, but especially
in the entire Amazon region, one of the major genetic
banks of the planet, it is at once a necessary investment for development and an environmental threat.
Iquitos now has a population of 462,783 on a surface
of 368.9 km2. That is why everything in the city is close,
at hand. It has the basic and fundamental services of a
modern city: Public and private universities, research
institutions like the Theological Studies Amazon Centre (CETA, initials in Spanish), the IIAP, the Amazonian
Library — one of the largest in the Amazon basin, with
40,000 books —, media, professional schools and so-

Page 69: Balcony of the Hotel Palace. Photo: Eduardo
López
Page 73: Urban train passing in front of the Hotel Palace
while a parade takes place in the early 20 th century.
Page 74: Iquitos’ Central Square with the Alhambra
Theatre and Maynas Municipal Palace, ca. 1950.
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History	Iquitos So Far and So Close: A Century of
Telecommunications in the Amazonia
Edilberto Huamaní Huamaní

Modern communications systems were inaugurated in Peru with
the installation of the telegraph service (1867), the arrival of the
telephone cable (1875) and the inauguration of telephony (1888),
but the regions’ uneven development caused these services to
go through different processes and such was the case in the
Amazonia. The city of Iquitos, still quite small, only experienced
progress with the rubber boom, between 1885 and 1914. A world
apart, in a short time Iquitos would go from being little more
than a settlement to a large city.
The Amazonia’s Isolation in the Age of Telegraphy
and Radio Communications
Iquitos’ development made a leap on November 9, 1897,
when it became the capital of the department of Loreto.
That year the department of San Martín was created,
dividing the territory of Loreto, with Moyobamba as its
new capital. The rubber boom mobilized the Amazon,
created new wealth and exalted the city of Iquitos until
it became, along with Manaus, one of the richest cities
of the continent. It had modern architecture and public
services such as street lighting (1905) before many of
Peru’s major cities and even some European ones.
Iquitos was a world apart, closer to Brazil and Europe, isolated from Lima even during the early years
of the new century. That ended in 1906 when several
stations were installed in Puerto Bermúdez, Masisea,
Requena and Itaya, establishing communication with
Lima. From Lima to Puerto Bermúdez by telegraph
and from Puerto Bermúdez to Iquitos by radio. In 1912
the Lima-Iquitos link improved when it became direct
after the Cerro San Cristóbal radiotelegraph station
was installed in the capital.
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The Lima-Iquitos direct link was a unique event,
especially since similar experiments in other latitudes
had failed. It was South America’s most modern at the
time. The city attended the official inauguration on
June 16, 1912; President Leguía and the Telefunken
Holmwang representative stressed the role of engineer
Augusto Tamayo in the project. The San Cristóbal station had a ten kilowatts capacity and a wrap-rib antenna held by a 108 meters tower resting on a glass insulator. The tower, with struts or ladders on the upper part,
used 1,500, 2,000, 2,500, 3,000 and 4,000 meter-long
waves to communicate with Itaya (Iquitos).
It was the telegraph system’s moment of glory
throughout the Republic, a communications system
that soon reached the most remote areas of Peru, joining all provincial capitals to the network. That year
the telegraph also reached Huancapi, capital of Víctor
Fajardo, the brand new province created in Ayacucho
in 1910, closing the province circuit. As a matter of
fact, the telegraph had already reached or was about
to reach many coastal districts and even some important towns in the surroundings of major cities like
Arequipa, Huancayo and Puno. Among the companies

and entities in charge of this massive attempt to communicate the whole country were the National Telegraph Company and the National Telegraph Administration, both active since 1876. In 1895 the brand
new Ministry of Public Works was responsible for the
merger of the telegraph and the postal services.
The impact of the Lima-Iquitos intercommunication throughout the Amazon must surely be appreciated. But was Iquitos the whole Amazon? In a certain
way it was. Given its immense growth it concentrated
everything; it became an almost European city with
multiple services, trade and countless immigrants, to
the extent that it enjoyed an urban railway. However, given the immense potential of communication via
radiotelegraphy for regional development, progress
did not stop there. Between 1921 and 1930, under the
administration of the Marconi Company, many more
stations were built throughout Peru, and the Amazon
could not be an exception. Radiotelegraphy reached
iconic places such as Moyobamba, Contamana, Cuquipata, Tarapoto, Tambobamba, Yurimaguas and Puerto Maldonado, where radiotelegraph stations were
built; Iquitos’ station was built during the 1930s.
Meanwhile, the city of Lima got to know the benefits
— and the limitations — of local telephony when it was

still run by manual exchanges, known for their magneto type switchboards. Telephone communication had
created expectations, demand, growth, but it also had
a limit: service quality. The Peruvian Telephone Company, in charge of telephony in Lima since 1888, came
to an end in 1920 to give way to the creation of a new
company with domestic capital, Compañía Peruana de
Teléfonos Limitada (CPTL). Telephony had also arrived
to the cities of Piura, Chiclayo, Trujillo, Cajamarca, Ica,
Arequipa and Puno since the beginning of the century.
Telephone companies were established to provide the
service but they suffered the same vicissitudes as its
counterpart in Lima. The solution was the creation of
larger companies such as Compañía Nacional de Teléfonos del Perú (CNTP) in 1928.
It was neither paradoxical nor casual that Iquitos
had to wait to go through this process, since its decline began around 1914, when the rubber industry
moved from the Peruvian Amazon to Malaysia and
Singapore. Suddenly and very quickly, Iquitos was
plunged into neglect as outsiders left just like they had
come, searching for other fortunes, leaving only their
ostentatious mansions. Despite this, over the years
the population increased, although not at the speed of
bygone times.
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Local Telephony and Long Distance Communication
in the Amazon
Modern telephony arrived with the automatic exchange, which became known in Peru in 1930 when the
system was installed in the city of Lima. All local traffic
could be dealt with automatically, unlike with the manual system, which depended on operators. With this
new system installed by CPTL, with the International
Telephone and Telegraph Corporation (ITT) as majority
shareholder, the capital made a leap in telecommunications that resulted in a growing expansion, which was
even greater from the 1950s onwards.
The country’s main cities were not beyond the
progress of communications. The Pan American Highway and the interior’s secondary roads, which grew
steadily from the 1930s onwards, brought other cities
closer to the capital. CNTP identified the demand in
the capitals of the major departments, large cities that
needed local intercommunication and smaller towns
that required at least long distance communication.
During the 1930s and 1940s urban development not
only meant sanitation, planning and maintenance,
pavement, cars and vehicles in general, but also broadcasting and, above all, home telephones. CNTP, whose
area of activity was mainly northern Peru, worked to
install local exchanges in the cities, starting with the
major ones, and at the same time to link many cities
with the long-distance telephone system.
The installation of telephone exchanges in the major cities — Piura, Chiclayo, Trujillo, Chimbote, Huacho, Huaraz, Ica, Huancayo, Huánuco, Iquitos, Cerro
de Pasco — was a sign of progress. Starting in the
second half of the 1940s, many provincial capitals began to have small telephone exchanges: Pacasmayo,
Chepén, La Merced, Matucana, Caraz, Carhuaz, Pimentel, Cañete and Nazca, among others. They were
manual exchanges, although of a new generation,
technified if compared to the first that arrived in Peru
between the end of the 19th Century and the beginning
of the 20th. The provincial capital ones only had one
or two switchboards, with forty lines maximum and
twenty minimum. At the same time many locations
were connected to the company’s long distance network. Towards 1950 they reached a total of 115.
The Amazon was no longer an island. In the 1940s
CNTP installed a telephone exchange in Iquitos that,
at least in the residential sector, represented a visible
sign of modernity. This was the time when the telephone stopped being a scientific wonder and became a
part of everyday life. The telephone set at home, along
with the radio receiver, highlighted the fact that people already lived in other times. As was to be expected,
demand prevailed over supply and the service had to
be expanded with more switchboards and lines. The
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expansion that began in 1951 and others that followed
achieved the goal of having 400 lines as the second
half of the decade approached.
The Amazon as a whole became connected by long
distance telephone: in 1953 Iquitos was connected to
Lima, Cuzco and Piura. And in 1958 CNTP installed
new equipment on radiotelephone circuits, including
a half-channel circuit between Lima and Iquitos.
Despite President Manuel Prado’s (1956-1962) inauspicious regime for the overall development of telephony and telecommunications in the country, urban
expansion in the major cities, which was the case of
Iquitos, demanded further growth in the service. The
1960-1961 biennium was emblematic in that sense because CNTP, in charge of Iquitos’ Manual Exchange,
decided to completely renovate the system, including
the expansion of the cable network, increasing its
capacity to 1,200 installed lines, more than double
the 435 it had before. The official opening of the new
multi-service manual exchange and the new premises
built for it was held on February 23, 1961.
CNTP had approved in 1958 an expansion plan
that included the installation of automatic exchanges
and carrier equipment, as well as the structuring of
a microwave backbone system that was completed in
1964. The network’s first automatic exchange was inaugurated in 1958 in Chimbote; this was followed in
1959 by Trujillo and Ica, and in 1960 by Chiclayo. Automatic exchanges began to be used in cities all over
the country and they were due to reach Iquitos, the
Amazon’s main city, but that would take some time.

Telephone Expansion in the Amazonia
The 1960s were a turning point for Peru; the industrial promise, the expansion of education and migration
from rural to urban areas, all became reality. Despite
its distance from the capital, Iquitos was no stranger
to the era’s effervescence. It already had a population
of 57,772 (according to the 1961 census). The creation
of the National University of the Peruvian Amazon
in 1961 confirmed it was time to leap forward in its
development. All this was felt when in 1963 the new
government set out to build the great Jungle Marginal
Highway.
The city’s growth demanded public services, intercommunication and media. CNTP understood this and
scheduled extensions: in 1966, Lima-Iquitos connection with a four-circuit shortwave radio, including antennas and generators. In 1967, Lima-Iquitos through
a new radiotelephone circuit that increased to six the
links between Lima and the capital of Loreto.
The requirements and expectations of users regarding local telephony were dealt with in 1967

through extensions and improvements to Iquitos’
magnetic exchange, the modification of the premises
to enable the enlargement of switchboards and the
construction of a warehouse. In 1968 Iquitos’ manual exchange was expanded with the installation of
an auxiliary exchange with a capacity of 600 lines,
increasing the total capacity to 1,800 lines, and the
expansion of the cable network distribution, increasing its capacity from 1,330 to 1,800 pairs with 37 distribution points.
The years went by very fast, the country itself must
have felt that it had skipped over many stretches of
time. When the constitutional regime fell in 1968, the
ownership of the telecommunications system changed
in a way that may have been called progressive nationalization. The radical political change of 1968
consolidated this process. In Lima CPTL disappeared
and Compañía Peruana de Teléfonos, S.A. (CPTSA)
was born after a transition period that began in 1965
and ended in 1970 with the State’s purchase of ITT’s
shares. This process was extended to the rest of the
country. Empresa Nacional de Telecomunicaciones
del Perú (ENTEL Perú) was established in November
1969, with State capital, to operate and develop the
telecommunications system once it is was fully nationalized. The coexistence of CNTP and ENTEL Perú
ended on July 25, 1972. A few months earlier, in November 1971, the General Telecommunications Law,
Decree 19020, had been enacted.
As the culmination of a bygone era, we can say
that humans cease to exist but their work remains.
Telecommunications were real, they brought Iquitos and the Amazon as a whole closer to the modern
world. The company that became responsible for this
contact, CNTP, with Swiss capital, grew to have by
1968 as many zonal administrations as there were
departments in northern Peru. Walter Francisco Vargas ran Iquitos’ administration for many years until
his retirement in 1971, when he was replaced by Raúl
Coello Zerpa.
The establishment of ENTEL Perú marked the formal entry to the 1970s. New technologies were breaking through in telecommunications: the microwave
network was the channel through which telephone,
telegraph and telex communications took place,
as well as the transmission of data, leased circuits,
television and radio broadcasting, and international
communications via satellite after the opening of the
Ground Station in Lurín on July 14, 1969, managed at
first by the Interim Committee on International Telecommunications (CITI). Before satellites were used for
the communication between nations there was the
submarine cable, microwave relay piston within the
same continent, or high-frequency radio when atmospheric conditions allowed its use.

Long-distance communications and the automation of telephone exchanges would have new life
breathed into them. Automation would also arrive to
Iquitos, as announced by CNTP in 1968 in the expansion plan that was to be submitted to the government,
which provided for the extension of the microwave
network in the north up to Yurimaguas, to develop
that area and at the same time establish the possibility of solving the problem of Iquitos. Then there would
be the necessary bandwidth and enough efficiency to
operate the automatic service from Iquitos to Lima
and to the company’s other automatic exchanges, with
semi-automatic dialing between Lima and Iquitos.

Automation in Iquitos and Public Telephony
The establishment of the telephone service in Iquitos,
which was at the time a sign of progress, would feel
like something from the past by the end of the 1960s,
when the automation of the telephone system had become a reality almost everywhere in the country, at
least in the big cities. The new era entailed having
an automatic exchange. That was the name given to
the Rotary type exchange, manufactured by US company Federal Telephone and Telegraph, with a capacity exceeding the thousand lines. The growth of the
service with the new system was evident, especially
when telephone numbers in Lima reached five digits
towards the end of the 1930s and six digits in 1966.
The second era of automation in Peru began in
1956, when automatic exchanges were installed in all
the major cities of northern Peru. The expansion plan
for immediate implementation (1971-1976), with ENTEL Peru now in charge, made many regional aspirations come true and also brought some innovations,
initiating a new era in the modernization of telephone
exchanges. The major work began in 1973; many cities
were benefited, among them Iquitos, which at the end
of that year had 1,920 subscribers and 2,459 telephones
(2.17 telephones per hundred inhabitants), placing it in
ninth place in the country after Lima, Arequipa, Trujillo, Cusco, Chiclayo, Huancayo, Piura and Tacna.
The expansion and modernization of the telephone
system entailed pre-investment studies, the mobilization of resources, management, work on the internal
and external plants: in Iquitos, all that took more than
three years. When it came to the inside plant, attempts
were made to adapt what already existed, buildings
were expanded, equipment and the necessary accessories were moved and installed; at the external level, overhead cables had to be laid throughout the city
and the new urban developments. In Iquitos wooden
poles were used (pine-treated fir), visible in a city that
already exceeded one hundred thousand inhabitants.
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The work was officially concluded on July 21, 1978;
the company reported a total cost of 30 million Soles.
But the Amazon was not just Iquitos and neither
was the telephone system constituted only by local exchanges. The long distance link was also the subject of
modernization and expansion: logarithmic antennae
were installed to improve the Lima-Iquitos service
in 1976, the Lima-Pucallpa link was incorporated to
the national long distance system and Iquitos was incorporated to the national telex network. Microwave
links, wave-carrier, radio (HF, VHF, UHF) and physical lines, which were already known in the area, were
beginning to be known in the Amazon.
However, the country would only know Iquitos, or
Iquitos would only know the country, after the installation of the Pampa Chica Ground Station at the beginning
of 1979. Domestic communications via satellite were
officially initiated when the ground stations at Iquitos,
Tarapoto and Pucallpa began to operate, with a total
of sixty circuits: 24 dedicated to Lima-Iquitos, 13 to Lima-Tarapoto, 14 to Lima-Pucallpa, six to Iquitos-Pucallpa and three to Iquitos-Tarapoto. In addition, two HF
Radio Telephony circuits were installed between Pucallpa and Tingo María and one between Moyobamba and
Tarapoto to intercommunicate the Amazonia.
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The return to constitutional rule in 1980 represented a new moment in the world of communications
in Peru. Not only was there a need to face new demands on the service, but also a political and social
situation that the country had never even conceived.
At the beginning of the decade the Amazon's integration had its own name: the Jungle Marginal Highway,
whose construction would end a few years later. The
decentralization of the country was also going ahead
with the creation of the department of Ucayali, with
Pucallpa as its capital. Not only Iquitos had seen some
progress in the Amazon during the century, other cities too demanded to continued expansion.
Iquitos was still growing: 173,619 residents were
reported in the 1981 census. Loreto had at the time
secondary schools in all the provincial capitals and
the university population also grew significantly. The
plans to expand in other areas continued, the telegraph and telex network, for example, for which a
subscribers’ exchange was installed in Iquitos in 1981
and also in Pucallpa in 1982. There were several renovations, installed capacity in the local telephone system reached 5,157 lines in 1982 (4,148 were automatic
and 1,009 were manual). In 1983 a new a new extension was commissioned: the semi-electronic PRX exchange (manufactured by Phillips Telecommunicatie
Industrie Holland) with 3,500 lines. By 1985 the last
extension in five years was installed, a PRX exchange
with 1,350 lines.
Progress in the telephone system reached the
general population when public telephony was established. Iquitos’ urban landscape changed in late 1980
when, suddenly, the first group of twenty-four payphones arrived; those that used tokens would arrive
later. In 1980 telephony reached six localities, expanding to 36 in 1983. As for long distance communication,
in 1980 the Microwave Backbone Network arrived in
Pucallpa, going through Cerro de Pasco and Huánuco.
That year the stretch to Iquitos, going through Tarapoto, Yurimaguas, Lagunas, Saramuro and Nauta,
from where it would go to Requena, was already at
the project planning stage. The Communication Network (DOMSAT II) to link via satellite the towns of
Chachapoyas and Contamana in 1981 and Caballococha in 1982 became a reality.
The five-year period between 1985 and 1990 could
have been auspicious for intercommunication, but political violence and the economic crisis imposed their
own rules. Despite the context, expansions that included the Amazonia were planned and studied. Work
was done in almost all the system’s services: 420 lines
were installed in the Iquitos exchange in 1986 and 301
lines in 1989; the DOMSAT’s operating channels between Iquitos and Lurín grew from 162 to 215 in 1989.
Iquitos was also benefited by the Data Transmission

Network PERU NET, Community Telecommunications
Centers were installed in 1987 and payphones in 1989.
By 1990 you could tell that the Amazonia and Iquitos would not look distant and alien anymore; they
would never again be isolated from Peru. It was a strategic region that demanded new services. Despite the
political situation, it was possible to feel the technological revolution of the contemporary world, the era
of information and communication technologies. In
Lima and, in a sense, in the whole country, all or most
of the telephone system was automated. Electronic exchanges already were a reality, as well as optical fiber.

Digitization, Liberalization and Modernization in the
Amazonia
With the regime that began on July 28, 1990, a new
political and legal framework was created to liberalize the economy and promote private investment, a
process that included the CPTSA and ENTEL Perú.
As a correlate, a new telecommunications law was
passed, and soon after the Compañía Peruana de Teléfonos-Telefónica del Perú, bought shares of both CPTSA and ENTEL Perú. This new company would be in
charge of carrying out any pending work in telecommunications. The concession was granted for a twenty-year term starting on June 27, 1994.
The changes were felt immediately. The country’s
regions were suddenly aware of a rapid growth in the
telephone service and in telecommunications in general. By the end of 1995, the figures speak for themselves: 21,144 lines in Loreto, 7,624 in San Martín and
5,376 in Ucayali. A correlate of this context was the
considerable decrease in the time it was necessary to
wait to get the service.
Digitalization approached the Amazon. This was
envisaged with the installation of the first digital radio relay systems: Cusco-Sicuani, Jaén-Chachapoyas,
Chachapoyas-Bagua Grande, Chachapoyas-Bagua
Chica, Huancayo-Jauja, Tarma-San Ramón and San
Ramón-La Merced. The closeness of the optical fiber
was similarly felt when the Lima-Trujillo stretch was
inaugurated. It involved 614 km, supporting 565 Mbps
and 140 Mbps systems. It was just the beginning of an
ambitious plan to digitalize the system and cover the
national territory with optical fiber. The Amazonia
would not be apart from that progress.
When the first decade of the concession came to its
end, in 2004, it was clear that everything had changed
in the world of telecommunications. Not only had the
service grown, but new technologies had arrived. Iquitos felt this as closely as other regions. What was
new was represented by mobile telephony, first in the
city and then in the vast territory. Internet, intranet,

cable television, the integrated services digital network (ISDN) and broadband networks arrived. Even
the urban landscape was changed when antennas
appeared everywhere, as well as Internet cafes and
cabins, with both qualified and unqualified staff. Very
soon this could also be seen in the provinces of the
vast Loreto, and then in the country, in the districts.
Some numbers may better illustrate the progress
ten years after the liberalization of the telephone system: fixed telephony in thousands of lines: 1,722 in
2001, 1,815 in 2002, 1,869 in 2003 and 2,156 in 2004;
public telephony in thousands of lines: 96 in 2001, 107
in 2002, 116 in 2003 and 129 in 2004; broadband users (cablenet and ADSL): 7,237 in 2001, 34,389 in 2002,
90,689 in 2003 and 205,425 in 2004. The regions came
to know a lot of this state of the art technology shortly
after Lima.
Iquitos was part of this growth from the beginning. As for basic telephony, in 1995 the first digital
exchange was implemented and three other exchanges were established in the city. There are currently
20,000 users throughout the city. In mobile telephony,
in 1994 the first analogue mobile exchange for local
traffic was installed; in 1998 the first cellular base
station (CBS) was installed in the Iquitos exchange; in
2008, the first modern CBS (with a controller to route
local traffic). When it comes to Internet through the
telephone line (Speedy), in 2009 satellite Internet for
residential users (256 Kbps) was launched, and the
company currently has approximately 679 users.
What follows is recent history: the growth and diversification of services, the rise of mobile telephony,
demands for capacity and quality, broadband networks and Voice over Internet Protocol (IP) as well as
the introduction in academia and even locally of new
concepts such as e-commerce and e-government, the
intensive use of the Internet with applications such as
email and “social networks”. To conclude the process,
the arrival of broadband to Iquitos on March 17, 2014
closes a cycle in the history of telecommunications in
the Amazonia. Iquiteños can now say: Iquitos and the
Amazon, so far and so close to Peru and the world. Geography does exist, it is an essential reality, but so do
inventiveness and the human will to reduce distances.

Page 77: Telephone operator, Traffic area, ENTEL, Peru,
in a manual exchange board, 1972. Photo: Telefónica del
Perú
Page 80: Installing a satellite TV antenna. Photo: Rodrigo
Rodrich)
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From the air, before arriving in the city of Iquitos, the forest
seems endless, homogeneous and impossible to explore. At times,
glimpses are caught of meandering rivers and old streams that
became lagoons. The green mantle covers every stretch of this
vast territory, leaving very few areas uncovered.
To the West, this horizontal landscape is in sharp contrast with the aridness and rugged topography of the
Andean mountain range. This double image is difficult
to grasp and may even seem contradictory. However,
one of the most striking features of western Amazon
region is its proximity to the Andes. But, how can two
such different realities, yet in such close proximity exist? Are these two large realms independent and foreign
to each other? Did they always exist? How were they
formed? Could these differences have been acquired
through a common history? In the past decades, scientific — geological and paleontological — evidence has
started to be discovered and interpreted to understand
the origin of the western Amazon and its relationship
with Andean orogenesis. Rocks are the record-keepers
of the tectonic and climatic processes and environmental changes produced in the planet. On the other hand,
fossils, as direct evidence of past life-forms, are key
pieces to reconstruct the evolution of ecosystems and
species. Together they provide complementary information about the history of the world in which we live.
In the Amazon, the search for rocks and fossils
presents a special challenge for several reasons.
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Firstly, the dense forest does not leave clear and open
spaces where the surface of the land is exposed. Generally, the favorite sites for geologists and paleontologists are completely lacking in vegetation, because
such locations offer vast rock outcrops providing extensive prospecting areas. In the Amazon, such prospecting areas are practically non-existent. Secondly,
in the Amazon almost no old rocks can be observed
because they are dozens of meters under, covered by
tons of very recent sediments, usually of a reddish
color, originating in the Andes. Lastly, the climate
and limited access routes make the work even more
complicated. That is why the famous Brazilian paleontologist Carlos de Paula Couto, in the mid-twentieth century, declared that it was useless to look for
fossils in the tropical region. By that time, several
generations of eminent Argentinean paleontologists
had already outlined the image of the South American past thanks to the rich fossil deposits found in
the vast pampas and the Patagonian deserts. Though
the knowledge gathered was considerable and copious, it was not helpful for understanding what happened in the tropical regions of the continent.

The Iquitos area is the heart of the western Amazon, the geographic region with most biodiversity in the
planet. Its forests hold the highest concentration of tree
species per square kilometer and are the scenario for
a complex ecological network formed by millions of organisms. This is due to the multiple habitats and richness of soils lavished by its proximity to the Andes, but
mainly to each and every one of the events that occurred
during the last sixty-five million years. Knowing the
past of this region is necessary to begin to understand
how the Amazon itself works. For this reason, since the
1990s, several international teams started the painstaking task of reconstructing the history of the Amazon
by studying rocks and fossils along the Iquitos and Fitzcarrald Arches (where sedimentary rocks outcrop from
the sub-Andean basins of the Marañón, Ucayali and
Madre de Dios rivers) in Peru and several other deposits in neighboring countries. To overcome the barriers
presented by the tropics, no effort was spared to go ever
farther and to obtain deep drill core geological samples.
Above all, emphasis was given to careful observation of
the few areas that occasionally had no vegetation cover:
the banks of Amazonian streams and rivers. During a
few weeks every year, usually between July and August,
Amazonian rivers recede to their lowest water level due
to decreased rains. During this period, the river water

level can drop five to ten meters, uncovering high old
rock walls, some of them with fossils. These outcrops
are like small windows to the past that open and close
every year. Due to their enormous water volume and the
erosion Amazonian rivers cause in their banks during
high water, the valuable fossils present during that window may well not continue to be there the following year.
Therefore, rescue work cannot be set back.
This is a summary of the evolutionary history of
western Amazonia during the past 65 million years. We
wish to underline the importance of knowing the past in
order to understand and preserve this fascinating ecosystem, and also to make known the unique paleontological wealth existing in the Amazon, especially in the
Iquitos area, in order to promote its research in Peru.

After Dinosaurs Became Extinct
About 60 million years ago, South America was an island continent like Australia is today, that is, with no
land contact with other continental masses. Under these
conditions, an evolutionary experiment began in geographic isolation, producing orders and species totally
different from those existing in other continents. With
dinosaurs gone after the Cretaceous-Paleogene (K-Pg)
Iquitos
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extinction event, mammals took the reins of the planet
and rapidly diversified, occupying most of the available
ecologic niches. This also partly happened in South
America. Several orders, including xenarthra (armadillos, ant-eaters and sloths), native ungulates (several
extinct herbivore groups with hooves) and marsupials
(large and small species, mainly carnivore and insectivore), made up the South American mammals fauna.
But they were not alone, the role of primary predators
was filled by Sebecidae land crocodiles, who apparently
survived the K-Pg extinction, and by very large flightless birds, known as “terror birds”, the Phorusrhacidae.
Worth mentioning are the giant boas, such as the Titanoboa, which reached a length of almost 13 meters and
weighed more than a ton. Fossils of this fantastic animal were found in the Colombian northeast. Titanoboa,
grandmother of pythons and anacondas, lived in the
early Paleogene (60-50 million years ago), a time when
temperatures in the planet were much higher than in
the present. At that time, almost all of the South American tropical area was occupied by what is referred to
as “Pan-Amazonia”, because of the region’s ecologic and
geographic continuity. The Amazon River did not exist
and the Andean mountains barely reached an altitude
of 1,000 meters in certain areas. The dominant elevated
areas were the cratons, very stable ancient rock masses, in Guyana and Brazil. Located in the center of the
continent, cratons supplied water and sediments to an
ancient river system running from South to North to the
east of the Andes. During the Middle Paleogene (Middle
Eocene, approximately 41 million years ago), the first
caviomorph rodents become part of the South American
fauna. These would later originate pacas and capybaras (locally know as majás and ronsocos, respectively),
among other prominent representatives of the group.
The first rodent finding occurred in 2009, following the
precise indications provided by the geologist Bernhard
Kummel about the presence of bones in small outcrops
of the Yahuarango Formation in the Cachiyacu Ravine,
Contamana District, in the southern Loreto Region.
Cachiyacuy (Cachiyacu cuy or guinea pig) and Canaanimys (the mouse of the Canaan Shipibo Community), the
oldest South American caviomorphs, are very similar
to African rodents, strongly supporting the hypothesis that they “sailed” to South America across the then
smaller Atlantic Ocean on natural rafts made of timber
and brush. After heavy rains, it is a common sight to see
plants bound together in this manner traveling down
the Amazon River. These natural rafts resulting from
high waters in rivers in western Africa may have traveled hundreds of kilometers in just a few weeks. Once
in South America, these rodents rapidly diversified, because multiple species have been recognized in rocks
belonging to subsequent periods originating in Santa
Rosa, in Alto Purús, Peru. The maritime route taken by
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the rodents was followed by Ceboidea monkeys millions
of years later, possibly in the late Paleogene (some 26
million years ago). In Peru, the most ancient remains
of a primate belong to a little squirrel monkey similar
to the saimiri. The fossil was found in rocks from the
Early Miocene (some 18.75-16.5 million years ago) in the
banks of the Madre de Dios River.

The splendor of the Pebas System
Pebas, one of the oldest villages in the Amazon region,
is located on the banks of the Amazon River almost 180
kilometers downstream from the city of Iquitos. In the
vicinity of the village, major highly fossiliferous rock
outcrops have been studied since the beginning of the
19th century. These rocks, widely distributed across
western Amazon region, are known by scientists as the
Pebas Formation. After years of research, it has been
determined that in the early Neogene (approximately
21 million years ago), western Amazon region went
through a long phase of enormous diversity dominated by aquatic ecosystems. The Pebas System, a complex of great lakes, swamps, marshes, estuaries and
rivers, reached is maximum splendor about 12 million
years ago. It is estimated to have spread over an area
of more than one million square kilometers, covering
the eastern territories of Peru, Ecuador and Colombia,
a large part of Venezuela and the west of Brazil. As in
the Paleogene, this system drained its waters in the Caribbean Sea, though the existence of a connection to
the Pacific through Ecuador has not been dismissed.
A characteristic of Pebas Formation rocks is the presence of a large quantity of mollusk fossils. The muddy
anoxic bottoms of lagoons and swamps of the ancient
Pebas System would have contributed to the evolution
of multiple species of gastropods and bivalves, mainly
fresh water forms. Evidence suggests that this system
was also occasionally flooded by seawater, supporting
the development of mangrove swamps. The existence
of an optimum climate in the Middle Miocene (approximately 15 million years ago) favored the evolution and
diversification of a great variety of reptiles. In 2004, an
expedition sailing from Ecuador to Peru discovered, in
a site on the Napo River close to Iquitos, the jaw of an
extinct Paradracaena lizard (Teiidae). Like in the modern Amazonian Dracaena, its teeth stand out. They are
large, globular and markedly striated, ideal for feeding
on mollusks. As we will see below, this animal, which
was no longer than two meters long, was a dwarf in the
world of Amazonian reptiles of the time.
In 1961, the North American writer Peter Matthiessen documented the finding of a gigantic “jaw” in the
heart of the Fitzcarrald Arch: “... but there it was, sunken in the mud of the Mapuya, and it was just as said: a

jaw so big and heavy that at least four men were needed
to carry it... Its weight was less a consequence of its size
than of its nature...” (Matthiessen, 1961).
The heavy fossil was taken upriver to Pucallpa by
Matthiessen on a light canoe. In Pucallpa, after the fossil was confiscated by the police, its whereabouts were
unknown for many decades. In the 1980s, Mario Urbina, collector and field paleontologist, rediscovered the
valuable specimen in the home of the well-known local
collector and researcher Ulises Reátegui. This fossil,
at present in the Regional Museum of Pucallpa, turned
out to be the jawbone of a Purussaurus, an enormous
alligator that inhabited the Pebas System some 13 million years ago. It is estimated that it weighed 10 tons
and would have been up to 12 meters long. This finding motivated new prospecting in the Fitzcarrald Arch,
where more remains of Purussaurus and other extinct
alligators were discovered, including the first Peruvian
remains of the extravagant Mourasuchus. Known as
the “duck-billed alligator”, the Mourasuchus had a long
and broad beak like an ironing board. Its jaws were
weak and crowned by numerous thin and relatively
long teeth. This alligator would have been a peaceful
giant floating in the dangerous lagoons brimming with
life. It may have had a large throat sac, similar to those
of pelicans, where it kept its food, possibly whole shoals
of small fish, which it disputed with several species of
fresh water dolphins little known until now. Another
inhabitant of those ancient lakes was Cuvier’s dwarf
alligator or Paleosuchus. Its presence is not surprising
because, despite the fact that it is the first time it is
found in the fossil record, studies indicate that it belongs to an undeniably primitive lineage, though its
remains discovered to date do not allow for a deeper
study of its evolutionary history.

As in the water, crocodiles were also dominant on
dry land. In Fitzcarrald, at least two land species of
Sebecidae have been documented. Among crocodiles,
these survivors of the dinosaur era were the equivalent of wolves. They had relatively long legs, high
skulls and narrow muzzles. Their teeth were sharp
as blades, with serrated edges. Though well armed, it
must have been difficult for them to grapple with the
mammals of the time, such as ground sloths, glyptodonts, toxodons and astrapotheria, all heavy animals
weighing almost a ton. Only sloths and glyptodonts
have present-day relatives in small tree sloths and
armadillos, respectively. In Fitzcarrald, particularly
abundant are the remains of thick shells formed by
numerous hexagonal plates (osteoderms), finely decorated with ridges and geometric figures, belonging
to glyptodonts. As true war armor, the bone protection of glyptodonts included a huge rigid dorsal shell
covering the body, a ring of bones around the tail and
a bony cap on top of their skull, in addition to small
bones embedded in the skin of their feet.
Lignified remains of tree trunks, stalks and leaves
are relatively common in some levels of the Pebas
Formation in the vicinity of Iquitos. Plant fossils are
especially useful as climatic and environmental indicators of the past. The fossilized tree trunks recovered
belong to families currently existing in the Amazon,
but that tend to live close to the delta of the Amazon
River. That region is characterized by heavy precipitation and very small temperature variations during the
year. Annual growth rings are practically non-existent in fossilized tree trunks in Iquitos, supporting the
disputed hypothesis of a climate having a single warm
rainy season, that is, a climate with less seasonality
than in the present.
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A Surprising Discovery
Tamshiyacu is a friendly village that sustains major trade with Iquitos. The Pebas Formation rocks in
this region gave us a pleasant surprise. A small level
of clay and sand had medium-sized nodules that let
sunlight through. It was the first record of an amber
fossil with multiple organic inclusions found in Peruvian territory. Amber is formed from the liquid resin
secreted by some plants, which catches small organisms of various kinds, even those that are scarce in
the fossil record due to their fragility and their mostly
soft tissue. Once solidified, the light amber clasts, together with their valuable cargo, can be carried great
distances by water streams before being buried and
preserved. 12 million years after its formation, the
Tamshiyacu amber preserved within it cyanobacteria, spores, mites, and impressive insects. Although
all we can determine is that the resin was produced by
an angiosperm (flowering plant), its contents may be
an important indicator of environmental conditions
prevalent at the time. This look at the Amazonian past
opens largely unexplored perspectives in paleontology, insomuch as in this new entomological fauna we
can also find the most pesky residents of our Amazon
region. In one of the amber clasts, the first fossilized
hematophagous moth fly in South America was found.
It belongs to the Psychodidae family, and was named
Sycorax peruensis. This relative of the feared “white
cloak”, a vector of Leishmaniasis, exceptionally preserves the fine veins of the wings and the antennae
configuration, among other exquisite details.

The Origin of the Amazon River
Some 12 million years ago, the Andes experienced a
peak in tectonic uplift that put an end to mollusk-rich
lake ecosystems. This epoch is recorded in the upper
levels of the Pebas Formation in the area of Porvenir,
close to Nauta. The lack of mollusk fossils in the geologic record and paleoichnologic evidence (which lets
us know the activities of some organisms, such as their
burrows) indicate that seawater flooded the region,
apparently synchronous with the uplift of the Andes
and the consequent subsidence (sinking) of the Amazonian basin. This is considered to have been one of
the last large-scale seawater incursion events in northeastern Peru. The end of the Pebas System marked
the beginning of the Acre Phase, characterized by the
establishment of river conditions in the Amazon. This
phase represents the onset of the transcontinental Amazon River which, according to recently documented
evidence obtained from exploratory wells, took Andean sediments to its delta in the Atlantic Ocean for the
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first time approximately 11.8 million years ago. It is a
crucial moment for land ecosystems, because forests
proliferated in places previously occupied by bodies of
water. The uplift of the Andes also produced habitat
segmentation in the sub-Andean region — as in the
arch of Iquitos —, favoring speciation, that is, formation of new plant and animal species. Thanks to new
technologies, molecular analysis can provide information on species divergence times (the moment when a
parental species diverges into two descendant species),
a method known as “molecular clock”. Analysis carried out in present Amazonian organisms indicate that
many groups originated and diversified at this time,
supporting the now widely accepted hypothesis that
modern Amazonian lineages precede the Pleistocene
(the last two million years). This moment also coincides
with the end of the so-called “Pan-Amazonia”, since the
basins that were to become the Magdalena and Orinoco
rivers became independent after the formation of the
Vaupés topographic threshold, located in the Colombian department of that name.
One of the few places in Peru that is known to
have Amazonian fossils from that time is Iñapari, in
the area bordering with Brazil. The Natural History Museum of Universidad Nacional Mayor de San
Marcos preserves the fossil shell of a turtle collected
in this region in the 1980s by Kenneth Campbell, a
paleontologist with the Los Angeles County Museum.
The shell is 1.3 meters long and is a relative of the
modern Taricaya turtles. According to local dwellers, a great number of these shells lie in the bottom
of the river like enormous rounded stones. However,
the turtle in the Museum is not just one more fossil:
the shell shows a huge bite received while the turtle was alive, costing it the loss of 60 centimeters of
shell and the left back leg. The scarred edge of the
shell is evidence that the hurt animal survived the
ferocious attack for many years. A possible suspect
in this attack is the Purussaurus, keeping in mind
that if the Purussaurus was a giant alligator in the
Pebas System, millions of years later, then during
the Late Miocene (approximately nine million years
earlier), this animal and other contemporary crocodiles reached colossal proportions. The skulls of the
Purussaurus, the duck-billed Mourasuchus, and the
gharial Gryposuchus discovered in Acre (Brazil) and
Urumaco (Venezuela) are almost a meter and a half
long. The prevalent environment was similar to the
present marshland shared by Paraguay, Brazil and
Bolivia, where a vast flooded area is controlled by
seasonal river flow. Apparently, in the Acre Phase
there was also some inflow of seawater. This was undoubtedly a resource-rich time that possibly lasted
up to approximately five million years, when the Andean uplift again redefined the adjacent geography.

Northern Invaders
As we have seen, the tropical forest and many of its
inhabitants were already present in the Middle Miocene, that is, approximately 13 million years ago.
However, one could say that some of the most representative elements of the Amazonian ecosystem are
new residents. Some two and a half million years ago,
an event completely changed the composition of South
American ecosystems: the Great American Biotic Interchange, or GABI. This phenomenon occurred as a
result of the permanent establishment of the Panama Isthmus, which ended the long geographic isolation — lasting almost 60 million years — experienced
by South America. The recently formed continental
bridge enabled biological migration in both directions, with mammals being the most prominent actors. While giant sloths, glyptodonts and some native
ungulates migrated to North America, South America
was literally invaded by numerous groups of northern
origin, including canines, felines, bears, Procyonidae,
mustelids, equines, camelids, deer, Gomphotheriidae
and more. For example, the sachavaca or Amazonian
tapir, the imposing jaguar and the spectacled or Andean bear arrived a relatively short time ago. However, they adapted quickly and successfully to prevalent
conditions.
It should be noted that certain controversial findings in the Amazon region have led to claims of an
invasion earlier than the GABI. The most well-known
finding consists of the partial skeleton of a mastodon
— an extinct species of gomphothere related to the
elephant — at alleged Miocene Age levels (approximately nine million years ago) at the Los Amigos site
of the Madre de Dios River. The species was studied
by Kenneth Campbell and collaborators and described
as Amahuacatherium peruvium in 1995. According to
this research, this new species of mastodon has primitive characteristics, such as the presence of tusks in
the jaw. Other authors consider this to be a Pleistocene
mastodon, possibly of the Stegomastodon genus, and
point out that the alleged tusk sockets are actually canals for blood vessels, nerves and lymphatic tissue. At
this time there is no definitive evidence to support the
hypotheses of an arrival in the Miocene, all the more
when sites from that age, which have been extensively
sampled, lack any of the invading forms. What is certain is that indigenous forms were gradually displaced
by the invaders, though several species of ungulates,
glyptodonts and giant sloths survived heroically until
the end of the Pleistocene (10,000 years ago). One such
sloth that reached colossal dimensions lived in the Amazon and was discovered in the vicinity of Juan Guerra,
near Tarapoto, Peru. It is the Eremotherium, a gigantic sloth that reached six meters tall when standing

on its legs. This location, emblematic because it was
documented by the scholar Antonio Raimondi, is rich
in large mammal remains, including sloths and mastodons. However, lacking detailed studies, very little is
known of other fauna elements.
One of the most characteristic aspects of the Pleistocene is glaciation, periods when the earth’s average
temperature fell significantly. During Pleistocene glaciations, sea levels dropped almost one hundred meters as polar icecaps and permafrost increased in high
latitudes. Did glaciations affect the warm Amazon?
Evidence suggests that it did. It seems that during
maximum glaciation periods, rains decreased and the
areas occupied by dense forests became vast plains.
While the forest was a difficult barrier, the occasional open landscape favored the migration of ground
mammals in the tropical areas of both Americas. It
is believed that some forest patches survived during
glaciations, but their possible leading role in plant and
animal diversification, as proposed by the Pleistocene
forest refuge hypothesis, has been ruled out. As in all
of South America, an extinction also occurred in the
Amazon ten thousand years ago that involved both
native and immigrant forms. This period is simultaneous with the end of the last Ice Age, which suggests
that the continuous climate changes in the Pleistocene
would have played some role in the synchronous disappearance of species.
We should add that humans were also immigrants,
one of the last to make the journey, since their arrival
is estimated to have occurred only some 14,000 years
ago. Though the length of mankind’s stay has been
short in geologic terms, Amazonian people have been
able to establish deep bonds with each of the illustrious inhabitants of the Amazon. Their history, as well
as that told by each past or present living being, is
undoubtedly an invaluable testimony.

Page 85: Top left: Insect (Diptera) trapped in amber,
found near Iquitos. Top right: Rescuing Gryposuchus
fossil remains in Fitzcarraldo’s Arch. Bottom left:
Searching for fossils during the dry season. Bottom
right: Mathiessen’s Purussaurus fossil. Photos: Rodolfo
Salas-Gismondi.
Page 87: Fossilized turtle (Podocnemis) shell showing
evidence oh having healed after being bitten. Photo:
Rodolfo Salas-Gismondi.
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PREHISTORIC IQUITOS
Formation of the Amazon

1

105 million
years ago

Ancient Continental Block

South America
and Africa separate
after being joint in a
continental mega-block,
Gondwanaland. This
is the first important
geological event in
Amazonian fauna and flora
history.

2

It was A group of lakes, swamps, rivers
and marshes. Today’s Iquitos and Pebas
occupy the center of the old system.

During Late Cretaceous (until 65 million years ago)
South America makes contact with the Nazca Plate and
the Andean Range starts to emerge. The elevation creates
a depression called Antepaís Basin that extends from
Maracaibo to Bolivia.
Antepaís
Basin

3

the pebas system

Today’s Continental Block
covered by the ocean

Present
borders

At the beginning of the Neogene
Period (21 million years ago)

Approximate extension:
1 million square kilometers
Iquitos
Contamana

Guyana and Brazil
Cratons

Antepaís
Basin

Pebas
Fitzcarrald
Madre de Dios

Covering today’s:
Brazil
Colombia
Ecuador
Peru
Venezuela

Guyana and Brazil
Cratons

While the western mountain range
emerges, the forming Amazon
Basin had a strong maritime
influence coming mainly from the
Caribbean, which explains the
presence of mollusks.

Guayaquil Portal

Andes Mountain
Range

4

Guyana Craton

Draining eastward,
present Amazon appears

During the MiocenePliocene limit (until 5
million years ago)

Brazil
Craton

The waters of the Amazon
and the Orinoco divide from
each other, ending contact
with the Caribbean. The
Andes fast growth and the
vanishing of the Purús Arch
(10 million years ago) made
the waters drain eastward,
giving birth to the Amazon as
it is today.
Sources: Rodolfo Salas-Gismondi / Revista Brasileira de Geociencias				

Illustrations: Daniel Peña

During its formation process, the Amazon region experimented several geological changes, but the exuberance
of its species and forests were permanent characteristics and draw its actual configuration. Iquitos, located
half way between the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans, has been a main character of these changes.

THE KING OF PEBAS

Terrestrial Fauna

Purussaurus was an enormous alligator that lived in Pebas System.
Its size and the characteristics of its jaws and teeth indicate that it
was a predator that fed on other vertebrae — turtles and fish — who
shared with the giant the Amazon environment in constant change.
Size comparison
Up to 12 meters long
Pericotoxodon
A big herbivore mammal (1.60
meters high).

Langstonia
Terrestrial crocodile with a laterally
flattened skull.

Boreostemma
Mammal of the Xenarthra superorder
with a hard dorsal shell, a head shield
and osseous tubes in the tail.

Granastrapotherium
Ungulate with a trunk and tasks.
It looked like a tapir but was not
related to it.
THE eternal survivor
In the 1980s, paleontologist
Kenneth Campbell found in
Iñapari a fossilized Podocnemis
turtle shell, 1.3 meters long. A
part of the shell was missing
and it showed cicatrization
signs in its borders, which can
be evidence of the turtle having
survived a fierce attack of,
maybe, the Purussaurus.

Giant terrestrial sloth
Mammal of the Xenarthra
superorder, probably herbivore,
with powerful claws. Behind, a
group of Potamarchus, a big rodent
related to today’s capybara.

Environment and Development

Iquitos: Biological Crossroads
José Álvarez Alonso

Its singular location where three ecoregions of global
importance meet, combined with the distinctive geology and the
variety of habitats in the area, has turned Iquitos into a sort of
Mecca of Amazonian and global biodiversity. From the 1970s the
area surrounding Iquitos became known in the scientific world
for its records in reptile and tree biodiversity, thanks to the
pioneering studies of Dixon, Soini and Gentry. In later years
the area was shown to be also exceptionally rich in primates,
amphibians, birds and fish.
Despite the apparent uniformity of the Amazon basin,
the area has a great variety of ecosystems, each with
its own community of associated plants and animals.
Two of them stand out for their contrasting physiognomy and their associated biotic communities, very
different from each other: the flood forests of the Amazon plains and the white sand forests known as varillales. Part of the city of Iquitos stands on what were
formerly varillales, precisely the territory of the Iquitos gnatcatcher, (Polioptila clementsi, “Iquitos’ Little
Pearl” translating its Spanish name), one of the most
endangered birds globally and an emblem of the city
because it exists nowhere else.
The history of Iquitos is closely linked to the region’s biodiversity. The city grew at the height of the
rubber rush, which was later followed by the intensive extraction of other biodiversity resources. Much
of its economy still depends on resources of the wild
flora and fauna of the forests, rivers and lakes, and
its markets, especially Belén, are world famous for
the enormous diversity of plant and animal products
they offer, especially medicinal plants, wild fruits and
fish. 132 different fruits and over a hundred medicinal
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plants, most of them from the forest, are sold in Iquitos (Brack, 2008). Among the fruit, the aguaje (Mauritia flexuosa) stands out: around 20 tons of it are consumed daily in the city.

Biodiversity Records
In 1975 and 1976 Dixon and Soini published two volumes on the reptiles of the area around Iquitos, registering a number unsurpassed anywhere else in the
world for an area: 146 species of lizards, snakes, turtles and caecilians. The study was limited basically
to the lower Nanay River area, closest to the city, and
the list continued to increase as habitats immediately
south of the Amazon were studied. Lamar (1997 and
subsequent revisions) recorded 194 species of reptiles
in the “tourist area” surrounding Iquitos, a figure
that, added to the number of amphibians, far exceeds
any other record in the world. The list of amphibians
for the area of Iquitos is similar or superior in number to those of Santa Cecilia and Yasuní in Ecuador,
for years considered among the most diverse places in

the world: 141 species in the immediate area around
Iquitos and 186 in the “tourist” area accessible from
Iquitos, according to Lamar, compared to 90 species
in Santa Cecilia and 150 in Yasuní (Lamar, 1997; Bass
et al., 2010).
With regard to birds, in the “tourist” area accessible from Iquitos 778 species have been recorded
(Wiley, 1999), nearly one in twelve of the world’s species. The 20 species of parrots and a similar number
of hummingbirds found in the area, figures that are
hardly matched in other locations, are surely a good
illustration of this exceptional variety.
The region is also famous for its plant biodiversity:
for years the area around Iquitos was known for holding the world record of trees per hectare thanks to a
1988 publication of the renowned (and now deceased)
botanist Alwyin Gentry: Mishana, on the lower Nanay, with 275 trees per hectare more than ten centimeters in diameter at chest height, and Yanamono, on the
banks of the Amazon, with 283, were known for several
years as the sites with the most tree species globally.
These records were slightly exceeded nearly a decade later at some places in Ecuador, part of the same

ecoregion where Iquitos is located (especially Yasuní,
immediately north of the border with Peru), and
the Colombian Chocó (Gentry, 1988a; Valencia and
Balslev, 1994, Bass et al., 2010). They surpass by onethird those recorded in similar plots in areas famous
for their biodiversity records, such as Manaus (Brazil)
or Manu and Tambopata (southern Peru).
The Iquitos area is one of the Amazon’s and the
world’s richest in plants. 64 palm tree species have
been recorded there, one of the most extensive lists
(Balslev et al., 2008).
With regard to mammals, it is estimated that the
area around Iquitos, along with eastern Ecuador, is
home to around 200 species, making it the most diverse region in the world (Bass et al., 2010). The world
record for primate species in a locality, 14 species, was
recorded in the basin of the Tahuayo River, south of the
Amazon in the area near Iquitos (Puertas and Bodmer,
1993). The red uakari (Cacajao calvus) features among
them. In a slightly larger area, the region between the
Napo and Tigre Rivers, the center of the Napo ecoregion, 16 species of primate have been recorded (Aquino and Encarnación, 1994; Alvarez and Moya, 1995).
Iquitos
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The “tourist” area around Iquitos, including habitats
to the north and south of the Amazon, is home to more
than 20 species of primates, the greatest diversity in
the world for a similar area.
The reasons for this mega biodiversity are probably related to its strategic location at the intersection
of four globally important ecoregions, among which
the Napo ecoregion stands out (WWF, 2001). The Napo
Rain forest ecoregion is regarded globally as outstanding because it is home to the greatest diversity
of species in the world for many taxa and therefore
is considered a high priority for conservation. Iquitos
itself is located in this ecoregion, which has the Napo
River basin as its geographical center, but adjacent to
the city are the Amazon flood forests, which constitute the Amazon River and Flood Forests ecoregion
and, immediately south, the Rain forests of the Southwest Amazon ecoregion. A little further north, across
the Napo River, lies the Solimoes-Japurá Rain forests
ecoregion. Other probable causes of this diversity include the high environmental variability that occurs
in this area, the high rainfall and climate stability
during the last few million years.
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Unique Species
The area surrounding Iquitos encloses one of the Endemic Bird Areas identified worldwide by BirdLife
International (Bibby et al., 1992), one of the most important in the lower Amazon. This study identified
eight endemic birds (with a distribution range below
50,000 km2), of which one is threatened. Subsequently, however, at least five other species of birds have
been described being largely restricted to this region:
Tolmomyias traylori, Herpsilochmus gentryi, Percnostola arenarum, Myrmeciza castanea, Zimmerius
villarejoi, and Polioptila clementsi. A new species of
Herpsilochmus endemic to the Napo ecoregion is also
in description.
With regard to primates, at least three endemic
species are known in the Napo ecoregion: the equatorial saki monkey (Pithecia aequatorialis), the Golden-mantled tamarin (Saguinus tripartitus) and the
Black-mantled tamarin (Saguinus nigricollis), and
there are others that are rare or have a restricted
distribution in some of the area’s ecosystems (Goeldi’s marmoset, Callimico goeldii and the Lucifer titi,

Callicebus torquatus/lucifer; Emmons, 1990). The
beautiful Lucifer titi, which predominates in the
white sand forests and generally in the non-flooding
areas around Iquitos, north of the Amazon, is now
considered a separate species endemic to the Iquitos area, specifically to the Nanay and Itaya rivers’
basins.
In regard to reptiles, although it is a widely distributed group in general, there is a species of snake
that is known so far only in the area closest to Iquitos,
in the Napo and Nanay basins, Helicops yacu. Another snake, Leptophis cupreus, occupies a slightly larger
area, as far as the neighboring Ecuador (Dixon and
Soini, 1975, 1976). In regard to amphibians, there are
more than 20 endemic species in the Napo ecoregion
located in the Iquitos area (WWF, 2001).
Dozens of plant species are known only in the Iquitos area and are probably endemic to this region. Most
are restricted to the white-sand forests or varillales
and the igapó-like forests flooded by black-waters on
the banks of the Nanay River. Examples of endemic
plants to the Nanay basin are Jaqueshubera loretensis
(Leguminosae), Ambelania occidentalis (Apocynaceae), Spathelia terminalioides (Rutaceae) and Hirtella
revillae (Chrysobalanaceae; Gentry and Ortiz, 1993).
The Nanay River’s flood forests share characteristics and plant species with the igapó forests of the
Negro River in Brazil, including the genera Symmeria (Polygonaceae) and Mollia (Tiliaceae), and species
such as Caryocar microcarpum (Caryocaceae), among
numerous other specialist plants of this kind of forest,
restricted in Peru to the Nanay River basin (Gentry
and Ortiz, 1993; IIAP, 2000).

A mosaic of different soils and biotic communities
The region surrounding Iquitos is also known for its
high environmental variability (ecosystem’s diversity),
which is linked to the of soils’ heterogeneity. A journey
of a few kilometers can lead past dozens of different
ecosystems that host distinct plant and animal communities associated with different types of soils.
The city of Iquitos itself covers a mosaic of soils
of different origin, age, weathering condition and
nutrient content. The non-flooded soils include white
quartz sand soils (which can be seen at the 28 de Julio Square, in some parts of the district of San Juan
and, of course, along the way to Nauta), and the bluish gray clays of the Pebas formation. On both types
of soils grow forests that share only a fraction of their
plants and animals despite frequently being contiguous: while the white sand soils are extremely poor
in nutrients, almost pure quartz, the soils of the Pebas formation are relatively rich in mineral salts and

other nutrients, because they come from the bottom
of an ancient salt lake that covered the central part
of the Amazon between 10 and 20 million years ago.
That is why they contain numerous fossils of shellfish
and other marine animals.
Where these soils surface, more vigorous vegetation grows and palm trees as yarina (Phytelephas
macrocarpa) and huicungo (Astrocaryum huicungo)
abound, which are used by the natives as indicators
of good soil to sow their fields. These clays, usually of a bluish-gray color, appear in some steep river
banks, as in the first block of Nauta and Napo streets
in Iquitos and in the city of Pebas (hence the name
of the geological formation). Some animals (such as
the South American tapirs, white-lipped and collared
peccary, deer, monkeys and parrots) go to the places where these clays surface, especially where water
flows, in search of precious mineral salts (particularly
sodium, according to recent research). This is what
forest hunters call a collpa. It is very likely that two
or three hundred years ago, on the steep river banks
of Iquitos and Pebas, thousands of macaws and other
parrots flocked to eat clay, such as they do today in
the famous collpas or licks of the Tambopata River in
Madre de Dios and some collpas of the Tigre and Corrientes rivers.

“Iquitos’ Little Pearl”, the city’s emblematic bird
The Iquitos gnatcatcher, known locally as Iquitos’ Little Pearl (Polioptila clementsi) is one of several bird
species new to science described in the last decade
in the area of Iquitos. The species was discovered in
the late 1990s in the Allpahuayo-Mishana National
Reserve, and has been recognized as new through an
article published in 2005 by Bret Whitney and José
Álvarez. Its scientific name honors Dr. James F. Clements, first author of the guide to the birds of Peru
and a known campaigner for the conservation of the
environment world-wide.
In 2006 the provincial municipality of Maynas
agreed to name the Iquitos gnatcatcher as the city’s
emblematic bird. It is the only bird species that is
named after the city of Iquitos. Rare indeed, it is
threatened with extinction as no more than fifteen to
twenty couples are estimated to survive, all of them in
the northern part of the Allpahuayo-Mishana National
Reserve. The entire known population lives in an area
which is just 15 km2, one of the smallest ranges of any
bird species globally. The gnatcatcher lives only in the
white sand forests known as varillales, which appear
as islands in the mixed forest. Most of its original habitat was destroyed by Iquitos’ urban expansion and
agricultural activities on the lower Nanay area.
Iquitos
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The gnatcatcher feeds on small arthropods (insects,
spiders, etc.) that it finds in the trees’ foliage; it usually
accompanies mixed canopy bird flocks that group together to help each other detect their predators.
This is the fifth species of bird discovered for science in this small reserve, famous worldwide for this
record. The other species are the Ancient Antwren,
the Allpahuayo Antbird, the Mishana Tyrannulet and
the Chestnut-tailed Antbird. It is estimated that there
are still many more species waiting to be described,
both birds and other animals and plants, in the varillales of the Nanay basin. Eight other bird species previously unknown in Peru have also been registered
for the first time in the Allpahuayo-Mishana National
Reserve, which lies only 22 km from the city of Iquitos along the Iquitos-Nauta road, and is famous for its
extraordinary biodiversity records and for the number of species new to science, especially of plants and
birds, recently discovered in its forests.

The varillales, islands on land
From a plane descending towards Iquitos’ Airport,
amid the vast green carpet of the Amazon forest, some
strange forest formations of a lighter color than the
surrounding areas and with less vigorous, sometimes
stunted, vegetation can be seen. In satellite images
they appear as dark spots of irregular shapes that are
grouped mainly on the right bank of the Nanay River.
They are the rare white sand forests or varillales. Part
of the city of Iquitos rests on soil where varillales once
grew. On land the contrast is even stronger: while the
typical forest that prevails in the lower Amazon has a
canopy 25 to 35 meters tall on average, with abundant
palm trees and vines, and giant emergent trees of up
to 50 meters high, the white sand forests have a much
lower canopy, with relatively less vigorous trees that
sometimes look more like rods or varillas (hence the
local name). Vines and palm trees are scarce while
plants such as bromelia and land ferns abound.
Varillales are very rare in the Peruvian Amazon.
They are distributed mainly in the Nanay River basin
and a few other places in northern Loreto. The extension of the varillal “islands” is not large, ranging from
two or three hectares to a few square kilometers.
The varillales’ poor soil has given rise to a peculiar community of specialist plants and animals for
this kind of habitat and, therefore, with a very restricted distribution in Peru. They are very fragile
habitats with no agricultural capacity, despite which
thousands of hectares were cleared along the course
of the Nauta road and other cross roads. The quartzite
white sands on which the varillales grow, old river
beaches, have virtually no mineral nutrients because

they were washed away by rain over millions of years,
and have high concentrations of toxic minerals such
as aluminum.
The nutrients in this kind of forest are concentrated in the topsoil that is constantly recycled. This
means the plants do not feed off the minerals in the
soil, as they do where there are richer soils, but recover and recycle the minerals that are released by
decaying organic matter due to the action of bacteria,
fungi and other microorganisms, thanks to a highly
efficient root system: the water that drains from varillales is purer than rainwater. Once the forest has been
cut down, the plants rot and the nutrients are washed
away by the rain, making it very difficult for them to
recover.
Over 90% of the plants in the varillales are white
sand specialists and will not grow in other kinds of
soil. It is known that more than a hundred plant species are restricted to varillales, but it is suspected
that the total number of specialists is much higher.
A smaller fraction of the animals are also white sand
forest specialists, but research on this matter is only
at an initial stage. The birds stand out among them,
of which about twenty are associated in one way or
another with these rare forests.

Page 93: Goeldi’s marmoset (Callimico goeldii). Photo:
Gihan Tubbeh.
Page 94: Achiote fruit (Bixa orellana). Photo: Rodrigo
Rodrich.
Page 96: Iquitos gnatcatcher or “Iquitos’ Little Pearl”
(Polioptila Clementsi). Photo: José Álvarez Alonso.
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Rivers and their resources
Salvador Tello

Peru

has

important

water

resources

distributed

in

106

watersheds. It has approximately 12,200 lakes in the highlands
and more than 1,007 rivers with an average availability of two
million cubic meters of water concentrated mainly in the Amazon
River Basin.
The Amazon River Basin
The Amazon River, which is 7,040 km long from its
origins at Mount Mismi, at 5,597 meters above sea level, in Arequipa, to its estuary on the Atlantic coast
of Brazil, is the world’s longest, most extensive and
complex flood river system, constituted by 1,100 rivers
that contain one fifth of all fresh water on the planet,
with an approximate discharge of 210,000 cubic meters per second.
The Amazon Basin, as other tropical ecosystems,
works in a very specific way because the physical, chemical and biological conditions of the water are influenced
not only by environmental and geographical factors that
change spatially and seasonally, but also by fluctuations
in the level of water that causes lakes, streams, canals
and major rivers to flood large areas of forest for six to
nine months every year, producing a dynamic interaction between the soil, the forest and the aquatic environment. In the Amazon River Basin water levels can
fluctuate between five and twelve meters per year.
The forest’s seasonal flooding, known as “flood
pulse” is considered the main process behind the flood
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river system and the main regulatory mechanism of
seasonal changes in the Amazon environment, affecting the development of aquatic and terrestrial organisms, including human life.
In the Amazon, the flood zone (aquatic/terrestrial
transition zone) is the area directly influenced by a river, stream, lake or other aquatic environment that is
subject to periodic changes in its water level and where
the flooded vegetation plays an essential ecological role
providing a habitat for fish and wildlife and operating
at the same time as a stabilizer of the watercourse and
the shoreline and preventing erosion. The flood zone
also acts as a filter and a sponge for water excess during
the rainy season, progressively incorporating into the
rivers pure water with no sediments and free of potentially toxic chemicals such as nitrogen, phosphorus
and sulfur. When the dry season arrives, the wetlands
and the vegetation incorporate water into the system,
contributing to keep both the river and groundwater
levels. It is estimated that two-thirds of the water that
enters aquatic environments returns to the atmosphere
through evaporation and the forest’s transpiration to
become rain, thus closing the water cycle.

There is no doubt about the positive effects of the
“flood pulse” on the aquatic production of the Amazon. Areas that are periodically covered with water
through the overflowing of rivers and lakes provide
excellent breeding grounds for a high diversity of
species due to the fact that they have larger areas for
feeding, reproduction, dispersal and protection. When
the forest is flooded, seeds and insects are plentiful so
the many species that feed on them benefit during this
season. At the same time, seed dispersal is produced
through the action of rodents, bats, fish, monkeys,
etc., the water currents and the wind.
The duration of the flooding period also seems to
be fundamental to the survival of animals and plants
in the plains; the flooding process is gradual and two
times as slow as the retraction of the water. A rapid
withdrawal of the water flow increases the danger of
aquatic organisms becoming trapped in temporary or
permanent bodies of water. In the case of fish, most
abandon the flooded plains as the water recedes while
the rest remain isolated in these bodies of water. Most
of the latter die from desiccation or predation.
Annual variations in the rivers’ water levels produce periodic changes between the terrestrial and
aquatic stages. When the flooding begins, herbaceous
vegetation dies and decomposes, while simultaneously aquatic and semi-aquatic plants develop in large

amounts, contributing to the nutrient cycle and the
forest’s productivity in the flood zone. This process
produces significant quantities of organic matter,
which when decomposing interact with the sediments
deposited by the river, thus providing extensive areas
of productive land on the riverbanks.
River dynamics also create of new habitats through
the accumulation of sand (beaches) and sedimentary
material (temporary islands) around which small fish
generally concentrate. They are also nesting sites for
important species of aquatic turtles such as Podocnemis expansa and Podocnemis unifilis. The lateral migrations of riverbeds cause the formation of complex
riverbank systems where it is common to see temporary elongated lakes, the home and feeding ground
of many aquatic species during the low water season.
Floodplain or varzea lakes, locally known as “tipishcas”, are formed when the erosion in a meander is intense, reaching the course of another or other meanders. Sedimentation processes generally close one of
the extremes and the meander is eventually connected
to the river through a small canal known as “pipe”.
Due to erosion, the rivers tear the riparian vegetation and drag it downstream. Much of this vegetation
is deposited on the beaches or the riverbanks creating habitats locally known as “palizadas” (fenced enclosure) and frequented by many species. Fallen tree
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trunks can also become temporary barriers and dams
that often widen smaller riverbeds. The leaves that
fall from the trees are carried away by the current and
often deposited on riverbanks creating the so-called
“fallen-leaf banks” that make habitats for small fish.
Other habitats of important aquatic species are low areas with drainage problems called marshes, swamps,
“pungales”, “yarinales” or “renacales”, depending on
the name of the predominant plant species.
The high growth rates and the welfare of many
species are linked to unusual increases in river levels, which in turn are related to a greater availability
of food when an extensive area of the forest is flooded. Because of this the “flood pulse” is considered the
most influential factor in the maintenance of high productivity in the Amazonian plains.
One of the most important attributes of flood systems is their connectivity, which is originated when
rivers create connections between the high and low areas of the different watersheds, reaching the coastal or
estuarine zone and from the headwaters to the meandering waterways through the floodplain. This connectivity provides a means for longitudinal and transversal movements of animals upstream and downstream,
or from the river towards the flooded forest and vice
versa, which give it the characteristics of a biological
corridor, a path for the migration and interaction of
different species, biological chains and adjacent ecosystems throughout the basin, besides being a means
for hybridization, gene flow and the preservation of biological diversity. Many economically significant forest
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and fruit species grow in areas that are adjacent to the
rivers and the flood zones. Up to 242 forest species have
been counted in these corridors, an indication of their
ecological importance.
For all these reasons, maintaining the regime of
rise and fall of the waters is essential not only for ecological processes of aquatic ecosystems but also for
human economy, because productive activities in the
Peruvian Amazon are synchronized with the rise and
fall of the rivers and the supply of food to urban and
rural populations depends on it.

Global Services
The extraordinary biological diversity of the Peruvian
Amazon includes over 30,000 species of plants, nearly
2,500 species of fish, 60 species of reptiles, 35 families of mammals and approximately 1,800 hundred
species of birds, producing goods and services of a regional and global scope, such as the capacity to regulate the global climate. For this reason the value of the
Amazon’s aquatic ecosystems lies in concrete benefits
that are maintained over time and stem from the several consumer goods and environmental services they
provide. The goods are products generated as components of the system and may be consumer goods, such
as fish, or not, such as recreation and tourism.
On supply as well as on demand, the Amazon River
basin is an important component, often neglected by
government policies. As for demand, water provides

a range of goods and services for production and human consumption, such as fish, timber, fuel, food,
medicines and crops, among others, while on the side
of supply, ecosystems such as forests and wetlands
generate important economic and environmental services that help maintain the quantity and quality of
the water supply. They also help to lessen or prevent
water-related disasters such as floods and droughts,
and to mitigate the impacts of climate change through
carbon capture and storage.

Fishery Resources
A specific example of the way in which the Amazon
provides consumer goods is fishery resources. Fishing
in the Amazon plays an important role in the feeding
and the economy of riparian populations because fish
is their main source of protein (70% of the animal protein consumed by riparian populations comes from
fish) while fishing itself renders revenues of nearly
100,000,000 dollars annually to the regional economy, providing direct and indirect employment to thousands of people. Of the approximately 100,000 tons of
fish extracted each year, nearly 80% are captured by
riverside populations along the Amazon River Basin.
Due to the increasing demand for fish in urban populations and international markets, as well as the use
of more efficient fishing methods and gear, fish in the
Peruvian Amazon are facing unprecedented pressure.
Species such as paiche, gamitana, paco, boquichico and
large catfish are disappearing from where they once
were common. This problem, added to the seasonal
nature of fishing that causes an inconsistent supply
throughout the year, requires finding solutions for the
proper handling and use of fishery resources.
The Peruvian Amazon Research Institute (IIAP)
is contributing to the development of the Amazon
through the generation of knowledge for the sustainable management of fishery resources in the rivers and
lakes of the Amazon Basin and the contribution of information for the design of responsible fishing policies.
The study of the ecological processes that control the
operation of aquatic ecosystems and fishery resources
is an important part of the management plans and legal
provisions geared towards the regulation of fishing, not
only nationally but also internationally with Brazil and
Colombia, countries that share fishery resources with
Peru. The results obtained are now part of the fishery
resources management and conservation programs.
At the same time, the evaluation and analysis of the
landings of commercial fishing fleets and the environmental characteristics of the aquatic ecosystems, and
the influence of the hydrological regime on fish catches, provide valuable information for the identification

of fishing trends and behavior patterns, which is used
for designing strategies for the conservation and sustainable use of fish.
The IIAP has come up with a proposal to change
fishing regulations that describes the current situation of large catfish and paiche, as well as the effects of
applying the current legislation to the fishing of these
species, which recommends maintaining regulations
based on minimum catch size and mesh size, complemented by closure periods to protect them during the
breeding season. In the case of paiche, the benefits of
applying a closure period and a minimum catch size
are described, suggesting the implementation of regulations for the management of natural populations
through different strategies.
Paiche is an emblematic species in the Amazon.
It has been the subject of numerous studies, among
which stands out the development and implementation
of a proposal for a Management Plan in El Dorado Lake,
in the Pacaya-Samiria Reserve, which considers the establishment of catch quotas based on annual censuses.
The management plan includes the operation of community fishing units made up of members of riparian
communities within the reserve’s zone of influence.
Another important aspect refers to the validation
of technologies for the handling of paiche fingerlings
in natural environments. These were generated in
Ucayali through work developed in the jurisdiction of
Callería, with a predominantly indigenous population
(Shipibo-Conibo). The success of Ucayali has led to the
replication of this methodology in the Pacaya-Samiria
Reserve in Loreto and in the Imiria Lake in Pucallpa
with even better results, among which stand out the
implementation of three centers for the rearing of paiche fingerlings in indigenous communities, the training and advice provided to indigenous participants in
the management of paiche fingerlings, the stocking of
six lakes between Ucayali and Loreto, the publication
of a handbook for the management of paiche fingerlings in natural environments and the implementation
of two paiche management plans (El Dorado Lake, in
Loreto, and Imiria Lake, in Pucallpa).
The results obtained in the studies of so-called
leather species (large catfish as doncella, tigre zúngaro, dorado and manitoa) and scaly species (boquichico,
llambina, ractacara, sardine and chio-chio) constitute
a valuable contribution to information about the state
of exploitation of their populations, which is being used
in the implementation of fishery management policies.
Evidence of overfishing is confirmed in the four species of large catfish by determining the average catch
size, which is currently below the legal minimum size
allowed. Two strategies have been proposed to reduce
the fishing pressure of the species concerned that
should be considered on the basis of the availability
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of statistical information on catch and fishing effort:
setting catch quotas and closure periods during the
breeding season.
One of the key components in the fish production
process is the added value or processing of fish and
mollusks. There has been an important progress related to processes like smoking, dry-salting and canning, as well as, before processing, to reviewing fillet
yields of the different species.
The Nanay River, considered the food, fuel (wood)
and water provider for the city of Iquitos, is an important spawning ground for large catfish. This has
been determined through the study of the passive migration of the larvae of these species. Based on this
information, adequate control mechanisms to protect
the spawning grounds have been arranged in coordination with upper-Nanay river communities. There
is now a temporary closure period for commercial
fishing activities in this important watershed by ordinance of the regional government.
In recent years IIAP has worked on establishing a
Fishing Zoning Plan, with the aim of identifying and
geographically locating the most important aquatic environments from the fishing viewpoint, as well
as collecting and systematizing information about
the characteristics of the environment, the resource
and the user of the resource. As part of this work a
database with updated information about a hundred
aquatic environments was designed and implemented. It has been integrated into the Geographic Information System (GIS) and the IIAP’s map server. This
database enables one to see the Fishing Zoning Map
and consult information about the most important
fishing zones in the Peruvian Amazon.

Aquaculture
Supply problems caused by seasonal variation and the
disappearance of some species in fishing zones close to
cities have turned aquaculture into an important productive activity: it is an alternative source of animal protein for the population, it promotes higher incomes for
fish farmers and guarantees the fish supply throughout
the year, it contributes to the price regulation of protein
products, it promotes a reduction of the fishing intensity
of natural resources as a result of an increased supply of
fish produced in controlled environments, thus contributing to the conservation of the environment by reducing the practice of migratory agriculture and deforestation; it guides the rural producer towards a short term
cost-efficient activity with a quick return of investment
and contributes to the conservation and sensible use of
water resources through the construction of reservoirs
and ponds for Amazon fish farming.
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As a result of IIAP’s research, technology transfer,
training and technical assistance in the Amazon region, aquaculture is being established and strengthened in the productive sector. An average of ten million post-larval fish (gamitana, paco and boquichico)
are being produced annually in the IIAP’s laboratories
(Santa María de Nieva, Iquitos, Tarapoto, Tingo María
and Pucallpa) and are then transferred to the regional
productive sector, benefiting thousands of producers
at minor localities with both mestizo and indigenous
populations; many of them living in poverty and extreme poverty and with high levels of malnutrition.
Just IIAP’s production of post-larval fish represents
an annual contribution, by fish farmers, of nearly
4,000 tons of fish, which at current prices become
20,000,000 soles, invigorating the economy and contributing to the alleviation of poverty and malnutrition in the Peruvian Amazon.
Research by different institutions has enabled the
farming of fish and other aquatic organisms (snails
and shrimps) to make a qualitative and quantitative
leap in the last fifteen years.
In the case of paiche, the technology now enables
the survival of 80% of fingerlings reared in captivity
and a protocol has been developed to determine the
sex of spawning stock and improve their management
and reproduction in ponds through the stabling of
couples and their adaptation to balanced food. The
breeding and reproduction of this species has been
promoted in producers’ ponds on the Iquitos-Nauta
highway, enabling a production of close to 50,000 fingerlings annually.
Of the 800 fish species identified by IIAP, 60% are
for ornamental purposes and only 40% are used for
direct human consumption. Bearing in mind that only
50 species are caught by fishing fleets in the Peruvian Amazon, it is easy to imagine the tremendous potential of fish to promote business and provide food.
With this in mind, IIAP has identified new species
with the potential to be bred in captivity which are
being studied in the laboratory and in their natural
environment: sábalo (shad), mota, doncella and carachama, among consumer species, and tigre zúngaro,
black striped palometa, arahuana and apistograma,
considered within the group of ornamental fish. As
an important contribution to science, a new species of
doncella has been identified through genetic studies
performed in the laboratory of IIAP-Iquitos.
When breeding fish, food is the most important
and expensive component of production costs because
two of its essential inputs — fishmeal and soy — are
produced and transported from Lima. For this reason,
a research priority is to find new local inputs to replace these two products either in full or in part. New
species of aquatic organisms have been identified in

the Amazon that could be used to feed the larvae of
gamitana and paco and food for the growth and fattening of fish has been developed using pijuayo, cassava, bananas, sacha inchi cake, chestnut cake and malt
powder, which is a byproduct rejected by the brewing
industry.
IIAP’s technology transfer and training program
for the productive sector benefits approximately
2,500 producers per year. The Institute has received
in its Iquitos headquarters dozens of people from
the Quichua, Shawi, Shiwilo, Matsés, Asháninka and
Matsiguenga ethnic groups, who have come from the
Tigre, Corrientes, Paranapura and Yavarí rivers and
from the upper and lower Urubamba. In the case of
the Amazon region, work has been carried out with
the Awajun and Huampis of the Nieva, upper Marañón,
Santiago, Cenepa, Morona and Pastaza rivers since
2003, when a fish breeding laboratory was installed
in Santa María de Nieva. To date, approximately 800
indigenous families are cultivating fish in ponds and
the impact achieved by aquaculture is reflected in the
increased consumption of fish per person per year
— from 9 to 21 kilograms — and the larger incomes:
each beneficiary family has received annual earnings
of 2,000 soles, which in itself is a valuable contribution of fish farming to the alleviation of poverty and
malnutrition in the Amazon region.

Towards a Systemic Approach
Although fishery resources in natural (fishing) and
controlled (aquaculture) environments management
technology has been developed and improved, it is

still necessary to fill some gaps in information and
technology to complete and enhance the productive
processes being developed in the Peruvian Amazon.
The work done in reference to watershed management
or integrated water resource management must also
be taken into account, so there is a task ahead for
which those institutions linked to the development of
the Peruvian Amazon must take responsibility.
In the last 50 years the Amazon River Basin has
suffered a series of human driven aggressions that
have altered not only its biological and cultural diversity but also its structure and functions. Deforestation, pollution from urban and industrial activities,
mining, the exploitation of oil, and illegal crops, are
some of the major culprits of the degradation of forests
and water in the Peruvian Amazon.
The priority is to develop and manage instruments for integrated water resource management in
order to implement sustainability procedures that
contribute to the proper use and conservation of water and its resources, within the framework of a systemic approach that considers the interrelation of the
anthropogenic and natural elements that constitute
the aquatic ecosystem (man, water, soil, climate, vegetation, wildlife, among others), using the watershed
as a territorial unit.
Page 99: Traditional fishing in a flooded area. Photo: Rodrigo
Rodrich.
Page 100: Scaly river fish in the net. Photo: Walter H. Wust.
Page 103: View of Iquitos surrounded by the river and
forest. Photo: Rodrigo Rodrich
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Much More Than Wood: The
Amazon Forests
Dennis del Castillo Torres

In the Peruvian Amazon we are still able to manage and use
the forests in a comprehensive way, harvesting fruits, bark,
leaves, roots, resins and medicinal plants; maintaining forest
habitats for wildlife development and, of course, also reaping
timber. All of these activities are compatible, but it is essential
to understand and remember that forest products other than
wood have an important value for the survival and economy of
local populations.
To give a couple of examples, shiringa (rubber) (Hevea
brasiliensis) and quinine (Cinchona officinalis) transformed the world economy in certain moments in history. Shiringa was the main Amazonian export product
and raw material for the automobile industry and for
the development of the war machine in the First World
War. Quinine, a symbol in the Peruvian coat of arms,
was also an Amazonian export product that saved millions of lives worldwide because its bark contains quinine, an effective medication against malaria.
Currently plants like cocoa, cassava, aguaje, casahavara and the açai berry, among other non-timber
forest products in the Amazon, play a major role in
food and industry in many countries. The Amazonian forests are the source of innumerable ingredients:
natural dyes, aromatic oils, cosmetics, vegetable fibers and much more. Therefore, to conserve forests or
to manage them sustainably serves not only to maintain their ecological function but also to provide new
business opportunities to the modern world.
Due to a high demand and to the lack of knowledge
about their management, various Amazonian forests
and ecosystems are in serious danger and under threat
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of degradation and destruction. And, more seriously,
many species of plants and animals living in these forests have already disappeared without ever being identified. This is an incalculable loss to the country and to
humanity.
Faced with this serious problem, some pragmatists assume that it is inevitable that poor farmers and
forest dwellers, due to the lack of economic resources,
will put aside the conservation of common natural resources, which are traditionally freely accessible in
the region, such as lakes, aguaje wetlands (aguajales) and forests, and adapt individualistic attitudes to
quickly satisfy their immediate need for food, health
and shelter. This behavior is causing the degradation
of the forests and hydrological resources at alarming
rates, thus generating what is known as “the tragedy
of the common.”
The relationship between the sustainable use
of natural resources, poverty and conservation and
preservation of biodiversity is much more complex
than a simple economic analysis could find, and there
are many studies that analyze the different implications minutely. For the purposes of this article, I will

mention that the search for sustainability in forest
management and the conservation of environmental
health should not generate conflicts with the economic
growth of the population. Naturally, for this to happen, all these aspects have to be well articulated and
communicated.
On the other hand, the irresponsible and unsustainable uses and exploitation of the forests and biodiversity generate more poverty among the local population. Some studies have confirmed that extreme
poverty is the cause and result of irresponsible degradation and exploitation of forests and natural resources. Therefore, the great challenge of this century
in the Amazon is to break the vicious cycle of poverty-biodiversity-degradation-more poverty.

Forest Use and Local Perception of its Benefits
The people that inhabit flood and non-flood rural areas on the banks of the Amazonian rivers depend directly on forest resources and aquatic ecosystems for
their subsistence. Iquitos, the largest city in the Peruvian Amazon is no exception. Biodiversity provides
raw materials for housing, for basic food necessities
and for the development of medicinal and industrial

products. In general, it is the source of money for the
acquisition of goods and services outside the forest.
Likewise, the different forests and their components
provide a series of environmental services to society
as a whole, such as soil conservation, maintenance of
clean water, maintenance of biological cycles and ecological processes, and the recently understood importance of climatic regulation and carbon capture and
storage. Moreover, due to its dependence on reproduction and feeding, we can assure that some Amazonian
fish species are non-timber products of the immense
flood forests.
Many of the benefits forests provide are yet not
perceived in their full significance by sectors of many
local and city populations; their potential is not valued locally in their real dimension. Riparian men and
women, the “men and women of foot and canoe,” and
city inhabitants do not perceive the comprehensive
benefits of the forest, do not yet perceive the forest as
a great carbon storehouse, and, in many cases, particularly in the lowland forests, do not perceive the
importance of having the ground covered with vegetation to minimize erosion and facilitate the water cycle
and the nutrients that are vital for maintaining these
ecosystems alive. There is no need to mention the potential of “bio-business” and the value of biodiversity
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conservation and genetic stocks for present and future
generations, which are not considered a priority by
these populations.
The perception that biodiversity was on the other side of the road from economic development was
fostered in local communities and in some political
and economic circles. However, after several years of
experience, it is important to recognize that the habitats and ecosystems conservation approach with direct participation of local populations has important
outcomes, far more than the simple preservation of
biodiversity. Moreover, in the socio-economic and ecological reality of the Amazon today, this is the only viable and sustainable way in short and medium terms.
The value of local biodiversity is not taught in its
real dimension and depth in primary and secondary
schools and this makes the educated youth in rural
areas and especially in urban areas more strongly
enticed by introduced products, which they tend to
prefer. Local products are perceived as common, everyday-life things marginal populations consume and
use and, therefore, of no importance. Young Amazonian people, for example, know that aguaje is an almost
freely available fruit that can be found and harvested
upon entering the forest. What they do not know, however, is that aguaje is an almost freely available fruit
with one of the highest contents of beta-carotene, the
precursor of vitamin A, which is very beneficial for
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human health. Likewise, this tasty Amazonian fruit is
the main food source for much of the forest fauna. 70%
of the tapir’s diet consists of aguaje.
We cannot continue the predatory harvesting of
the natural forest stands of camu-camu (Myrciaria dubia), the unconscionable and destructive harvesting of
the vegetable fiber tamshi (Heteropsis spp.), the unlimited and unsustainable fishing of ornamental fish,
and many more examples. We have not learned the
lessons we were taught by using bad techniques for
collecting rubber latex or shiringa, or the indiscriminate logging that almost led to the extinction of rosewood (Aniba rosaeodora) and quinine. We must not
allow history to repeat itself, but the most unfortunate
fact is that in the areas where the quinine plant was
discovered — the plant that changed the history of the
world by controlling the terrible malaria — the local
population still live in conditions of extreme poverty
and malaria is an endemic disease.

Aguaje
The Peruvian Amazon has nearly five million hectares
of swamp forests called “aguajales” that host large
populations of aguaje palm trees. The fruits of aguaje
are an important part of the diet of several species of
ungulates, primates, rodents and birds that inhabit

these ecosystems. Similarly, the Amazonian populations have a special predilection for aguaje fruits
that are consumed as fresh fruit, ice cream and soft
drinks, in addition to other uses. The city of Iquitos
alone represents a daily demand of about twenty tons
of the aguaje fruit.
With a pleasant taste and known to be a source of
many nutrients, aguaje is a major economic potential
for the Peruvian Amazon. The aguaje pulp contains
from 173 to 300 mg/100g of beta-carotene; from 80 to
100 mg/100g of tocopherols (vitamin E), and from 50
to 60 mg/100g of ascorbic acid (vitamin C).
Given the high demand and the present limited
understanding of the sustainable management of this
important Amazonian resource, native populations
harvest the fruit mainly by felling the female palm
trees with the best fruit and clusters. This practice,
naturally, alters the gender ratio of the aguaje populations, diminishing its capacity to reproduce and regenerate. Similarly, excessive felling of selected plants
with better-shaped clusters, larger fruits and higher
pulp content causes unprecedented genetic erosion.
If one had to choose a palm tree that represents
the Peruvian Amazon, it would definitely be aguaje.
This valuable species could be considered the palm
tree of major ecological, economic and social importance of the Amazon, which is why, with good reason,
it’s called “the tree of life.” It was the first Amazonian palm tree described by science in 1781, and it is
presently considered as a promissory plant that can
improve the quality of life of men and women in the
Amazon.
In Amazonian cities such as Iquitos, women that
sell the product, called aguajeras, have become an
important part of the local economy. The aguaje is a
species with multiple uses: the Amazonian populations use its leaves, inflorescence, stalks, seeds and
even the roots. Parrots colonize the dead plant to build
their nests and it is the place where flavorful suris,
the white larvae of a coleopteron (Rhynchophorus
palmarum), grow and are a high nutritional demand
among rural populations. What’s more, the pulp of the
aguaje fruit is one of the most nutritious in the tropics. Compared to carrots and spinach (known for their
high content of vitamin A), the fruit of the aguaje is
five times higher. Its high content of vitamin A makes
it a unique resource for the diet of children and pregnant women, as it helps in the formation and maintenance of healthy teeth, bones and soft tissue, mucous
membranes and skin. This vitamin helps to improve
vision, especially in low light, and is also needed for
reproduction and breastfeeding. No fruit in the Peruvian Amazon is sold in such different ways: as cooking oil, fruit pulp, aguajina (a soft drink), icicles, ice
cream, jams and, recently, cosmetics.

However, in spite of these qualities, aguaje wetlands are not used advantageously in a sustainable
manner due to the deeply rooted custom of cutting the
palm tree to harvest the fruit. Calculations show that
just in Iquitos more than ten thousand female palm
trees are felled monthly to satisfy local demand.
From the eighth year, the aguaje produces an
average of eight clusters per palm and each cluster
produces approximately 725 fruits, making the average annual estimate of its production 290 kg per
tree. It is estimated that the aguaje reaches 40 years
lifespan in average. In Peru, more than five million
hectares of aguaje wetlands are reported; just in the
Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve about a million
hectares are registered.
Aguaje is the most important fruit in the urban
markets of the Lower Amazon. Even though it is not
processed at an industrial level, the fruit provides income for an important sector of the population, particularly women. In Iquitos, thousands of families get
income from its commercialization; it is estimated
that about 5,000 families are directly related to its
supply chain.
Felling of these palms has caused the disappearance of female individuals in accessible aguaje populations, affecting the food chain in flood areas due to
its importance in the diet of the Amazonian fauna and
causing the genetic erosion of the populations since
the best individuals are cut.
The rational alternative for harvesting aguaje
is to climb the palm tree. To do this, men from the
Marañón River basin and the buffer zone of the Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve have developed methods of ascension based on low-priced belts and braces. This equipment facilitates the sustainable use of
aguaje by allowing the enjoyment of the fruit without
cutting down the tree. Besides preventing the death
of the plant, ascension-harvesting methods permit an
advantageous use of the totality of the clusters and
extend the useful life of the plant.
Aguaje wetlands provide not only fruit and other goods; it was discovered that they contribute outstanding environmental services for the mitigation
of climate change, since these ecosystems constitute
the best carbon storehouses in the tropics, with more
than 600 tons of carbon dioxide per hectare.

Carbon Storage
The forests of the Peruvian Amazon contain more
than eight billion tons of stored carbon in trees, which
is equivalent to fifty times the annual emissions of
carbon dioxide in the United Kingdom. Maintaining
this carbon stock and the associated biodiversity of
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the Peruvian forests is of worldwide importance to
help in the fight against climate change and in biodiversity conservation. In an effort to strengthen Amazonian participation in reducing the effects of global
climate change, some recommendations should be
taken into account:
1. To promote the development of projects based on
the reduction of deforestation, the reduction of degradation due to selective forest extraction, agroforestry
and reforestation.
2. To involve rural populations actively in these
projects and ensure that the local communities and
natives receive the fair and equitable incentives.
3. To ensure biodiversity conservation as a key
part of these initiatives.
Presently, there is an excellent opportunity for
Amazonian science and technology to quantitatively,
solidly and strongly demonstrate that different types
of forests have different carbon capturing and storing
abilities and that, as a whole, the Amazonian forest
is a gigantic carbon storehouse. Scientific information
can be a key instrument for negotiating and receiving
payment for environmental services to benefit local
populations and biodiversity conservation.

“doctor” Manuel Córdova received, at his home located on the fifth block of Huallaga Street, thousands of
people searching for health. Don Manuel Córdova was
an icon who used and treated people with Amazonian
medicinal plants.
In order to make this great potential an economic reality, we need to strengthen partnerships among
countries, not only for research, but mainly to build
capacities to better understand the medicinal or nutritional qualities and value them. Naturally, there is
the need to create a fair system of intellectual property rights that not only promotes collaboration between the interests of drug producing companies and
university researchers in developed countries, but
that would also be able to apply effective measures to
control bio-piracy.
Scientific and technological development is undoubtedly of great importance to achieve economic development from natural products; knowledge of biodiversity is the cornerstone for future benefits. More than
80% of biodiversity found in organisms from terrestrial
and marine ecosystems, such as fungi, bacteria, plants
and animals, need to be described and understood better by science through global collaboration. The great
treasures nature offers can benefit laboratories in developed countries and local populations.

Medicine
One billion people worldwide, mostly from developing countries, use natural products as medicine. The
pharmaceutical industry is increasingly interested in
the use of these products. Examples include quinine,
obtained from the bark of the cinchona tree and widely used in the treatment of malaria, and curare, from
the Chondrodendron tomentosum vine, initially used
as poison for hunting animals, but currently, due to
knowledge of its effects on nervous impulses, it represents a milestone for its use as an anesthetic and
muscle relaxant.
Due to many coinciding interests, developed and
developing countries are adopting different approaches to strengthen research on natural products. As an
example, supermarket shelves are full of products
such as green tea and aloe vera, and flavorings such
as cinnamon and cloves, among others. But in very
poor countries and regions, people still depend on traditional medicine based on natural products. For example, few people in Iquitos have not visited the “Pasaje Paquito” street in search of natural medication
from Amazonian medicinal plants, or have not drunk
an emollient on the first block of Morona Street while
searching for sábila or Aloe vera for different stomach ailments. In several towns in San Martín, pampa
orégano tea is used to treat digestive problems. And,
looking into history, in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s,
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Knowledge Articulation
We still have much to learn in order to make the value
of forest biodiversity reach the populations who live
day to day amid this Amazonian wealth. For science
and technology to play a major role in its development
and in the relief of poverty, it is essential to meet three
fundamental requirements:
1. Acknowledge that native communities have vast
knowledge of the use of Amazonian biodiversity.
2. Understand that science has been developing
methodologies that allow the measurement and understanding of many biological processes, which
should be used to solve specific problems.
3. Consider science and technology as important
tools in solving health, food and employment problems, as well as for the conservation of biodiversity.
Indigenous people are holders of a rich knowledge
on biodiversity that needs to be better interpreted
and valued, while respecting the intellectual property
rights and fair distribution of benefits. Similarly, science and technology have taken transcendental steps
in understanding principles and developing methodologies, and have generated rich information about the
secrets and potentialities of biodiversity. It is essential
to propitiate a greater learning and complementarity
between ancestral knowledge of Amazonian indige-

nous populations and scientific knowledge, aiming to
acquire deeper understanding of the secrets of sustainable use of flora and fauna.
The Amazonian biodiversity products have increasing opportunities: new market niches appear
constantly for natural products, especially for food
and products with medicinal properties. It is ever
more evident that the use of biodiversity is a local economic development alternative with great potential to
fight poverty, as well as an opportunity to generate
new employment.
Attention should be paid to the new opportunities
for global approaches to exploit the special characteristics of the forest as a whole, not just as wood, and
receive payment for environmental services.
Today, more than ever, man has the technological
ability to destroy the Amazonian forests and ecosystems. However, this knowledge also provides Amazonians the ability to restore, redirect action, and
overcome serious environmental problems. There is
enough information and knowledge to design comprehensive management systems of natural resources. To
solve great problems, we can focus on the following
matters:

1. Increasing food and fiber production on smaller
land surfaces so that a greater number of forests are
preserved.
2. Reducing individual consumption amounts.
3. Recycling all organic waste.
4. Mitigating damages caused by human activity.
5. Increasing the ability to monitor and manage
the forests that still remain.

Page 105: Aerial view of an aguajal. Photo: Rodrigo Rodrich.
Page 106: Uña de gato (Cat’s nail) (Uncaria tomentosa). Photo:
Rodrigo Rodrich.
Page 109: Fruit in the Bellavista-Nanay Market. Photo:
José Álvarez Alonso.
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Law in the Jungle: Illegal Mining
in the Peruvian Amazon
Manuel Pulgar Vidal

When we think of Iquitos, capital city of the department of Loreto
with a population of half a million people, and we recognize it
as the largest city in the Peruvian Amazon and the sixth most
populous city in the country, the mind immediately takes us to
this ecosystem and leads us to imagine the forest cover, the
biological diversity, the presence of cultures, tourism, the
fast-flowing rivers and the hospitality of the Amazon people.
We think of its potential and that over the years we have been
taught that the Amazon is the region of the future, the larder of
resources, the sparsely populated space with abundant water
that will enable us to guide our development strategies.
But the Amazon is not just that. It should not be understood on the basis of “myths” but on realities. The Amazon is an inhabited space; both the capital cities like
Iquitos and the various provinces have been settled. It
is a space with ancestral peoples and cultures. It is a
larger space than what is represented by the regions
traditionally recognized as Amazonian. It has potential as a region but it is subject to threats. It is a territory where the consequences of climate change have
led scientists to model drought processes in certain
areas, increased flow rates in others and the replacement of forests by savanna grasslands, especially towards the east. It is at the same time a territory that
is subject to human pressure because of its resources
and, in recent decades mainly, through the search for
metals, especially gold.

Origins
Iquitos, named after the Iquito word for squirrels,
was founded as a Jesuit mission in 1757 with the
name San Pablo de los Napeanos. The mission was
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inhabited by Iquito and Napeano natives, but over
time only the Iquito remained. For this reason, in
the late 18th century the settlement was known as the
“village of Iquitos”. It gained importance between
1863 and 1864 following the arrival, on January 5,
of the Pastaza, the Próspero and the Morona, steamships sent by President Castilla with the objective of
installing a Naval Factory. This date is celebrated today as the city’s anniversary.
Since 1880 and the beginnings of the rubber
boom, Iquitos became the center of its exploitation in
the Amazon and one of the major cities on the continent. Many Peruvians and foreigners, especially European, came to the city searching for easy money at
the expense of the exploitation and abuse of Amazon
natives. The Amazon rubber boom came to its end
around 1914, with the harvest of rubber in the British
plantations in Singapore and Malaysia, and with it,
the desertion of Iquitos.

Lessons Not Learned
This stage of the history of the Peruvian Amazon
should have left us some lessons. It should have led us
to propose more sustainable growth and development
strategies for the future which, relying on the use of
a natural resource, would be the basis for the development of manufacturing, for diversification, for the
creation of production hubs. But this did not happen.
Rather, through different governmental initiatives,
development strategies for the Amazon were proposed
from the moment of its colonization, starting with the
promotion of an industry that was divorced from its
reality and potential, the result of subsidies and tax
benefits. And in every case the policies did not generate the desired results.
Economic activity made a comeback to Iquitos starting in the 1930s with the exploitation of oil,
with an outcome that, not only in the capital city but
in many regions of the Amazon as well, growth and
development of basic infrastructure depended heavily on revenues generated from taxes imposed on this
activity; with some exceptions, such as the case of the
San Martín region, more strategic in its investment
promotion policy.
Today the Peruvian Amazon, and Loreto as a part
of it, faces a new threat: illegal mining. This happens

in the context of a decentralization process that generates obligations at various government levels. The
process shows that the Amazon was neither prepared
to face the migration of illegal operators nor ready to
counterbalance the huge incomes generated by illegal
mining, which contrast with few opportunities for employment, few services and little development.

Environmental Functions in the Amazon
Environmental management in Peru looks new when
compared to the development of political and institutional frameworks for economic or social management. It is, however, from the perspective of the Amazon that the first attempts were carried out to achieve
the basic elements of this environmental management
and the management of natural resources.
This is supported by the fact that both in Peru
and across the hemisphere, the first attempts to consolidate political frameworks of what would later be
recognized as environmental aspects, were related to
forests, water and the creation of natural protected
areas, which started to be established in the 1950s. At
the same time, more specifically, the creation of entities such as the now long-gone National Office for the
Evaluation of Natural Resources, in the early 1960s,
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or even more specifically, the Peruvian Amazon Research Institute (IIAP) in the 1970s, are proof of this.
However, this was not accompanied by a real process of decentralization of the environmental functions to entrust them to regional or departmental authorities in the Amazon regions. Rather, in most cases
policies involving the Amazon region corresponded to
offices of the central government and, specifically in
the case of the rights of indigenous peoples, they were
left in the hands of the Ministry of Labor.
The first decentralization process initiated within the framework of the Political Constitution of 1979
and deactivated in 1993, neither generated the foundations for an Amazonian institutionalism — except
for the creation of the IIAP — nor enabled a fresh look
at environmental policies based on the resource potential of the Amazon.
This changed with the current decentralization
process through the direct allocation of certain environmental functions to the regional governments. It
also changed thanks to the initiative of the Amazon’s
regional governments to promote their own projects,
as in the case of Loreto with the creation of the Conservation, Management and Sustainable Use of the
Biological Diversity in the Loreto Region Program,
for the development of conservation and sustainable
resource management efforts at the regional level,
or through the creation of the Amazon Interregional
Council and the drafting of investment and sustainable development plans based on Amazonian resources. This is the positive part of the process.
There are, however, some difficulties. They are especially related to the exercise of functions in sectors
which, because of their dynamics and magnitude, require greater technical, financial, human and administrative capabilities. Thus, the exercise of functions
in forestry related matters or those corresponding to
rights relating to mining activities require even greater effort.
In this context, facing the threat of illegal mining
requires better multi-level and multi-sectorial coordination. It requires aligning the central government’s
policies with those of the regions and municipalities.
It requires strengthening control and surveillance actions and it requires addressing the factors that drive
this illicit operation with real alternatives for development and employment.

Peru and Mining
Mining in Peru has a long history; the work of the ancient Peruvians is known — the Chimu through their
ceremonial robes; the Paracas by their use of gold sheets
in cranial trepanations; the Moche gold ear ornaments
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inlaid with precious stones and others. During the Colonial period, gold, the metal that symbolized the Sun
god in Inca mythology, and silver, which represented
the Moon goddess, dazzled the conquerors.
The characterization of mineralization in the
country is different from that in any other region: the
high polymetallic mining potential makes the development of mining a highly profitable business.
To date, formal mining activity is carried out
through licenses that must be acquired before starting any operation. But it is also necessary to comply
with requirements relating to access to land, environmental certification and the accreditation of the absence of archaeological remains, among others.
This activity is framed within the limits of medium and large-scale mining and small-scale mining
and traditional hand mining as a special regime. The
special regime is assessed, approved and audited by
the regional governments. In the case of medium and
large-scale mining, it is the central institutions of the
State that are required to assess, approve and audit.
In the past there was no clear general environmental regulation on illegal mining. There were no concepts to identify or typify it, and that had legal consequences. Given this marginality, illegal miners were
not controlled and they abused the gray area in which
they could operate, thus affecting biodiversity and deforesting thousands of hectares of forest.
Added to this was the increase in the price of metals, especially gold, which reached record levels in the
world market, motivating illegal miners to use mercury for its processing.
Also, the use of dredges caused severe pollution in
the rivers of the Amazon region, resulting in diverse
articles in the world press, concerned about the situation in the Peruvian rain forest, especially in Madre
de Dios.
In this scenario, although Peru became one of the
leading gold producers, illegal mining represented a
high percentage of this production. And regrettably
these illegal miners operated without taking any measures to forestall the environmental or social impacts
of their activities, without remedying the enormous
damage they caused, without paying any taxes and,
in some cases, even using children and becoming involved in human trafficking.
Given the profits obtained off the prices of metals
— especially gold, the illegal miners had enough financial resources to promote social protests in order
to avoid any kind of control of their activity, generating pressure on several fronts, with the purpose of
safeguarding their interests and continue to profit at
the expense of the environment.
Without environmental regulations, lacking an institutional structure able to define the rules that would

enable controlling the environmental consequences of
dredging and other forms of mineral extraction and of
enormous environmental impacts, and without entities to monitor environmental performance, Peru was
blocked not too long ago, and it seemed very difficult
to get out.
This is why regulating environmental damage and
polluting practices, addressing this problem where
the main opponents are illegal miners with huge economic resources and the power to mobilize masses,
became such a great challenge for the Peruvian State
and even more so for the Ministry of the Environment.
Starting at this point the State began to create a
strategy against illegal mining by creating the concept, identifying it, regulating it, fighting resolutely
against this activity, against the dredges and the huge
budgets product of the gold black market. And so we
arrive to the present.

wetlands and swamps, through the use of mobile or
portable units that suck materials from the beds of
the rivers, lakes and waterways for the purpose of extracting gold or other minerals.
To date, State actions seeking to implement a policy aiming to formalize mining have been carried out
with the involvement of the various sectors and from
various domains.
With current regulations, the State’s framework
for action has been clarified and detailed regarding
the following topics:
•

Clear distinction between illegality and informality,
endeavoring to formalize informal mining activities
and to eradicate illegality.

•

Effective fighting against money laundering and
other offenses related to illegal mining and organized crime.

•

Establishing control and monitoring measures for
the distribution, transportation and marketing of

Current Situation

chemical inputs.
•

In this context, the government stepped in to deal with
the terrible consequences that were in store for the
Peruvian Amazon. Towards the end of 2011, Congress
delegated authority to the executive power to regulate
illegal mining, enabling joint work to be done by different ministries with the commitment to gradually
eradicate it from the country and, especially, from the
rain forest.
Legislation began to be enacted on specific matters, including the interdiction of illegal mining and
the use and occupation of the national geographical
area allocated to mining intended for a responsible
management of mineral resources. Different legislative decrees and regulations were issued with the
purpose, as a whole, of eradicating illegal mining and
the crimes attached to it; formalizing the activity by
those who expressed a willingness to gradually adapt
their activity to the established legal framework; remedying the results of illegal mining and recovering the
environmental conditions of the affected areas, and
controlling fuel and inputs used illegally in the development of small-scale mining activities.
At the beginning of 2012 interdiction efforts related
to illegal mining were declared of public necessity, national interest and priority implementation in order to
ensure the population’s health and safety, the preservation of the natural heritage and fragile ecosystems, the
collection of taxes and the development of sustainable
economic activities. It was also declared that the State
would promote the regulation and formalization with
social inclusion of small-scale mining.
Mining was prohibited in all waterways, rivers,
lakes, ponds, cochas (Andean ponds), water mirrors,

Creating a single administrative processing counter
as a tool for streamlining the procedures to formalize mining activities.

•

Strengthening environmental monitoring as a
mechanism to fight illegal mining.

•

Traceability of mining production to identify mineral production and marketing chains.

•

Criminalization of new offenses such as: crime of
illegal mining; obstruction of administrative auditing; accountability of public officials who illegally
grant rights, among others.

•

Exploitation contracts that work to carry out actions that preserve or improve the environment or
generate social benefits; these are impact actions or
environmental and social positive outputs.

•

Protocol for a joint intervention in environmental
monitoring on mining and supervision actions.

Extractive activities
Alluvial mining in the Amazon has been carried out
through mobile or portable devices that suck material from the riverbeds or the bottom of lakes and waterways with the purpose of extracting gold; as well
as with hydraulic dredges and other equipment with
suction pumps, whether or not they have incorporated
any devices that cause similar effects or damage.
It should be stated that the equipment used by illegal mining was adopted from Brazilian garimpeiros
or prospectors, who introduced gold extraction systems based on the use of mechanical dredges set onto
self-propelled rafts that enable easy movement. Another example of this activity is that of the orpailleurs
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or “gold washers” of Sub-Saharan Africa, also known
(by other names) in the Philippines, Indonesia and
Papua-New Guinea, among other places.
Water is the main impeller and concentrator of the
deposits called “alluvial”, which are collected through
two methods: extraction of gold using a pan or digging
below the surface of the beds of dry creeks or along
a coast and sieving the wet gravel collected from the
bottom of the flowing current.
Gold mining in the Loreto region focuses on the
basins of the Marañón (Borja, Saramiriza, San Juan,
San Lorenzo), Napo (Oro Blanco, Santa Clotilde, Diamante Azul), Curacay (Arica), Nanay (Alveranga), Putumayo (Estrecho) and Ucayali (Inahuana, Orellana)
rivers.
The main impacts of illegal and informal gold mining are evident in the Marañón River basin in the area
of Saramiriza, where the destruction of riparian vegetation and flood forests can be observed. It is known
that mining activities have also been carried out in
the Napo River basin in areas near the communities
of Rango Isla, San Jorge, San Rafael and Cabo Pantoja.
There is also illegal mining in the Aguarico River, Ecuador. Informal and illegal mining activity takes place
during the dry periods when the water is at its lowest
in the Marañón, Napo and Putumayo rivers.
Today there is a clear commitment to address illegal mining activities in the Amazon, which is where
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Peru has the greatest concentration of biodiversity.
Measures are being applied to monitor and control
these activities through efficient legislation and work
is being done to raise awareness among the population. This is, undoubtedly, a great challenge for our
government, especially because it is the largest informal economy, strengthened over many years, and addressing it requires the joint action of all sectors of the
State as well as the population.

Consequences of Illegal Mining in the Amazon
There has been mining activity in Peru throughout its
history, but it has been basically carried out in vein
deposits and especially in the Andean region, where
the presence of mineral lead to the development of
practices and techniques regulated over time and to
environmental requirements designed to promote the
adequate management of the areas being exploited
and to guarantee the closure of the mines.
This changed significantly when the activity was
mobilized informally to the Amazon ecosystem,
where mineral is found in placer deposits which, by
their nature, involve practices that lead to deforestation and soil degradation, which in the Amazon finds
its nourishment in the very presence of the forest that
is cut down or burned. This is why the alluvial mining

in the Amazon generates the impacts we all regret.
It brings desertification, produces sediments that are
washed by the rivers, alters waterways through the
movement of sand and gravel in the riverbeds, generates pollution through the use of mercury and this
pollution gets into the food chain of the Amazonian
population, highly dependent on fish consumption.
Those are the most visible impacts, but there are
others, and their future consequences could lead to a
loss of direction of the sustainable development approach that the Amazon seeks. Among them we can
highlight:
•

However, we consider it necessary to clarify that
there is still a long road to travel, which goes through
raising the awareness of the general population and
continuing the joint and sustained efforts of all sectors of the country to restore the environmental damage caused in the Amazon, where most of our country’s ecological wealth and biodiversity reside. Only
in this way can we ensure sustainable development
while aiming to protect our country and our planet.
And this reality is the hands of us all.

The invasion of areas destined to other purposes,
such as sustainable forest management, eco-tourism, protection and conservation through natural
protected areas.

•

The deterioration of the population’s health through
the presence of heavy metals in what constitutes the
main element of the diet. This has been confirmed
in regions such as Madre de Dios where operators
linked to this activity show mercury levels nearly
eight times over the limit proposed by the World
Health Organization and, in the case of the capital
city, three times over.

•

The development of an economy based on criminality, violence and the presence of mafias that extort
and corrupt.

•

The presence of informal settlements without basic
services.

•

The practice of child labor, slave labor and prostitution.

•

The loss of resources through unpaid taxes and
non-generated canon (local government royalties).

•

The generation of a culture of illegality that is reflected in the loss of the most essential elements of
the rule of law and legal certainty.

The economic, environmental and social impacts
of illegal mining in the Amazon region are clear. Loreto does not suffer yet the pressure that other areas
of the Peruvian territory are subject to, so it is not too
late to take on the task of controlling this scourge that
grinds development to a halt and robs the people of
adequate conditions of quality of life and a sustainable future.

Final Conclusions
Illegal mining is a problem that for years was not given the importance it has. Today, after overcoming a
series of conflicts, the necessary regulatory framework has been produced to give the first steps towards
the eradication of this polluting activity.

Page 111: Impact of informal mining in the Guacamayo
region in Madre de Dios, 2012. Photo: César Ipenza (Sociedad
Peruana de Derecho Ambiental).
Page 115: Informal mining in Iquitos. Photo: Rodrigo Rodrich.
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Iquitos, on the banks of the
great river
Walter H. Wust

In travel, as in literature, and as in many other things, to
achieve the goal, you must know how to hurry slowly...
Laurent Saint-Cricq
Journey through South America, 1869.

Iquitos, 7:30 in the morning. My first visions are captured by the
intense yellow and green, followed by the purple and crimson
of the piles of fresh fruit sold by Doña Luisa on the sidewalk
of Pebas Street, only a few meters from the entrance to our
hotel. Caimitos, shimbillos, taberibás. Exotic names and a sheen
that exudes freshness and contrasts with the serenity of the
concrete cracked by the sun and rain from which emerge, fragile
but triumphant, the tender stalks of grass that someone will
trample on the way to the port.
Sailing the Amazon
Iquitos treats us today to a radiant day, as opposed
to yesterday as Lima’s atmosphere and the Amazon’s
breeze can be. I walk aimlessly through streets full
of motorcycle taxis and the smell of damp earth,
while I let the images of this tropical dawn lead me
wherever they please. One after the other I see the
light blue Portuguese tiles on Malecón Tarapacá’s
mansions, the brown palm leaf roofs of the Itaya
River houseboats, the bright greens of the rose apples that embellish Sargento Lores Avenue, and the
blues and yellows of the old San José school, from
whose windows lean out curious the faces of a dozen
schoolboys.
We are on board the bus with wooden walls and
church-style benches that will take us to the municipal pier. There waits what will be our home for the
next few days. Marcelita is the name given to this chata (barge) by its owner, Renzo Fontanella from Córdoba, who has lived for the last 15 years in the forests of
Loreto because of a providential case of typhoid fever
that changed his life. But that’s another story.
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The sun beats down on the chocolate-colored waters of the Amazon. We sail downstream, lulled by the
breeze that comes from the south. Round clouds amid
a blue sky. The river’s vast brown and the green strip
of forest serving as a boundary between the only two
possibilities the view has to offer. At this moment we
could be Orellanas or La Condamines, Cocama natives
en route to the market at Belén or lumbermen adrift
on bloodwood rafts. Anyone who goes into the Great
River becomes, at least for a few moments, that tiny
drop swept along at will by the current. We go forward, but only because the river allows it. Or at least
it’s what we believe, as we traverse the whimsical and
unending meanders of this amazing fresh water sea.
The afternoon ends among the golden sparkles issuing from a herd of water buffalo as they gambol submerged in a pond. Among the eternal oranges of a stand
of capirona trees and the spectacle of clouds, blushing
and darkening consecutively as the minutes go by.
It is the end of our first day in the Amazon. Now it
is the moon, dancing in the waves born at the prow,
who will reign until dawn. Let the forest lull us with
its magic.

Iquitos, the Island City
Although many learn this at school, only a few become
really aware of what not having roads connecting it
to the rest of the country means for a city. Blessing or
epitaph, it depends on the people of Loreto. The Peruvian capital of the Amazon is only accessible by air
and river, making it a true island on the banks of the
longest, widest and mightiest river in the world. Neither more nor less.
Flanked by the mouths of the Nanay and Itaya rivers, in the past its territories were inhabited by various ethnic groups of hunters and fishermen (Iquitos,
Cocamas, Yaguas, Huitotos, Boras, Ticunas and Orejones). In 1542, Francisco de Orellana and a handful of
Spanish expeditionaries entered the great river for the
first time and made contact with the native peoples
who inhabited the place. This was the beginning of
a series of expeditions to the region that ended when
it became clear that no great mines existed and that
the people were scattered and unwilling to cooperate.
Eventually the colonial government delegated to the
Jesuit order the task of dealing with this inhospitable
frontier of civilization.
There are different versions about the foundation
of Iquitos. One of them credits it to Jesuit missionaries

themselves, who in 1757 allegedly set up an outpost
with the name of San Pablo de los Napeanos, which
eventually was changed for Iquitos. Other sources,
however, link the foundation to the settlement, in 1840,
of a group of refugees who arrived from the locality of
Borja, expelled by the Wampi natives of the Marañón.
However it happened, when in the mid 19th century,
the Italian traveler Antonio Raimondi arrived at the
place, he recorded having seen “just a small hamlet
of natives”.
It wasn’t until the heyday of rubber that Iquitos
became important. With the arrival of the rubber
barons and the enormous wealth originated from the
extraction of the precious latex, Iquitos experienced a
period of colossal squandering and ostentation. Before
long it was named capital of the department, a privilege that until then had belonged to Moyobamba. As
an expression of the economic boom experienced by
this city, which in the early 20th century was the paradise of fortune hunters, a few interesting architectural samples still survive: the Eiffel house, designed
entirely in iron by the renowned French architect; the
luxurious Moorish-style hotels and mansions decorated with objects brought directly from Europe by their
wealthy owners; the Naval Factory and a small train
engine on display at 28 de Julio Square. Once the First
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World War ended and as a consequence of the drop
of rubber prices in the world market, Iquitos fell into
decline.
Today Iquitos is cheerful a city, teeming with activity, that sustains its economy through trade, agriculture and manufacturing. While the rural population
is engaged for the most part in subsistence activities
— hunting, fishing and rotating crops — this biodiverse region rich in natural resources waits for more
investment in processing industries, eco-tourism, reforestation, aquaculture and eco-businesses to grow
harmoniously with the natural environment that is its
core capital.
With about 160,000 inhabitants, Iquitos is the
largest town in Loreto and the first among the cities of
the country’s jungle departments in terms of contribution to the gross value added. However, many of its
people are poverty-stricken (about 40% according to
2013 estimates). At first glance the city vibrates with
thousands of motorcycles and motorcycle taxis that,
literally, move this tropical metropolis and stop only
briefly at nap time. Although there is no mall yet in
the city, or even department stores, many small and
medium-sized businesses distribute the products that
come from Brazil or from the Pacific coast.
Much of the agricultural commercial offer is based
on four mass-consumption products: cassava, bananas — Loreto is ranked first and second respectively in
the production of these crops — hard yellow corn and
rice. Iquitos’ food basket is complemented by a cornucopia of fish, herbs, roots, bush meat and up to 150
species of native fruit that enter the market depending
on the season. Manufacturing, meanwhile, focuses
on the transformation of wood (mostly plywood from
lupuna logs because hardwoods became scarce long
ago), beer production, the bottling of soft drinks, oil
derivatives (whose production is decreasing) and the
assembly of motorcycles and motorcycle taxis which,
as mentioned before, are the quintessential means of
transport in this part of the country.
A couple of decades ago Iquitos was the country’s
most important nature destination. Its location, next to
the great Amazon, and direct flights to cities in North
America turned this city into a must-see for all those
who wanted contact with the exoticism and beauty of
a place that promised an unforgettable natural experience. A number of inns or lodges were established
by the closest rivers (Nanay, Itaya, Momón) and the remaining indigenous populations were induced to participate in the lucrative business showing aspects of
their rich cultural heritage. Eventually a combination of
factors dashed this hope with dramatic harshness: the
cancellation of flights abroad with stopovers in Iquitos,
the scarcity of interesting wildlife — macaws, monkeys,
large reptiles or nutrias — in the surroundings of the
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city and the mismanagement of the visits to local ethnic groups ended up diluting what could have been a
long-term alternative for harmonious growth with nature. Meanwhile, destinations such as Tambopata, in
Madre de Dios, consolidated their supremacy through a
combination of elements that was as fortunate as it was
unbeatable: proximity to the solid tourist circuit of the
southern Andes (Puerto Maldonado is served by regular
30 minute flights from Cusco) and the existence of large
tracts of tropical forests in good condition that offered
an abundance of attractive species for the traveler... just
minutes away.
Iquitos has everything that the southern forest
is missing: a rich history and a living culture in the
broadest sense of the word. That is, in my humble
opinion, the most powerful attraction of a region that
is magical and livelier than most. The kind of tourism that aspires to become the mainstay of Loreto’s
economy should aim to reassess the attractions that
make this part of the country a unique and powerful
destination: the color of its people and its markets, its
music and its cultural heritage, its exoticism and its
link to the Great River... Is it possible to achieve development based on this combination? Of course it is, but
with the greatest respect. Respect for the nature that
still survives outside the city with indescribably beautiful natural protected areas that are the last refuge
of creatures as beautiful as seductive: the pink dolphin, the manatee, the bald uakari and the charapa
turtle; respect for the indigenous Amazonian people
and their culture, and finally, respect for the people
of Iquitos themselves to overcome the scourge of pollution and the abundance of waste that threatens to
turn into slums what could be real showcases of the
living charapa culture (the market at Belén is perhaps
the best example of this).
In Iquitos, as could only be expected, even the rules
about development fail. Unlike what might happen in
other regions of the country, the existence of a road
could be the key to bringing the region’s natural treasures closer to visitors and to its own citizens. The
Iquitos-Nauta road is not only the gateway out of the
city, but it also goes through some natural spots of
exceptional interest: the beautiful Quistococha Lake,
the manatee rescue center, the Allpahuayo-Mishana
National Reserve with its white sand forests known as
varillales and its endemic birds, and the northeastern
tip of the Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve, the largest
natural jewel of the region and a real magnet for wildlife lovers... Again not only because of its flood forests
and rich native wildlife, but because of the communities that live in the surrounding area, many of them the
protagonists of successful ventures related to resource
conservation. This is the case of paiche (Arapaima gigas) management in El Dorado Lake by Manco Capac

fishermen associated under the name Yacu Tayta, or of
the committees for the exploitation of taricaya turtles
in the Yanayacu basin, who have seen their incomes
increase significantly while ensuring the survival of
this emblematic species. They are followed by aguaje
harvesters who do not fell the palm tree to take the
fruit, the fishermen of arahuana fry who capture the
offspring without killing the father and export them to
Asian countries... and the list continues.
How do I imagine the future of an Iquitos that lives
off its nature? Well, with optimism and hope, but with
the fervent wish that the new generations of charapas
really believe in the value of their people as the main
axis to achieve the development of their land in harmony with nature.

The journey comes to its end
Dawn surprises us anchored under the shade of some
old amasisas in bloom. The orange blossoms have
attracted a flock of parrots that manage, between
drinks of nectar, to awaken the last sleepy travelers
of the Marcelita.
We are on our way to Santa Rosa Island, on the
banks of the Amazon, the most easterly village on
the country’s border. Some wooden houses on stilts
remind us that with the floods, the village becomes
amphibious.
A few minutes by boat separate us from the color
and cheerfulness of two other border cities. They are
twins in appearance and warmth. The Colombian Leticia and the Brazilian Tabatinga, cities named as after a mulatto girl and a garota respectively, separated

by a street but united by the smiles, the smell of green
and the leisurely life of these latitudes. Here time does
not count. Perhaps the best way to recognize outsiders
is to see if they look at their watches, if they are in a
hurry. Ice cold beer, vallenato and motorcycles that
circle the square where the elders rest in the shade of
the almond trees every afternoon.
The sun sets on the Yavarí River. The water abandons its chocolate color to become tinged, even if only
for a few minutes, with the glorious oranges and corals that the day’s end brings. Flocks of cushuris return
to their roosts and one or two canoes cut the waters as
if they were a huge honey-covered flan. An enormous
red moon appears behind the trees. Mosquitoes arrive
and force us, almost pushing and shoving, to take refuge in the safety of the air conditioned cabin.
Today has been a hot and humid day, the same
as our forest hikes. A day of faraway music and the
sounds of boats that recede into the distance. A day of
clouds swirling over our heads and rains passing in a
hurry, leaving in the atmosphere even more heat and
humidity than there was before. In short, a day on the
Great River.

Page 117: View of the river banks. Photo: Walter H. Wust.
Page 119: Transporting local production in a canoe. Photo:
Walter H. Wust.
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Protected Natural Areas: A 19th
Century Idea Alive in the 21st Century for the Benefit of
the Peruvian Amazon
Gustavo Suárez de Freitas Calmet

The modern concept of Protected Natural Area (PNA) emerged
in the last third of the 19th century in several regions of the
world, in light of the evident and accelerated destruction
of nature and its resources as the result of colonization
processes, by people from different ecosystems and cultures,
of lands with ancient forests, grasslands and ecosystems that
had existed for thousands of years and hosted a great variety
and abundance of wildlife.
Origins of the Idea of PNA
The occupation of new territories — the frontier — to
access farmland and pastures for the new occupants,
but also the demand for wood to build new cities and
meat to feed growing urban populations, meant cutting down forests and gave rise to commercial hunting
of large herds of wild grassland herbivores, substantially reducing their populations.
These destructive processes occurred very conspicuously in the European colonies in America, Africa and Australia, which explains, at least partly, why
the national parks that are the germinal model for our
protected areas emerged in these colonies or the countries that had once been colonies. Yellowstone (1872),
recognized as the first National Park in the world, was
established by legislation that protected it from the
possibility of being occupied, colonized or sold to private parties in order to keep this magnificent setting
for the benefit and enjoyment of the people “now and
in the future”. Today PNAs exist in all countries and
cover an expanse of over 12% of the Earth’s surface.
They are part of mankind’s great shared heritage and,
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beyond the initial concept of the enjoyment of nature,
provide us with goods and services that are essential to
life and development. They are one of the cornerstones
for maintaining biological diversity and, in many cases, are associated with important cultural values.
The concept of protected areas in a complex context, with a variety of conflicts, emerged within controversy. Firstly, before the processes of colonization
mentioned above occurred, many places later declared national parks were the home to ancient peoples who lived in harmony with nature, managing to
satisfy their needs without damaging their environment, although they were also excluded from access
to these areas and the use of their resources. In the
second place, there is no doubt that the existence of
PNAs has been instrumental in preserving many of
the most beautiful and significant places on Earth,
but to some cost: the impossibility of directly exploiting the resources found in them, or being subject to
restrictions. Societies pay the cost because the benefits are greater, but the local populations, meaning
now not just the native peoples, pay for it to a greater
extent than city dwellers or the inhabitants of other

distant places, because as use restrictions are introduced they can no longer extract products for consumption and sale as they did before. There is a third
reason, but it is conceptually incorrect: the idea that
PNAs prevent development. The definition of PNA
by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) — “a clearly defined geographical space,
recognized, dedicated and managed, through legal
or other effective means, to achieve the long-term
conservation of nature with associated ecosystem
services and cultural values” (IUCN, 2008) — understands them as legally protected areas, managed to
fulfill their conservation purposes. They are not seen
at all as being opposed to development or against
their sustainable use, provided this is compatible
with the management objectives legally established
for each area, according to the appropriate management category.
Modern management of protected areas, with its
multidisciplinary approach, including participatory
governance, the appropriate distribution of costs and
benefits among all stakeholders and the application of
science, especially conservation biology, has enabled
overcoming initial limitations. The fundamental notion

is to understand PNAs as an essential aspect of the sustainability of development, of life itself, and therefore
the management of large landscapes or territories that
governments manage to benefit the society as a whole.
They are not isolated, inward-looking spaces, indifferent to social and economic processes but, on the contrary, essential elements in a complex system of different uses of land and water bodies that sustain life on
Earth. They are linked, therefore, to the major processes of land planning and management.

PNAs in the Peruvian Amazon
Iquitos, the capital of the enormous Peruvian Amazon, a contemporary of the development of the concept
of protected areas, is also the result of the colonization
by those who, like my own ancestors, left faraway lands
to settle on the banks of the Amazon. However, despite
having suffered intense resource extraction processes, including the rubber boom and later exploiting
animals for their fur and cutting down the forest for
its fine woods, PNAs have a fairly recent history. It is
possible that the large size of Loreto’s original territory
Iquitos
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and the fact that the forests, although interfered with,
were still standing, or that the myths about the Amazon (exceptionally fertile soils, inexhaustible resources, uninhabited lands), prevented discerning as clearly
as elsewhere the impacts of the strain it was being subjected to and, therefore, the usefulness of PNAs. Whatever the reasons may have been, the fact is that only in
the 1940s two reserves were established in the basins
of the Pacaya and Samiria rivers with the aiming to
protect the paiche (Arapaima gigas), king of the Amazon’s fish, already suffering from excessive fishing. Later, in 1972, the Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve was
established, expanded ten years later to its current extension and constituting Loreto’s first and emblematic
PNA and, at the time, the largest in the country.
However, the creation of the Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve did not give rise to the establishment
of new PNAs. It was only three decades later that the
process of establishing these areas in Loreto started to bear fruit. The next were the Cordillera Azul
National Park, shared with San Martín, Ucayali and
Huánuco, and the Allpahuayo-Mishana National Reserve, the nearest to the city of Iquitos. Now Loreto
has two National Parks: the already mentioned Cordillera Azul and Güeppi-Sekime, on the border with Colombia and Ecuador. It also has six National Reserves:
Pacaya-Samiria, at the confluence of the Ucayali and
Marañón rivers; Allpahuayo-Mishana, southwest of
Iquitos between the Itaya and Nanay rivers; Matsés,
adjacent to the Native Community of the Matsé people;
Pucacuro, northwest of Iquitos, near the border with
Ecuador; and two new ones, Aino Pai and Huimeki,
adjacent to the Güeppi-Sekime National Park, with
which they constitute an interesting joint conservation endeavor.
Loreto also has — and is the national leader in
this — three Regional Conservation Areas (RCA) managed by the regional government: Tamshiyacu-Tahuayo Communal RCA, located facing Iquitos; Ampiyacu Apayacu RCA, on the rivers that gave the RCA
its names in the lower Amazon, and Alto Nanay-Pintuyacu-Chambira RCA, located in the Nanay River basin, deeply tied to the city of Iquitos and its history.
The Nanay River is not only Iquitos’ source of water,
it is and has been a lavish pantry for the city since
its origin. The movements of the mouths of the Nanay
and Itaya rivers, now united, have drawn the outline
of Iquitos and, in fact, decide whether they allow it to
remain or not on the banks of the Amazon.
Other sites have been also proposed as possible protected areas: the Reserved Areas Santiago Comaina,
shared with Amazonas along the Campanquis hills; Sierra del Divisor, shared with Ucayali, east of the Ucayali
River and on the border with Brazil, and Yaguas, east of
Iquitos. Additionally, eight Private Conservation Areas

(PCA) have been recognized, seven of which are located near Iquitos, which makes them part of the regional
tourist attractions. The map of Loreto’s protected areas
lets us appreciate the region’s PNAs and their close ties
to Iquitos.
The history of Tamshiyacu-Tahuayo deserves a
special mention. It was legally created as a communal
reserve in 1991 through legislation issued by the regional government of Amazonas (active in those days)
based on Article 56 of the Code of the Environment
and Natural Resources, which stated that the management of a PNA should be the responsibility of the
government body that established it. Both the regional
government and Article 56 were short-lived and left
this RCA in a situation of legal uncertainty. Subsequent changes in the law, including the Law on Protected Areas which determined that all PNA should be
created by Presidential Decree, made it necessary to
give the communal reserve the legal status of RCA. In
1994 IUCN used this communal reserve as the model
to explain category VI (managed resource protected
area) in the Guidelines for Protected Area Management Categories, a privilege not bestowed on the older
and more famous Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve.

Protected Areas Relevance Today
The growth of protected areas in Loreto since the beginning of the last decade is rather interesting: it derives from the intensive implementation of a 19th century instrument in the 21st century and, at least partly,
for the same reasons that lead to their emergence at
that time in other regions: the pressure on nature and
the damage caused was already evident, the myths
collapsed and the days when forests and lakes provided abundant and affordable food for all were now
distant. Over-exploitation of resources started having
an impact and new pressures such as extractive activities and infrastructure — which, if well designed
are fundamental for development — were added to the
former ones. The PNAs come to the rescue of society
once again. But it is important to understand that the
current paradigm is not the same as it was in the 19th
Century, and therefore the design of the areas and
national and regional PNA systems respond to much
more than just protecting the beauty of pristine nature for public enjoyment — although this is also important emotionally and financially. For this reason
it is interesting to see how the development, still in
its early stages, of the protected areas in the vicinity
of Iquitos has common elements with that of the first
parks, but also important differences.
In order to understand the development of protected areas in Loreto it is worth mentioning four
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processes. First, the management of Pacaya-Samiria
at the beginning of the 1990s; second, the studies
and initial proposal for Tamshiyacu-Tahuayo; third,
the conservation initiatives in the basin of the Nanay River, and fourth, the emergence of Loreto’s Regional Conservation Program (PROCREL). Although,
there are others less known or whose impacts have
taken longer to be felt, such as the Project on Indigenous Participation in the Management of Protected
Areas in the Peruvian Amazon, implemented by the
National Institute of Natural Resources (INRENA),
which developed, among other things, a participatory process for the creation of the Güeppi-Sekime
National Park and the Aino Pai and Huimeke Communal Reserves from the old Güeppi Reserved Area,
and which enabled an agreement to be reached between the protected areas national authority and the
indigenous communities for the shared management
of the Communal Reserve category.
In the Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve, in the
early 1990s the world was upside down: the rangers
chased the local population of the reserve, of about
70,000 people, to stop them from fishing, hunting or
gathering (with little success, it must be said) while the
authorities granted licenses for commercial fishing to
boats that came from Iquitos and emptied the lakes of
fish. A new intervention approach was designed then,
with the support of two parallel processes that had
a common origin, one led by ProNaturaleza and The
Nature Conservancy and the other by the World Wildlife Fund, to achieve the participatory management of
the reserve, enabling agreements to be reached with
the users allowing regulated legal crops and generating thus a change in the management paradigm. This
new model had its most prominent success in the recovery of wildlife populations and the fish of Cocha
El Dorado, which almost twenty years later are still
being well managed, generating benefits for the local
populations. It was, in all probability, the first case
of participatory management with local populations
in the Peruvian system of protected areas, based on
the recognition of rights and the application of economic instruments. It was not possible, however, to
sufficiently strengthen the area’s administration or
the local communities themselves to confront illegal
logging that occurred later in some sectors of the reserve.
A little earlier, since the mid-1980s, the riparian
communities of the Tahuayo River and the Blanco
Stream, with the support of the University of Kent, the
Wildlife Conservation Society, the Veterinary Institute
for Tropical and Highland Research and the Rain forest Conservation Fund, began to organize themselves
and started sustainable management of their resources in a form of participatory and adaptive research
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linked to the conservation of the site itself. The population was trained to record their subsistence hunting
harvests and agroforestry systems, and procedures
for fishing management in lakes were developed.
Given the evidence of the biological value of the site,
which, for example, is the habitat of the red uakari
(Cacaju calvus rubicundus), a proposal was made to
declare it a protected area, but ensuring that the conservation objectives did not prevent the presence of
local populations or the sustainable use of resources
by them. It was then proposed to declare it a Communal Reserve, a category that allows direct or extractive
use with compliance to regulations and controls. The
importance of this management approach is that it is
carried out by the communities themselves. To Iquitos
this area means the reliable and permanent supply of
forest products that are consumed daily. Today, with
the status of a RCA, it maintains the title Communal,
not because it falls within that legal category but as
part of its own name, by decision of the people, so that
the initial focus on the conservation effort made by the
communities would not be lost.
By the late 1990s, within the framework of the
Global Environment Facility, the Peruvian Amazon Research Institute (IIAP) proposed, through the
World Bank, an ambitious project that was executed
between 2001 and 2004 for the integrated management of the Nanay River basin, whose proximity to
Iquitos makes it an important supplier of resources
and therefore also faces an increased risk of excessive extraction. This project, conceptually related to
the two initiatives described above, made it possible
to move forward in the conservation of diversity and
the communal management of resources through an
adaptive management model. The approach included
mainly the integrated management of the whole basin, the application of the concept of “productive conservation” (which was later assumed by the regional
government as part of its vision on protected areas),
the recognition of rights, capacity-building and the
devolution of decision-making powers to the local authority, recognizing the communities’ own management plans.
The development of PROCREL, finally, led to the
creation of the current RCAs in a political context in
which the regional government of the time rejected
the establishment of new PNAs, despite recognizing
the need for instruments to address the overexploitation of resources. In 2005, with support from the
Moore Foundation and the intervention of the Peruvian Society for Environmental Law and IIAP, a proposal was drawn up to develop a system of protected
areas for the Loreto region. The resulting Project for
the Support of PROCREL was to be managed by the
NGO Nature and Culture International, but with an

inter-institutional Board of Directors. This endeavor
made it possible to identify the region’s conservation
priorities, and conceptualize, based on previous experiences, new models for the participatory management of the wilderness that would complement those
of the National System of Protected Natural Areas. It
also enabled fieldwork to be carried out in the identified areas, including Tamshiyacu-Tahuayo and Alto
Nanay, of great importance for Iquitos.

associated to Iquitos and its protected areas. Allpahuayo-Mishana and Tamshiyacu-Tahuayo offer relatively close destinations, but Pacaya-Samiria is also
an attractive option for all budgets, as well as the
PCAs that are emerging near the city. The potential
for these activities is barely explored, but it requires
ensuring a management of species and habitats that
will enable visitors to observe not only the Amazonian fauna, but all the wonders of the planet’s largest
tropical rain forest.

Iquitos: Heart of a Major Conservation Corridor
Iquitos is located, as can be seen in the map, in the
path of a major conservation corridor ranging from
Tamshiyacu-Tahuayo to Pucacuro, i.e. practically
from Brazil to Ecuador. This major conservation area
includes the Nanay River basin, one of the places with
the highest biodiversity on Earth. Iquitos does not
just benefit from water and its products, but has great
potential as a center for science development, for research into new products made from tropical forest
resources, especially genetic resources, which could
open a world of new opportunities. The PNAs that look
after those resources today are like a modern “Noah's
Arks”, making it possible to keep information about
life for the future.
No less important is the tourism potential of the
protected areas near Iquitos. In fact, some of the most
expensive and sought-after destinations in Peru are

Page 121: Bufeos or pink dolphins (Inia geoffrensis) in PacayaSamiria National Reserve. Photo: Rodrigo Rodrich.
Page 125: Aerial view of the Nanay River. Photo: José Álvarez
Alonso.
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Twelve Questions for the
Construction of Loreto’s Future
Marc Dourojeanni

Iquitos is the capital city of an enormous, complex and extreme
territory, The department of Loreto, the largest in Peru; the one
with the biggest forests and with less deforestation; the less
mountainous and with more wetlands. The only with borders
with three countries. The less populated and, at the same time,
the one with the largest indigenous population. Possibly, the
most biologically diverse and the one with more water in the
country. Part of the longest and mightiest river in the world
flows through its territory.
But Loreto is also the only department without roads
to link it with the rest of the country and the only one
not integrated to the national energy network. Despite
this, oil exploitation has affected Loreto more than
any other department and, nevertheless, it has one
of highest poverty indexes, which hurts especially its
large indigenous populations. Loreto’s development,
especially if it is to be undertaken without jeopardizing its future is, for countless reasons, not an easy
problem. Its isolation is not only a product of being
neglected by the rest of the country but also of natural
causes that stem from its own extremes: its size and
its abundant as difficult nature.
In order to envisage options for development with
equitable prosperity and lasting social peace in Loreto, in 2011 and 2012 NGO Derecho, Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (DAR), with support from other institutions and the Regional Government, carried out
a study titled “Sustainable Loreto towards 2021”, published and presented to the authorities at the beginning of 2013. The study was an exercise in scenario
modeling through a series of assumptions based on a
broad diagnosis of the situation.
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That study is available in print and electronic versions, so it is not necessary to summarize it here. We
will emphasize some of the main matters about what
would be convenient to take on account in order to
achieve a more desirable and sustainable economic,
social and environmental development for Loreto.

Highways, Railway and Waterways: All at Once?
The strongest impact on Loreto’s future is in the decisions regarding connectivity with the rest of the
country and with the other Amazon countries. There
are clear signs indicating that the decision taken by
national and regional government, which is already
being implemented, includes a railway, the waterway
and two highways (LO 100 and LO 104), all built simultaneously and all reaching Iquitos, either directly
or indirectly, and from Iquitos, up to the international
borders. These projects will open immense spaces for
economic activity.
In addition to the two major highways that are
partially under construction, there are many other

highway possibilities that, although not intended to
reach Iquitos, will have a strong influence on the territory. All together (without considering the improvement of existing ways), they represent 2,600 km of new
roads to be completed by 2021. But each province and,
at times, each municipality, has road plans being implemented to some extent with little or no planning or
study. This situation has serious social, economic and
environmental consequences today and in the future,
and that is the reason why these plans should be analyzed as a whole in order to determine priorities that
can encourage planned development and allow settlement in areas with profitable agricultural potential.
For example, road planning should not give place to
up to nine highways that would communicate Loreto with Brazil, Ecuador and Colombia, even in places
where neighboring countries have no infrastructure.
Highways in tropical countries are the main cause
of deforestation, which, as we know, is the starting
point for biodiversity and environmental services loss.
But it does not have to be that way. It happens because
highways are constructed without proper planning
and without being correlated with the capacities of the
territories they link, nor with other investment projects that should precede and accompany them. Roadway decisions should be carefully planned including
previous necessary investments such as land property
regularization, design of rural settlements and establishment of protected areas and communities, among
others. Also, while roadways are being implemented,
technical and financial assistance, productive infrastructure and investment in health and education must
be provided. It is equally important to note that adequate maintenance of the existing roads is as necessary or more than the construction of new ones.
Waterways have the best advantages from the
economic (construction and operation), social and
environmental points of view. As we have mentioned,
roadways are the most risky and environmentally
costly public works, but they can integrate with waterways in certain circumstances. But there is no
economic rationality in integrating waterways with
railways, especially if they are both to be developed
at the same time. Although waterways have a lower
environmental impact than highways and railways,
they are not harmless. Generally speaking, navigation
should be adapted to the river rather than vice versa.
If we could make a recommendation, it would surely be to build a good waterway between Yurimaguas
and Iquitos, obviously including efficient ports, and to
leave to the future any decision about complementing
it with a highway or a railway.
The railway, a pubic work which has also been
already approved, represents lower environmental
risks than highways, but it is more expensive. The

environmental advantage of railways is that trains
only stop at fixed stations. These, however, must be
selected carefully, based on land use capacities or
on the available resources. Otherwise, railway’s can
generate important environmental impacts. Furthermore, the construction of highways from or converging with railway stations is unavoidable.
Even so, DAR’s study demonstrated that in the
mid-term (2021) it is not necessary nor rational in
economic terms to continue promoting all these public works simultaneously. Each option has technical,
socio-environmental or economic advantages and disadvantages, and their implications for development
differ widely. While they could conceivably coexist in
the long term, constructing them all at once could create major environmental and negative economic and
social consequences.

Who Owns What?
Lack of definition on land property is the most important factor encouraging disordered land occupation and irrational use of resources. Land entitling
and clear definition on ownership, whether private,
communal or public (national and regional) is an essential requirement for a balanced and durable development. Actions on this matter should be based
upon the approved communication infrastructure,
and priority should be given to areas already reached
or to be reached in a near future by highways, particularly in the provinces of Alto Amazonas and Datem
del Marañón, together with western Requena and
northwestern Ucayali. In addition, social priority
should be given to indigenous peoples and riverside or
traditional inhabitants, vulnerable against invaders
from other regions who arrive thanks to the opening
of highways. In this context, priority should also be
placed on land property formalization in the buffer
zones of protected national and regional parks. As far
as possible, property formalization actions should follow guidelines set by ecological-economic zoning and
territorial ordering processes.

What Is the Best Energy System for Loreto?
Loreto is an important oil producer. That is why it is so
surprising that large hydroelectric projects are being
planned to solve the serious energy shortage, instead
of turning to use oil, as least while it is available. Plans
include building five hydroelectric power plants, with
a gigantic one among them to be constructed in Pongo
de Manseriche and two others big plants, in Mazán
and Pauya-Cushabatay rivers.
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The Manseriche hydroelectric power plant project
has extremely high environmental and social risks
while its outcome would be almost exclusively for export, given that Loreto has less expensive and dangerous energy options to meet its needs. Among these is
the Mazán hydroelectric power plant, which may be
built without flooding and forming a lake. But the others are conventional flooding projects with lake formation for water storage. Even so, the Mazán project
would only be justified in the short or medium term if
the railway is built.
Experience has shown that hydraulic works in the
humid tropics generate strong socio-environmental
impacts and must be approached very carefully. One
of their most serious and least known effects is that of
energy transportation from producing plants to consumption centers. Transmission lines require access
routes for maintenance, which attract invaders, contributing to anarchic deforestation. The situation will
be even worse if the plants are connected with the national electric system from Iquitos, as planned.
For these reasons, the first step to solve Iquitos’
energy crisis may be to build a modern and efficient
thermoelectric plant powered by oil or natural gas
that are already being produced in Loreto. Technologies available today are able to reduce significantly
the pollution generated by oil-powered thermoelectric
plants. Its advantages would be that it may reduce the
need of transmission lines and that it would be complementary with future hydroelectric projects.

Can Oil, Natural Gas and Minerals Be Extracted
without So Much Damage?
Exploration for and extraction of oil, natural gas and
mining are not necessarily incompatible with social
and biological environment. They could as profitable,
or even more, if companies (and the mining sector as
a whole) respected absolutely the laws of previous inquiry of local populations and made benefits equitably
compatible between business and local communities;
if they respected special regulations when operating
in areas protected from direct use, and if they avoided the practice of opposing, openly or covertly, to the
establishment of new protected areas. Naturally, they
should not operate in areas where it has been verified
that indigenous peoples live in voluntary isolation. Finally, they should allow the regional government to
have an opinion and a vote in the decisions on the establishment of franchised blocks, as, for example, in
the Nanay River Basin.
The environmental impact of oil and natural gas
extraction can also be considerably smaller if the
construction of highways for accessing platforms and
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pipelines is avoided and, instead, rivers and helicopters are used to service them. Present extended-reach
drilling technologies (proven to be economically accessible), among others, help to reduce the number
of platforms needed and, as a result, of access routes
and pipelines. Companies should obviously make use
of any technology available to avoid pollution (re-injecting formation waters and preventing spills and
accidents), and should establish true community socio-environmental monitoring programs.
Mining, like oil and natural gas extraction, is an
opportunity and, at the same time, a challenge. If it
must be done, all known techniques should be used
to limit its negative impacts. What Loreto must avoid
absolutely is the spread of informal or illegal mining. Alluvial gold mining must be simply banned in
both riverbeds and riverbanks. A situation like that
in Madre de Dios’, a region that did not know how to
stop this human and environmental tragedy, must be
avoided at any cost and as its very first signs appear.

Does Agriculture Have a Place?
Whatever decision is reached — or not — in regard to
the department’s connectivity, land under agricultural use will increase and, with it, deforestation. Loreto
has a large areas that can be dedicated to agriculture
if it is within acceptable parameters of sustainability
(from 2.2 to 3.3 million hectares, which is as much or
more than is cultivated every year in Peru). But the agricultural activity should not be allowed to encourage
further deforestation and waste. On the contrary, in order to limit land waste and take economic advantage of
the infrastructure, the government should concentrate
on reducing the proportion of deforested land ready for
agriculture, but that is not being used. This means that
fallow periods should be progressively reduced, thereby directly decreasing unnecessary deforestation. In
order to make rural activities more profitable, an effort
should also be made to increase productivity, today at a
level several times lower than its potential.
To achieve these objectives, an efficient technical
and financial support system, addressing small farmers should be established, especially for those living
in the buffer zones of protected areas in order to keep
pressure over them.
It should also be kept in mind that intensive
farming, including oil palm farming, has advantages when it respects regulations and is carried out in
land currently wasted (deforested and in fallow for
long, unnecessary periods of time). Livestock ranching should not be encouraged, unless it is intensive.
Heavy fines should be imposed on the existence of
unused pasture lands.

In the case of agroforestry, its practice only make
sense if it makes a contribution to increase tree density on deforested lands. Conversion of natural forests
to agroforestry should be avoided.
Illegal crops should be taken seriously and strictly
punished. With its three international borders, Loreto has already become a magnet for drug traffickers,
who are more widely scattered in this region than in
other departments.

Is forest management sustainable?
Loreto’s forests have thus far been poorly exploited,
with a great deal of waste and destruction. Although
they generate employment, this has not contributed
significantly to development and, if things continue as
they are today, the region will lose a natural heritage
with great potential for progress and welfare.
To avoid this present situation and improve forest
use, we must keep in mind that in the mid-term, the
economic value of forests will depend more on their
environmental services (especially carbon capture and
storage) than on the lumber they contain. Furthermore,
lumber from natural tropical forests can be a precious
product with a huge market value, making it possible
to earn a great deal of money working with relatively
small volumes, if it is produced following truly sustainable management plans. Lumber for common use, on
the other hand, can be produced on plantations as a
result of purma’s (secondary forest) management.
Instituting sustainable forest management in natural forests is essentially a political decision. Production
forests already declared in Loreto, if managed sustainably, could produce twice the department’s current
output of roundwood. In addition, wood production on
communal lands should be equally based on sustainable forest management; they could double per-year
production of present franchises supplying wood for a
flourishing industry, several times larger than the existing one. It is necessary to adjust the design of production forests and franchises to concentrate and simplify their control, so that all the lumber produced in a
determined area passes through a single checkpoint at
the mouth of a major river. Forest exploitation should
be avoided on border rivers, especially the Yavarí. Furthermore, forests that have been registered as production forests are actually protection forests.
Other measures to be taken include the progressive elimination of logging licenses, restricting them
to authorized wood production areas. According to
the law, it must also be required that wood production in native or small scale farmers’ communities is
always based on sustainable management plans with
technical assistance. Those involved in forest manage-

ment should be provided by the government with the
necessary guarantees, including use of police force
against invaders, whether they are illegal loggers or
informal or illegal farmers. In addition, forest legislation should be strictly enforced where conservation
of riverside or flood forests is concerned, in order to
maintain fishery productivity.
It should be a priority and should be supported
that reforestation using native or exotic species, and
purmas management is done on previously deforested
areas. There are around one million hectares available for this these and other purposes, as agroforestry
and industrial agriculture which does not need fallow
periods, and they generally have access routes.

What About Indigenous Peoples and Their Lands?
Indigenous peoples are and will continue to be the
largest land and forest owners in Loreto, holding up
to 11 million hectares. What happens in their territories will have consequences for their future as well
as for everyone else’s. Therefore, it is important that
the government gives them priority support by providing essential public services as well as technical and
financial assistance. This will enable them to overcome poverty and take a secure and dignified place
in the region’s economy. The assistance they should
receive requires the creation of a special institution
or authority with enough financial resources in which
stakeholders are fully and effectively represented.
In their communal lands, indigenous peoples
themselves can carry out diverse economic activities,
among them community forest and purmas management. Although the natives already make use of secondary vegetation, use of simple techniques would enable them to significantly increase their production,
particularly of wood. Forest management for non-timber products, with emphasis on phytopharmacy, a
knowledge that indigenous peoples already master,
offers another great opportunity. Finally, there are
growing possibilities for the establishment of equitable carbon deals, which have international priority if
they take place on indigenous lands.
In their territories, indigenous peoples can manage fishing and fauna in order to ensure the quality
of their protein diet; they can create eco-tourism programs, including cultural and experiential tourism,
and develop agricultural and agroforestry activities,
emphasizing unique or special native products.
Support given to indigenous peoples should emphasize the need for conservation of the communities’
natural heritage, including their own protected areas.
Significant portions of their territories require protection following legislation, their own interests (e.g.
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tourism and recovery of fauna population for hunting
purposes) and ethical reasons (e.g. sacred forests or
ancestral sites).

Is It Possible to Take Advantage of Climate Change?
If the thousands of millions of carbon units stored
in Loreto’s forests and soil, particularly in wetlands,
were to be released into the atmosphere, their impact
on global climate change would be overwhelming.
This is well-known argument for the region and especially for those of its inhabitants who are actively
involved in conservation, to be compensated. But to
achieve this goal, the government must have a determined attitude through which, as in any business,
investments are done so that the possibility and the
potential comes true. Millions of dollars a year can
support Loreto’s social development just by ensuring
observance of national laws that ban unnecessary or
illegal deforestation. Carbon deals will not “fall from
the sky”, and to wait passively for them may finally
deceive the population.

What Kind of Tourism?
Tourism arrives in Loreto through Iquitos. But tourists do not want to visit Iquitos. They want to see
the jungle. This means that Iquitos must be properly
equipped to receive them and bid them farewell, as
well as to disperse them through the region’s natural
attractions. But that is not the case today, and instead
of showing visitors a pleasant face, Iquitos reveals
serious problems, like filth, pollution or prostitution.
There are many things yet to be done to develop and
increase tourism in the region, but the main tasks lie
in the capital city itself.
Both nationally and internationally, eco-tourism in
its many forms is in growing demand: general tourism
or initial contact with the Amazon jungle; bird watching, cultural or experiential tourism; insects or orchids
specialized tourism; sports tourism (amateur fishing),
and so forth. But of all the tourist attractions, the most
important are undoubtedly to be found in protected
national and regional areas. Thus, investments for the
development and conservation of those sites as well as
in tourism promotion will be very profitable.
Among the measures that Loreto can adopt to take
advantage of its tourism potential, is to make a more
intensive use of the results of biological expeditions
that describe new species (for the region or for the
world), specially birds, and to disseminate them widely. Iquitos’ capacity to receive international tourism
may also be improved with more and better hotels at
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differentiated prices. The use of forest franchises for
eco-tourism should be encouraged: today there are
only 11 small experiences of this kind, and apparently, not very active. Another measure is to invest resources in the construction of tourist infrastructure
in national and regional protected areas, particularly
those close to Iquitos and, of course, supporting the
establishment of new protected areas.

Will Fishing Come to an End? What about the mitayo?
The situation of the fishing stock is so depressed that
a moratorium should be declared, at least for the most
endangered species; in other words, a total ban on
commercial fishing, both small-scale and industrial,
should be imposed for a fixed period of time. During
that period only fishing for family consumption in rural communities, if practiced using traditional methods, should be permitted. Other measures could also
be useful, like establishing fishing reserves in determined cochas or lagoons and mid-sized watersheds,
under communal management, to repopulate particular sectors of rivers where fishing would be permitted. Support and financing should be limited to the replacement of old fishing boats, but not to increase the
fleet numbers or capacities. Fishing regulations (seasons, fishing nets, minimum sizes) should be strictly
enforced, including for ornamental species.
Aquaculture, or fish farming, still in its early stages and with high production costs, should be promoted and encouraged. Its technical level needs improvement in order to avoid jeopardizing wild populations
of the fish that are bred and to make them more profitable. The introduction of new exotic species should be
strictly prohibited.
While hunting (or mitayo) is important to help meet
the nutritional needs of rural and indigenous peoples,
it has been severely overexploited. Therefore, extensive fauna management offers both an opportunity
and a guarantee of inexpensive, good quality protein
for communities and rural population. Semi-intensive
or intensive management methods or animal nurseries, although more expensive, also have great potential. Positive experiences of water turtle management
should be replicated.

And the Protected Natural Areas?
Many people think that protected natural areas are
untouched and unused spaces. They forget that these
areas guarantee the survival of biological diversity
that disappears rapidly everywhere else. As we know,
mankind’s life quality, today and in the future, depends

heavily on biodiversity. Protected areas should be considered an essential part of the region’s infrastructure
in order to ensure a firm development. But to be able to
play this role, protected areas have to fulfill two basic
requirements, still absent in Loreto: to be representative of the region’s ecological diversity and, when created, to be specifically equipped and managed to perform
their functions.
That is why it is essential to improve the representativity of Loreto’s protected natural areas system.
This can be done by creating those that have been proposed for scientific reasons and especially those that
will help consolidate or that will create the ecological
corridors that have been proposed to ensure the survival of species in the long term and in the context
of predictable climate change conditions. Ecological
corridors may be based on different forms of land use,
including, among others, communal lands and forest
franchises. But, above all, the quality of protected
natural areas management must be substantially improved by endowing them with adequate infrastructure, personnel and resources.

Is Serious Planning Possible? Plans Can Be Carried
Out?
The main finding of the study whose recommendations
were mentioned and briefly discussed above, is Loreto’s
high-risk situation and the major uncertainties it faces
due to the lack of careful planning and of fulfillment of
existing plans. The curious thing about this is that there
are too many plans; there are tenths of currently valid
plans for Loreto’s development. There are national, regional and provincial plans; there are also specific field
or sector national and regional plans. But almost all of
them are unsatisfactory, for they contain no strategies,
deadlines, targets, indicators, verification methods or
budgets and, what is worse, they are merely declarative,
utopic documents. And the worst of all is that none of
them considers what the others state.
Each plan is like an island that considers a small
fraction of reality. There are roadway plans, waterway plans and railway plans, none of which takes in
account the others’ proposals, and their outcome is
a series of absurd duplications and high economic,
social and environmental costs, despite the fact that
they all belong to the same field. The same can be
said about the agricultural sector, which produces simultaneously plans that promote industrial crops on
lands that another agency has allocated for natural
forests management or declares to be protected. Confusion grows when we examine plans from different
sectors: some promote eco-tourism or conservation,
while others promote all kinds of uses that alter the

landscape and destroy the tourist vocation. Of all sectors, the one with more plans that are rarely respected, is the environment sector. And these are only a
few examples out of hundreds of cases. This confusion
results in a huge waste of public resources and creates a freeway for corruption in all its forms, for each
authority is able to choose —or to prepare whenever it
wishes— the most convenient plan for its political or
his/her personal interests.
If Loreto wants to achieve development that will
guarantee its future, it must design a sole development plan, a carefully thought one, based on a wide
and well-informed participation and choosing the best
options to achieve the goal sought. Planning means to
choose and prioritize. A plan cannot satisfy everyone,
but should serve the great majority. Sector plans should
follow this regional master plan, just as particular regulations have to in accordance with the Political Constitution. And, of course, changes cannot be permitted
in this regional plan at anyone’s whim. Any changes to
be made before its expiration, if indispensable, should
come after a collective and consulted decision.
The following step is to implement the plan. That
is another of the problems Loreto faces, for its plans,
whether well or poorly crafted, are not or are only
partially implemented. In many cases, given the
plans’ shortcomings, that is best for everyone. Public
works often stem from momentary political decisions
without public consultation that, furthermore, tend to
be abandoned by the following administration.
It is urgent as it is possible to create a true regional
plan for Loreto, a guiding document that should definitively provide an answer to the following basic question: What kind of development does Loreto want?
Does it prefer to go on with the current model — or
lack of model — that wastes the region’s potential by
underusing its human and natural resources, while
mistreating or over-exploiting and degrading them?
Or is it willing to face the future based on lessons that
could lead it to an enduring development?
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Sustainable development in Loreto
Energy system
Oil and natural gas

4 authorized allotments
produce oil in Loreto

40% of national production
comes from this region
Environmental impact must be reduced and the
right to previous public inquiry must be respected.

Agriculture

16% of regional Gross
Domestic Product

comes from agriculture, hunting and
forestry

75% of agricultural lands
are dedicated to cassava, banana, rice
and corn
Intensive agriculture and oil palm should
only be encouraged within legal limits.

Fishing

90% of the people living in the
river banks
have a diet based on fish consumption

75% fish for their own consumption
25% is commercial fishing
70 species are used for human
consumption

Fishing regulations must be stronger.

Protected areas

5 million hectares
of protected areas in Loreto

4 million hectares
have been proposed to be declared
protected areas
These areas are fundamental for
the conservation of biodiversity and
environmental services.

5 hydroelectric power plants
are planned to be built in Loreto
Despite they are known to be inadequate
solutions for the environment.
Oil powered thermo-electrical power
plants can generate less pollution.

Development and environment protection are not opposed ways in terms of the improvement of the quality of Loreto’s
People life. Comprehensive policies have to be established to promote economic activities that will not jeopardize the
fragile ecosystems of the Amazon forests. In this process, knowledge of the local reality is vital.

Indigenous population

Climate change

11 million

20% of the world’s
oxygen

hectares of land belong to Loreto’s
indigenous peoples

is produced in the Amazon region

61 thousands

20 years

of Loreto’s people are indigenous
This is the region with the largest
proportion of indigenous population
(26%).

would be enough to collapse the
fragile Amazon ecosystem
If current pollution trends continue,
the Amazon’s global environmental
services will be lost.
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Tourism

250 thousand tourists

Forests

70% of the extraction
permits

lie in native communities territories

30% of 2 million hectares
are dedicated to lumber production
Logging in native communities
should be subject of sustainable
management plans.

arrive in Loreto per year

30% is the growth rate
of tourism in the region
Sustainable tourism (cultural,
experiential, gastronomical and
ecological) must be encouraged to
support host peoples’ development
and habitat’s conservation.

Roads, railways and
waterways
Planned to be ready in 2021: 2
highways, 1 railway and 1 waterway

2,600 kilometers
in length
Their environmental impact must be
prevented, and their interconnectivity
should be addressed.
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Iquitos, Indigenous City
Maritza Ramírez Tamani

The first precedent of native populations migrating towards
Iquitos are the indigenous reductions headed by the Jesuits
throughout the 17 th and 18th centuries: San Pablo de Napeanos
(1737), Santa María de la Luz de Masamaes (1738), San Juan
Nepomuceno de los Iquitos (1740), Santa Bárbara de Iquitos (1740),
Santa María de Iquitos (1754) and San José de Iquitos (1767), to name
a few among more than a hundred that were founded during a
period of 150 years.
Let us focus on San Pablo de Napeanos: in 1759 the
missionaries decided, against the will of the Napeanos, to change the location of the village from the
upper Nanay to its mouth into the Amazon. This village, the closest to the place where Iquitos lies today,
according to Requena (1994) included people of the
Yameo, Iquito and Napeano ethnic groups.
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Iquitos
was organized on the basis of a mosaic of races and
nations; there was a high percentage of people from
the region known today as San Martín and a large
number of foreigners, all of them attracted by rubber. However, the indigenous component provided the
largest share of the population, and it increased with
the economic disaster that followed the decline of rubber production. A huge unemployed labor force abandoned the rubber plantations and flowed into Iquitos
occupying its surrounding areas.
These would be the territorial belts currently
known as Punchana, Belén, San Juan and the northeast area of the district of Iquitos, territorial spaces
where indigenous people would settle. This dynamic
continues today.
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“Loreto Culture”
It is possible to speak of the construction of a “Loreto
culture” since the rubber times. On this matter, Father Joaquín García provides significant conceptual
criteria to understand how the indigenous contingent
was treated by the power-wielding sectors that came
from other regions.
The nucleus that gave rise to what is strictly speaking
Loretano, by definition, either excluded or used the indigenous people; they were exploited as cheap labor by
caucheros; they were eternally in debt to merchants; they
were curious objects of study for scientists; by housewives they were used as servants while being called godchildren; to artists they were a folkloric component of the
regional landscape (García Sánchez, 1994).

The so-called “Loreto culture” was born with an
anti-indigenous slant. Beyond the anecdote, it is representative that an Amazonian fish, of which it can
be said that it has few attributes of beauty according to Western standards, was named “carachama”,

“chama-face”, alluding to the name often given to
members of the Shipibo people.
Exploited, laborers, tied to perpetual debts, servants; the indigenous peoples were subjected to the
destruction of their cultural identities. But it would be
while the ideological construction of the “Loreto culture”, between the late 19th and the early 20th centuries,
that the presence of the Tupí-Guaraní branch would engrave the rural outskirts of the city. The area occupied
by the villages of Manacamiri, Padre Cocha, Santa Clotilde, Milagros, Independencia and Santo Tomás, located across Bellavista Nanay; the settlements of Lupuna,
Santo Tomás and Santa Clara, Quistococha, Rumococha, located south of the city, are emblematic examples.
In the 1930s the Kukama-Kukamiria people announced
their presence on the riversides of the Marañón, Nanay,
Itaya and Amazon rivers. In short, Iquitos carries in its
veins the origin of the contradiction: anti-indigenous
and, simultaneously, indigenous.
During the 1970s, when sustained exploitation of oil
in the Loreto jungle began, the migration of foreigners
from the Pacific coast and the Andes and the indigenous
peoples from the riversides towards Iquitos increased.
This process not only reconfigured, once again, the
city’s marginal urban face, but also, following the same
pattern of looting seen in other colonizing processes
with devastatingly extractive economies, branded the
signs of a time of devastation on the skins of the dignity
of the sons and daughters of the Peruvian Amazon, as
do today gold, timber and other primary activities.

All these precedents mark the strong indigenous
rural features in the strata of the urban migrant population of Iquitos:
[...] everyday life takes place in the houses’ living rooms
and outwards; there is no definitive privacy. Other rural components can also be observed in the construction
of houses: just one room with small divisions made of
wood and/or fabric where the bedroom, kitchen and living-dining room are located, in three different spaces.”
(Gutiérrez Neyra, 1992.)

A reminiscent of the malocas, the multi-family
homes of some Amazonian peoples?
The exact number of indigenous families who live
in the city is not known. The influence of the anti-indigenous concepts that were initially part of the Loreto culture and still survive, has failed to give proper
significance to the social reality that pervades our city
and marks the process of our demographics. What
cannot be denied is that every day increasingly more
members of indigenous populations migrate to the
urban areas for different reasons that include being
attracted by the possibility of finding work and economic security in an urban setting.
While tradition is, in fact, a fundamental component, many extol the idea that maintaining the taste for
regional foods and drinks or celebrating certain festivities are the elements that define the presence of the cultural identity of a group, a family or individuals. This
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idea contributes to confuse the real moral dimension of
indigenous culture properly understood.
The changes between rural and urban life have
disrupted cultural practices, as not all people move
to the city in an organic way. The peoples’ different
practices lead to the creation of a Loreto culture which
shows that Iquitos has always been inter-cultural,
with a strong presence of the indigenous peoples of
the Amazon, who provided and continue to provide
cultural contributions for development, without losing
their soul because, from a comprehensive perspective,
the Amazonian thought is still alive.
This is not about rejecting modern advances, but
about accepting them as tools with which to build, while
preserving what is native, a new identity, strengthened
in such a way that self-esteem is generated when the
value of the indigenous culture is assumed and the
challenges of life in the city are assertively taken on.
Amazonian art is no stranger in the struggle of indigenous peoples to achieve self-determination. It arises from the fabric of reality, from beauty itself, from the
conflicts, the silences and the answers; from the creative power of the magical worlds and cultural symbols
of the forest, the river, the land, man and woman. The
Amazonian artists put their iconography, their conception, their oral memory to the service of the Amazon.

Identity and Resistance
The circumstances in which traditional livelihoods
currently take place are leading to their deterioration.
Alienation imposed by the patterns of the dominant
social system makes them hide and in some cases
self-destruct the essence of their self-esteem: their
ethnic identity.
However, the spiritual logic of Amazonian peoples
is a pillar of cultural resistance that creeps surreptitiously from the fibers of the ayahuasca’s cord and
constructs its own concepts about soul, death and
life. The soul leaves the body during sleep and when it
wanders off and roams around, the witch doctor must
be brought so he bring it back to the body. When a
child or young person is lost at the beach, kidnapped
by the yacu runa or the yaras (river sirens), the shamans must be summoned to bring him back. Whenever we visit a house where there is a child, we should
call out his/her name loudly several times as we leave
so that his/her spirit is not lost. Before dying, the soul
leaves the body and goes on a journey through the dying person’s life. This is why he can be seen in the
various places he once visited…
Immemorial tradition retains knowledge and beliefs about the spirits of the water and the forest. Every cocha (lagoon) has its mother; if she dies the cocha
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dries up. Every tree has its mother or spirit, its healing
or evil force depends on the soul of the plant. This entire magical world, these worldviews, this knowledge is
part of the population’s daily routine. How many people
who suffer from some ailment choose to go to a witch
doctor, shaman or healer before going to the doctor at
the health center? Does anyone from the Amazon not
worry if he or she dreams of snakes? The answers to
these questions are proof of the call of the intense spiritual, cosmological life of the residents of marginal urban areas of the city of Iquitos. This is the main bastion
of cultural resistance to alienating world visions that
do not engage in dialogue but impose their ways.
Because of the totalizing dynamics of social relations, the indigenous people who live in the city have
lost basic attributes of their identity or have been
forced to hide it in the privacy of home in order to
be accepted into the social dimensions offered by the
city, which in turn leads to the loss of self-esteem.
Cultural identity is linked to a historical project
whose central aim is the welfare and the qualitative
and quantitative development of peoples. Identity
means assuming social awareness of the values of the
group and the individual. This can only be the case
if the self-esteem of a culture is constructed without
sacrificing what is one’s own. Cultural identity is the
foundation of the development and wellbeing of people.
In 2008, the United Nations Permanent Forum
on Indigenous Issues developed guidelines and gave
recommendations for urban indigenous peoples, exhorting States to work in cooperation with interested
indigenous peoples to establish indigenous centers in
urban areas with the aim of working for their social
development and helping solve issues related to their
cultural identity.
Convention 169 of the International Labour Organization, enacted as law by Peru, is a tool for resistance and for the construction of the cultural identities
of urban indigenous peoples. The Convention assumes
cultural, political, economic and social rights of indigenous and tribal peoples worldwide. It is applied
to tribal peoples whose social, cultural and economic
conditions distinguish them from other sectors of the
national community and to peoples regarded as indigenous on account of their descent from the populations
which inhabited the country, or a geographical region
to which the country belonged at the time of conquest
or colonization or the establishment of present State
boundaries and who, irrespective of their legal status, retain some or all of their own social, economic,
cultural and political institutions. Self-identification
as indigenous or tribal shall be regarded as a fundamental criterion for the identification of the groups
to which the provisions of the Convention apply. This
criterion is essential as it enables understanding that

the rights of indigenous peoples are also extended to
those who identify themselves as indigenous and who,
due to circumstances related to social dynamics, arrived and continue to arrive to the city.
Attitudes of misunderstanding have led indigenous
peoples to organize and form federations divided by
basin or at a regional and national level to express their
dissatisfaction for being neglected by a country that
has no practical knowledge of their cultural reality. After 30 years of national organization and after sending
so many documents expressing their demands, over
the last ten years they decided to express themselves
through vindicative actions that have marked the history of the country in recent years. In Iquitos, the most
representative of these actions occurred in 2008, when
the Quechua and Achuar peoples of the Pastaza River
demanded respect in their territory for good treatment
and non-contamination of its environment. That same
year, the Inter-ethnic Association for the Development
of the Peruvian Rain forest and the peoples grouped
with it, tired of seeing that their demands were not met,
expressed their dissatisfaction with different actions
to fight the government and achieved setting up a dialogue with the State. The dialogue failed, however, and
the indigenous peoples resumed the struggle. President
Alan García’s responses to both cases were the same:
he referred to indigenous peoples as second-class citizens, with the result that indigenous leaders and individuals were imprisoned, policemen were killed and
the offices of public institutions were vandalized. Feats
as the so-called “Baguazo” in the Amazonas region and
Andoas in the Loreto region were broadcast nationally and internationally. As a result, the government finally included on the agenda the indigenous peoples’
demands. These events have revived the identities of
indigenous peoples in different cities of the country and
Iquitos is one of them. The city expressed its rejection
to the government’s treatment of the Amazonian peoples through marches, strikes, conferences, statements
and messages of solidarity. This is the most important
benchmark in regards to the law and the strengthening
of the cultural identity.

Revival of Indigenous Identities
Inter-culturality weaves the social fabric, recasts inclusive agreements and constructs genuine democracies.
It is within inter-culturality that our historic cultural
roots prevail; it is there that identity demands collective
rights and freedom to decide, from the point of view of
diversity, what our organizational systems should be
and how our potentialities should be developed.
To speak about Iquitos, Loreto, the Amazon region, is to speak about authentically indigenous and

mestizo populations, about ancestrally inalienable,
inembargable and imprescribable territories, that is,
about indigenous culture, rural culture, urban and
suburban culture and — why not? — about cultures
that arise from the occult. Iquitos is not only mobilization from different spaces but also historical synthesis
of the diversity, the inter-culturality and the local, regional and territorial cultural identity.
The long process of vindication actions and the
work of different political, cultural and social organizations to strengthen cultural identity have paid-off in
what we can currently observe regarding the revitalization of Amazonian languages. Aiming to protect,
preserve, value and guarantee life and safety — collective and individual rights that have historically been
denied to the indigenous peoples — in Iquitos, culture
is expressed by them in an organic way. The Bora,
Murui and Ocaina peoples are present today, and there
is also a strong presence of young indigenous people
who attend college in Iquitos and feel the need to organize in order to avoid becoming invisible and losing
the practice of their culture. With the support of various public and private institutions they have managed
to build a physical space, their maloca, which acts as
a center of cultural revitalization. About kilometer 10
of the Iquitos-Nauta highway we can find a group of
Bora families, who on January 18, 2014 also opened a
maloca as a space of cultural revitalization. The Kukama-Kukamiria people have started a process to revitalize their language and culture over the last few years.
The population of different cities, especially Nauta
and the surroundings of Iquitos, are demanding the
construction of an inter-cultural citizenship based on
the respectful affirmation of cultural identity. Identity,
from our point of view, is acquiring consciousness of
the values of a person or group, of its roots and its
origins, but most of all, of its historical project. When
this occurs, then we can speak of dialogue at the same
level and find threads that will bring us together and
help us achieve common goals to produce genuine development based on what is ours.
The authorities have not yet understood the
process that the peoples of the Amazon are living
through. This is why the peoples have chosen to reclaim their names in their own languages, such as the
Kukama-Kukamiria people, formerly known as Cocama Cocamilla in Spanish; the Murui people, formerly
known as Huitoto; the Kampo Piapy, formerly Shawi,
Chayahuita, etc. This vindicative process is restoring
self-esteem to the population. New winds are blowing
in the Amazon.

Page 137: Girls in Belén. Photo: José Álvarez Alonso.
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INTER-CULTURAL SOCIETY	

The Kukama-Kukamiria and their Role in
the History of Loreto
Rosa Vallejos Yopán

Iquitos moves between the traditional and the modern. This city is
the testimony of a profoundly diverse regional scenario. Not only
does Loreto house the largest number of Amazonian indigenous
peoples (INEI, 2012), it also has the greatest linguistic diversity.
In Loreto alone, there are nearly 23 languages organized into
eight linguistic families (Arawak, Bora, Jívaro, Kawapana, Pano,
Peba-Yagua, Tukano, Tupí-Guaraní and Záparo) in addition to some
independent and non-classified languages (Candoshi, Urarina,
and Tikuna) (Queixalós, 2009: 239).
Various places in Iquitos echo the history and world
views of these millenarian peoples, interwoven with
the different urban societies. One of these peoples
with an important role in both the formation and in
the actual culture of Iquitos is the Tupí-Guaraní Kukama-Kukamiria group. But, who are the Kukama-Kukamiria? Why has their original language been declared in danger of extinction? Which is the role of the
Kukama-Kukamiria language in the formation of Amazonian Spanish? Which are the traces of this people
in the quotidian life of Iquitos? We will explore these
questions below.

extinction, as in the case of the Yurimagua, to resistance, in the case of the Kukama-Kukamiria.
When Europeans arrived, the Omagua were located along the Amazon River, from its confluence
with the Napo, to the confluence with the Juruá. A
smaller group was found in the lower parts of the
Aguarico River. By the end of the 16th century, the
Omagua were one of the most vigorous groups in
the western Amazon region, with an estimated population around one hundred thousand inhabitants
(Michael, in press). The first mention of the Omagua
dates back to 1542 and was made by the explorer
Gaspar de Carvajal, a member of Francisco de Orellana’s expedition:

Migration and Contact
[…] we left the province of Machiparo and arrived to an-

The Kukama-Kukamiria have a long history of migration and contact. The colonial chronicles tell of the
presence of extended Tupí-Guaraní groups in vast areas of the northeastern Amazon region. Among these
peoples are the Kukama-Kukamiria, Omagua and
Yurimagua. However, each of them has undergone
different historical processes over time, ranging from
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other not smaller, that was the beginning of Omaguci
[…] and in these junctions [of the two rivers] there were
many and very large populations and very pretty and
fruitful land; this was already in the dominion and land
of Omagua, and because the peoples were so many and
so large and there were so many people the captain did
not want to set port (Carvajal, 1942: 34-35).

However, a century after the first encounter with
the explorers, this group experienced a dramatic decrease in its population during the slave hunting campaigns of the Portuguese, which forced them to flee
upriver. At the beginning of the 18th century, the Omagua had already withdrawn to small missions. From
the beginning of the 20th century, different scholars
started to foretell the extinction of this people. Today,
there are less than ten Omagua speakers (Michael, in
press). The Omagua are, thus, one of the most dramatic examples of ethnic extinction.
Compared with the Omagua, the Kukama-Kukamiria were a smaller group and were located in the
lower parts of the Ucayali and Amazon rivers. The
denomination “Cocama” appears for the first time in
1557, when the expedition of Juan Salinas de Loyola,
who would be the first European to navigate the Ucayali River, came upon them (Jiménez de la Espada
[1881-1897], 1965.4: 201-202):
[…] and further up that province I came upon another
smaller one that calls itself Cocama. They have the people
in the shacks on the rivers, very well formed; the people

are very polished in their dress, because they are made
of cotton and are very exquisite with feathers and gold
and silver jewels that adorn them; the chiefs that are in
every village are highly respected by the naturals; there
is food of all kinds in abundance and fruit; fish, many
and very good and different, bush animals and game,
best pottery and the more exquisite and elegant in the
world; the language is different but I understood them
with interpreters. They came out peacefully and were
being very hospitable, and that province and language
covered about sixty leagues, in which expanse there are
many villages and lakes populated by naturals […]

Presently, in addition to the Kukama communities
in Colombia (Isla de Ronda) and Brazil (Solimões), in
Peruvian territory there are Kukama-Kukamiria all
along the Marañón, Huallaga, Ucayali, Amazonas,
Samiria, Itaya, and Nanay rivers and their tributaries. The current location of this people can be traced
to migration waves from the Brazilian Northeast. The
Kukama would have arrived in Peru as part of the
great historic Tupi migration that took place approximately two hundred or three hundred years before
Iquitos
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the Spanish conquest. This group crossed the Branco
River and came out along the flood forests of the lower
Ucayali where they settled, driven by the abundance
of resources. From there, they expanded towards the
flood plains of the other rivers. According to Jiménez
de la Espada, the communities that were found by
the Spaniards numbered between 200 and 400 each,
stretching along approximately 300 kilometers along
the river, with a population of approximately 10,000
to 12,000 inhabitants. The Kukama continued going
down the Ucayali to the Puinahua River, where they
settled in great concentrations. Since this area lacked
enough resources, a numerous group continued migrating downriver until they reached the Marañón and
founded, more than 150 years ago, the city of Nauta
(Stocks, 1981: 53-67). Nevertheless, others continued
upriver on the Marañón and the Huallaga, settling in
the city known today as Lagunas. Approximately 600
people, a small group compared with those who remained in the Marañón and the Huallaga area, settled
in the lower Huallaga and thus established the Kukamiria village. Presently, the total Kukama-Kukamiria
population is estimated at 20,000 inhabitants, but
only about 1,000 elders speak their native language.
Due to the lack of historical sources, it is difficult
to establish definite etymologies for the Cocama, Cocamilla, Omagua and Yurimagua denominations documented in the chronicles. One of the strongest hypotheses comes from Lucas Espinosa, who suggests that
these terms contain the Tupí-Guaraní root, awa/ama,
“people.” Thus, Omagua would reference a “spy people,” the Yurimagua a “mute people” and, stretching
the model somewhat, Cocama would refer to a “brawny
people” or “people from over there,” and Cocamilla to
“legitimate Cocama” (Espinosa, 1935: 13-17). I have
suggested an alternative interpretation to Espinosa’s
hypothesis (Vallejos, 2010), according to which Cocama
would refer to “people of the Coca River.” There are two
possible referents for this river. As we previously noted, the Tupí-Guaraní group occupied vast territories,
including the upper areas of the Napo River and the
current Coca River; on the other hand, one of the many
denominations for the Ucayali River would have been
precisely Coca. At the same time, the Cocamilla term
would contain the Spanish diminutive suffix –illa to
refer to that small subgroup that split from the Kukama to migrate towards the Huallaga River. As long as
there is no new historical evidence, all these proposals
will remain hypotheses. We should clarify that the current denominations Kukama and Kukamiria are adaptations of the Spanish terms Cocama and Cocamilla,
which resulted from the reflections of the indigenous
personnel of the Program for the Formation of Bilingual Teachers in the Peruvian Amazon (FORMABIAP),
of the Inter-ethnic Association for the Development of
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the Peruvian Rain Forest (AIDESEP), with headquarters in Iquitos, who, in 1999, decided to exercise their
right to self-denominate. Thus, the designations that
were considered exogenous were adapted to the sound
systems of the respective languages and written with
symbols from their own alphabets. Since Kukama and
Kukamiria are recent adaptations of the Spanish terms
that have been used for more than five centuries, in a
strict sense, it seems artificial and unjustified to find
them a new etymology.

Life in the Missions
The period of the Jesuit missions left profound marks in
Amazonian history. Between 1637 and 1768, the indigenous peoples had to decide whether to join the estate
farms, flee from the slave hunts or become members of
the reductions system run by missionaries. All these
options implied abandoning their original territories
and, therefore, their own lifestyles. This grand scale
evangelization strategy was so intense that towards
1768, when the Jesuits were expelled from the area,
there were approximately 40 reductions housing close
to 18,000 indigenous people (Solís Fonseca, 2002).
The reductions forced different indigenous groups
to live together. Their multi-ethnic character is
stressed in the chronicles, as in the following passage
by Maroni:
This reduction of San Joaquin of the Omaguas today includes 522 souls. Among these are some Yameo families
that have settled their foot here and have coupled with
the same Omaguas. There are also some Indians, especially boys, of various nations and tongues, such as Aunales, Maparinas, Caumaris, Pevas, Cavaches, Icaguates,
Pararas, Mayorunas, Iquitos and others, because today
this reduction is like the seminary of unfaithful nations
and the site from where we depart on new conquests (P.
Brentano, cited by Maroni, [1738] 1988: 372).

Multilingual settings, such as the reductions, stimulate the emergence of a common language. Historical
documents reveal that Quechua took on this role. The
Jesuits positioned the “Inga,” as Quechua was known,
as the evangelization language at the missions, from
which springs the many traces this language has left
in many of the Amazonian languages, including the
Kukama-Kukamiria and the Omagua. It was only towards the end of the missionary period that the Jesuits used Omagua for evangelization, as the following
paragraph by Maroni indicates:
In these reductions […] even more easily than with the
Inga, it seems that the language of the Omaguas is being

introduced, not only because it is easier and less guttural
than others from the Marañón, but also because today
this reduction of San Joaquin is like the head and the
seminary of new nations and the site from where we depart on conquests (Maroni, 1988 [1738]: 168-169).

While Kukama-Kukamiria adhered primarily to
Santiago de la Laguna, a mission founded in 1670,
the Omaguas did so at the San Joaquin de Omaguas
mission, founded in 1724. Nevertheless, an important number of Kukama-Kukamiria and Omaguas
did not partake of either of these missions (Michael,
in press). It is undeniable that the time spent in the
missions caused profound changes in the indigenous
populations. In the case of the Kukama-Kukamiria,
this meant to convert from “Indians” to Christians
or faithful. We find an obvious example in their traditional feasts, which reflect a profound syncretism,
and include Christmas, Easter, All Saint’s Day and
Corpus Christi, among others. For example, the Kukama-Kukamiria celebrate All Saint’s Day by including
“veladas” (overnights) in which they dance in prayer
until dawn. Today this practice is still present in some
urban neighborhoods such as Punchana.

Knowledge and Resources
Currently, the Kukama-Kukamiria population is estimated at 20,000 distributed in 120 communities. A
significant percentage of these communities are located in flood forest areas, so during the rainy season
these areas remain flooded for three to five months.
Consequently, their agroecological calendar is based
on two main seasons: high and low waters. They have
a range of expertise and have developed an infinite
number of techniques that allow them to perform
their socio-productive activities following their own
calendar. Fishing, farming and gathering wild fruits
remain productive activities that guarantee the livelihood of the population.
In 1982, an important portion of the Kukama-Kukamiria ancestral territory was declared the Pacaya-Samiria National Reserve, widely renowned for
its more than 85 lakes and its great wildlife diversity, with many of the species in a state of vulnerability. Pacaya-Samiria also stands out for its aquatic
wealth. This diversity includes 330 bird species, 130
mammals, 256 fish species, 1,204 plants and a yet
unspecified number of reptiles and amphibians (INRENA, 2006). One of the consequences of the creation
of the reserve is that almost 50 Kukama communities
wound up inside the protected area, which has added
pressure to the manner in which they relate to natural
resources and their lifestyle.

Perhaps one of the greatest external threats to the
survival of the Kukama-Kukamiria is the contamination wrought on their territory by the exploitation of
the subsoil. Since 2003, international consortia have
had access to implement oil exploration projects. In
recent decades the Kukama-Kukamiria have experienced episodes of contamination of their water sources with heavy metals, with lamentable consequences
for the population that depends on fishing and hunting for survival. Recent studies have given accounts of
contamination in the reserve (IIAP, 1985), as well as
in adjacent areas, such as the Marañón River (OEFA,
2014). These events have left the Kukama-Kukamiria
with no other option than to organize and remain in
permanent alert in order to defend their territory.
The Kukama-Kukamiria became organized for the
first time in 1980 and formed the Cocama-Cocamilla
Federation (FEDECOCA) that connects 66 communities. In addition to this, today there are other regional
organizations, including the Samiria Indigenous Development and Conservation Association (AIDECOS),
founded in 1992, which groups 15 communities; the
Puinahua Development and Conservation Association
(ADECOP), created in 1992, grouping ten communities;
the San Pablo de Tipishca Cocama Development and
Conservation Association (ACODECOSPAT), founded
in 2000, which represents 38 eight communities; the
Nanay Basin Autonomous Coordinator of Indigenous
Peoples (CAPICUNA), founded in 2001, which represents nine Kukama, Bora and Huitoto communities;
and the Lower Nanay Kukama Federation (FEKUBANA), created in 2009, which represents thirteen communities. Presently, ACODECOSPAT is the most active
organization.

The Kukama-Kukamiria Language
The Kukama-Kukamiria language has two main dialectal varieties: Kukamiria, spoken in the area of
the Huallaga River, and Kukama, spoken all along the
Marañón, Ucayali and Nanay rivers and their tributaries. The differences between these are basically
at the level of the sounds and vocabulary; there are
no grammatical differences, therefore, there are no
communication problems between speakers of both
varieties.
Dialectal Differences
Kukama

Kukamiria

grandfather

amui

ami

canoe

ɨara

ɨrara

fariña

ui

uwi

to leave

uchima

ichima
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The Kukama-Kukamiria language has many interesting and unique features, one of which is its system to address gender. In Spanish, for example, we
indicate the gender of what we are speaking about by
classifying it as masculine or feminine. Thus, “cuchara” (spoon) is feminine and “cuchillo” (knife) is masculine, an arbitrary categorization that has nothing to
do with biological gender. Contrary to Spanish, Kukama-Kukamiria follows the speaker’s biological gender
and not that of what the speaker is speaking about.
To say “I,” women say etse, men say ta. Even more
original is that these distinctions are indexed into a
series of elements such as personal pronouns, demonstratives, plurals, conjunctions, etc. Consequently, a
particular statement such as “él es mi hijo” (“he is my
son”), can be expressed in very different ways, depending whether it is said by a man or by a woman.
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Gender in Kukama-Kukamiria:
Women vs. Men Speech
Women

Men

He is my son

Ay tsa mɨmɨra

Uri ta taɨra

We make these
clay pots

Penu yauki ajan
muritsunu

Tana yauki ikian
muritsukana

It can be erroneously thought that to be competent in Kukama-Kukamiria would mean using forms
that correspond to our own gender. However, the
most spontaneous communicative interactions among
community people include the direct quotes of other
speakers. That is, if someone narrates something said
by another person, the most natural in Kukama-Kukamiria is to textually quote the other person using
the forms that correspond to their gender. Competent
speakers make these changes fluently because they

know the speech forms that correspond to their own
gender but also those of the opposite gender. Gender
systems like the Kukama-Kukamiria are not very
common in the languages of the world.
Another interesting aspect of Kukama-Kukamiria
is its manner of expressing certain notions. Properties such as “big,” “strong” or “shy,” which in Spanish
we express with adjectives; in Kukama-Kukamiria are
expressed as verbs. In other words, one says tua, “to
be big”; wɨka, “to be strong”, or uti, “to be shy.” This
pattern is also applied to colors. Pɨtani (“to be reddish”) refers to the red-pink-orange gamma; tsenepuka (“to be bluish”), to the blue-purple gamma; ɨkɨra,
(“not be ripe”), to green, and so forth. Likewise, many
concepts, which can be considered basic in some languages, in Kukama-Kukamiria are expressed through
derivative words, i.e., their construction is based on
other words. For example, umanuta, “to kill”, literally
“to make die”, derives from the verb umanu, “to die”.
In the same manner, purepeta, “to sell” or “to make
buy” derives from the word purepe, “buy;” ikuata, “to
announce” or “to make known” derives from ikua, “to
know;” mɨmɨrata, “to make pregnant” derives from
mɨmɨra, “child of woman.” To express feelings and desires, Kukama-Kukamiria uses the word iya, “heart.”
For example, “I am afraid” is said akɨcha tsa iya, “my
heart is afraid.” Among the expressions that employ
this strategy, we have yamachi tsa iya, “my heart is
hungry;” tsarɨwa tsa iya, “my heart is happy;” yumɨra
tsa iya, “my heart is angry;” aitse tsa iya, “my heart is
sick.” It should be mentioned that the expression ikua
tsa iya, “my heart knows,” is interpreted as “I think”
or “I feel.” That is, two concepts that are expressed
differently in Spanish are the same in Kukama-Kukamiria. Ergo, to be competent in Kukama-Kukamiria,
these expressions must be used appropriately.
The genetic classification of the Kukama-Kukamiria language proposes some challenges to linguistics. A basic assumption in historical linguistics is that
languages descend from a mother language or protolanguage. Thus, languages that descend from one
same ancestor form a linguistic family. Kukama-Kukamiria, as well as Omagua, breaks the model of a sole
progenitor. Although Kukama-Kukamiria vocabulary
is predominantly Tupí-Guaraní, some aspects of its
grammar are not. For example, some pronouns used
by men, such as ta, “I,” ra, “he/she,” or the plural kana
do not have counterparts in none of the Tupí-Guaraní
languages. These features are traces of the intense
linguistic contact in this area of Amazonia, a situation
that dates back long before the arrival of the European
explorers. Furthermore, this language shows traces
of more recent contacts, such as those from Quechua,
Portuguese and Spanish. For example, the numbering
system in Kukama-Kukamiria is Tupí-Guaraní only up

to number four (wepe, mukuika, mutsapɨrika, iruaka);
from five on, the numbers are borrowed from Quechua, as are common words such as kuriki, “money,”
or atawari, “hen,” among others. The word pai, “potato,” is borrowed from Portuguese, and many words
for exogenous concepts are borrowed from Spanish,
as westa, “party” or “celebration,” in Spanish “fiesta;”
and leishka, “to read,” in Spanish “leer.” This means,
then, that more than one language has contributed to
the formation of Kukama-Kukamiria.

A Threatened Language
As stated before, in the Loreto region coexist peoples
speaking various different languages. However, in the
last decade, the number of children who learned an
indigenous language as their first language has decreased significantly. According to the National Statistics and Information Institute, between 2004 and
2009, 4% of children in Loreto have experienced a
change of mother tongue. This data reveals a clear tendency towards positioning Spanish as the dominant
language in the Amazonia, so strong is this trend that
in 2009, 95% of Iquitos’ population indicated Spanish
as their mother language.
Focusing on the Kukama-Kukamiria scenario, although the estimated number of the ethnic population
is relatively high in comparison to that of other Amazonian groups, their native language is in danger of
disappearing. According to UNESCO, the vitality of a
language is calculated by taking into consideration
the following parameters: absolute number of speakers, proportion of speakers within the ethnic population, transmission of the language from generation to
generation, use of the language in public and private
domains, use of the language in new communication
domains, attitudes towards the language, availability
of educational material, type and quality of linguistic
documentation, and governmental linguistic policies.
When combining these parameters, a language may
be assigned one of the following categories: (i) vulnerable, (ii) endangered, (iii) severely endangered, (iv) in
critical situation and (v) extinct. In Peru, Kukama-Kukamiria is severely endangered; in Brazil, it is in critical situation, and in Colombia it is extinct.
It has been approximately five decades since the natural processes of the transmission of Kukama-Kukamiria from generation to generation have been
interrupted in Peru. The advent of Spanish-oriented
schools in the 1940s, the influx of immigrants to their
territories during the governmental campaigns to
colonize the rain forests, the disdainful attitude that
sees indigenous people as a source of cheap labor,
and the pressure on indigenous immigrants to fit into
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the urban world are only a few of the multiple forces that make the Kukama-Kukamiria apprehensive
to identify themselves as indigenous, embarrassed
when speaking their native language and resistant to
teach it to their children. Presently, those who speak
Kukama-Kukamiria fluently are mostly older than 60
years old. This group uses it only for very restricted communicative purposes, such as traditional
ceremonies, curative events, family reunions, jokes
amongst themselves, etc. Most of the Kukama-Kukamiria people use Spanish to interact in everyday life.
For several decades, a significant number of Kukama-Kukamirias have migrated to cities and towns
such as Iquitos, Pucallpa, Yurimaguas, Lagunas, Nauta
and Requena, among others. As an initial strategy to
assimilate and survive in a context of urban hostility
towards indigenous people, many opt to renounce their
more visible traditional practices and to blend in with
the urban population. Nevertheless, in the framework
of the vindication of their fundamental rights, that
tendency towards “invisibility” seems to be changing
gradually. Thus, today it is not strange to find in the
cities people from the communities who openly declare
themselves Kukama-Kukamirias, and further demand
they be recognized and treated as such.
The Kukama-Kukamirias, as most peoples, see in
their native language the most perceptible connection to their roots and their history. Thus, since the
beginning of the 1980s, there is a trend towards the
preservation of the Kukama-Kukamiria. Preservation initiatives are being implemented both in rural
communities and in urban centers, including the academic training of bilingual teachers, the teaching of
Kukama-Kukamiria in primary schools, gatherings of
the elders, radio campaigns, dance and singing contests, among others. The agents behind these efforts
are members of the community in collaboration with
various institutions, such as FORMABIAP; the Center
for Indigenous Languages Research (CILIAP) of the
National University of the Peruvian Amazonia; the
Amazonian Center for Farmers’ Training (CENCCA)
and the Ukamara radio of the Catholic Church in the
district of Nauta; some units from the Ministry of Education, and more recently Ministry of Culture’s Decentralized Direction in Loreto. The results, in terms
of new speakers of the language as the product of
revitalization and preservation, are still modest but
promising. Nevertheless, the impact regarding the
strengthening of the Kukama-Kukamirias cultural
identity is evident. Today, the Kukama-Kukamirias
language is the flag of a movement with a goal not only
to preserve a language but also to ensure the survival
of a people. In many areas, to be a Kukama-Kukamiria
is no longer embarrassing, and to talk of preserving
their native language is no longer a taboo.
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Beyond the central role of languages in the lives of
indigenous peoples, it is necessary to recognize that
each one is a unique system that reveals the potentials
of the human mind. That is the reason for concern
about the real fact that many indigenous languages
are in the process of disappearing; Kukama-Kukamiria is one of them. If this language disappears, the
Kukama-Kukamiria people will lose a fundamental
connection with their roots and will lose the opportunity to continue unraveling the mysteries of human
language and the potential of the mind.

Influence of Kukama-Kukamiria and Other
Indigenous Languages on Amazonian Spanish
Amazonian Spanish exhibits a series of features that
make it an unmistakable variation. However, this variety has received very limited attention in comparison with those of the Pacific coast and the Andes. Still,
we know little about the extension of the differentiating features and about its distance from pan-Hispanic patterns. It is easy to deduce that regional Spanish
is what it is because of the contact with indigenous
languages since its arrival in the Amazonia (Ramírez,
2003). Multilingual scenarios are favorable contexts
for the influence between languages. Among the
languages that have contributed significantly to the
formation of Amazonian Spanish are, undoubtedly,
Quechua and Kukama-Kukamiria.
One of the most notable characteristics of the
Spanish of Loreto is perhaps its abundant regional
vocabulary, used both in formal as well as in informal contexts. The Tupí-Guaraní terms that are part of
Amazonian Spanish correspond, in their majority, to
flora and fauna. Among the terms for animals, there
are, for example, agutí (agouti, Dasyprocta fuliginosa),
from akuti; capihuara (capybara, Hydrochoerus hydrochaeris), from kapiwara; paca, (lowland paca, Cuniculus paca), from paka; tapira (tapir, Tapirus spp.),
from tapir; urcututo (owl, Otus choliba), from urkuria.
Among the names for trees, there are: huiririma (Astrocaryun spp.), from wiririma; capinuri (Maquira
coriacea), from kapinuri; umari (Poraqueiba sericea),
from umari. The Tupí-Guaraní contribution to the regional vocabulary with regards to aquatic species is
notable: tucunare (Cichla monoculus), from tukunari;
maparate (Auchenipteridae), from maparati; acarahuasu, literally large bujurqui (Cichlidae), from akarawatsu; taricaya (Podocnemis unifilis), from tarikaya;
cupiso (Podocnemis sextuberculata), from kupitsu.
Among the words that refer to cultural practices there
are curare (venom for arrows), from kawiri; huaca
(venomous plant for fishing, Clibadium vargasii), from
waka; camuri (hook hanging from a string), from

kamuri. Among the toponyms, names of geographical
places or accidents, there is sacarita, a shortcut for a
trajectory or a narrow stream that joins two rivers,
from the verb tsakari-ta, “to cut or part something.”
The Paranapura river contains the term parana, “river;” Manacamiri, name of a community, from manaka-miri, “sinamillo” or, literally, small “ungurahui” (a
tree, Oenocarpus mapora.) Finally, perhaps one of the
most extended terms in Amazonia is icaro, from ikara, “to sing curative songs” (Vallejos, 2010).
But borrowing words from another language is a
fairly common phenomenon that does not necessarily
need a period of intense contact. More noticeable is,
however, the presence of grammatical constructions
that veer away from pan-Hispanic patterns. For example, in Loreto’s Spanish, expressions such as “sus
casas se ha halagado” (your houses has been flooded) are very common. In other varieties, the expected
expression would be “su casa se ha inundado” (your
house has been flooded), if referring to a property,
or “sus casas se han inundado” (your houses have
been flooded), if it concerns several properties [the
term “halagado”, which literally means “flattered”,
represents an uncommon use, because it sounds like
“alagado”, an incorrect form for “to become a lake”;
the “h” added corresponds to “halagar”, to flatter
(editor’s note)]. In other words, it follows the singular or plural of the possessed element. In the local

Spanish, however, attention is not necessarily paid
to what is possessed, but rather to the possessor. In
the example at hand, what is being indicated is that
the house of more than one person was flooded: the
plurality of the possessed element “houses,” is implicit. This is precisely one way to express possession
in Kukama-Kukamiria. Thus, local languages play an
important role in the formation of Spanish in the Amazonian region.
Finally, it is essential to acknowledge the presence
of ancestral cultures in the lives and thoughts of the
people from Iquitos. The understanding of nature in
an inclusive manner, the intimate relationship with
the physical surroundings, the coexistence with spirits and owners of the jungle, the thesis that well-being
depends on a harmonious relationship with the visible and non-visible world, the need to “cure ourselves”
from harm to reach true well-being are only some of
the perspectives that, lately, define the city of Iquitos.
Page 141: A domestic scene. Photo: Rodrigo Rodrich.
Page 144: A still of the video clip ”Kumbarikira”, a rap
interpreted by Kukama-Kukamiria children for the promotion
of their language.
Page 147: Kukama-Kukamiria pottery from Santo Tomás
community. Photo: Pablo Taricuarima.
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Shamanism and Traditional
Medicine in the Iquitos Region
Jean-Pierre Chaumeil

The city of Iquitos owes its name to an indigenous people, the
Iquitos, who founded a small village on the banks of the Amazon
River that, centuries later, was to become the capital of the
Department of Loreto. We don’t know what the word Iquito means,
but what we do know is that the Iquitos (who belong to the Záparo
linguistic family) were evangelized by Jesuit missionaries during
the 18th century and regrouped into several different missions
on the Nanay and Amazon rivers.
Iquito mythology tells how, in days gone, their ancestors were terrorized and decimated by a cannibal jaguar who lived inland around the upper Nanay River
(Chaumeil, 1992). This dramatic situation forced them
to embark upon a long march that took them to the
Amazon River, where they sought shelter on a height
where, according to the myth, the city of Iquitos as we
know it today emerged. Whether from official history
or mythology, we know that Iquitos are of indigenous
origin. Other native peoples joined them, following the
Jesuit mission policies, like the Omagua and the Kukama-Kukamiria, a Tupí language speaking people,
who played a key role in the tradition and the cultural
landscape of the upper Amazon. The Omagua and the
Kukama have been known since colonial times (and,
according to the popular tradition, still are) for being
great traditional healers or shamans, endowed with
a strong power and therapeutic knowledge gained
through their practice of moving freely under water in
working their shamanic cures.
The rubber times had also had a major impact on
the practice of shamanism because of the impressive
cultural crossbreeding that accompanied it, although
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it also meant the massacre of many indigenous peoples by rubber barons, in the name of civilization and
progress. It should be noted that Iquitos, like most
Amazon cities, only reached its full demographic and
economic potential through the action of the rubber
boom, which proved to be so disastrous for the indigenous peoples. Attracted by “white gold” fever, many
settlers from different regions of Peru and from Europe flocked to the Amazon, opening roads and shops,
plying the rivers endlessly in search of the precious
latex. They entered into contact with the most distant
indigenous peoples, subjugating them as a source of
cheap labor. The start of what we could call urban shamanism can be traced to that period. This is a form of
basically indigenous shamanism that adapted to city
life in parallel with the urbanization triggered by the
rubber boom. Urban shamans tend to recognize the
great power of their native colleagues and this produces many exchanges among them. Viewed from this
angle, urban shamanism, as it developed in Iquitos
and in the Loreto Region, could be considered the
meeting point for multiple traditions (including part
of the Catholic tradition with the worship of saints)

and shamanic styles that originated in different parts
of the jungle. Fueled by its strong economic, demographic and touristic growth, Iquitos has little-by-little become a sort of capital of Amazonian traditional
medicine and vegetalismo in Peru.

Different Types of Shamanism
Generally speaking, different types of specialists in
traditional medicine can be distinguished in the region. It should be explained here that since the 1980s,
the word “shamanism” has come into widespread use
in the Amazon and in other parts of the world to refer
to those practices and the term “shaman” has gradually replaced curandero (traditional doctor or healer),
medic, curioso (literally “curious”) or wizard, as those
characters were known in the past. Shamans who use
medicinal plants to cure, including tobacco and several hallucinogenic plants like the ayahuasca vine (bitter
vine or soga del muerto, “rope of the dead” in Quechua) are also known as vegetalistas. The ayahuasca
vine is used to prepare a potion that is well-known

and coveted in the framework of so-called mystical
or shamanic tourism, which is viewed as alternative
medicine or a new form of spirituality (Chaumeil,
2012). Over the past thirty years or so, this beverage
has become widely known in the largest Amazon cities and also internationally, both in Europe and in the
United States (Chaumeil, 2012). This decoction (called
purga, “purgative” in Loreto regional Spanish) is generally prepared from Banisteriopsis caapi (ayahuasca)
vine mixed with Psichotria veridis (chacruna) leaves.
The specialists who carry out their shamanic activities underwater are known as sumé (“shaman” in
Tupí language). Like a modern submarine, they tend
to move very rapidly underwater where they appear
and disappear at wish. As we have already mentioned,
the Kukama are considered to be highly specialized in
sumé shamanism.
The second main category of curanderos are the
so-called oracionistas (“the ones who pray”), who use
prayers to cure the sick and in that sense are more
closely associated than the former with popular Catholic tradition. Also to be found in Iquitos’ lower class
districts are espiritistas, who invoke spirits to support
Iquitos
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their healing; rosacrucistas, directly inspired in books
of magic and in the symbolism of the cross; perfumeros, who use perfumes in their healing activities (a sort
of aromatherapists); pusangueros (specialists in love
magics); hueseros (specialists in broken and fractured
bones); suerteros, or fortune tellers; and hierbateros
(plant specialists or phytotherapists), to name a few.
These specialties, of course, are not so precisely limited or exclusive; they frequently overlap, as a curandero
from Iquitos implies:

but we didn’t fight. Only civilians were involved in the
occupation of Leticia. In the Nanay, I learned from my
countrymen, the Cocamas, little-by-little; I have a very
soft memory: what someone sings, I secure it complete, I
have a good head. So it was that I learned with ayahuasca
for four years. When we came to Iquitos with my wife,
now dead, one of my children got sick, he wanted to die.
I tried the medicine myself and he got well. Since then I
have healed not one, but hundreds of youngsters! I use
Cocama medicine, the rope, ayahuasca, with its mixture.
I also use a little saint called encanto; he is like a tiny

I work with vegetals, chemistry, prayers, spiritism, red

person; he looks like a mushroom. He is medicine also

and green magic, black magic and San Cipriano, all of

and has to be stuck where it hurts.

them. With these, no one can bring me down because

A year ago, I got sick. I went to the hospital in Ca-

anyone can know vegetal, but I introduce chemistry, lets

ballococha to see the doctor. He touched me here and

see if they know about it. If they can rival me with chem-

there and told me I didn’t have anything. I was so angry

istry, I add praying, and if they have studied, they will

I went and drank ayahuasca. On the second day, my pain

know; if not, they won’t. The last word is black magic

disappeared and I got well. Since then I don’t go to the

(San Román, 1979: 29).

hospital never more.

But generally, vegetal is present in shamanic cures
because plants are considered the source of knowledge
and of power. Everything occurs as if in the cosmology
of the Amazonian peoples there was a kind of continuity or a mystical solidarity between plant and man,
between plant growth and human growth. There is a
very widespread idea in the Peruvian Amazon about
the “teacher-plant” or “knowledge-plant” that reveals
or teaches the art of healing, that translates this link
and interdependence between plant and human being. Below we will let several shamans, men and women from the Iquitos Region and from Caballococha tell
us about the importance of the vegetal element and of
hallucinogenics in the learning and healing processes
and, more broadly, in today’s Amazon culture. Their
own accounts illustrate this better than anything we
can say.

Rafael Pacaya, Juan’s brother, for his part, uses
mucura (Petiveria alliacea), as medicine:
Mucura is to be drank at midnight on each green moon.
This plant holds many secrets. The mother (spirit) comes
and teaches you the icaros (songs). With ayahuasca I haven’t see anything. The mother of the mucura is like a
dwarf or an old woman with her hair piled up on her
head. I took mucura for the first time because I was suffering from malaria. I took it for one year and it cured
me. Mucura is a good remedy for malaria, it is my chief
and has taught me all kinds of cures.

Alfonso Ruiz Ríos is a mestizo curandero born in
Pucallpa, but has been living for many years in Iquitos:
My teacher was a mestizo ayahuasca doctor. He had me
fast in the jungle for two years and taught me the icaros
in the Quechua language. The fourth time I drank the

Curandero’s Accounts

purga, I saw something like a hospital filled with medicines that the mother of the ayahuasca has you choose

Juan Pacaya was a curandero of Kukama origin living
in the Caballococha region. He told us about his life
as a healer:

from. I have been taking the purga, ayahuasca mixed
with chacruna, with chiricsanango and with renaco
leaves for eleven years now. After two years of fasting,
an old woman (mother of the purga) came and taught me.

My grandfather came from Omaguas, like my grand-

Then I worked lumber on the Ucayali River and the Ta-

mother. They came to Caballococha years ago, when

mayo River, where I came across a Campa (Asháninka)

rubber was valuable. My father was brought up here; my

curandero, so now I sing in Quechua-Campa. He gave me

mother was from Balsapuerto, Cocama she was. I was

a plant that looks like coriander and had me fast for two

born here in Caballococha and I am 70 years old. My

more years. After six months I saw the mermaid. I could

wife was also a Cocama from the Nanay River. First I was

see below the water and learned the song of the mermaid

a fisherman, when young. Then I worked the chiringa

(mother of the water). This song is useful, over all, to at-

(rubber) for a year and then logging for two years. Now I

tract women with perfume. I also learned to drink gaso-

raise crops. I learned on the Nanay River, in times of the

line to build up my defenses. The mother of the gasoline

conflict with Colombia in 1932. So, I was also a soldier,

is like a wind that protects you, it takes care of you; it is
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like steam shrouding you. When I do healing at home, I

fasted, because to know well, it must be two years. After

post soldiers around me to protect me. My teacher gave

ayahuasca, I have sniffed tobacco. The ayahuasca has a

me virotes (invisible arrows), gasoline, petroleum and

father; he is a small man wearing a hat and his body

the rattlesnake; I have them all in my body. He also gave

is covered with ropes, like the trunk of the tamshi. He

me a small stone (encanto, bewitchment) that sucks out

called me “son” and first taught me to whistle: you learn

disease; you stick it on the parts that hurt; only I can pick

the icaro by whistling and then, little-by-little the voice

it up on the banks of the Caballococha Lake.

of the icaro comes. There is male ayahuasca (stronger)
and female; there is also the sky-ayahuasca or light-

Celso Rojas, another mestizo curandero, was born
in Moyobamba and arrived in Iquitos in 1918:

ning-ayahuasca, which lets you see the whole sky, and
the earth-ayahuasca. The father of the ayahuasca gave
me a phlegm, yachay, in the mouth. It is like sowing a

Shortly after I arrived in Iquitos, I got sick, my left leg

plant in your body, it grows slowly and the body becomes

had rotted down to the bone. I went into the Santa Rosa

stronger and stronger. That’s why you have to fast. In

hospital and stayed there for four months, but did not get

order to be a true teacher, you have to know all the icaros

any better. Before they cut off my leg, I left and went into

(each illness has its own icaro). The master teacher is

the jungle to take ayahuasca, this was in 1933. I fasted

called tronco (trunk). I have my defense, my people, my

for three years without eating any salt, sweet or even see-

bombs and airplanes. I can order a bombing; with light-

ing anybody. In that way, I cured myself without any oth-

ning, enemies are to be burnt; that is the best defense.

er teacher but the purga itself. Over all that time, worms
filled my rotted leg. In my dizziness, a little woodpecker
came and stuck on my knee, and eat all those worms. It
was at that point that I started to heal and I took the pur-

Clotilda de Rengifo Marín is a Brazilian-born ayahuasca curandera. She learned the vegetal in Caballococha:

ga again. An enormous boa came, its eyes lit up like the
headlights of a car. The boa started to lick me, it pushed

I started learning from plants at the age of fourteen. By

its tongue into my ear, into my eyes and with its tongue

the time I was fifteen, I had mastered the purga or “sci-

it wrapped my feet together and started to swallow me,

ence.” The purga is the first plant that God put on earth to

telling me that it was doing that so I could graduate as a

water the vegetation. I drink only ayahuasca; I am a veg-

sumé, meaning to wander underwater. But I did not grad-

etalista one hundred percent. I don’t have any icaros. My

uate: with half of my body in its mouth, I was afraid and

first teacher was a Cocama. I drank the purga with him

it vomited me. Sumé is the highest degree, the first is the

for five years, I have fasted for eight years and have been

banco and the second is the muraya. The sumé can live

healing for ten. I am the queen of the vegetation. I am

in the water, in glass towns and have a water woman. I

the commanding general. In order to reach an advanced

drink ayahuasca mixed with different types of plants. I

stage, you first have to fast, to drop your body, until only

have even tried using the shoot of the huicungo, of the

bones remain. The more you fast, the more you advance

chambira, with chullachaqui-caspi, with the bark of aya-

in the “science.”

human, huaira-caspi, garatoba-casha, zarza, villo-renaquillo, sanango; I’m also trying toé. Chiricsanango
drains away the ayahuasca’s strength. I’ve tried it with

Julia Navas Nibeira, another ayahuasca curandera, lives in Iquitos:

wayusa, with ojé resin, with creolina, camphor, and with
Florida water, I've tried any kind. Those which have been

I learned when I suffered from sickness many years ago.

useful I have kept, those that I haven’t liked I abandoned.

I came to a teacher who was a Chama (Shipibo-Conibo) Indian. He taught me to drink ayahuasca. I got well

Sixty-five year-old Alejandro Vásquez Zárate lives
not far from Celso’s house in Iquitos. We found him
in 1985:

from the very first glass I drank, but he made me fast for
six months. I continued to fast for three years around
the Ucayali River. My teacher knew much because he
would get in the water and come out four hours later,
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I was born in Iquitos, but learned in Puca Barranco (a

completely dry: a sumé he was. I have fasted on several

village on the Napo River) from an Indian who had been

different plants: mainly ayahuasca, also murcuhuasca,

captured by caucheros in a hunt in the 1940s. One day,

always adding chacruna, which is key for having vision.

this Indian called me to his side and told me that in a

Ayahuasca only makes you dizzy; toé is also good in or-

dream he had heard the mother of the ayahuasca say

der to see. My teacher taught me in his Chama language,

that she wanted to know me and to teach me the purga. I

he gave me the llausa mariri, a defense we carry in our

drank the ayahuasca (I was seventeen years-old) and its

stomach and from which we draw virotes. He transmit-

spirit taught me in the Quechua language. Everything I

ted this mariri to me using winds. The ayahuasca’s genie

know is in Quechua, my icaros, my cures. For two years I

is satitucuy, a little old man, reddish-bronze colored,
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very small, wearing a hat made of stone, shoes of stone,
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and a stone baton; he also comes from a stone mountain.
The dwarves are disciples of the old man, his helpers,
they are the caretakers of our body: the arcanas, so that
no one crosses upon us. My protector animal is an eagle
that I always place on the roof, so that if anything falls
from above, he can catch it. We always put up defenses
in the four sacks, what we call the shitaneros. They are
the balisteros, the pucuneros, the warriors who don’t let
anyone pass. Ayahuasca is the teacher of us all, we are its
disciples. There are many kinds of ayahuasca: sky-ayahuasca, thunder-ayahuasca, encanto-ayahuasca, lightning-ayahuasca, boa-ayahuasca and many more; each
has its own secrets.

These accounts center around the importance
of vegetal, particularly ayahuasca, in the curandero
learning and practice. The role played by and ritual use of hallucinogens in Amazon shamanism is
a subject that has been studied by specialists, with
particular reference to Peru, within the framework of
so-called spiritual or shamanic tourism, which has
grown so much in recent years that it has become a
veritable industry, as is the case in Iquitos.
Even so, it should be noted that not all indigenous
societies in the Amazon (in fact, very few of them) have
resorted to consuming hallucinogenic plant substances in their shamanic practices. Their dissemination
appears to be of relatively recent date, first appearing
in the context of the rubber boom at the beginning of
the 20th century and were later expanded by shamanic
tourism. Furthermore, new healing techniques have
emerged within the framework of popular shamanism.
Certain shamans, for example, have assimilated Bible
teachings with the use of hallucinogens, in the sense
that both are imbued with the same power of vision.
In other cases, pages of the Bible themselves may cure
diseases of unknown origin. Likewise, occasionally the
cross replaces tobacco as a therapeutic principle and
many curanderos frequent churches and light candles
at the foot of the cross in exchange for revelations about
the origins of diseases or to cast spells.
The shamanic arsenal, composed essentially of
cigars, pipes (cachimba type), rattles fashioned from
leaves (chacapa), stones, perfumes, etc., is renewed by
the appearance in cures of Christian images or figurines (encantos) that are affixed to body parts that are
in pain, in order to suck out the illness (supplementing traditional shamanic suctioning). Tables have
also made an appearance within the array of items
of the Amazon urban shaman, together with the employment of playing cards in the therapies. Used for
fortune telling in Spain starting in the 14th century,
cards were introduced into the New World by Spanish
missionaries.

In 2008, Peru declared traditional use of ayahuasca
by indigenous Amazon communities National Cultural
Heritage in order to protect the plant and its use. Despite that, commercial ayahuasca shamanism spread
like wildfire in the most important Amazon cities (and
also those of Europe and the United States in the context of so-called neo-shamanism) to become a highly
organized and, in some cases, even racketeering system. Several attempts have been made to standardize
or regulate shamanic practices and knowledge in the
city, given the uncertainty of the situation. Then the
famous syndicates or societies of shamans (indigenous and non-indigenous) were created, with the legal standing of juristic persons at private law. Those
associations have seen fit to define standards and
criteria defining a good shaman, as a possible measure for the prevention of aggression and abuse. The
General Tourist Bureau of Loreto in Iquitos wanted to
present a list of allegedly accredited shamans, apparently prepared with the assistance of experts in folk
healing issues. The aim was to identify and register
trustworthy shamans who could be recommended to
tourists. The Bureau sought in that way to make the
shamans responsible for their practice, but, in actual
fact, it was more a matter of adjusting that activity to
the standards in the tourist market. Seeking to standardize a practice like shamanism comes from an idealized, and even romantic, picture of the phenomenon
that has little to do with its everyday practice, and the
Bureau was forced to withdraw its list in what could
be viewed as an untimely attempt to make commercial
use of shamanism.
By way of conclusion, we can see how Amazonian peoples, as in the case of Iquitos, have been able
to keep alive a tradition thousands of years old that
time has proven unable to vanquish. In fact, we are
witnessing an expansion or an internationalization of
shamanism in its “new age” version. This phenomenon is of great anthropological interest, for it is one
of the few elements belonging to the traditional Amazonian world that enjoys great success and has had a
notable impact in the Western world, either as alternative medicine or as nature worship, as shamanism
tends to be defined today in modern circuits.

Page 149: A curandero using tobacco. Photo: Gihan Tubbeh.
Page 150: Shamanic articles in Belén Market. Photo: Marcos
López.
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Chants of War, Love and Death: aesthetic
and Therapeutic Emotion in Amazonian Shamanism
Fernando Santos Granero

The real and the extraordinary are a constant presence in
Loreto’s popular culture, strongly influenced by the shamanic
worldviews of its original indigenous peoples. Nonetheless,
and in spite of the popularity it has gained in the last few years
both among natives and outsiders, shamanic arts are among the
least understood cultural expressions in the region. This is
particularly true regarding shamanic chants, which constitute
one of the most beautiful expressions of indigenous shamanism,
as well as being the vehicle by which the aesthetics of war,
love and death, which characterize shamanic universes, can be
understood in full splendor.
What distinguishes shamanic philosophies from other
types of religious knowledge is the particular way they
conceive “reality” and the “real.” Shamanic conceptions perceive reality as an aggregate of various realms
of existence, some visible, others not. In this conception, a unique and unified reality based on the material
and the visible (the “uni-verse”), as in Western tradition, does not exist; instead there exists a multitude of
worlds (or “multi-verse”) that are as real as the concrete
and immediate world that can be captured through
the senses. The Yagua, from the Napo, Putumayo and
Amazon rivers, express this distinction by using two
terms, one that can be translated as “what I see when
I am healthy” and another translated as “what I see in
visions.” The first term refers to the “ordinary” aspects
of reality, the second, the “extraordinary” (or out of the
ordinary) aspects that are seen under the influence of
hallucinogens. For the Yagua, as well as for most indigenous Amazonian people, the truly “real” is found in
the “extraordinary” realm, which is in sharp contrast
with the Western concept of reality.
Both those initiated and the uninitiated in the shamanic arts can access the realm of the extraordinary
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through dreams, whether unintentionally during sleep,
or induced by certain ascetic practices and by using
hallucinogenic or narcotic substances. Dreams are
conceived as access doors to the non-visible realms of
reality in almost all Amazonian societies. However, it’s
the induced dreams or visions of the shaman that have
a true value as a source of mystic knowledge and, eventually, as a source of supernatural power.
If Amazonian natives conceive dreams as a vehicle
that can transport them to worlds that are normally
inaccessible, it is due to their particular conception
of being. The “multiverse” theory that distinguishes
between a tangible reality and a diversity of non-tangible realities has its parallel in the indigenous theory
of being that distinguishes between the body, or the
material manifestation of being, and a variety of immaterial entities, “souls” or “vitalities,” that support
it. In the same manner that for Amazonian natives the
essence of reality lies in that which cannot be seen at
first glance, the essence of being is constituted by one
of these spiritual entities, which is believed to be able
to temporarily detach from the body in dreams or induced visions. The indigenous theory establishes that,

since there is a reality beyond the real-quotidian and
an essence of the being beyond the corporeal, individuals have the ability to establish communication with
the realm of the extraordinary. This is the indigenous
conception that provides the theoretical basis for the
notion of the spiritual voyage to other worlds, but also
to the notion of the “lost soul.”
In this conception of reality, the individual relates
to the cosmos in two distinct but interdependent levels.
On the one hand, the individual interacts with his environment (the real-quotidian) through physical activity, which focuses on the production of the subsistence
goods (work). On the other hand, he enters into communication with the real-extraordinary through his metaphysical activities (spiritual voyages), which are oriented towards the procurement of life resources; in other
words, towards the knowledge and mystical powers
that will allow him to ensure the fertility and health of
the earth, the plants, the animals and of human beings.
While every individual has the intrinsic ability to
come into contact with the reality of the extraordinary, only a few, basically the shamans, can achieve
the access that allows them to transform their personal experience into a source of knowledge. Only those
initiated in the shamanic arts can fully access the
realm of the real-extraordinary. Only they have eyes
that can “see” what is beyond the apparent forms, the

truly real. This is possible after a long training process during which young apprentices are subjected
to a series of physical and metaphysical trials, which
must be conducted under a series of prohibitions: no
sleep, no ingesting certain food and drinks, and, most
important, sexual abstention. The mortification and
purification of the body from prolonged fasting, sleeplessness, and sexual abstinence are accompanied by
the periodic consumption of stimulant or hallucinogenic substances such as coca, tobacco, ayahuasca, or
toé (Brugmansia sp.)
According to the indigenous Amazonian conceptions of the creation of the cosmos, in the beginning
of time all natural manifestations that exist today had
human form. The plants and the animals, the stars
and the lightning, the rocks, salt, and even malign beings were “people” in the beginning of time. At a later
time, and due to different reasons that vary among the
different peoples, the initial indistinctiveness between
the living beings was put to an end, such that some of
the original humans became animals, plants, and objects as we now know them. However, the Amazonian
natives consider that the primordial essences of the
plants, animals and objects continue having human
form, although they are invisible to ordinary people.
Specialists conceive these essences as the “owners,”
“fathers,” or “mothers” of the species they represent.
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Thus, for Amazonian natives, the difference between humans, plants, animals and objects is not a
difference between radically different species of unequal value, but rather a difference between different
kinds of “persons,” all of whom have the same value.
What distinguishes the “human persons” from the
“non-human persons” is that humans have morality. That is, they know how to live harmoniously, they
know how to be generous, they only eat and drink appropriate food and beverages, and they do not commit incest. In this conception, there is no hierarchical
pyramid of life forms with humans at the top, as is
the case with Western conceptions of the world, but
rather a horizontal web of life forms of identical value.
This web of life is not, however, as is usually thought, harmonious and peaceful. According to
Amazonian natives, all life forms (including objects)
compete with each other to accumulate the greater
amount of “vitality” or “life forces” even if in detriment to other species. The vitality of an individual
or a species is not fixed, but is, rather, in permanent
fluctuation. This is why people become sick and die.
All individuals and all species try to accumulate the
greatest amount of life forces to have a healthy, prolific, prosperous and long life. But, since the amount
of the universe’s life forces are fixed or badly distributed, there is always a shortage of life forces. This
means that all living beings are involved in an ongoing
struggle to accumulate enough vital forces to ensure
their survival and reproduction. Human beings hunt
animals and eat plants to feed themselves. But if they
pursue a determined species excessively or kill animals and plants and do not use them advantageously,
the “father” or the “mother” of that species will avenge
the transgressor by sending a disease. Some objects
(especially ritual objects such as flutes, drums, maracas and masks) also have the ability to send diseases
or even kill when they do not receive the treatment
and respect due them from human beings.
The underlying principle of this conception is the
need to achieve some balance between all species that
compete for life forces before a species is annihilated,
as the result of widespread predation, and the delicate balance of the cosmos is irretrievably broken.
What keeps this competition from turning into a “war
of all against all” is the notion that all living beings
are “persons” and therefore have a right to life, and
that all aggression can and will be met with similar
or greater aggression. This results in a self-regulating
ethic that guarantees the balance between the various
species despite generalized predation practices. In
this context, the Amazonian shaman acts as a mediator in the conflicts between human and non-human
beings with whom they compete. Shamanistic chants
are an aesthetic expression and, at the same time, the
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practice of these conflicts; in them, shamans appear
as authentic “mystical warriors” who establish relationships of friendship or hostility with supernatural
beings, whether to give life (heal) or death (bringing
under a spell).

To See Beyond
One of the main objectives of shamanic training is to
“open” the eyes of the apprentices so that they can see
beyond the world of apparent forms. Thus, for example, the Napuruna of the Napo basin rub hot pepper
into the eyes of the apprentices so they can “see” better. The use of diverse hallucinogenic substances, that
is almost universal in Amazonian shamanistic practices, also contributes to allow the as yet uninitiated
to “see.” Among the Sharanahua of the Upper Purús
River, both the initiated and the uninitiated men in
the shamanic profession ingest ayahuasca in collective ceremonies in order to be able to penetrate the
invisible world. At the moment of ingesting the ayahuasca potion, each of the participants blows out the
liquid and invokes the spirit of ayahuasca, saying: “Allow me to see well.”
At the Lake Shore
At the shore of the lake
grows a shoot of ayahuasca
that looks like a serpent.
Born in the lake,
from the shore rises a vine
that looks like a serpent.
Its drunkenness is strong;
already its power is felt
with force in the stomach,
it is very powerful;
it has obscured our eyes
and its colors come to us strongly.
It hurts the stomach
and makes the flesh dark.
The pain of ayahuasca;
drunkenness is on its way.
Sharanahua Song (Siskind, 1973: 133)

The Sharanahua song, “At the Lake Shore” is one
of those intoned on these occasions to urge the mother
of ayahuasca to induce good visions upon those present. The Sharanahua have the same term (rami) to refer to shamanic chants, the ayahuasca potion and the
visions it produces, which suggests that in Sharanahua thought, ayahuasca and the shamanic chants are
inextricably bound to the act of “seeing.” It should be

noted, however, that in this context, the act of seeing
does not depend on the physical sense of sight. The
chant itself takes care of this apparent contradiction
when it says that ayahuasca “has obscured our eyes /
and its colors come to us strongly.” It follows that one
does not “see” through the eyes, but in spite of them.
This is why one “sees” better dreaming or with the
eyes shut while the effect of the hallucinogenic persists. In other words, from the shamanic perspective,
for the visions to “come to us strongly,” the eyes must
first be “obscured.”

The “Mothers” of Hallucinogens
During training, the shaman apprentice seeks to accumulate mystic power. For this, he resorts at first
to the mothers of the hallucinogenic plants that he
consumes periodically. The Yagua, for example, distinguish eight varieties of these plants, each of which
has a powerful “mother” that the apprentices invoke.
These are the mothers who transmit the first of their
shamanic chants to the apprentices. The action by the
mother of a particular hallucinogenic of revealing one
of the songs and the act by the shaman candidate of
memorizing the song establishes an inextricable bond
between them, by which the mother of the hallucinogen becomes a helper spirit of the initiated. In the future, these songs will serve the established shaman to
conjure the mothers of the hallucinogens he has consumed and plead for their help.
Mother of the Purga
I am going to sing to take the purga!
Already I am singing.
Come, mother of the purga, let us drink!
The mother of the purga is coming.
Now we are drinking together,
purga mixed with tobacco,
to cure and to remain in the body.
The mother of tobacco is also arriving.
She will deliver a cigar:
Because when we drink the purga we smoke, too.
The ash is not discarded,
cigar ash, cigar ash.
We are going to swallow the cigar ash,
we are not going to spit it out.

shaman invokes the mothers of the purge and the tobacco, who have become his helper spirits, to come
and drink with him and help him cure a patient. The
Yagua conceive the relationship between the shaman
and his mystic helpers as a relationship between parents and children. It is these helpers-teachers who
communicate all their knowledge to the apprentice
and who provide part of their shamanic paraphernalia. Thus, each of the “auxiliary-children” supplies the
“shaman-parent” with magic darts, cigars, and mystic garments that will serve to defend them from supernatural attacks as well as to cure their patients by
attacking the malign forces that have sickened them.
The magic cigars or “soul-cigars” are especially important in the shamanic practice of the Yagua
and therefore occupy a central place in this song. This
explains that for the Yagua, it is through the tobacco
smoke that shamans send their magical darts to cause
harm to their enemies or extract the malefic darts that
are lodged in the body of their patients. The Yagua
shaman obtains different types of “soul-cigars” from
his diverse helpers. Each of these has specific properties and instructs the shaman about the measures to
be taken for the better treatment of his patients. In the
context of this song, tobacco appears as a helper in its
three forms: as tobacco juice (obtained by a lengthy
cooking of the tobacco leaves), as smoke, and as ash.
The juice and the tobacco ash are ingested together
with the purga. This brew bestows the shaman with
curative powers but also serves, as confirmed in the
song, “to remain in the body,” thus strengthening the
shaman who consumes it to confront the attack of his
enemies. Healing is always a war in which the shaman
battles against spiritual agents that send ailments to
human beings. These agents can be the mothers or
fathers of the diverse animal and plant species, the essences of objects imbued by magic power, a diversity
of malign entities or other human beings instigated by
envy, rage or jealously.
The Napuruna shamanic song “Ayahuasca Curaca” is also a song of invocation of the guardian spirits
of the hallucinogens. While the Yagua song conjured
ayahuasca and tobacco, the Napuruna song appeals
to the mothers of the ayahuasca and of the yajé. The
term yajé is used in many Amazonian societies as a
synonym of ayahuasca or to designate some of its varieties. However, among the Napuruna, the term yajé
is used to designate the different varieties of Datura,
known in Loreto as chamico and elsewhere as toé.

Yagua Song (Chaumeil and Chaumeil, 1979: 59)

Ayahuasca Curaca
The Yagua song “Mother of the Purga” is one of
those songs. In the Spanish of Loreto, the term purga
refers to a potion prepared by shamans with one or
several hallucinogenic plants. In this song, the Yagua

Hi hi hi… hi hi hi…
Ayahuasca curaca,
with your root
Iquitos
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I am here to cure

Where is this sickness from?

this sick man.

Looking first I will know.
From the tip of the tongue of God Yaya

Yajé curaca

the dew will drip.

with its flowers
Hi hi hi…

Hi hi hi…
Of dying you will not die.

Shan, shan, shan…

If God Yaya helps us you will live…

Hi hi hi…

painted matiri, red.
I am here,

Shan, shan, shan…

I do as God commands.

Hi hi hi…

Hi hi hi…

Painted matiri
painted jar,

Napuruna Song (Mercier, 1979: 283-4)

it looks painted to me.
Hi hi hi…
Hi hi hi…
Oh! Yajé curaca,
with your flowers,
with your blowing,
clean his soul well.
If God Yaya helps,
he will not die…
Hi hi hi…
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The Napuruna conceive the primordial essences of
plants and animals as the chieftains or curacas of the
species, although they also refer to them with the term
mama. As “mothers” or “owner-chiefs,” the spirits of
the hallucinogens are powerful allies of the Napuruna
shamans. But above them, the Napuruna shaman resorts to the God Yaya (Father God), the divine creator.
This divinity appears as the dispenser of all things
good, among them health. Unlike their helper spirits,
which the shaman can see and communicate with,

the creator divinity cannot be seen (“it shines like the
sun”) and the Napuruna shaman can only speak to it
from a distance to request its help.
This song, intoned by the shaman Luis Kukinchi, alludes indirectly to the divine creator’s quality
as dispenser of life when it says: “From the tongue of
God Yaya / the dew will drip.” Generally, in Amazonian culture, the breath, words, or “breath-word” of
divinities express their vital force, where the mouth
is the seat of divine power. The verse above alludes
to this with the image of the tongue of the deity while
alluding to its vital force by means of the poetic figure
of the dew or dewdrops that freshen and give life. The
counterpart of the life force of God Yaya is found in the
repeated reference to “painted matiri.” Matiri is the
term used to designate the quiver where the blowpipe
darts are kept and, by extension, makes reference to
the magical darts that are harming the patient. To
eliminate the source of evil, the Napuruna shaman
blows the smoke of his cigar on the patient’s chest,
an act by which he infuses his vital force while simultaneously sucking at the patient’s body to ward off
malign spirits and extract the darts that are causing
harm. The vital force that the shaman obtains from
the mothers of the hallucinogens and from the creator
divinity is thus used to neutralize the deadly force of
the sorcerer shaman’s darts.

which are connected by invisible paths known only to
the shamans. In this song, the shaman asks the mother of ayahuasca to find the soul of the sick patient in
three of these worlds: the subterranean world inhabited by the mother of the earth, the “world of water”
and the “world of the middle-sky,” whose inhabitants
produce thunder and lightning.
Mother of Ayahuasca
Mother of ayahuasca,
find the spirit of the sick.
Search for it if necessary
beneath the earth,
or if not, under water.
If it is not there,
look for it up high,
in the middle sky.
Look for it in all of space.
If you find it,
bring it back to hidden,
thus fooling those who stole it.
Spy on them astutely
so they will not see you.
Warn, too,
the other mothers
to be quick.
Have the spirit descend

Extraordinary Worlds and Spiritual Journeys

as quickly as possible
and deposit it

Because of their particular conception of being and of
their spiritual essences, Amazonian natives believe it
is possible to travel to other non-visible worlds during
unintentional dreams. However, only duly trained
shamans can, intentionally, direct their soul or vitality to specific extraordinary worlds and, more importantly, circumvent the mystical dangers involved. The
spiritual journeys of Amazonian shamans may have
different objectives: the search for mystical knowledge and power is the most frequent. However, there
is another powerful motive that compels shamans to
journey to the world of the real-extraordinary: the
recovery of lost souls. The loss of the soul caused by
illness and, eventually, death, is a common conception among indigenous Amazonian peoples that has
extended to the riverside peasant world as well as to
the popular sectors of Loreto’s urban centers.
A shaman does not need to recover a lost soul directly: he can do it by means of some of his helper spirits. This possibility is expressed in the song, “Mother
of Ayahuasca,” where the Yagua shaman conjures the
“mother” of ayahuasca to find and bring back the soul
of the sick. According to the worldview of the Yagua,
the universe is composed of a series of worlds, all of

on the tip of his head.
Yahua Song (Chaumeil 1983: 140)

According to Yagua thought, the sorcerer shamans
have the power to send its helper spirits to capture
the soul or vitality of any human being to whom they
wish harm. Their helpers put the souls of those captured like this into magic boxes that they then hide in
one of the many cosmic levels that comprise the Yagua
multiverse. Given that the shaman’s power is measured
according to their ability to visit the greatest possible
number of cosmic levels, the shaman doctor must be
equally or more powerful than the sorcerer shaman
who captured the soul in order to be able to enter the
same cosmic level in which the latter concealed the
stolen soul. The curandero therefore sends his helpers
to search for the lost soul, ordering prudence to avoid
discovery by his enemies. When the helpers succeed in
finding the stolen soul, they bring it back and deposit
it on this area on the patient’s head crown. Using the
technique of blowing tobacco smoke on this area of the
head of the patient, the shaman reintroduces the soul
into his body. If the shaman does not accomplish this
Iquitos
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in less than six days after the patient lost his soul and
fell ill, he will inevitable die from the lack of the vital
essence that sustains him.

The tallow of the tapir,
its dark and powerful tallow
is spilling.
Your stomach hurts,
it’s boiling.

Personal Helper Spirits
The blood of the tapir

In almost all shamanic societies in the Loreto region,
the power of the shaman is measured by, among other
things, the number of helper spirits he has managed
to accumulate; first, during his apprenticeship, and
later, throughout his professional life. The relationship between the shaman and his helper spirits is
very narrow. Although a shaman can come to lose his
spirits for various reasons (including improper or unethical use of his powers), the relationship that exists
between them, from the moment the spirit reveals one
of its songs to him, has the value of a mystical covenant. The procurement of protector spirits is fundamental in the shamanic power accumulation process
because the shaman gets all his healing knowledge
from them, which includes songs, magical objects and
medicinal techniques.
Additionally, in the relationship between the shaman and his helper spirits there exists a transubstantiation in which the shaman can take the form of some of
his helpers and these can take the form of the shaman.
The Amazonian shaman’s most important helpers are
the jaguar, the anaconda, and the hummingbird, three
mainly solitary and extremely territorial animals that
are characterized by their aggressiveness towards
their enemies. But any animal can become a shaman’s
helper spirit. In the Sharanahua song “The Tapir Rises,” the shaman identifies with the primordial essence
of the tapir, an animal attributed with special powers.
In this case, the identification is not based on a transubstantiation process but rather on the acquisition, by
the shaman, of the mystic powers of its helpers, which
are then transmitted to the patient.

The tail of the tapir,
its powerful tallow,
powerful for cleaning your stomach.
Its tallow like soap,
powerful tallow soap.
Your stomach no longer burns.
Sharanahua Song (Siskind, 1973: 161)

The Sharanahua shaman’s animal songs emphasize the transfer of the shaman’s power to the patient.
Through these songs, the shaman refashions the
strength and power of the aforementioned animals
and transmits this to the patient; in this case, through
the tallow of the tapir, which is symbolically applied
to the patient to clean and purify him. In this song, the
patient achieves relief when his stomach “no longer
burns,” in other words, when the shaman has managed to cool him using the tapir tallow to keep him
from “boiling.” This association between health and
freshness is very common in Amazonian shamanic
societies, as can be assumed from the references to
“serene” or the “dew” of the creative divinity in the Napuruna song. In the Sharanahua song, it is the tallow
of the tapir, where the animal’s power is concentrated, which is used to provide freshness. The common
variable in all these cases is that the shaman manages
to refresh and alleviate the sick thanks to the power
he gets from his mystic helpers, be these divinities or
the primordial essences of plants and animals.

The Tapir Rises

Aesthetic and Therapeutic Emotion

The tapir rises

The shamanic songs, a central element in Amazonian
healing practices, have a dual purpose. On one side,
the images evoked by the songs, together with other elements, such as the semi-darkness in which the healing is done, the use of maracas and tambourines and,
in many cases, the use of aromatic essences, serve to
create an aesthetic atmosphere that instills the sick with
peace and serenity. This is much more important since
the patient is, generally, in an extreme state of anxiety.
On the other side, both the patient and the shaman share
the conception that the songs have power by themselves
as vehicles that put the shaman in contact with the powerful forces of the world of the real-extraordinary.

on its nocturnal path;
on the nocturnal path
the tapir treads.
The tapir stands up;
its tallow, it dark tallow.
The tapir strides forth;
its hoofs on the ground.
Its belly is fat;
its teeth, its white teeth.
I am healing,
now I feel the inebriation.
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In their songs, the Amazonian shamans evoke
images of great beauty that are part of the cultural
baggage that is familiar to the sick. Through these
images, the shaman provides the sick with relief and
freshness, but also instills trust in his ability to cure
the sick. This way, images of great beauty, such as
those conjured up in the Napuruna song (“Yajé curaca
/ with your flowers / with your blowing / clean his
soul well”), are alternated with images of great power,
such as those evoked by in the Sharanahua song (“At
the edge of the lake / grows a shoot of ayahuasca /
that looks like a serpent”). The aesthetic emotions that
provoke the first are complemented by the therapeutic
emotion produced by the second. The shaman handles
one and the other so that his patient can feel at once
comforted and totally trustful he can be freed from
his illness.
But the key element of the shamanic songs is their
temporal dimension. Indeed, many of them narrate
an action, the therapeutic action of the shaman who
travels to other worlds, sends his spirits in search of
lost souls, or prepares to wage a mystic battle against
his enemies. This action takes place on two different
temporal levels: one on an ordinary level that is defined by the duration of the song and another on an
extraordinary level where the shamanic action takes

place. Thus, in his song, the shaman does not describe
something he did or will do but rather something he
is actually doing even while he is physically singing
next to the patient. When shamans say: “I am flying,
I fly, I am wind,” or when they say: “With my big beak
of silver, of gold, I grab hard, bite, and thus I bring the
worms out,” this is precisely what they are doing at
the moment. Far from having merely a poetic or metaphorical character, the expressions they use manifest
a reality that is cast in doubt by neither the shaman
nor the patient. Ultimately, here dwell the aesthetic
and therapeutic forces of Amazonian shamanic songs.

Page 155: A shaman working in semi-darkness. Photo:
Rodrigo Rodrich.
Page 158: Ayahuasca vine (Banisteriopsis caapi). Photo:
Fernando Santos Granero.
Page 161: Preparation of the beverage. The basic mixture
contains ayahuasca vines and chacruna (Psycotria viridis)
leaves. Photo: Fernando Santos Granero.
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INTER-CULTURAL SOCIETY	

Belén, a People’s Rebellious Magic
Martín Reátegui Bartra

To drink from the stirring, tender and sizzling life of Iquitos,
Belén neighborhood is undoubtedly the great mocahua that
generously and with solidarity invites sunrise and sunset,
life and death, the dialectical contradictions that enable the
evolution of the reason and the magic of an entire people.
Belén was born skirting the mouth of the Itaya River, clinging to the cliffs and the banks of lake Belén,
which emerged from the side of this black-water river
and flowed into the Amazon in the last decades of the
19th century, where currently lies the first block of San
Martín Street.
By 1868 the community of Ikito de San Miguel was
there; with its three houses and twenty inhabitants on
the left bank of the Itaya River and 250 meters from
the thriving naval station of Iquitos, it affirmed its
existence as a fishermen’s cove (Wilkens de Mattos,
1874: 196) at a time when the riverside was becoming the preferred location of companies dedicated to
agriculture and livestock breeding, and of sugarcane
spirits distilling industries.
In 1886, the year when Sea Captain Enrique Espinar outlined the first map of the city of Iquitos, the
Malecón street followed the course of the Amazon
and, at the intersection with the current Ricardo Palma Avenue, Belén Street began (now called Ramírez
Hurtado Street), penetrating all the way to the intersection with 9 de Diciembre Street, today a rowdy
place. Belén Square was located there, on the border
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between the urban and the former Iquitos forest. That
was the starting point of a bridle path that sloped
down to the banks of the Itaya. Today it is the space
where the central premises of Belén’s Great Produce
Market operate. At that same time, this place was the
territory where the foothills of Belén hill were born,
a clayey elevation later called Vizcarra’s ridge. And a
few minutes’ walk would take you to the last block of
Gálvez Street, where the hill called by the name Pijuayo Loma because of the abundance of this palm
tree was located. Slightly further away, cooled by the
Sachachorro brook, was the hillock of the same name
at whose foothills sprang waterholes used by the laundresses and water merchants of the time. These areas
would be populated, some in the late 19th century and
others at the beginning of the 20th, with houses made
of ponas and other palms, quincha (reeds) and mud
dwellings, and very few houses of vermilion brick.
By 1904 and 1909, the photographic record shows
intense economic activity in the port of Belén, berthed
rafts and ferryboats, crowds carrying packages and
passengers preparing to board. In 1906, much of the
upper area of the port, land that had belonged to the

rebel colonel Emilio Vizcarra — who in 1899 had taken up arms to decree the creation of the Amazonian
nation, had been defeated and assassinated in Moyobamba Square — was sold by public auction: “the
brickworks [...] a plot of land of two hundred and fifty
thousand square meters, located between lake Belén,
Sachachorro brook, the Itaya River and Belén, Próspero, Arica, Abtao, Alfonso Ugarte and Aguirre Streets
[…],” reported in Lima La Prensa’s edition of October
25, became the property of the rubber company Casa
Arana y Hermanos (Donayre, 1999: 19).
In the second decade of the 20th century, the map
outlined by Eleodoro García shows us a vibrant Belén,
expanding the margins of the city: the Vizcarra hills
and Pijuayo Loma, Sachachorro, the ravine’s slopes
with houses built on the gradient and connected by
steps, like the skirts of lake Belén, are already occupied by a greater number of dwellings.
The ports on the banks of the Itaya and Amazon
rivers were cluttered with women with wide skirts
kissing the earth and men and children with beige
trousers, white shirts, hats and no shoes. But these
people in clothes reminiscent of the European Belle
Époque were not on a holiday but busy doing the difficult work of carrying bunches of bananas, selling,
unloading and loading vessels, many of which arrived

from remote rubber estradas. Belén is the product of
this era. The growth in population and its commercial
activities go hand in hand with basic necessities and
the black rubber balls. Right in the area where lake
Belén used to flow, businessman Adolfo Morey built a
private port to berth his steamboats; this inheritance
from the past is now known as Morey Square.
Rubber and the shiringa turned Belén into a mosaic
of colloquialisms and different cultures. Along with the
indigenous peoples who already lived there, migratory
waves of people who came from the high mountains
of the Huallaga, of the Andes and the Pacific coast,
together with Portuguese, Brazilian, Ecuadorian, English, German, French, Spanish, Basque foreigners and
a large number of Chinese from Canton, berthed their
lives in this port of joys and longings.
Over the years lake Belén was devoured by the
Amazon, jealous of this offshoot of the Itaya. Years
of accumulation of silt, sand and clay extended and
consolidated the beaches and formed mudflats. In the
1940s new population belts bloomed in what is known
as Belén’s lower area.
In the 1950s and 1960s, the neighborhood with its
two areas was consolidated. In 1963 Belén Square was
built in the lower area and there would remain, after
having been moved many times, the garden pavilion
Iquitos
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donated in 1921 by Chinese charitable organizations
to the city of Iquitos. This pavilion pillaged by damp,
thieves, but mostly by the authorities’ negligence, was
built by a blacksmith of French origin with materials
brought from France and Belgium, according to testimony gathered by teacher and writer Julio Oliveira
Valles (2010: 71). When the river is high it reaches its
walls, and when at its highest it covers the square’s
floor.
In the early 1960s, the two territories of Belén’s
original region were urbanized by palafitos, wooden
houses resting on high stilts, mud and reed or brick
and cement dwellings. This growth, however, brought
with it various conflicts caused by the right to housing.
The inhabitants of Pasaje Paquito, 16 de Julio Street
and Jirón Venecia still remember how Mayor Luis Arana Zumaeta, son of the well-known rubber baron Don
Julio C. Arana, divided the land into lots and charged
a monthly rent of three Soles. The situation led to friction and in 1965, 85 Belén families, supported by the
Central Committee of Settlements, organized a march
towards the prefecture in defense of their territories,
in view that the council was planning to build a large
market. The Arana family claimed these properties at
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the same time. Shortly after, during the government of
General Velasco, the lands would be expropriated and
sold to those who lived there for one Sol.
In the history of Belén, gigantic and horrific fires
constitute an episode of its architectural configuration. On January 17, 1938, the neighborhood known
as Barrio Obrero was completely devastated. In 1954,
while actively preparing for the Christmas holidays,
a large section of the main streets in the upper area
was destroyed by a fire that only the night rain could
extinguish. The affected families added to the population contingent of Santo Cristo de Bagazán shanty
town, one of Belén’s most representative areas. But it
was the fire of February 11, 1964 which completely
destroyed the neighborhood. The story goes that only
one house was left standing. From the rubble, blackened timber and bricks, Belén was reborn. That “big
black callampa (slum),” as it was called by Francisco
Izquierdo Ríos, still is and remains.
The oil days were, as the rubber times had been
before, a population growth factor. Foreigners were
not abundant anymore but were replaced by the
dwellers of villages and communities on the Amazon’s tributaries. The 1970s and 1980s witnessed the

flourishing of other human settlements. In the 1980s
Belén had eight shanty towns and 30 settlements. In
the 1990s the number of people who came from the
Andes increased and they opened convenience stores,
market stalls and commercial establishments. At that
time, the population and its leaders resumed the fight
they had begun in early 1980 to turn Belén into a district. On November 5 1999, in the midst of acute social
conflicts, law 27195 was enacted, finally creating the
district.

Revolution: The Feast of the Poor
Belén managed to get established as a town in the
midst of struggles. Its unsanitary overcrowded slums
were the center of uprisings. In Belén the first popular
rebellion was born: in August 1908, the Amazon dry
season resulted in an acute shortage of basic goods.
Retailers hoarded products and only sold them at
high prices. The rebellion was conceived at the wells
of Sachachorro and it was led by a native of Belén
called Rosa, “La Capitana”. Between August 11 and 12,
marches were organized; at twilight of the last day,
the unsettled crowd plundered those shops that had
previously been marked with a black cross. As a result
of this uprising the government decreed an exemption
from custom duties on imports of food products until
January 1909 (V. A., 1976). This would not be the only
action to show the forcefulness of Belén women. On
July 13, 1915 female fish mongers would spearhead
the first strike in the history of the city.
Later in 1933, rebels led by Lieutenant Hildebrando Tejedo stormed the formerly called Itaya Air
Base as part of their struggle against the surrender
of Leticia to Colombia, becoming a historic milestone
of the people of Loreto’s heroism. These facilities are
currently part of the military barracks Sargento Lores
Tenazoa.
On July 28, 1968, following a strike called by the
drivers’ union, Belén once again spearheaded the
battle against the rising cost of living. And towards
the end of the 1970s and early 1980s, the combat detachments led by the Front for the Defense of Loreto
in their fight to win the rights to oil royalties were
heavily constituted by people from Belén. But it would
be in the popular uprising of October 24, 1998 when
the young people and the women of Belén would lead
the operation, setting the course of the fight against
the peace agreements signed by the presidents of Peru
and Ecuador and the surrender of the Amazon territories of Pijuayal and Zaramiriza. Never was the sky
of Iquitos so red with anger, commented Honorio Ríos,
a young Loretan painter born on the steps of Belén’s
Abtao Street.

Heat and Rain, Cinnamon Skin and the Music of
Everyday Life
Journalist Carlos Callegari portrays Belén with warm
and gray brush-strokes: “Erratic population that subsists on fishing; overcrowded and brave enough to live
among mosquitoes and plagues, among knives and
machetes, among mud and sludge. But there it has
been for years, this noble village now a district, dozing to the swaying of the stagnant, smelly waters...”
But Belén is impossible to represent in a few strokes.
In the exhibition titled Belén, painter Nancy Dantas
describes with apocalyptic vision a wretched domain
of crossed sticks, decayed wood and walls transcribed
with rebellion. Ítalo Arbulú, author of the waltz “Loreto Sunrise”, sings of “canoes plying the river in search
of bread arriving at Belén where anguish and grief
live.” The singer Raúl Vásquez dedicates a song to
Belén apologizing for leaving its waters in search of
new horizons, but saying he will return, because if
Belén saw him being born it will also see him die.
Belén in daytime is a world of movement, working
women offering smoked fish and masato drinks in small
canoes, navigating along the aquatic streets; women
washing clothes on the banks of the river; young people
carrying jars and buckets full of water on their heads;
chaucheros (errand boys) loading and unloading the
dreams of an entire aquatic world. What is sold in the
market shows the variety of the forest’s flora and fauna
offered on retail. The products of fishing and hunting
take possession of several streets. Second-hand clothing has seized the long cemented arteries.
Belén’s nocturnal world is a different sphere, concentric circle in an intense life. The fishermen’s neighborhood is known for the river caresses of the canoe
women, who practice their sexual public service conducted by impassive oarsmen who never turn when
moans splash on the canoes’ decks. Belén by night
leads us to phosphorescent houses where dehydrated drinks assume the colors of life. Belén by night is
noise and houses lit by sepia tinted lights. Belén is the
least hypocritical space of Iquito’s society.
At times of celebration each neighborhood still
keeps vigil over its patron saint, and during the carnival season masked people go round the different humisha trees, phallic symbols effervescent with passion
and joy, colored clays and mixed smells. Belén was the
origin of the main groups and composers of Loretan
popular music, such as Sabor a Selva, Eliseo Reátegui, Los Solteritos, and also Las Hermanas Kamascas,
Raúl Llerena “Ranil,” Javier Isuiza “Mala Pata.” Belén
is the district that has contributed the largest number
of artists to Iquitos and with good reason, only a center of magic and imagination can conceive art from
the blasts of tropical rain.
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Pasaje Paquito: Spell of Passions

papagayo. It is used by women for douching, so that her
private parts are pleasant, dry and not damp. Motelillo,

It is impossible to imagine Belén without Pasaje
Paquito — just like it is impossible to conceive Iquitos
without Belén — the center of the medicinal and magical world of Iquitos. It is located in the upper area and
its name is a tribute to Mr. Francisco García Sáenz,
mayor of Iquitos in 1956.
In the 1950s Paquito was the venue of bohemian
gatherings, meeting place for popular musicians. In the
early 1960s, Mrs. María Chu Vela de Yap started selling
drinks in her house, made from the barks of Amazonian trees and spirits from the distilleries located on the
Itaya River, “the kind of drink that revitalizes stories
that have died of too much use or lack of it”, commented
this lady. Around the same time, Mrs. Matute started
selling medicinal plants and potions right outside her
house. Little by little, other neighbors followed suit and
new tenants started arriving at the street. In these improvised stalls a mixture of products for medicinal or
festive use gradually emerged and, among them, those
products that in the vocabulary of the Amazon are
called pusangas, which work, according to the popular imagination, to achieve (love) conquests or to retain
one’s partner and also for luck.
To understand this world, memory stored on a
tape brings the voice of Doña Julia Grandes, a wise
woman who some years ago left with her herbs and
chants for the other side. She told us:

whose roots look like ginger, like the tortoise it builds a
shield against any gossip that attempts to harm a couple.
We also have oils, potions, small bones, infusions,
waters and drinks to warm the soul, as the pink dolphin
lard of which a droplet on the eyelid is used to conquer a
partner. The woman puts it on her private parts to conquer and “tie” her man. Another pusanguita is made of
the “tears of Tatatao,” which are used to conquer someone
at first sight. Huesito (little bone) de tanrilla must be used
as a pucuna (blowpipe) pointing it towards the person
you want to conquer, who will then desperately seek you.
There are also macerated drinks like achuni ullo. The
achuni is an animal of the forest, its penis is a bone and it
is always erect. When man drinks macerated achuni ullo
he is always well armed for sex. Men also drink “lizard’s
penis” macerated in spirits. When you drink that, not
even the cold will shrink your penis. Other drinks are the
“seven roots, seven barks:” clavo huasca, chuchuwasha,
huaca purana, murure, iron caspi, icoja and huayo sugar.
These are medicinal, for the cold and anemia. We also
have the “rise Lazarus” and “seven times without pulling
out”; their names speak for themselves.
Paquito is the people’s pharmacy. Here come those
who have prostate problems looking for red achiote.
Those with fever or a stomach ache search for green
and hairy mallow. Grannies buy pine nuts to purge their
grandchildren; they also take copaiba oil for rheumatism, although before it was used for venereal diseases.

I know little about writing, but my word has the shape of

A sought after bark is the tahauri for malaria and gastric

roots, teeth, grass. In my voice is the inside of seedlings,

ulcers; others take paico, a useful herb to kill tapeworms

the inside of the forest. I am going to speak then, as they

in people, although it is also used to regulate menstrua-

say, a little bit in sequence. The pingacuysacha is a plant

tion. Here we are never without grado blood, which cures

whose root we use, it is good for taming men. The man’s

even cancer, or chancapiedra to fight kidney stones. The

penis is “cured” so it will only have intercourse with the

fruit and the bark of murire, which are used to cure bron-

partner who makes the spell. Other people use it in bad

chial diseases, are very much in demand. So I describe to

faith, they leave the penis dead; just like that small plant

you, I speak to you, I tell you.

that goes to sleep when it is touched, in the same way the
man’s penis shrinks forever.
Another plant is the buseta with small heart-shaped
green leaves. The underside of the leaf has the shape of
a vulva, of a small vagina when it is a female buseta and
when it is male it looks like a penis, like a thing that hangs.
The female buseta is used by women for douching. The

Doña Julia’s account is a small part of the gigantic
imaginary of our people but it condenses the life of
Belén which, although a community punished by misfortune, politicians’ promises and fires, is at the same
time imagination, work and a struggle for the right to
bread and a smile.

trunk of the racasisa has like the intimate part of a woman. The woman soaks some cotton wool with her man’s
semen and puts it into the tree covering it with tar; once
she has done this, the spell cannot be broken, the man
can only have sex with his wife. There is also the warmi
piri piri, which is a very small potato; it is used by girls
who cannot find a boyfriend. But it is also useful for avoiding having too many children. Another small plant is the
papagayo with a small root, it is brown with long leaves
like lemongrass. Its root has the shape of the parrot called

Page 163: The high waters flooding Belén. Photo: Percy
Meza.
Page 164: A retail shop offering the diversity of the forests.
Photo: Rodrigo Rodrich.
Page 167: Top: A street in the upper part of Belén. Photo
Christian Bendayán. Bottom: The river bank at lower Belén.
Photo: Martín Reátegui Bartra.
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Amazon Gastronomy:
Fusions and Confusions
Alberto Chirif

Fusion as a concept in gastronomy has become a fashion during
the last four decades, referring to a combination of culinary
styles

from

different

cultures,

using

ingredients

that

originated in different countries and regions.
Although the use of this concept today is modern, its
practice is probably as old as humanity because cultural events are a continuum of change and adaptation throughout history. What is modern is to extol its
practice in a society increasingly concerned with producing luxury consumer goods. It is not by chance that
the mere mention of the word evokes the world of haute
cuisine dominated by chefs with supreme refinement
who govern establishments catering to the economic
elite. My comments do not concern the sphere of “author cuisine,” but are confined to the fusion produced
by conflictive meetings among societies.
I trace the origin of a significant part of today’s Amazon cuisine to the pre-European native past. Records
set down by the first missionaries in the 17th and 18th
centuries describe dishes that still exist today almost
unchanged (except for the use of new seasonings), in
regions like Loreto, Ucayali and San Martín. Even so,
there are new forms of food preparation, many of them
using the same products, but some do not keep native
cuisine characteristics, which are fat-low and lack
frying. These fusions, all of them, have given shape to
a characteristic gastronomy in Peru’s lower Amazon
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Basin that is becoming known in other regions and is
even being incorporated into haute cuisine.
I emphasize the fact that present knowledge of the
Amazonian cultural reality is poor and biased. While
writing this text, I used Google to gather information
about fusion. I found in the site yanuq.com this reference on Peru’s Amazonian food: “[…] the jungle is
noted for its exotic ingredients (monkey, snakes, ants),
together with a wide array of fruits.” I must add that
in more than 40 years of work in the Amazonia, I never heard with any certainty about someone eating
snakes. This does not mean that snakes are not eaten,
but that their consumption would be so unusual that
it does not constitute a characteristic of regional cuisine. Monkeys and snakes are consumed, but so rarely
that they cannot be considered a hallmark of the region’s cooking either. The site mentions nothing about
fish, when the region teems with hundreds of species,
nor about bushmeat, whether mammal or bird, or
about farm produce. The “wide array of fruits” cited
appears to refer to an idyllic situation in which the
Amazon paradise makes fruits spontaneously available, without any effort whatsoever.

A Look into the Past
Jesuit missionary Cristóbal de Acuña, in his Nuevo
descubrimiento del gran río de las Amazonas (New
Discovery of the Great River of the Amazons), of 1641,
although he does not provide information about food
preparation in the settlements he came across along
the Amazon, he does tell about the fertility of the soil
thanks to the silt left behind by rivers during the dry
season; about the way people preserve cassava in order to have food during the rainy season (by burying
the pulp wrapped in leaves in a place later to be covered by water); about the beverages they prepared;
about the endless regional variety of fish, fruit, birds
and mammals; and about the pens where they kept
turtles trapped when they emerged to lay their eggs,
whose meat, eggs — “as good as those of the hen” —
and their fat — “as good and tastier and much more
durable than that cooked from cows.”
In his Noticias auténticas del famoso río Marañón
(True News about the Famous Marañón River, 1738),
Pablo Maroni states that the Avixiras “and other nations of this Curaray” (tributary of the Napo River
extending from its right bank) eat cassava and green
cooked plantains that “they use as bread,” which they

accompany with wild pork (peccaries), whose meat is
smoked and stored. He mentions patarascca “or leaf
wraps,” in which they roasted furry, green worms that
predate on cassava leaves. Patarashca is a technique
still in use today to roast fish and other animals. From
his description, we learn that the worms mentioned
are those known as ahuihuas, green larvae with two
antennas born from the eggs laid by a butterfly of the
Brasolidae family on the leaves of different plants. They
reach a length of up to fifteen centimeters and, in effect,
destroy plant leaves. These and other worms, prepared
in this and other ways, are eaten today in both the
countryside and the cities. Maroni later narrates that
the Yameo (extinct people belonging to the Peba-Yagua
branch) prepare minor fish by this same method.
Maroni offers more information on the food matter.
He refers to the cassava and the plantain roasted and
boiled by the natives and the maize they prepare in the
form of “large thin tortillas, which they toast in clay
skillets over a low flame.” The Omaguas and Yurimaguas use the same method to make tortillas of different varieties of cassava (like manioc and the toxic yuca
brava) called meios or cazabe. He also mentions fariña,
a thick cassava flour they eat dry, soaked in cold water
(a beverage now known as shibé) or in mazamorras,
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and describes a kind of drink he calls chaburasa. He
adds that they eat alligators, different kinds of toads
and rats (including the majás or agouti, Agouti paca,
that has excellent meat), larvae like the suri and various insects the missionary names apprehensively.
I would like to dwell on the missionary’s description of how a people he identifies as the Napos prepare
chaburasa. He states that they make it from toasted
cassava with its skin, to which they later add some
reddish powders, a mold growing on sticks “that adds
flavor and without which it is tasteless”, and that they
chew part of the pulp. From this description, it would
appear that this is what today’s Kichwas from the
Napo River (also known as Napurunas) call tilimango,
made from both boiled and roasted cassava, to which
they add an unidentified ingredient called anduchi (or
antuchi) that seems to correspond to the mold cited by
the missionary. He also mentions masato and plataniza, cassava and ripe plantain beverages, respectively,
prepared in a way similar to how they are made today.
Another Jesuit missionary, Franz Xavier Veigl, in
his Noticias detalladas sobre el estado de la provincia
de Maynas en América meridional hasta el año 1768
(Detailed News about the State of the Province of Maynas in South America Up to the Year 1768, published
in Nuremberg in 1785), refers to patarashca (by that
name) as follows: “Small fish they wrap in a certain
kind of leaf and with no further seasoning, they place
under the embers.” He also describes another typical
regional dish, the zarapatera, although he does not
use its name:
They frequently use the upper part of the charapa turtle
like a pot in which to cook the viscera, together with the
blood and some pieces of meat; a little cassava flour is
added, together with several slices of ripe plantain and
all of this is boiled to produce a very tasty dish, thanks
to the pleasant aroma of the shell, which is also boiled.

The missionary is enthralled with the “great variety of products” and the “endless summer” that favors
the growth of trees. He tells of palms that produce
edible fruits, like chonta (apparently talking about
the pijuayo, Bactris gasipae), which are eaten cooked
and also used in beverages; ungurahui (he writes
ungurabe), which is also consumed and produces an
oil to “rival olive oil”; achua (corresponds to what is
known today as aguaje), whose fiber is used to weave
cashivangos (cachihuango, a type of mat), with suris
being raised in its fallen trunk; chambira, used to
fashion cords, ropes and hammocks, and which also
produces nuts, together with other edible fruits and
multiple uses, like the yarina, irapay and tarapoto.
He is also amazed by the native’s crops: papayas,
anonas, caimitos, avocados, sapodilla plums (“that
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look like mamey”), Brazil nuts and almond trees, loquats, uvillas, morales, pacayes, caspi milk, which
produces edible fruits, and a variety of hot peppers
or “uchús in the general language of Peru.” He talks
about bushmeats, which “make up for the lack of cattle,” like the huangana and the cahucuma (from the
description given, he means a peccary). He classifies
them both as paquiras, from which the name peccary
probably comes.
Finally, he refers with astonishment to the “strange
things found in the water”: manatees, “whose meat
tastes like that of the well fed veal”; charapa water
turtles (Podocnemis expansa), “that, fully grown,
weigh up to one quintal and feed as many as 30 people”; and taricaya turtle, variety of pleasant-tasting
edible fish, alligators or jacarés, dolphins, eels, rays
and many others.
As beverages are concerned, Veigl mentions by
name the cassava masato and describes its preparation in detail from the boiling and then the mashing,
chewing and fermenting of the cassava, adding that it
is better-tasting when sweet potato and another tuber
he calls papa (probably sachapapa, Dioscorea trifida)
are added. He also mentions the chaburassa (writing
the name that way) that Maroni talks about and refers
to other beverages prepared from fresh or fermented
plantain and chonta, the name he uses to refer to the
pijuayo palm.
Two things at least are clear from this rapid review. The first is the identification of culinary preparations that are still a part of the region’s current gastronomy. Examples are patarashca, identified by the
same name by which it is known today, and zarapatera, which is described in detail but not called by the
present name. The second is the identification of products consumed in their natural state or processed, as
in the cases of a variety of fruits, of the ahuihuas and
suris larvae, of the charapa eggs “that are dried and
salted,” of drinks prepared from palm fruits that are
also eaten cooked, of the fariña eaten dry or drank as
a beverage (shibé) and of the casabe (Maroni spells it
with a “z”).
Something that amazed the missionaries, particularly Veigl is the wide availability of food, some of
these accessible by gathering, while others by hunting, fishing or crop rising. Among the crops, several
species generally considered “natural” (available for
gathering or without the need to sow and harvest) are
included.
It is also important to emphasize something that,
while it has nothing to do with gastronomy, is linguistic in nature: the use of Quechua to name certain
dishes and products. This is the case of terms like
patarashca, which comes from patarasqa, meaning
“folded, wrapped”; ahuihua, which probably comes

from wiwa or uywa, meaning “offspring”; uchu, meaning “hot pepper,” and many other terms. If the use of
Quechua to refer to the topography, rivers, plants and
animals in the Amazon region is added, we have an
idea of the early expansion of this language from today’s Ecuador, following the rivers that flow down toward today’s Peru: mainly the Napo, Tigre, Corrientes
and Pastaza rivers.

Regional Cooking
The foregoing section aimed to give an idea of how
much of Loreto’s present cuisine is the result of native
tradition and how much is still prepared as it was in the
times of the first missionaries who traveled through the
ancient province of Maynas. Now it is turn to precise
the meaning I should give to regional cuisine. Regional
cuisine should be defined as the a mixture that picks
traditional native dishes and their preparation and
which, judging by the descriptions given by the missionaries, still have the same characteristics today. I
include within this term new culinary contributions
based on regional products, some of which encompass
elements inherited from native cultures, while others
do not. I do not consider all forms of cooking in Loreto
to be regional because many are limited to determined
social groups. That is the case, for example, of casabe,
in which yuca brava or poisonous cassava is laboriously processed by the Huitoto, Bora, Ocaina and Secoya
peoples, or of a series of dishes corresponding to different native traditions.
Loreto’s cooking is not exclusive to the region, for
much of it comes from San Martín, one of the departments that has contributed most extensively to its
populating. Nor is it very different from that of Ucayali, which formed part of a unit with Loreto up until
1980. For that reason, in the lines below, I will also
refer at times to dishes from those regions.
Lowland jungle cooking has spread to upland jungle regions like Chanchamayo, Satipo and Quillabamba, areas where Andean cooking has predominated
because a large percentage of their population have
migrated from the Andes or are descendants of Andean people. It has even found its way into native communities, many of which now celebrate feasts like San
Juan and carnivals, and eat juanes (a regional rice
and chicken specialty that is savored cold).
Amazonian cooking has also reached Lima, where
it has spread from the departmental and provincial
clubs to which it had previously been limited to other
restaurants that offer dishes from the region. Paradoxical as it may seem, Iquitos has no restaurants serving
regional specialties; to know this cuisine, one must go
to Lima. In addition, the supply of jungle products like

fish and fruits and ice creams and beverages prepared
from them has grown in both quantity and variety in
Lima and other non-Amazonian regions.
I would like to conclude by stating that the only
Amazonian regional cuisine is to be found in these
three departments alone. That does not mean, however, that there are no unique dishes in other departments whose territory lies in whole or in part within
the Amazon Basin, like Amazonas, Madre de Dios,
Cajamarca, Pasco, Junín and Huánuco. Some do exist,
but they are isolated examples without the structuring
needed to constitute regional cooking like that of Loreto, Ucayali and San Martín.
To give an example, there is the cuisine of the descendants of the Germans and Tyroleans who settled
in the forests of Oxapampa and Pozuzo in the mid 19th
century. They have practiced fusion cooking, as in
the case of apfelstrudle, which they now make using
bananas and other preparations, instead of the traditional apple that is not grown in the area. These contributions, however, have been restricted to this social
group and have not taken hold as regional cooking.
I will now proceed to address two aspects of Loreto’s cuisine: the products and the techniques used.

The Products
Fish is a basic ingredient of the region’s cooking, both
urban and rural. The Marañón and the Ucayali rivers yield large volumes of the most varied species of
fish. There are over 700 Amazonian species in Peru, of
which about 50 can be found every day in Iquitos markets. Annual catches border 80,000 metric tons in the
Amazon, of which the lion’s share is taken from the
lower basin covering, in addition to Loreto and Amazonas, the Pachitea (Huánuco), Madre de Dios (in the
region of the same name) and part of the Urubamba
rivers (Cusco). The upper jungle rivers, on the other
hand, are less productive because of natural characteristics (they are smaller, with strong currents and
contain fewer nutrients) and because of other factors
related to the spread of agriculture (including extensive logging), road building and the establishment of
polluting extractive industries, particularly gold mining, whose release of mercury has harmful effects on
the water and the atmosphere.
The strong presence of other products native to the
region, in addition to fish, is another characteristic of
this cuisine, like bushmeats (particularly alligators,
majás —a large rodent—, deer and both kinds of peccary), snails, different kinds of turtles and their eggs
and dozens of fruits (that are eaten raw or cooked or
are used as ingredients for making beverages, popsicles and ice creams), as well as chonta or palmito
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(hearts of palm), buds from different types of palm
(particularly pijuayo and tuasaí, Euterpe precatoria),
which in the region is eaten shredded and looks something like thin spaghetti.
Plantains are the most plentiful cultivated product
used in regional cooking. Native to Malaysia, the plantain would appear to have reached America before
the Europeans. One explanation is it may have come
through Polynesia, which would tend to indicate the
existence of trade relations between the inhabitants
of Oceania and America. The other is that, if we accept the hypothesis of British Naval Commander Gavien Menzenies in his fascinating book 1421. The Year
China Discovered the World (2003), it arrived with the
Chinese seven decades before Columbus.
Plantains are characteristic of the region’s cuisine
and are more plentiful than cassava, which is not of
very good quality in comparison with that grown in the
upper Amazon Basin. This has to do with the excessive humidity of the soil on the Amazon plain, a large
portion of which remains flooded for several months of
the year during the wet season. Even so, the reduction
in cassava cultivation is most likely the result of a historic change in the settlement pattern, with the result
that groups that had previously occupied higher-lying
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regions (interfluvial areas unaffected by the wet season) relocated to areas adjacent to rivers that overflow
their banks every year. Quite possibly, it can also be
traced to the abandonment of traditional techniques
for its conservation like reducing the cassava to a pulp,
wrapping it in leaves, and burying in soil that was later
to be flooded, so that it could be used at the end of the
wet season in the preparation of fariña.
Different kinds of plantains are consumed in different ways. What is quite reduced, however is eating
them raw. The closest to this state is the chapo (taken from the Quechua chapu, “to mix”), a beverage in
which the mature fruit is hand-mashed and diluted
with water. The most common form is inguiri (cooked
green plantain eaten as an accompaniment to main
dishes, as a substitute of bread), roasted, in soups of
different kinds (called mazamorras) and as tacacho,
one of the best known dishes of the region which, in
its original version, is prepared from green or pintón
plantain that has been roasted and is mashed in a
mortar (today it is usually fried to make its preparation quicker) and mixed with melted lard and pieces
of crisply fried pork. One variation is the kutacho from
San Martín, which is little known in Loreto and is prepared similarly to tacacho, but includes peanuts.

Regional seasonings, fruits and vegetables grown
on farms deserve a special mention: palillo, also
known as guisador (stewer) or cúrcuma (turmeric),
used to give juanes’ rice its characteristic yellow color), achiote (annatto, Bixa orellana, another food dye),
siuca-culantro, sacha-ajo (wild garlic), different kinds
of peppers (hot and sweet), cocona (peach-tomatoes),
tomatoes and regional onions, chiclayo verdura (a
kind of pea), ginger, etc.
Among the farm-bred animals, two are especially widespread: the regional chicken and the pig. The
former is used mainly in soups offered until dawn in
the “mesas” (family-owned street stalls that operate
only at night and that are frequently to be found in
the cities and towns of Loreto, San Martín and Ucayali) and in juanes. The latter, which were traditionally prepared during the San Juan festival (from which
they take their name) to be eaten cold during the
country picnics customarily held on that occasion, are
now consumed throughout the year. A variation, from
San Martín, is the avispa juane (wasp juane), which is
made the same way, but using pork. Pork, for its part,
is used mainly to prepare chicharrones that are added to tacacho and, above all, to make cecina, another
typical Loreto dish that always accompanies tacacho.

The Techniques
The most traditional cooking techniques in Loreto
are those used by the indigenous peoples: wrapping
in leaves, boiling and roasting. Even so, other techniques like frying and stewing have also been added
progressively.
In preparing wrapped foods, different kinds of
leaves are used, the best-known being bijao (Calathea
lutea) and mishqui panga (from the Quechua mishki, “sweet, tasty,” and panga, “leaf”), a plant of the
Zingiberaceae family. Fish, fish roe, larvae and other small animals are prepared wrapped. This form
of food preparation is that known as patarashca. In
the case of rice juanes, the grain and poultry are first
cooked and seasoned (especially with palillo) separately. Hard-boiled egg and olives are added and the
mixture is wrapped. The cooking process makes the
juane stick together and become compact because
the rice has been pre-molded and soaked in beaten
eggs. The same is the case with the nina juane, which
contains no rice, only poultry previously cooked and
then rolled in egg. The rumo (Quechua for “cassava”)
juane is made from precooked cassava that has been
mashed and pressed to remove part of the starch. The
mixture is seasoned with onion, sacha (Quechua for
“wild”) coriander, stewer or turmeric and other seasonings. Salted or fresh fish is added and the mixture

is wrapped in leaves. The result, when cooked, looks
like a tamale. The native origin of this dish can apparently be traced to the preparations the Huitotos call
llomeniko and the Ocainas, nucóó, although these do
not include any fish.
An equivalent technique in modern cuisine would
be the use of aluminum foil to wrap foods (tubers, fish
and others), which are then roasted in the oven. The
difference is that the leaves impart both color and flavor. Ashaninka roast fish, a variation of patarashca, is
wrapped not only in leaves (chipa), but in bamboo cane,
as well. Pacific coast and Andean cuisines also use
wrap cooking, but restrict this technique to the preparation of tamales and humitas (introduced by African
slaves during the Colonial period), for which banana
leaves and corn husks, respectively, are employed.
The boiling method is used to prepare clear soups
and the thick soups called mazamorras. Noteworthy
among the former is the timbuchi, which is equivalent
to the coastal chilcano. It is a fish soup in which the
fish is usually boiled and served whole, seasoned with a
little salt and several wild coriander leaves. It is accompanied by boiled cassava or inguiri. Mazamorras are
thick soups because one of their ingredients is grated
plantain, frequently used in regional cuisine. They are
made of chicken, churos (aquatic snails, Pomacea sp.),
turtle (charapa, taricaya or motelo) or bushmeat. A favored kind is inchicapi (taken from the Quechua inchic,
“peanut” and api, “mazamorra”), a thick soup prepared
from peanuts, corn flour and chicken.
Another of these mazamorras is the zarapatera,
whose main ingredient is charapa turtle meat cooked
in its shell with grated plantain. It is worth looking into
the name of this dish, which does not come from one
of the native languages of the region or from Spanish.
A similar term, zarapatel, is to be found in the Dictionary of the Royal Spanish Academy, which describes it
as a “kind of alboronía”. The explanation given is thus:
“Taken from the Arabic, al-būrāniyya, a stew named
for Būrān, wife of the Calif al-Ma’mūn. Stew prepared
from different vegetables, chopped and scrambled.” Although charapa turtle soup with grated plantain is not
at all similar to the Caliph wife’s stew, it would not be
too far-fetched to consider the term Arabic in origin
and probably taken to the Amazon during the Conquest
by Spanish soldiers of Arab descent.
Pango is another way of preparing foods by boiling. It is the name given to unseasoned dishes. Rumo
pango is peeled cassava, cut into pieces and cooked
without salt. It is served as an accompaniment to
different dishes. A fish or bushmeat pango is cooked
without seasoning and the only salt it contains is that
which was added for its conservation. For that reason,
it must be rinsed before cooking in order to remove
the salt excess.
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Roasting is another regional cooking technique
used to prepare not only meat and fish, but also plantains and cassava; the latter are placed unpeeled on
the embers. Some dishes are defined by the name
denoting use of this technique; an example is canga
or kanka meat, using the Quechua term kanka, “to
roast.” Grilled chicken is very common fare in Loreto
today. In Iquitos, it stars in veritable street celebrations held at the end of the month, coinciding with the
payment of many workers. Some of those who receive
their wages capitalize on them by grilling chicken for
sale to increase their earnings, while others spend
their money enjoying the food and dancing that accompanies such events.
Certain food conservation techniques are, at the
same time, preparation for its consumption. Saltcured and dried or smoked meats and fish are some
of the most common. Generally speaking, both cured
red meats and fish are cooked or roasted before eating. Such is the case of the fish pango already referred
to. Cecina, mainly of pork — although it can also be
prepared from other meats — is roasted before eating and accompanied by tacacho, but can be served,
as well, as cold cuts during vacation trips or hunting
parties. Charapa and taricaya turtle eggs are cured
with salt and then eaten uncooked. Aradú is a dish
prepared by kneading fariña with fresh charapa eggs.

cassava. This technique is not used as frequently in
rural areas because of the expense involved. These innovations have affected even the tacacho, which was
traditionally prepared from baked plantain. Today, in
order to speed up its preparation, the plantain is fried
and, instead of lard, cooking oil is used.
Another important change in Loreto food, together with the consumption of saturated fat, is the large
amount of carbohydrates eaten today; these include
the traditional plantain, as well as rice, noodles and
flours in different forms. While the Caribbean-born
patacón has become popular in Iquitos in recent years,
the use of rice and noodles has spread throughout the
entire region and these are eaten in large quantities.
If we add to this the appearance of sugar, whose consumption is not frequent among the native population,
we have the reason why a disease like diabetes has
become so widespread in the region.
The region’s cuisine, like that of the rest of the
world, is facing a situation that is creating serious
health problems, like high cholesterol, obesity and
diabetes: namely, the spiraling growth of junk food.
This is without a doubt one of the obstacles it must
vanquish if it is to maintain its healthy cooking style.

New Fusions and Some Confusions
Amazonian products have given rise to new fusions
and it is no longer unusual to find baked alligator with
browned potatoes or alligator ceviche, deer steak or
majás in wine. Paiche (Arapaima gigas) Loreto style,
an older fusion, consists of a grilled or fried fillet of
this fish accompanied by cassava and fried plantain
with a chonta (palm heart strips) salad. The field is
open to experiments and, although they do not constitute a part of the region’s cooking until incorporated into its gastronomic repertoire, isolated attempts
make it possible to sample some signature dishes like
dale-dale (Calathea spp.) with huancaína sauce or
spaghettis made from pijuayo palm flour.
Even so, there are certain “confusions”. This is
what I call fusions that in my opinion are contrary
to two of the hallmarks of native-based Amazonian
cooking, namely, being low fat and not including fried
foods. In all cases, Amazon dishes are healthy and
tasty, without added fats other than those produced
by the foods being cooked and which have little seasoning. Examples of the “confusions” are patarashca,
timbuchi and the mazamorras.
Loreto urban cooking today overuses frying of red
meats, fish, regional sausages, poultry, plantains and
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Page 169: Suris and maduro plantains in Bellavista Nanay
market. Photo: Rodrigo Rodrich.
Page 172: Tacachera (tacacho seller) in Bellavista Nanay
Market. Photo: Rodrigo Rodrich.
Page 175: Top: Roasted sábalos on the tushpa (grill). Photo:
Christian Bendayán.
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Amazonian Cuisine Today
Pedro Miguel Schiaffino

The repertory of Amazonian cuisine is very similar from north
to south. All of the Amazonian regions, however different they
may be geographically, are largely consistent when it comes to
their cuisine. Very small details differentiate southern from
northern cuisine, running a rather limited gamut of about forty
dishes. If we turn to the cooking of native indigenous communities,
more differences can be found, but in the main cities and regions
(Amazonas, San Martín, Loreto, Huánuco, Madre de Dios) we find
the same dishes, of which the juane is a good example.
The Place of Amazonian Cuisine
Discouragingly, the people of the Amazonia themselves
know little more about their cuisine than what is known
in Lima. Within the regions, there are discussions, for
example, on whether Moyobamba’s inchicapi, tacacho
or juane are better than those of Rioja, Tarapoto or
Iquitos. Though the types of juane vary and there are
some that are more popular than others in each city,
generally speaking, they are the same. Some differences can be seen according to the degree of influence from
the Andes or from Brazilian cooking in the region, for
example in the use of the regional chorizo, longaniza
or other sausages which, north and south, have various origins. Where the Andes neighbor the Amazonia,
there are some details that vary, such as using pork in
the Chachapoyas juane, or in the use of corn.
The Amazonian regions are also characterized by
their cooking methods, for example the use of open
wood or coal fires, and leaf-wrapped foods such as
juanes, patarashca and the envuelto en hoja (leaf
wrap), which is different than the patarashca and is
used to prepare pescado en hoja (leaf-wrapped fish).
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Other regional variations, even though what is prepared is similar, are in the names of the dishes. The
same dish can be called by different names in different
locations. A typical seasoning that changes according
to the region is palillo (turmeric) with onion and garlic.
Some people use annatto, others use sweet ají (pepper)
— as in San Martín or the North — or oregano or sacha culantro (wild coriander). The structure of flavor
is there: garlic, onion (sometimes just one of the two),
turmeric, cumin, annatto. That is what characterizes
the Amazonian flavor.
In the northern Amazon region, cooking is simpler. The fermented beverage masato, for example, is
used very little or not at all, especially in Amazonas.
Turmeric is not used much for seasoning. Cooking is
very simple, rustic, seemingly unevolved. Among the
Awajún, salt is not used while cooking, but offered
separately to be used at mealtimes picked up with fingers or a piece of food. There are different types of
salt: spicy, smoked and regular.
In many regions, especially among indigenous cultures, cooking implements are made with traditional materials, such as earthen pots, wooden grinding

troughs and sieves. The Boras and Huitotos of Loreto
use sieves to strain the yuca brava (toxic bitter cassava). The Awajún make very good pottery, which
they use for cooking and eating. In Loreto, however,
various types of gourds — potos, huingos or pates —
are mostly used. The pre-Inca chazuta pottery is also
used, and inter-cultural exchange is evident in the
fact that the Quechua-Lamas have started to use materials from the Loreto region.
Other variations in eating habits between regions
are mostly due to geographic location. For example,
the paiche is a freshwater fish from the northern areas and it is common fare there, but since its introduction in areas other than its original habitat, it is now
more extensively used.
The use of smoke or salt for preserving food is a
result of necessity and human creativity. For preservation, meat is smoked into cecina, while fish is salted.
The use of these preserved foods contributes to the

cuisine. When a smoked product is added to a broth, it
will create a particular flavor, particular sensations.
Products such as black ají — made from bitter cassava
— or memepa — a fermented juane — are only used
within a certain region and have not spread. If black
ají is mentioned in Iquitos, people do not know what it
is. That is why perhaps in Lima more is known about
some original Bora or Huitoto products that are not
found in Loreto as urban consumption items.
In 2013, in an experience with the Awajún in the
Cenepa District, Department of Amazonas, we asked
local women to bring us the dishes they prepare,
with their various ingredients and components. They
brought extraordinary things, but there was one in
particular that called my attention, a fermented raw
peanut paste. I asked them to describe how it is prepared. They do not use a grinding trough, they chew.
Though they do make masato (a drink made from
fermented chewed cassava), it is not as popular as
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in the southern Amazonia. With this peanut paste,
they prepare a drink and a kind of soup. The flavor
was extraordinary. They chew it, then they add some
fermented cassava from the masato, wrap it in a leaf
and let it rest. Some time later, I went to Indonesia
and saw exactly the same product, though there it is
an established product sold in markets in the form
of a fermented peanut brick, like a cheese. One could
speculate that there is a connection, but more probably, necessity and creativity, as mentioned earlier,
and trial and error can independently lead to similar
solutions. It is quite difficult to reach this Awajún village — where no Spanish is spoken — located in the
depths of the Cenepa District.
In some cultures of pre-Inca origin, such as the
Lamas, I have found fascinating things, like fishing by
bangancheo, or in chasuta (earthen pots). They cook
a plantain mazamorra (porridge) used specifically
for fishing in an earthen pot. It is cooked, let dried
and then pressed onto the inside of the pot. They let it
cool and then the women, with this seasoned plantain
(they say that the more seasoned, the more they fish)
stuck to their pots, go to the river bank, submerge the
pot knee-high in the water, place a stick there to know
where the pot is, and leave it there. After a few minutes, they very slowly draw near with a cloth, cover
the opening of the pot, lift the pot out of the water, and
it is full of fish. It is extraordinary.
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Losing a Legacy
As we can see, Amazonian cooking incorporates
what we have inherited from our ancestors and what
is available today, using ají, herbs, game meat, fish,
a lot of cassava and a lot of starch. In the Amazon,
the diet has quite a high starch content; in each meal
there is always a starch — plantain, cassava, rice,
corn — creating a certain propensity for diabetes.
However, sugar is not used and little or no salt is
added. Fried foods and fats are not part of the diet,
but a lot of fatty acid fruit is eaten, including palm
fruit, such as aguaje, which is very fatty, and roots
and other fatty produce. Using what the rain forest
offers has decreased, as I have found in some native
communities. The use of certain goods and certain
plants is being lost.
This loss of knowledge is related to the impact of
modernity and to access to packaged and industrial products. Instead of encouraging and promoting
conservation, the government endorses a commercial consumer and dependence logic by introducing
packaged goods, noodles for example, which are annihilating the Amazonian diet. In the Manu Reserve
in the Puerto Maldonado area, where there are not
contacted or recently contacted indigenous communities, there is an epidemic of a certain tropical disease.
The community lives three days from the closest town

and it is extremely hard for all of them to travel, but
the whole community is ill and the local curaca (head
of the tribe) does not remember what plant his father
used to cure this disease. “Why didn’t I pay attention
when my father taught me?” he says. These problems
are the result of this loss of knowledge.
This is happening at other levels in other areas.
Twenty years ago, the first biologists and organizations to arrive carried out a study in which they found
that the Awajún were very well nourished, with an
extraordinary nutritional balance. Twenty years later, new studies have been made, finding widespread
malnutrition. Even more serious problems exist, such
as an increasing machismo and the very fragile health
of women. The propensity for diabetes in urban areas
is related to an excess of starchy foods. Plantain, rice
and cassava are easily available, taking the place of
other more nutritious foods.
In the Awajún village where we stayed, the foods
they brought for the special occasion were no longer
everyday goods. They said that fish was scarce and
that to obtain game meat, they had to travel increasingly farther into the forest. Therefore, the notion of
abundance that is usually associated with the jungle
is no more than a preconception. The past balance
and the knowledge that went with it is being lost and
the process is ongoing.

Professionalizing of Local Cuisine
A curious fact that should be researched is why local cuisine has not been professionalized in the cities
and why restaurants in major Amazonian cities offer
“foreign” dishes. Roasted chicken restaurants, barbecue houses, and chifas (Peruvian-Chinese restaurants) are plentiful — Tarapoto may be the exception
and Moyobamba has some local offerings — but businesses and restaurants offering local fare at a professional level are practically non-existent. In Iquitos, a
very important port, there are no good Amazonian
cuisine restaurants. Amazonian cuisine should be
promoted. Maybe the demand is too recent, because
some ten years ago it did not exist, but today it does.
The area now has large companies, tourism businesses and increasing trade with other cities.
There is the widespread notion that people from
the area eat their local food at home, as was the case
in Lima 30 years ago, when Peruvian comida criolla
(creole food) was eaten at home and foreign visitors
were taken to one of the very few existing comida criolla restaurants. This may also be happening in Iquitos and is part of the city’s development. Tourism
businesses have prospered in Loreto, but very few offer local cuisine or use local foods. Of course, juanes,

patarashca and patacón (banana fritters) are offered,
but the large variety of fruit is untapped and fish are
completely disregarded. There is a large diversity of
fish, but only two or three types of fish are used for
food, putting these species under pressure. Though
there is sufficient opportunity for developing a regional or Amazonian cuisine at a professional level,
investment is lacking. In Iquitos, there is not a single
restaurant that embraces its environment, its culture,
its history.
What is there in Iquitos? There is Mrs. Blanca, the
owner of the Blanquita Restaurant. She started with
a family business selling take-out food, and gained
success. Mrs. Blanca, who is a fine cook, stopped
cooking and became a businesswoman working with
her daughters. Her whole two-story house has now
been turned into a restaurant, but that is how she
started, very empirically, doing the cooking herself
and slowly growing. The restaurant only opens at
night, doing business rather informally. Obviously,
the good flavors are there, the good meals, the knowledge, but the business is informal and they realize
that. Mrs. Blanca’s daughters have studied; one of
them has studied hotel management, so we hope for
their future development. That is all there is in Iquitos. In all other eating establishments, though the
menu does offer juanes or tacacho, they are shared
with hamburgers and Fettucini Alfredo, or pizza,
roasted chicken and anticuchos (Peruvian-style meat
kebabs), all mixed up.
The preferences of local patrons are also responsible for this. If they are going to eat out, that is what
they prefer. That and maybe a certain prejudice
against local cuisine. I met a family who owned a catering business. They invested in restaurants and the
first thing they did was open a cebichería, bringing
fish from Lima! They then opened a barbecue restaurant. I would tell them to invest in something related
to local cooking, but nobody has wanted to do that.
A while back, more than twenty years ago, El Exclusivo existed, the only restaurant to offer Amazonian
regional cooking. The owner was the cook, and he
researched, rescued old recipes and shopped for seasonal produce at the local market. When he died, his
wife kept the restaurant open for a few years, but she
was unable to continue and had to sell. Their children opened a restaurant called El Sombrero de Paja,
where the wife — who had learned from her husband
— cooks delicious food, but the menu is no longer the
same.
That is the situation in Iquitos. In Pucallpa and
Puerto Maldonado there is nothing. In Tarapoto, there
is Doña Suli, La Patarashca and El Bijao, the only Amazonian food restaurants in the Peruvian Amazon region at present.
Iquitos
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Promoting Amazonian Cuisine
My work revolves completely around the Amazon region. In ámaZ, a one hundred percent Amazonian
food restaurant, I source my supplies from every part
of the region, from Bagua to Puerto Maldonado. I have
worked with this cuisine and these foods for 12 years,
learning a little at a time and developing my own supply chain. I continue to visit communities because my
supplies cannot stop. Maintaining this supply chain
is difficult, for the simple reason that a market where
Amazonian foods or Amazonian products are sold
does not exist. Cacao and coffee, of course, are global commodities, but even for camu-camu and cocona,
which are well-known fruits, a market that could sustain a producer or a value chain does not exist. So, our
work from ámaZ and from rafts in the Amazon is precisely to form and give value to Amazonian products
and Amazonian cooking, and create such a producer
or supply chain. As a whole, we have gathered enough
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strength to, for example, convince a community to
cultivate, fish or collect certain foods.
In this process, we work with restaurants, with
a company, Aqua Expeditions, which has two cruise
ships, and three restaurants operated by me. This has
allowed me to create a demand and interest producers and, on this basis, communicate what the Amazon
region is, what products it offers, etc.
We would like to do more, convince and captivate
more people, but we know our limitations. It is a longterm project. It requires greater effort than other
projects, because product quality has not been established and also, there is no continuity. Seasonality is
very defined and produce is not perfect because they
are usually collected or picked naturally and quality
controls are hard to apply. The chef or businessman
who wishes to enter this world realizes these difficulties and their additional cost, especially given the distances, and all of this raises prices for the public. We
have to be very creative; it is a huge challenge. We try

to educate and interest the public, so that the market
may gradually grow and find its own spaces.
In Lima, the number of Amazonian restaurants
increases by the day, and in some produce markets
there are already stands that offer Amazonian products, such as the Surquillo, Magdalena and the wholesale fruit markets, where we also obtain our supplies.
Also, at the main Lima fish terminal there is a corner
where salted Amazonian fish is sold.

Local Offerings
In Tarapoto, Iquitos and Pucallpa, produce markets
are very interesting. With people coming from the surrounding areas to offer their products, these markets
are a wonderful showcase for Amazonian foods and
cooking, especially the market of Belén in Iquitos. In
Pasaje Paquito in the Belén Market, an amazing variety
of herbs and barks can be found. These have an extraordinary future in gastronomy, particularly in modern gastronomy. Many Amazonian products are not
only used for food, but also for medicinal purposes, and
locals use them both ways. As in the Chinese culture,
where food nourishes but also cures, Amazonian products have that same added value. In this sense, Belén
is a market that has not undergone transformations. It
is compelling and enthralling. However, informality is
pervasive and, sometimes, so is ignorance. What happens if we “modernize”? Would the magic, the diversity
be lost? Maybe a bit of training would help to make this
produce market more attractive for tourism. Belén is
like a jewel in the rough, so to speak, but with enormous potential and wonderful people.
I have noticed that, in the Amazonian regions, migrants from the Andes and from the coast do not understand the Amazonian way of being, and come into conflict with its culture. Sometimes, it is these migrants
who end up destroying or changing things for the
worse, because they treat those who were there long
before them — who have a millenarian vision of life,
nature and the forest — from a position of prejudice or
ignorance. We must try to understand, know and respect Amazonian wealth. If approaching the Amazonia
with prejudice is an error, so is thinking that its people
should be the same as those from elsewhere.
This divergence between indigenous cultures and
national culture is also an issue in neighboring countries. Indigenous communities are connected and we
share everything with those other countries. That is
something we must also learn. In Peru, we speak of
the “Peruvian Amazonia”, but the Amazon is a developing region shared by seven countries. Some people are
starting to make differentiations such as the Caribbean
Amazon or the Andean Amazon, because, in fact, there

are individual characteristics resulting from migratory
or demographic processes. Geography also establishes differences. Various areas have received Japanese,
German, Portuguese or Chinese immigrants and, in
the case of Caribbean countries, there are strong African roots. Everything is full of gradations, enriching
the Amazonia even more. What we know of the Amazonia is very limited; there is still much more to learn. We
have to unlearn in order to learn. In my case, I continuously unlearn or give up what I already know in order
to be open to everything, knowing that my contribution
may perhaps be rather small.
The Amazonian environment is gaining increasing importance. Awareness about extractive activities
must be raised. Lumber can be handled sustainably,
but other non-renewable resources — minerals, oil —
should no longer be extracted. These activities must
be weighed, because they affect too much and too
many, including the environment due to soil impoverishment. Agroforestry may be a good option for creating and preserving ecosystems.
This awareness is starting to be seen in Iquitos.
Indigenous communities close to the city are beginning to understand that resource conservation and
sustainability management are their future. The regional government still tends to favor individual benefits, but education may yet overcome these barriers.

Page 177: A fish seller showing a doncella in Belén Market.
Photo: Rodrigo Rodrich.
Page 178: Juanes. Photo: Rodrigo Rodrich.
Page 180: Ingredients and bijao leaves for the juanes. Photo:
Rolando Riva.
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Cultural Diversity in Iquitos and the
Challenges of an Inter-cultural Education
Elena Burga Cabrera

When I was eight years old, I experienced what can be called
my first inter-cultural experience, understood as recognizing
that there are people who are “different” from me and from
everybody else I had known until then, different in how they
dressed, spoke, acted, behaved, ate... Different in their whole
way of being.
As a native of Loreto and born in the city of Iquitos,
the capital of the most diverse region of Peru and
one of the most diverse worldwide (both in biodiversity and in cultural diversity), home to more than 26
indigenous peoples (MINCU, 2013; MINEDU, 2013),
each with their respective language, it was the “first
time” that I ran across individuals who belonged
to an indigenous people, about whom I had never
heard. The family came from a rural setting and everybody called them orejones (“large ears”), because
they wore giant wooden circular earrings. They
dressed differently and their faces were painted.
Now I know that they belonged to the Maijuna people, who still maintain many of their cultural traditions and whose language continues to be very much
alive, despite the fact that the education they receive
in school is in Spanish due to the lack of qualified
Maijuna-speaking teachers.
This Maijuna family was staying next door to my
house and were relatives of the woman who lived
there, mother of the children my brothers and I
played with every day. I began to discover that many
people in my neighborhood and from the nearby
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neighborhood and from the other side of my neighborhood had come to Iquitos at different times from
“other places”, mainly “from the river” or “from the
monte (forest)”, as these other places are referred to
in Iquitos. They first lived in the shantytowns, and
later in the “young towns” as they came to be called,
and continued to receive other relatives who were
taken in by those who had arrived before.
At my tender age, I did not understand who they
were, why they were different and dressed differently, behaved differently, spoke another language and
did not understand Spanish. In response to my questions, the gist of the answers I received from several
adults was always more or less the same: “they are
Indians (some kinder ones would say “little Indians”)
that come from the river, from the monte, they are
savages who don’t speak Spanish, they live like little
animals...”
When I was already an adult with experience as
a teacher specializing in bilingual inter-cultural education, I learned that, in fact, all of the neighborhoods in Iquitos had seen intensive migration for decades from the region’s rural districts and provinces,

largely made up of indigenous peoples, including the
Boras, Huitotos, Tikunas, Yahuas, Kukamas, and
Kichwas. We now know that a large part of the population of Iquitos, probably more than 50%, are firstor second-generation descendants of the region’s indigenous peoples.
I had another interesting “inter-cultural” experience when I started studying at the Loreto Public College Pedagogic Institute. I shared classes with many
young people who came to study to become teachers
from various provinces and districts of Loreto. Many
of them came from indigenous areas. Their families
had varying degrees of loss of their native culture and
language. None of them identified themselves as belonging to an indigenous people or said that they had
family members who spoke a native language. On the
other hand, nobody asked them, demonstrating not
only lack of knowledge, but also a lack of interest in
the subject.
That is present day Iquitos, a city built with the
influx from the “monte” and from the “river” of tens
of thousands of rural native and mestizo dwellers,

as well as migrants from other Amazonian regions,
such as San Martín, Ucayali and Amazonas and, to a
lesser degree, from other regions of Peru and some
foreign countries. Nevertheless, all of this diversity
is not always acknowledged by the adults of Iquitos
and even less so by its young people. Awareness of
this reality, about the history of how present day Iquitos came to be, does not exist in the mental construct of the region’s population. Just as I was and
as my fellow classmates and neighborhood friends
were, the majority of the population of Iquitos, and
of Loreto in general, is unaware of the region’s cultural and linguistic diversity (or, for that matter,
of its biological diversity), because none of this is
taught in the schools.

Know to Value, Value to Love
Historically, Iquitos and the whole of the Loreto region have earned the reputation of being very “regionalist”. In fact, it is the most “Amazonian” of all
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the Amazonian regions, because the majority of its
population continues to be native to the Amazon, as
compared to other cities that have sustained much
more extensive migration processes from Andean
areas, such as Pucallpa, Puerto Maldonado, Satipo,
Moyobamba and Tarapoto.
However, this regionalism and this Amazonian
identity upheld by the population of Iquitos and Loreto take little account, if at all, of their indigenous
roots and of the cultural and linguistic heritage of the
dozens of native peoples that populated these territories and still live there. The vision that the inhabitants of Loreto and Iquitos have of their own identity
is diffused, generic, unconnected to history, because
local history is not studied, recounted or analyzed in
schools. In general, the history of the Amazonian region does not show up in Peruvian history textbooks
and, regrettably, the history more specific to the Amazon, Loreto and its native peoples, lacks visibility in
the region itself. Likewise, the processes of migration
and miscegenation that have taken and are still taking place, configuring what the city of Iquitos and the
region of Loreto are today, are ignored.
What is unknown is not valued and what is not
valued is impossible to love. The construction of a personal identity and a collective identity as belonging to
Iquitos and as belonging to Loreto, as iquiteños and
loretanos, results from truly knowing the region, in
its sociocultural and linguistic characteristics as well
as its ecological characteristics. It results from understanding the richness of the territory and also realizing its vulnerability, potentials and limitations.

There have been significant, though limited, experiences in Loreto along these lines. Educators, projects
and entities have contributed important proposals for
incorporating regional history, knowledge of regional
flora and fauna, indigenous cultures, distinguished
figures, local and regional heroes, local festivities and
the region’s own unique ways of celebrating national
festivities, as well as artists (music, painting, literature), among others, in elementary and high school
education. Worth mentioning are experiences such as
the Bilingual Teacher Training Program of the Interethnic Association for the Development of the Peruvian Rain forest (AIDESEP, for Asociación Interétnica de
Desarrollo de la Selva Peruana), which has been successful in providing bilingual inter-cultural education
with study program proposals for teacher training
in this area and in regular basic education (AIDESEP, 2007 and 2008); proposals like “The Tree School”,
promoted by Professor Gabel Sotil; the Lupuna Educational Association initiatives developed in the 1990s;
the various publications on the history, arts, and indigenous peoples of the Amazonia, Loreto and Iquitos, made by the Center for Theological Studies of the
Amazonia (CETA, for Centro de Estudios Teológicos de
la Amazonía); and the magnificent regional literature
produced by Loreto writers, among others.
However, there has been an inability to leverage
these proposals, ideas and projects, and integrate
them to the Regional Educational Project or formulate
them within a RCP having the following double outlook: incorporate the history, music, literature and everything local cultures contribute, and equally ensure
the competencies that every Peruvian student should
achieve.

An Education for Diversity
Education in the region must support the construction
of this personal and collective identity. The Ministry
of Education of Peru is developing a new study program comprising a National Curriculum Framework
which, as its name implies, is the national benchmark for what every student, from elementary to high
school and from anywhere in Peru must achieve, but
it also includes guidelines for the regions to develop
their own Regional Curriculum Projects (RCP) under
this national curriculum framework. The RCP is the
curriculum tool for combining and defining specific
requirements, in terms of competencies and contents,
that the students of each region are required to meet
(including local and regional history; representative
figures in literature, science, arts, culture and history;
ecologic and climatic characteristics of their territory,
economic activities, and social and environmental issues), jointly with the basic learning every student in
Peru must develop.
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Quality Education equals Inter-cultural Education
A quality education with these characteristics is only
possible by building and developing an inter-cultural
education. This is necessary due to the characteristics of the diverse population residing in every urban
area in Loreto, but also because Loreto continues to be
the Peruvian region with the highest number of native
peoples, and their respective languages. The majority
of them live in rural communities and require special
attention through an education that, in addition to being inter-cultural, needs to be bilingual, that is, provided in the indigenous mother tongue of the students,
with Spanish as a second language.
Inter-culturality is one of the basic principles of
Peruvian education (MINEDU, 2003) and, in a region
as culturally and linguistically diverse as Loreto, an
inter-cultural education is required by all. In cities
like Iquitos and other provincial capitals of Loreto, it

is important to find out how culture is expressed in the
new urban contexts. Though this culture is not lived
or evinced exactly as it was in rural communities, it
is kept alive through other forms of representation.
Though the people in my neighborhood may appear
modern or Western in the way they dress, their language and their habits, there are customs, beliefs and
practices rooted in the collective imaginary that persist, including turning to a curandero or witch doctor
for certain illnesses or “cleansing”, or the prevailing
Amazonian myths and legends.
Therefore, an inter-cultural approach in the development of a RCP is important. This brings some
questions to the debate: Should the inter-cultural
education provided be the same for both indigenous
students and for those who are not? Should the educational proposal be the same for both rural and urban
areas? How to work with students with different cultural traditions within the same school or classroom?
How to incorporate the history of the region and the
histories of native peoples?
We believe that an inter-cultural education proposal — directed to all students in the region — and
an inter-cultural and bilingual education proposal —
directed to students belonging to native communities
— share certain common aspects. The sociocultural,
linguistic and environmental context is vital, since
it determines the development of learning processes
(González, 2000; Guzmán y Hernández, 2000), and
involves changing how contents are approached in
order to develop competencies, how methodological
strategies are selected, which materials are used
and how the various stakeholders participate, among
other issues. But let’s review some considerations
and recommendations on what developing an inter-cultural education for both rural and urban areas
involves.

Peruvian Amazonian culture. This culture finds in
Iquitos its quintessential melting pot, where dozens
of races, cultures, customs and indigenous languages
have been merging for more than 150 years. Due to
their numbers and their proximity, some native peoples have clearly contributed more than others (for
example, the Kukamas and the Kichwas), but all have
contributed to modeling what is now generally known
as the “Loreto culture”.

Addressing Regional and National Sociocultural and
Linguistic Diversity

Not Just Knowledge: Also Indigenous and Local
Concepts and Categories

In both urban and rural areas, the diversity existing
in the region and the country must be made evident.
Particularly in urban areas, it would be extremely interesting and enriching for students to research their
origins and those of their parents and grandparents.
Based on this research, they may better understand
the diversity of cultures, the mixture of races and traditions and the value of all of their contributions to the
development of a richer and collective identity.
It is essential for students in Iquitos and the whole
region to learn about the diverse cultures of Loreto
and Peru, because these cultures have contributed,
each in their own way, to the development of modern

In the past few years, some bilingual inter-cultural education experiences in rural areas have striven to incorporate not only the knowledge of these
cultures, but also how local cultures conceive the
various subjects approached: the ecosystem, family,
natural phenomena, living beings, life, death, being
a boy or a girl, being a person, etc. It is important
for an inter-cultural education in urban areas to also
address these concepts in curriculum development.
In relation to each content, the question of how the
concept or subject is expressed and conceived in
the children’s cultures needs to be examined. On
the other hand, depending on the diversity present

Incorporating the Knowledge, Skills, History and
Values of Local Cultures
In both urban and rural areas, it is important to incorporate indigenous cultural knowledge — the knowhow, skills and values native cultures have developed
— as part of the academic knowledge students must
learn in school. This body of knowledge must be approached not only as a starting point, but also as a
point of arrival. This means not using it solely as a
teaching tool to initiate or motivate treatment of a
“scientific” subject or for the children to better understand “official” knowledge, but approaching and
studying the knowledge and technologies of local
peoples and cultures for their own worth and for the
validity and effectiveness they still hold today in the
population’s daily life and in solving their basic problems and needs.
In urban contexts, selecting and learning these
knowledge sets, skills and values is also important,
because many of them continue to be valid in the
urban environment, including the use of medicinal
plants for certain health issues, proper use of resources and environmental stewardship, and the special
viewpoint brought by indigenous peoples and their
relationship with nature.
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in the classroom, the differences in how things are
conceived according to the various cultural traditions must also be addressed, for example, by finding
out how students classify plants, animals and other
types of creatures in nature (Burga, 2006).

Rethinking Teaching and Learning Strategies
The academic failure of many elementary school children requires us to seriously rethink the methodological strategies used in schools. Loreto is the region
with the lowest learning results in all of Peru, and this
should lead us to seriously examine the methodological strategies being used. In this respect, it has become increasingly evident that teaching is not neutral,
but has a cultural bias (Rogoff, 1993; Zavala, 2003).
Many methodological strategies used in Peruvian
schools, both in urban and rural areas, fail to develop
the competencies expected from students, no matter
how much they “follow the steps and recommendations provided by experts.”
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Studies show that how students relate to adults
and how they socialize at home and in their community, conditions their performance in school (Heath,
1988; Philips, 1985). As they experience their particular interactions amongst themselves and with
adults, they develop the mindsets on which their future learning will be based. Schools, however, already
have a structured way of interacting and teaching inherent to the hegemonic culture, and do not consider
the processes lived by the children in their homes. As
a result, many children fail due to a lack of suitable
methods and approaches that take into account their
own strategies and ways of interacting, that is, due
to the lack of an inter-cultural teaching method that
considers each culture’s various ways of learning and
building knowledge.
An inter-cultural education must also take these
cultural aspects into account when selecting teaching and learning strategies for urban and rural children. Above all, it has to take into consideration that
many students come from homes where their parents and grandparents have indigenous cultural tra-

ditions that determine their development and their
way of learning.

Promoting the Development of Values and Attitudes
Using an inter-cultural approach to build egalitarian and dialogic relationships with people having
various sociocultural traditions might be the most
important and hardest area to work on. Knowing
and valuing “the other”, and especially learning to
acknowledge and respect the other’s rights, is a challenge for everyone.
In societies such as the Peruvian society, and in
cities like Iquitos, characterized by relationships
marked by inequality and injustice, situations of conflict that make communication and dialogue more difficult between people are experienced every day. This
becomes particularly complex in urban and suburban
areas. An inter-cultural education helps to build respectful and egalitarian relationships, as well as a
more equitable exercise of power with equal opportunities for all, based on an inter-cultural dialogue.
Therefore, developing an inter-cultural education
involves changing the attitudes of all students and
teachers to opt for building a democratic, fair and
equitable coexistence. For this reason, it is important to consolidate the values of native cultures that
have been disrupted: solidarity, cooperation and reciprocity, for example. We constantly hear that theft
and abuse pose serious problems in marginal urban
areas, but also that, against urban individualism,
solidarity and a sense of community survive, brought
in by people from rural areas. These values must be
upheld.

how each of these languages will be taught throughout the course of regular basic education, giving each
the applicable weight (MINEDU/DIGEIBIR, 2013).
Undoubtedly, Iquitos is a privileged scenario
for the development of inter-cultural competencies
among students, a preeminent setting for inter-cultural experiences.

Consideration of a Native Language, Spanish and a
Foreign Language
Language, as a part of culture, deserves special
treatment in schools. In a multilingual country like
Peru and in a region as culturally and linguistically
diverse as Loreto, it is essential for all students, not
just indigenous children from rural areas, to learn
one of the region’s native languages, whether as a
first or as a second language, as applicable after a
diagnosis of the linguistic situation of the milieu and
the students.
Likewise, it is important to develop strategies for
teaching Spanish as a second language for indigenous
students and as a first language for the rest of the students. Teaching a foreign language in high school is
also necessary for all students in both urban and rural areas. It is important to plan the development of

Page 183: A girl arriving to school through the river. Photo:
Renzo Giraldo.
Page 186: A family in a school in Tamshiyacu-Tahuayo
Regional Conservation Area. Photo: Rodrigo Rodrich.
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INTER-CULTURAL SOCIETY		

The Urban “Bosquesino” in Iquitos’
Peripheral Neighborhoods
Jorge Gasché Suess

Bosquesino society refers to the Amazonian rural society
including

both

the

indigenous

peoples

and

the

mestizo

communities living in the banks of rivers and inside the forests,
except those of recent migration. The hypothesis underlying this
term is that Amazonian communities belong to a kind of society
with general common characteristics and qualities and that
local configurations which can be observed in communities are
varying forms of this kind of society. Specific characteristics,
including ethnic traditions, have to be observed according to
each case. This is the reason why we speak of “socio-diversity” of
the Amazonian population: there is diversity but it exists among
this general kind of society.
In our work Sociedad bosquesina (Gasché y Vela, 2012),
we identified two types of society, bosquesino and urban,
comparing and contrasting the social, cultural, linguistic and environmental universes of each and, in greater
detail, within the framework of specific social relations,
the personal behaviors revealed by a series of different
social values for each type of society. It was then necessary to clearly reveal the dichotomy that exists between these two groups, so that engineers and urban
promoters who carry out urban development projects
in the bosquesino medium are able to consciously locate
themselves in “that” world and see and understand the
bosquesino — their spokesman in the communities — in
their full otherness, e.g. as people with social values,
motivations and aspirations of their own, different from
those of urban promoters, who generally consider their
own as being “general,” “natural,” and “universal” and
who are hard put to imagine that there are those within
their rural environment who do not share their aspirations and ideals, but instead follow others with aspirations and ideals that run counter to urban social values.
That is why development projects imposed by the city on
communities fail (Gasché, 2004).
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Our purpose here is to qualify this somewhat simplified dichotomy although necessary to clarify the
message we wished to communicate in our work, by
illustrating the inter-penetration of values, behaviors
and ways of life of both bosquesino and urban dwellers
in Iquitos’ peripheral areas, where a large part — if
not the largest — of the population consists of recent
and not so recent migrant bosquesinos who, in different
ways, keep elements of their bosquesino lifestyles and
social values, but, at the same time, have adopted elements of the urban lifestyle and social values.
This study is based not on a systematic research
effort, but on the author’s own social relations, with a
varying degree of closeness over long years, with people settled in those neighborhoods, whose behavior
and discourse reveals that they belong to both kinds of
society at the same time. We are referring to two neighborhoods along the Nanay River: La Isla, which lies on
the bank of the Moronacocha, and the other situated on
the outskirts of Punchana, also near the Moronacocha.
In order to give concrete meaning to the categories
we are using and to be able to illustrate the inter-penetration or combination of the two models of society in

a single person or group of people, it is first necessary
to list some contrasting features that characterize
each kind of society. That will make it possible to call
attention on the different behaviors observed among
the inhabitants of the peripheral neighborhoods and
to demonstrate the combination of the values of two
worlds that, in the personal experience of the people,
are apparently not contradictory.
When we consider the contrasting features between the bosquesino and the urban societies, what
we have in mind in the case of urban dwellers is the
city center with its businesses and shops, hotels, offices and typically urban homes, the habitat of officials,
businessmen, liberal professionals, teachers and
such, whose families live in self-contained units, relatively separate from each other, with ensured monetary incomes and where neighborhood relations do
not play a major role in their everyday social relations.

Contrasts and Combinations
Showing the differences between the two social universes, urban and bosquesino and through this, defining two kinds of society, allows us urban dwellers to
situate ourselves in relation to bosquesinos.
Rural and indigenous people are pluri-valent
(multi-capable) and pluri-active, but the series of tasks
they perform depends upon the generation (childhood,
youth, adulthood, old age) and gender (male, female) to
which they belong. Their need for monetary income is
relatively dependent on the consumption of food, which
is covered for the most part by that produced on the
farm, fishing, hunting and gathering activities. Urban
professionals, are uni-valent and uni-active, but their
working possibilities are less limited by gender. They
support themselves on their monthly salaries or on
the income produced by their businesses, for, as the
bosquesino says, “in the city, everything has a price.”
Worrying about how to earn money is a constant
in the peripheral neighborhoods because many of the
jobs to which their inhabitants have access are not
stable; they depend upon the situation at the moment
in the companies or businesses that hire people. Jobs
offered by oil companies are in heavy demand, on the
one hand, because they are relatively well-paid and, on
the other, because they guarantee a certain measure of
stability. Their drawback is that men in these jobs must
be away from their families for three months at a time.
Job instability forces inhabitants of peripheral neighborhoods into a certain degree of pluri-activity — not in
the precise sense with which it applies to the bosquesinos — because of the changing activities. A person can
work for awhile in a sawmill, then as a salesman in
a store, as a mototaxi (three wheeled motorcycle taxi)

driver or as a construction worker, etc. Changing activities depend upon the opportunities that arise, the job
offers such inhabitants are always on the lookout for
and which they evaluate in terms of the remuneration,
but also of their job preferences. Labor instability forces these people to try to ensure at least a minimum of
regular pay. Whoever is able to save up a small capital
(by working in an oil field, for example) sets up a small
grocery store on the first floor of his house, where food
products of all kinds (from rice and onions to sweets,
curichis and well-known junk food) and beverages (soft
drinks and beer) are sold. The number of these small
stores is astonishing, but apparently there are customers for all. Families frequently sell through a firstfloor window of their homes fruit they have raised on
their farms (plantains, papayas, star apples, guavas) or
send out their children ten years of age or older to sell
small bags of peeled chambira palm hearts or rosquitas
(small baked pastries) or, equipped with a tray, cigarettes, chocolates and bonbons. Other families set up a
grill in front of their houses at night and offer passerby
skewers, roast meat or chicken with cooked cassava,
and roast banana or tacacho, all washed down with
chicha morada (a purple corn beverage), or soft drinks.
Anything that could add a little to the family’s earnings
is put into practice.
The shortage of jobs to produce enough income to
satisfy the needs or, rather, the desires of adolescents
and young adults — and the frustration created by endless advertising and seductive fashions — makes them
form gangs specializing in the theft of motorcycles or
three-wheeled vehicles or in street snatching of purses,
mobile telephones and jewelry from passersby at any
time of the day or night. The members of these gangs are
generally clearly identified in the neighborhoods, but no
one steps forward to accuse them. Some have served jail
time, but no sooner do they leave jail than they return
to their habitual criminal activities. These are the same
gangs of juvenile delinquents who are drug abusers
and who, if the opportunity arises, start selling drugs.
They alternate their criminal activities with attendance
at soccer games in the afternoon or evening, being enthusiastic fans who frequently place large bets on their
favorite teams. Wins are immediately consumed right
there in the form of beers and when the drinking gets
out of hand, fist fights and blood result.
Another hallmark of these neighborhoods is that
many of their inhabitants have not lost their relationship with the community from which they came or
which they visit from time-to-time to work in extractive
activities (fine woods, wood for construction, Irapay
leaf ropes, fish, mitayo). Certain families have inherited farms in a Nanay River community where they had
lived and that their grandparents had worked; the present generation returns there from time to time to farm
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and harvest crops and to do some hunting and fishing,
and the products they obtain are eaten by the family or
sold in the neighborhood. In other families, the man of
the house fishes regularly in the nearby river and sells
his catch — if it is small, in the neighborhood in the
early morning hours and, if it is large, in the market.
There are women in La Isla who cross the branch
of the Moronacocha River which empties into the Nanay, and grow crops on low sandbars that are regularly flooded, but where they sow three-month cassava,
camu-camu and occasionally other crops with a short
growing period like watermelon. The same is the case
in Belén, whose dwellers frequently have farms on the
Itaya River banks.
The activities described, which are seasonal, link
the inhabitants of peripheral neighborhoods with riverbanks, forests and arable lands and, through them,
this part of the marginal urban population incorporates
features of the bosquesino society into their lifestyle.
A bosquesino acts in different natural environments
according to the tasks performed, the time of day and
the season of the year, while an urban person always
works in the same place (office, workshop, store, etc.),
which is totally “artificial” (mediated in relation to nature). The former, of course, manages a wide variety
of skills and knowledge in order to be able to perform
productively in different natural environments, while
the latter possess a specialized and limited inventory
of skills and knowledge closely adapted to a particular
and artificial place of work and its responsibilities.
People in the city have to abide by a schedule that
regulates their workday and their leisure time. Urban workers have to submit to the discipline of this
schedule. A bosquesino comunero on the other hand,
freely decides when and where to carry out this or
that activity. His decisions make the most of the opportunities given by the daily, seasonal and biological
rhythms of nature, for it is those that determine the
moment when fish are most plentiful, game species
multiply, animals have been fattened, and farms produce and which biotypes of natural species are available. “Knowing how to take advantage” of the natural
resources at the right time and in the right place constitutes the base of the bosquesino sustainable forest
management, which is completed by a knowledge of
the daytime and nighttime habits of fish, wild animals
and insects, to which bosquesinos adjust.
When peripheral urban dwellers carry out production activities on farms and rivers and in forests, they
need the same knowledge and skills as bosquesinos
in order to be successful; what matters here is their
adjustment to the rhythms of nature and not to labor
discipline in terms of the workday schedule. Taking advantage of the opportunities offered by nature opens
an area of freedom to bosquesinos and to peripheral
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urban people that they both know how to appreciate,
while job discipline (in a sawmill, a factory, a company), which can be accepted for a long period of time,
can one day be perceived as being “burdensome” and
unbearable, with the result that the worker resigns and
turns once again to the forest. The apparent “urbanization” of bosquesinos in the peripheral neighborhoods is
not always definitive. We have witnessed old married
couples return to the farm and the forest to work for
varying periods of time. What keeps these couples in
the city is, when they have children, the school. Taking care of school-age children keeps mothers from devoting their efforts to horticultural activities at some
distance from the city, although it is possible for them
to farm a plot near the neighborhood. It is only when
their children finish school that the couple can return
to the family farm and devote their efforts once again
and more frequently to forest-related activities.
While these activities can appear to be relatively
insignificant economically, they are important at the
level of liking and well-being: on the one hand, hunting
and fishing are “amusements” and horticultural production is satisfying to the horticulturist; on the other,
fresh or salted, but good quality fish (for the preparation of the special pango dish!), fresh or smoked mitayo
(game meat), cassava and plantains, as well as other
fruits, are typically bosquesino foods that this half urban — half bosquesino prefer. Without these delicacies,
these people get tired of a daily diet of chicken or eggs
or small “mediocre” fish that fishermen often hawk in
the early mornings. In the peripheral neighborhoods,
unlike in the bosquesino communities where cassava
and plantains dominate, rice is essential at every meal
— “if I haven’t eaten rice, I haven’t eaten,” they say. Because of its low price, it has replaced cassava as the
main food over the past 50 years. Plantains — eaten in
the form of inguiri (with fish) or ripe and fried, accompanying other dishes — continue to be a basic food,
leaving bread (and noodles) in second or third place,
after cassava. In the communities, on the other hand,
bread is prized almost like a sweet and, like noodles, is
eaten only occasionally.
We can see thus far how many common features at
least some of the peripheral urban inhabitants share
with the bosquesinos at both the levels of certain activities and of the freedom to decide and act that is connected with them, and that of food preferences. A certain
inclination towards managing a small business that is
frequently found in these neighborhoods can also be noted today in certain communities of bosquesinos where
teachers or health promoters — in other words, salaried professionals — invest part of their earnings in setting up a small grocery store. But economic depression
and the lack of opportunities for social advancement in
these outlying districts are particularly frustrating for

young people, who then seek to satisfy their desire for
consumer goods — fanned by sales at stores, television
and advertising campaigns — through criminal acts
that enable them to rapidly obtain what they want. In
bosquesino communities, theft is also mainly the province of youth (“the boys,” as the community members
tend to call them), but what they most want — and obtain by selling the stolen items, is cheap alcohol and its
consumption is high among the youth of many of these
communities.
In a peripheral neighborhood, just as in a bosquesino community, everyone knows everyone else, especially those who live on the same street and, to a lesser degree, on adjacent streets. The prevailing social
relations are, of course, personal (and not functional,
as in the center of the city). A certain degree of solidarity exists among these people that is expressed
when someone takes the initiative of collecting funds to
contribute to the expenses of a needy family’s wake or
hospitalization as a result of an accident, etc. But this
solidarity extends no further than the neighborhood,
the street or the family relationship with others living
on other streets in the neighborhood. It should be noted
that related families often live on the same street: that
of a brother or sister, brother- or sister-in-law, aunt or
uncle and grandmother or grandfather; this is a social
feature that the peripheral neighborhood shares with
the bosquesino community. Even so, sharing a meal

(the distributive solidarity we can see in a bosquesino community) is not customary in a peripheral district and only tends to occur if someone realizes that
there has been no food for several days in the home of a
neighbor — inhabited by a virtually helpless old couple
or a family headed by a woman that has many children.
Taking them a plate of food in those cases is less the result of a feeling of solidarity than a charitable reaction.
The labor solidarity groups characteristic of
bosquesino communities and that can be noted in the
reciprocal labor-sharing practices: minga, ayuda and
corta-mañana practices, do not exist in this form in the
peripheral neighborhoods. What do exist are collective
jobs, either of a street or of an entire neighborhood, to
which the people are called by their leaders in the cases of the cleaning, filling or improvement of streets or of
the soccer playing field. Mingas are accordingly organized, to which each family contributes food and drink
and labor, although it can be seen — as in the case of
community reciprocal labor-sharing practices — that
not everyone who should participate turns up at the
work site. The labor solidarity feature, of course, can
be found in the peripheral neighborhoods, but is expressed in another dimension and more occasionally.
Apparently the inhabitants of peripheral neighborhoods have an underlying ideal of material equality that
corresponds far less to reality than in the bosquesino
communities, but which, for that very reason, generates
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more envious reactions. Televisions, stereos, latest model refrigerators and freezers and one, two or more motorcycles, plus a three-wheeled vehicle, or houses built
of “noble materials” (instead of wooden shacks); even
fashionable clothing, above all among young people, are
able to distinguish the households with the greatest purchasing power from those with modest earnings. In this
context, envy gives rise to malicious gossip — for example, about the ill-gotten gains of the wealthy (suspicion of
drug trafficking) — and to behavior that is often aggressive or hostile between families at different economic
levels. As a result, certain diseases or misfortunes are
easily attributed to an “evil” and specialists (“curanderos” or “witch doctors”) are consulted, either in the
neighborhood itself or — if well-known — in another
part of the city. The latter cure the ill with plants or, if an
evil is diagnosed, by sending it back to its maker (“war
between witch doctors”). Hostility between envious people rapidly degenerates into threats and, when fueled by
alcohol, physical fights. Unlike the generally peaceful
and harmonious environment to be found in a bosquesino community, that of peripheral neighborhoods is often
tense. When a fight breaks out between young people,
parents intervene, not always to calm things down, but
to defend the fighters, thus adding fuel to the fire that
frequently yields its toll of wounded.
In peripheral neighborhoods, as in bosquesino communities, in the late afternoon, people — and not exclusively the young — turn to sports, soccer, fulbito (miniature soccer), or volleyball, which always give place to
bets that range from a few Soles to 200-300 or more —
for which the two teams compete heatedly. That is why
these games frequently turn violent, for there are no
referees to penalize such behavior, which, in turn can
degenerate into fist fights between two or more players or between the two teams. It all depends upon the
mood of the players whether they are willing to play for
fun, respecting the rules of the game, or whether they
are determined to win come what may, in which case
nothing will dampen their aggressive instincts and instead of “playing” to win, they will “fight” to win the
game and the air will be filled with insults. A true spirit
of sportsmanship will be lacking and some players will
leave the game. In bosquesino communities, even when
the young people are playing soccer, we have never witnessed such violent behavior, whether by word or by
gesture; the spirit of the game prevails.
One of the basic social values of bosquesinos is
household freedom and autonomy. No one can give
an order to a member of another household and each
of them organizes its activities freely, according to its
likes; it is the heads of families who orient their sons and
daughters. Each household is autonomous, possessing
all of its own means of livelihood and work. In peripheral neighborhoods, households that have no labor ties
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to industry, a company or a business (which are subject
to a schedule and a hierarchy) enjoy freedom and autonomy similar to those of bosquesinos, in the degree to
which they dedicate their efforts — even if sporadically
— to horticulture, hunting, fishing, logging or managing a small grocery store, food stand or street sales. Inasmuch as they have no solidarity groups, which in the
communities temper the self-centeredness of households with a measure of altruism, in the outlying areas
each household acts without considering neighbors or
other inhabitants of the neighborhood, except when an
event is celebrated (birthday, wedding, etc.), to which
not only relatives, but also some neighbors with whom
they have friendships (that can be expressed in certain
services, consultations or advice, or in getting together
in a grocery store or bar to “drink”) are invited. In this
sense, we can say that friendship in peripheral neighborhoods performs the same function as solidarity in
the communities. But one sign of the self-centered (if
not egotistical) freedom of households in peripheral
neighborhoods is the use of sound equipment blasting
at full volume and invading the entire neighborhood
with sound and, when a celebration is taking place,
even lasting up until the early hours of the morning,
keeping neighbors from sleeping or, if held during the
day, disturbing those who don’t like the music or who
want to enjoy a nap. This contempt for the neighborhood, expressed in the blasting of sound equipment,
was widespread in Iquitos up until a few short years
ago, when the so-called “Ley Zanahoria” (“Early Bird
Law”) set time limits on this practice, even for bars and
dance halls. The outskirts of the city, however, are outside the control of municipal authorities; every household in this area does what it wishes in that regard and
no one dares to criticize neighbors for that practice.
Respect for the freedom of each household prevails, as
in the bosquesino community where, it so happens, this
kind of noisy behavior is starting to create discomfort.

Urban-Specific in Peripheral Neighborhoods
Thus far we have discovered, in the peripheral neighborhoods, a series of features, behaviors and values
similar or comparable to those we have observed in
bosquesino communities. It is now time for us to point
up specific urban features, behaviors and values that
can be found in those districts.
An examination of their authorities gives us an opportunity to address those phenomena. A peripheral
area has its neighborhood leaders, comparable to those
of a bosquesino community but, in addition, has committees for each street, which pass on their proposals
and requests for improvements to the leaders, who are
responsible for taking steps to obtain technical support

from the municipality for the formulation of the projects
and later the financial means for their execution. Relations between neighborhood leaders and the municipality are fairly harmonious, unlike the case of community
leaders and the district municipality, which finances
urban infrastructure projects more zealously than community ones. But the difference between the community
and the outlying district lies in the way leaders are elected. In the community, all that is needed is a community
assembly where the attending members nominate the
candidates they consider appropriate for the different
positions and, once the names have been chalked up on
the blackboard, a vote is taken by a show of hands. No
electoral campaign is waged to obtain a position; in fact,
the job is considered to be time-consuming and unremunerated and the chosen people generally make the
least possible effort to carry out their assigned duties.
That is the reason why so few initiatives can be traced to
the communities and why the district mayor is given the
freedom to decide what to do to benefit a community,
basing his or her efforts in part on casual conversations
with certain community members.
In peripheral neighborhoods, on the other hand, an
urban political custom has become firmly rooted: different groups vie for the leadership posts and each one
presents plans and proposals to the inhabitants in an
electoral campaign controlled by an electoral committee. This campaign can make use of sound equipment or
an orchestra, distribute beer or liquor, and publish posters or banners. On a preset date, the inhabitants flock
to a voting center and deposit their written and anonymous votes in an amphora. After a vote count, the electoral committee declares the winning team. In this case,
a competition is held among teams wishing to obtain the
leadership function. Why is this so different from the indifference shown by bosquesino communities?
A part of the answer can be found if we consider
that the leaders of a peripheral neighborhood can, if
they have the necessary financial and technical means,
carry out infrastructure projects with price tags of up
to one or two million Soles (highways, bridges, buildings) and we all know, of course, that a not inconsiderable part of the budget is pocketed by the executor.
The neighborhood leaders and street committees,
are they “authorities” and in what sense? They are
called “our authorities,” but in name only, because
they have no power to command — as in the bosquesino community — but only to call consultation meetings and collective undertakings, and to represent the
neighborhood before the municipal authority in delivering and defending requests for projects. Their function is consultative, coordinating and representative.
The commanding authority remains in the hands
of the court system and the police and people know
that, for it is to them that they address their complaints

and from whom they expect justice to be done. But this
power to punish offenses and crimes does not discourage all of the people from committing illegal or condemnable acts. On the one hand, the justice system and
police action in many cases involve corruption and people with a certain financial standing are allowed to engage in illegal behavior without receiving any punishment (by way of example, in the case of those connected
with drug trafficking, if by any chance they go to jail,
they don’t remain there for long); on the other, there
are people who have been in jail several times and are
accustomed to those parentheses in their lives, so this
punishment does not deter them. The peripheral neighborhoods, unlike bosquesino communities, are noted
for the presence of people who live on the fringes of the
law, who are driven to vengeance by envy and who are
willing to act as hired mercenaries (sicarios) in return
for adequate pay. Using the scarcity of satisfactory paid
jobs as a pretext and an incentive, they turn to theft
as a way of life, stealing particularly motorcycles and
three-wheeled vehicles.
Although the peripheral neighborhoods enjoy some
advantages as to urban infrastructure, like electricity,
drinking water (although with frequent interruptions),
a very few paved streets or garbage and trash collection service, the population density creates unsanitary
living conditions — worse than those in the bosquesino
communities! — because of the general lack of drainage
systems and seasonal flooding that affect the low-lying
lands where these neighborhoods are generally located, turning the first floor of houses into mudbaths. The
inhabitants are forced, if they have no second floor on
which to take shelter, to leave their homes and move in
with a relative or, if the flooding is more serious, as it
was in 2012, municipal governments open up schoolrooms to accommodate them temporarily.
Bosquesinos move to the city with the idea of “progressing,” with the hope of living in “better” financial
and material conditions. But the panorama we have
just outlined makes us question the success of this
idea and of this hope. The combination of the features
of bosquesinos and of urban dwellers — not always
positive — highlight the ambivalence of people who
aspire to see improvements by assuming urban advantages (frequently without receiving due attention
from municipal authorities) and who at the same time
— given the prevailing instability of jobs and lack
of access to well-paid jobs — remain tied to typical
bosquesino social values, attitudes and activities.

Page 191: Boys playing in a flooded soccer field. Photo: Ana
Cecilia González Vigil.
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Amazonian Cities and Cultural
Transfiguration
Joaquín García

Ever since the first Western navigators went downstream
into the unknown, carried by the current of the Amazon River,
billions, trillions, of liters of cubic meters of fresh water have
invaded the blue ocean. Gaspar de Carvajal, the chronicler of
Orellana, provides a detailed account of the encounter with
hamlets and villages with numerous people, seen from the deck
of their fragile brigs (De Carvajal, 1894).
Almost five centuries later, in the 1970s, the Berkeley
School of Demographics, crosschecking archeological,
demographic and historical data from different sources, and other settlement patterns, concluded that the
chronicler’s apparently imaginative data was much
closer to reality than we had imagined. From these
assumptions, the American ethno-historian William
Denevan estimated, in 1976, that the Great Amazon,
in 1542, would have had a population of not less than
6,800,000; in the Brazilian Amazon Basin alone there
would have been around 3,825,000 people. How far
we were from the “Amazonian vacuum” of two centuries of the Republican era. The chroniclers, as much
from the Orellana expedition as from those of Pedro
de Ursúa, from Teixeira and others, unanimously
confirm that the food was so plentiful that, in the account of Orellana, they discovered houses where great
amounts of food were stored, “of corralled turtles and
in water houses, and much meat and fish and cake,
and all this in such abundance that there was enough
for a regal of 1,000 men to eat for one year.” (De Carvajal, 1894) According to such account, Machifaro was
one of the most populous centers that formed part of
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one of the numerous “provinces” [sic] in which the
area was distributed. Let us not forget that the “discoverers” reduced the new realities to their Greek-Roman imaginary.
In 1980 in New Valencia, Corrientes River, a
pre-Columbian cemetery of dimensions greater than
300 meters long and 50 wide was discovered. This
would allow us to assume that the traditional settlements in the jungle would have been much more
copious than believed until now. The same could be
thought about the discoveries in the Pachacamac huacas near Lima.

The World’s Shift from Country to City
The great revolution of recent years has emphasized four key social issues: the decline of peasantry,
which was, until the 19th century, the demographic
and productive bulk of humanity; the inevitable impact it has had in the conformation of an imminently
urban society and the megalopolis with its millions
of inhabitants; the substitution of a world based on

verbal communication for a world where reading
has become a universal medium, in which man and
machines write, and the changes in the situation of
women (Hobsbawm, 2007: 20 ss). In regard to the developed world, in the countries of the Organization
for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
the population in rural areas has declined to 4%, and
in the United States to 2% (ibid.) In Europe, in the
mid-sixties, there were five nations where more than
half the population was occupied in farming, eleven in the American continent, eighteen in Asia and
it is the main sector in all African countries except
Libya, Tunisia and South Africa. Today the situation
has changed (ibid., 24 and 25). How long will this disproportion continue to grow and will we have ceased
being a species comprised by hunters, gatherers and
food producers?
In 1900 only 16% of the population lived in cities.
In 1950, the rate was below 26%. Today, it is around
48%. The blooming fields of other times have today
become green deserts without human beings, only
hyper-cities appear. Contrary to what we may have
assumed, only ten of the 50 major cities in the planet
are in developed countries, and only two of the 18 that

have more than ten million inhabitants are found in
Europe or North America. In Asia, more than 200 cities are over one million inhabitants, in Africa, close to
50 and in Latin America, more than 60. This entails a
political imbalance when faced with making choices.

The Great Stages in History
First phase: The apogee of cities happened five or six
thousand years ago, when population concentrations
became, in the valleys of Mesopotamia, Egypt, India,
and China, rich agricultural and livestock centers.
These same urban centers established as marketing
hubs that transformed the lifestyle of the agricultural
urban tradition. The great markets were there. The
bureaucracy of the established power systems followed. The city had experienced a new change. The
division between “town” and “city,” “urban” and “rural” became clearly manifested.
The second phase came with the European Industrial Revolution, in the middle of the eighteenth century. The demand for labor in factories, mines and commercial activities became the center of attraction for
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workers. In a way never before seen, people migrated
to the cities, which seemed to grow suddenly.
The third phase started after World War II. The
most rapid growth occurred as from the 1950s. As
the global economy became international and its size
increased, cities grew explosively, especially in Latin
America and Africa (ibid.)

Consequences of Urbanization
Cities draw attention because of their promises of a
better way of life. The fact is there and it is a reality
that we must face in some way, regardless of our value
judgments.
What is Good in Cities
Cities are centers of civilization. Human history, in
the West and East, is the history of cities as capitals
of states. They are crucibles of cultures, centers of the
economy and social development. They continue to
drive social and economic development. The common
services in cities are less expensive: electricity, communications, water, transport, education, etc.
What Is Bad in Cities
Most people in cities live under marginal conditions.
Estimates hold that, in the world today, about one
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billion people live in inadequate housing and one
hundred million people are homeless. There is risk
of contracting physical and psychological illnesses in
the midst of promiscuity, unhealthiness, and domestic violence. One suffers from gas and noise pollution
coming from discotheques, cars, heating, stoves and
industry in general. Poverty is intimately related to
disintegration and social and cultural anomie.
Crime rises as cities grow. Urban violence is not
confined to a particular region: it has increased in
the world in the last two decades and is the maximum expression of the lack of occupation and work.
We should add another factor in this section: the
loss of cultural identity due to the lack of representative instances of diversity that will allow them to
access the State institutionally through its differences.

Latin America and Its Cities
America as a whole, flanked by two great oceans,
has an extension of 14,000 kilometers in length from
North to South and 70 kilometers wide at the Isthmus
of Panama to 6,400 in the region spanning from Terra
Nova to the Bering Strait. It covers a territorial expanse of 42,186,998 square kilometers. Approximately 17,942,000 of these are in South America.

In 1998, the population was estimated at around
eight hundred million inhabitants, which is equal to
14% of the world’s population today. 37% reside in
North America, another third in Brazil and Mexico
and the remaining third is distributed in the other 43
countries and territories in the area. It is undergoing a
deep demographic transition because of the decrease
in total fertility rates, the decrease in infant mortality
and the increased survival rate at birth.
According to United Nations statistics, Latin America and the Caribbean had 283 million inhabitants in
1970 and 482 million in 1995. It is estimated that by
2010, the population was 604 million.
15 cities in Latin America are among the 100 biggest in the world. In these cities, one of the most explosive urban processes is taking place. The cities of the
region with more than 500,000 inhabitants make up
50% of the urban population. Managing the problem
of cities with less than these will be a greater challenge since the other half of this world live there. This
trend will increase because the projections indicate
that the bigger cities tend to stabilize demographically
but those with less will grow.
At a regional level, rural population has remained
constant with about 125 million in recent years and
forecasts indicate there may be slight decreases in the
future. This indicates that all demographic growth
will occur in the cities.

Cities in the Amazon
The same phenomenon occurs in the Amazonia. The
phenomenon in the Amazonia back then, in proportion to the demographics of the 16th century, has
worsened. Today, in spacious urban areas, young mega-cities continue to expand and concentrate in Latin American countries, and these clashing societies
have their equivalence on the shores of the basin. In
consecutive order, up-river from its mouth, human
groups have been growing precipitously: Belém do
Pará, Manaus, Santarem, Tefé, Rio Branco, Tabatinga, Leticia, Iquitos, Pucallpa, Tarapoto... A rosary-like
string of cities with no relief in sight stand in contrast
to the societies the conquistadores found there in the
16th century. All have grown, disorderly and chaotic,
with indexes of poverty and indigence above 60% and
a progressive weakening in the capacity to feed such
a demand. All have discredited the prevailing development model. Something revolutionary, innovative
must be proposed; a new, fresh and vigorous life has
to surge from such spoils. This work would be a first
attempt to approach the problem.
The anthropology of the 20th century, at first romantic and later intent on saving cultures in stages of

extinction, has been occupied with indigenous matters but has lived with its back turned to the urban explosion phenomena and to the profound cultural and
economic transformations that have produced, and
are produced by them. In fact, more than half of the
Amazonian population is urban, with a clear tendency
to accelerated growth. What is going to happen in 20
or 30 years?
A part of Amazonian cities are relatively old, as
in the case of Belém; others have been taking form
since the 19th century with the exploitation of rubber
and other extraction products. The racial conglomeration of the cities is surprisingly rich and diversified,
making it a true mosaic of skin colors and cultures.
Brazil stands out for having the largest cities in the
Great Amazonian or Continental Amazonian territories: close to two and a half million in Belém and
two million in Manaus, founded just in 1848 with four
thousand inhabitants (BID, 1992).
Something similar happens in Peru. At the beginning of the 20th century, Iquitos had 12,000 inhabitants. In 1970, it jumped to 100,000, in 2000 it
climbed to 400,000 and in 2005, 500,000. Pucallpa, which in 1940 was a small sleepy hamlet on the
banks of the Ucayali, reached 80,000 in 1970 and
over 300,000 in 2005. A study conducted in 1974 by
the Housing Ministry on urbanite demographic development in Requena calculated a growth of up to
8,000 inhabitants for the next ten years from the
4,000 it had back then. In 1975, the oil companies in
the area and the flooding rivers caused it to grow in
order to house 18,000. Where was that farm that, at
the beginning of the 20th century, rested lazily looking at its own reflection in the Tapiche River as it ran
into the Ucayali! According to this, the Peruvian Amazonian urban demography would today be as high
as 70% of the total population.
If the cities of the world, especially in Latin American, are prone to overflow, in Amazonian cities the
chaos is far greater since there is no possibility whatever of restoring order nor finding laborers. The jump
from a forest culture to an urban one is unfathomable
and there is a disorganization that is linked to the lack
of habits adapted to the urban culture.
Manaus and Tabatinga in Brazil, Leticia in Colombia, Iquitos in Peru, for example, are cities that have
enjoyed a relatively important growth, thanks to certain incentives and services that have been developed.
Energy costs, however, are very high because of the
thermoelectric systems that generate it. In the Lower
Amazon, there are no profitable conditions available
to establish sources for hydro-power or to distribute
it. At the same time, these cities are very expensive
because of their horizontal expansion and no vertical
projections.
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A Paradigmatic Case: Iquitos
Based on a calculation of approximately 500,000 inhabitants, in recent years Iquitos has established a
paradigm of what a city of the Amazonian rain forest
is:
Marginal human settlements

80

Population settlements

14

Peripheral new towns

30

Total

124

The capital of Loreto has not been one of those that
has grown more; other Amazonian cities have experienced many massive migrations due to terrorism.
Regarding poverty conditions, it is assumed that
the income for maintaining a basic basket of goods is
a nutritional basket that has the necessary calories
for a family of five. In March 1995, in Iquitos, 10,874
families lived in conditions of extreme poverty and
15,485 in non-extreme poverty, which came to a total
of 26,359 families, which is 44.3% of the population.
Today this number has multiplied.
An alarming number is the increase of crime,
which, according to reports of the Peruvian National
Police (Rojas Benaute, 2002), would be 37 murders in
2001, considering that when there were 100,000 inhabitants, the number barely reached two, or some
years, up to three. The increase is geometrically proportional.

Factors That Have Been Involved in Growth
In the 1970s, 15,000 workers from the oil companies
that were installed in Iquitos emigrated to the countryside and, once they abandoned the gauge and seismic phases, did not return to their place of origin: they
attached themselves to the city, invading land awash
in informality. Pucallpa grew by 5.2% and Iquitos by
5.1% (San Román, 1975: 231). Having settled in the
city, 87% did so in marginal urban sectors. Meanwhile, cities kept growing but there was no growth in
the demand for labor or in the capacity of logistic and
infrastructure municipal services, leaving the largest
part of the population living in extremely unhealthy
conditions.
According to research conducted by Investigación
y Promoción de la Amazonía (IPA) in the Lower Amazon (ibid.), the reasons for settling are the education
of children, family members and work, in addition to
other reasons of less interest to our case: “to educate
my children, because of schools, for the instruction
of my children, to send my children to study,” etc.
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The education of children was already a generalized
reason.
To this reason, which could have been valid thirty
years ago and is still true today, we must add others.
The possibilities for education in places where there
were no secondary level schools are reasonably superior to those that existed at the time of the study. But
it is necessary to add the increase and facility in communications, the improvement of services in the city
and the powerful attractions that are here invested
(access to signs of prestige, improvement of social conditions, diversions, ease of movement, etc.).

Some Final Reflections
The fact is there and it is unquestionable. A great part
of the population wants to live in cities. All along the
Amazon basin, there is currently a population of a little less than 27 million. Close to 70% live in cities. Like
any other Latin American city, the majority of Amazonians live in poverty or extreme poverty, which brings
along cultural deterioration and anomie in the strictest sense of the word: marginality, conditions of physical and psychological unhealthiness, high indexes
of infantile morbid mortality, deterioration of values,
overcrowding, etc.
Cities tend to be consumers of resources of biological diversity and disrupt the ecological balance. At
the same time, they are land speculators and negotiate with the space they procure. The majority survives
at the cost of the state bureaucracy and of the sale
of subsistence farming produce by bargain sales and
habilitation.
The indigenous world, mestizo and even white and
oriental, is growing accustomed to the relationship
with the same cultural world consistent with the environment, but the ways in which the state has persistently wanted to reduce them to uniformity persist.
This relationship between the two worlds, the telluric and the official, provides the urban world with
extraordinary original conditions. This is why we
find that in this city there can be, and indeed there
are, economic differences, but there are no social or
cultural differences. Speech, language, modes of relationship, food, and urban spaces are one and the
same. On the other hand, the relationship with the
indigenous world is extremely intense in moments of
fear, misfortune or anxiety over death. An experience
in 1991, when an inventory of curanderos was done
that counted 120, has demonstrated this. If there are
so many, it is because they have patients.
There are, in addition, two signals for further progress on the basis of the axes set by the Initiative for the
Integration of South American Regional Infrastructure:

A M AZON RIVER
Iquitos original trace
Occupied plots in 1886
Iquitos’ expansion areas

an exterior signal that is the threat of new situations,
such as road construction and multi-modal transport
uses that will foster new explosive urban centers reaching dimensions no more controllable than the current
ones; and another signal within the predicaments in
the drama of the urban order of insular and mediterranean cities such as Iquitos, where 18,000 three-wheeled
motorcars and 50,000 motorcycles zig-zag during day
and night through insufficient avenues, and what this
implies regarding a labor mass that logically demand
their jobs.
We cannot neglect scientific studies that accept this
fact as something substantial in our reality. Universities, research institutions and technological centers
should be at the forefront with broader approaches
than the merely biophysical and economic. Except for
a merely economic study, I know no other research on
urban major issues that could give us an exit strategy.
Likewise, I do not know if there have been important studies regarding the transformation that is occurring in the indigenous cultures when they approach
the city. Will they be able to resist the onslaught of
secularization in the leap of faith of post-modernity?
What we can be sure of is that the soul of the people will never die. But, which will be the profile of the
identity they are to adopt in order to face the different
circumstances that affect them?
Will the cities be able to rise from their condition
in a world where the barriers tend to fade and the
walls are taken down? Reality such as it is would not
seem reversible in the short term. We could think
about what can be done from the point where we find

ourselves. The difficulties will be plentiful, especially
taking into account a determining factor: the international market that will not let us escape from their
hands. But nothing will be impossible.

Page 195: Night view of downtown Iquitos. Photo: Rodrigo
Rodrich.
Page 196: Aerial view of Iquito’s expansion. Photo: Rodrigo
Rodrich.
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Iquitos: Urban Planning and
Architecture
Alberto Ríos Moreno and Eduardo Durand López Hurtado

The Setting. The city of Iquitos, which today is located on the
shores of the Itaya River, in the plain called Selva Baja (Lower
Jungle) of the hydrological basin of the immense Amazon
River, where it stood for a long time on its left bank, has today
moved away, following the ancient undulations of its extensive
riverbed. It is bordered, in addition, by the Nanay River and by
lakes to the south, with its personality impregnated with the
character of an island-city.
Iquitos sits on a topographical elevation that is barely
perceived as such against a uniform carpet of forests,
river channels and creeks, with more than a hundred
different ecosystems, each one formed by its own
communities of plants and animals. The region is one
of the richest in biodiversity in the world, of which
only a small fraction has been studied and catalogued.
Its soils are geologically unstable; the climate is hot
and humid, with temperatures hovering uniformly
year round up to 40° C, with heavy rainfall any day
and epoch.
The indigenous people, who with flora and fauna comprised an ecological unit from about ten to
twenty thousand years ago, conserved the forest until the arrival of Western civilization. Medicinal and
nurturing plants, lumber, oil, chemical products,
cosmetics, fishery and eco-tourism comprise the potential presently offered by the biodiversity for sustainable regional development, provided the resources and the environment are managed wisely, which
is not the case so far.
Iquitos is the only great Peruvian city that does
not have ground roadway communication with the
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rest of the country, which will mark its historical and
socio-economic evolution, and somehow, its special
culture.

The Origins
Native settlements clustered in communities of various sizes, consisting of people united by kinship or
alliance, erected their buildings during thousands
of years with local materials, using the leaves from
various palm trees for roofing, which, in addition to
protection from rain, provided fresh and comfortable
spaces: warm air rises and exits through its capillarity in a continuous renovation. Their large houses
are characteristic, known as malocas or cocameras,
which offer the right ecological — architectonic solutions such as cross ventilation and the use of heat-insulating materials.
In the beginning of the 19th century, less than a
hundred indigenous natives lived in missions under
the Jesuits, in what was known as the village of Iquitos, on the left margin of the Amazon River. In 1831,

the German scientist Eduard Poeppig, after crossing
the La Viuda Mountain Range, descended along the
Huallaga and the Marañón rivers until he reached the
Amazon. In his book, Viaje al Perú y al río Amazonas, 1827-1832 (Voyage to Peru and the Amazon River, 1827-1832 [2003]), he wrote: “On the afternoon of
the 13th of August, we arrived in Iquitos, the smallest
town in this region. A narrow opening in the dense
jungles on the riverbank barely allowed us to distinguish its location.” In 1860, Antonio Raimondi (1862:
98) points out that the town of Iquitos “has a population that surpasses four hundred souls,” the majority
of which were from the Iquitos ethnic group, while the
1887 census indicated three thousand twenty-three
inhabitants.
In the second half of that century, the government
of Mariscal Ramón Castilla decides to affirm the national Amazonian dimension, establishing a presence
on this immense territory that was initially declared
a Fluvial Military Department. It was determined that
the area was the most appropriate to set up a naval
station, a factory and a roof tile factory. It is then that
the city starts to grow. The demand for labor by the industries that had been installed, the vegetative growth
of the population itself, and an incipient immigration
from the fields began to increase the population. Thus

arose the need to bring order to the urban space. In
1886, Navy Captain Enrique Espinar developed the
first urban plan for the city, which already had three
thousand inhabitants, and he did so in the image
and likeness of the other cities of Spanish founding:
a one hundred meter wide, one hundred block checkerboard with a section of typical pathways, without
hierarchies and almost no green areas. This layout
subsists to this day within the central city limits (see
map on page 31.)

The Urban Space
The spatial occupancy for the human settlement on
the riverbanks was initially developed parallel to and
along the length of the bank due to the immediacy
and necessity of river communication and the supply
of water, and continued until it came upon a natural
obstacle to delimit it, such as a stream or other tributary, and then continued on to occupy areas toward
the interior.
The urban layout of 1886 responded to these conditions. The city had little density and the blocks, generally owned by one or two proprietors, were occupied
by houses surrounded by vegetable gardens. Urban
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infrastructure in that period was limited to the managerial and the security of the Government House, the
barracks and the police station, to commercial at the
market and warehouses, and to the industrial at the
factories. Religious orders were in charge of the educational infrastructure. Recreational public areas
were practically nonexistent, limited to the Plaza de
Armas and Plaza 28 de Julio, adjacent to the cemetery.

Domestic Immigration
The city experienced sustained growth in the last third
of the 19th century as a result of the production of wild
rubber, wax, lard and hats, among other products,
that were exported to the city of Manaus in Brazil.
This economic movement attracted merchants from
the Department of San Martín, in the higher tropical
forest. They built their houses and commercial sites
with the same materials and construction systems as
those from their cities of origin: thick walls of mud,
thatch or adobe and tiled roofs.
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This construction technology has proven to respond adequately to the climatic challenges of the environment. Of this type, only the mansion in the Plaza
de Armas, which in its time was the house of the rubber baron Carlos Fermín Fitzcarrald, has subsisted. It
now houses a banking establishment.
The current Government house, a brick construction, was built in this period. The international market’s demand for rubber, from the last quarter of
the 19th century, attracted national and international merchants and adventurers. At the moment when
the Navy Captain Enrique Espinar develops his blueprint, which defined the layout of the city, the market
and sidewalks were built, the kerosene lighting was
installed, and the delineation and regulation of the
streets were implemented.
The famous “Iron House,” made in Belgian workshops, and the Central Market stem from the times
of European iron buildings, with Alexandre Gustave
Eiffel as their main mentor. Both buildings still exist
to this day. At that time, a more stable contact was
initiated with Europe, leading to the incorporation of

those architectonic styles that were fashionable then
in Europe.

The Rubber Boom
In the first decade of the 20th century, important fortunes had been amassed in Iquitos due to the exploitation and commercialization of wild rubber, with the
so-called “rubber barons” obtaining it by committing
nameless atrocities against the indigenous population. They decided to put down roots in the city with
the conviction that the boom would never end and this
propitiated the market to organize formally, giving
rise to improvements in urban infrastructure, such
as the cobbling of roads, electric lighting, the transformation of public services and the urban railway.
Iquitos then looked to the Atlantic and its relationship
with Europe became more intense.
Large companies, motivated by prestige, competed in the sumptuousness of their commercial houses
and the residences of its managers and proprietors.
European bricklayers and foremen were summoned
to build one of the best and most unique local architecture compounds the country, which subsist in part
thanks to the wise and lucidly implemented regulations of 1986 to preserve ninety buildings in the city
that were declared national patrimony.
Wealthy rubber barons contributed guidelines
and projects of fashionable European architects and
adapted them to the regional environment. Constructions with high ceilings were built — which, however,
did not provide cross ventilation — with iron gates
and balconies from Spanish forges, with designs and
outlines that recreate and intertwine plant motifs.
Tiles from Seville and Portugal were imported as a
functional solution to protect facades against the rain.
During the economic growth generated at the
time, Iquitos saw the emergence of an architecture
that tried to imitate the sumptuous palaces and estates of the epoch, but lacked the authentic materials
imported from Europe. These buildings are portrayed
in Renaissance, modernist, eclectic and Art Nouveau
styles that, with joyful, light, florid and transparent
expressions, transmit a sensation of freshness that
contrasts with the rigors of the tropical heat. The Hotel Palace, in Art Nouveau style, located on the Tarapacá malecón, belongs to this period, as does the Casa
Pinasco in the Plaza de Armas.

The End of the Chimera
In 1876, the British Foreign Office commissioned a British subject named Henry Wickham to collect shiringa

seeds for the establishment of plantations in Southeast
Asia that, with their rise and expansion, caused a very
severe commercial depression in the Amazon. The
growth of the city and its sumptuous buildings stalled
for lack of money and also paralyzed the incipient manufacturing industry.
In 1942, during World War II, the Amazon Peruvian Corporation was created in order to be the national
counterpart of the Rubber Development Corporation,
an agency established by the United States federal
government to address the exploitation of rubber in
the Amazon. Following the Japanese invasion of the
British colonies in Southeast Asia, Amazonian rubber
regained its value. The Corporation’s fundamental objective was to reestablish production of all rubber varieties as well as to evaluate the feasibility of cultivating it in Western Peru, especially in Loreto and Madre
de Dios. Furthermore, it established an airport in Iquitos — with the objective of providing a base for U.S.
aircraft — and a hospital. The agreement between the
Peruvian Corporation and that company, which authorized it to acquire all the rubber production at predetermined prices, ended in 1947 and the product again
lost validity and value in the region.
Without the benefits of the trade balance, Iquitos
waited for assistance from the central government,
but this never came and popular protests followed,
which — although they did not have the strength of
the revolutions of 1896, led by Ricardo Seminario
and Mariano José Madueño, and 1921, led by Captain
Guillermo Cervantes — were important signs of discontent. The movements of 1896 and 1921, both with
a flag of federalism, were severely repressed by the
national governments of the time. Various internal political forces emerged over this period of great dissatisfaction, amid economic crisis and the deteriorating
quality of life of the masses.

Imports, Oil and Drug Trafficking
In 1940, Iquitos already had 40,000 inhabitants. Land
speculation and the lack of infrastructure, services,
and urban expansion plans led to a concentration of
buildings in the center quarter. The city was becoming denser and the land suffered uncontrolled subdivisions that to this day produce and are the cause of
large areas of overcrowding and urban deterioration.
The authorities gave titles to lots measuring three meters in front by sixty meters deep, making it impossible to develop an architectural design in accordance
to the quality of life. In these plots, a side corridor
gives access to successive rental rooms without natural lighting and ventilation and the model is multiplied
throughout the city.
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Law 15600 for tax exemption and the customs
agreement between Peru and Colombia created other
chimeras in the 1960s. At that time, all kinds of merchants, speculators, investors and smugglers arrived
in the city with the illusion of rapid returns on their
money. They, unlike the rubber barons, did not intend
to settle on these lands, or have the spirit the rubber
barons had put into their buildings. They had their
feet in Iquitos but their minds in Lima and Miami.
They destroyed valuable buildings of the past and
built an architecture alien to the environment that did
not respond to the climatic reality of the tropics. Thus
began the age of air conditioning.
Nonetheless, there is an honorable exception: the
Air Force Officers Villa, which represents the first bioclimatic architecture of the city — and to date the only
one — designed to allow cross ventilation.

Urban Expansion
The discovery of oil deposits in Trompeteros raised
expectations that accelerated economic movement in
the region. This fact was followed by an exploratory
boom in the middle of the 1970s in which about 18
companies conducted oil prospecting in Loreto, mobilizing around 15,000 workers from the river edge
settlements of the region.
With the decline of the boom most of them settled
in the marginal areas of the Amazonian cities. The
growth of marginal settlements (known in Peru as
pueblos jóvenes or “young towns”) in Iquitos was explosive: the 15 that existed in 1964 grew to 20 in 1968
and to 25 in 1973, when they already housed 65% of
the total population.
The city expanded in a disorderly manner. The
marginal settlements and other peripheral settlements are located in flood prone areas and change the
physiognomy of a city with no public recreational areas, no hierarchically organized road blueprints and
with enormous areas for military use that interrupt its
organic and functional unity, and make urban planning impossible. Furthermore, in the beginning of the
1980s a new phenomenon impacts Iquito’s disorderly
settlements: the drug trade. New hotels, restaurants
and discotheques sprang forth, though the boom was
short lived because the drug traffickers started transporting drugs to Colombia by air, not the river.
In 1972 the military government launched a plan
to regularize the layout of marginal settlements and
titles to family plots. This first Master Plan has seen
readjustments in 1983, 1996 and 2002, although these
were badly carried out or simply not done at all. No
roadway solution of any importance has been implemented. The main artery of the city is the one that

links the airport with the area of Bellavista, passing
through the monumental area of the inner city. As
there is no bypass, the center of the city is obligatory
transit way for heavy vehicles.
The growth of Iquitos is linear: to the north toward
Mazán and to the south toward Nauta. Construction of
the road to this city started with the aim of expanding the agricultural frontier, even without heeding expert opinion that warned that the grounds were not
suitable for that purpose. Consequently, the lots were
distributed and destined for many uses except for the
original purpose.

Iquitos Today
Urban planning and architecture reflect society. Iquitos has the same economic growth model as the rest
of the country, the product of both the increase of the
international price of raw materials — with the consequent increase of its oil canon — and money laundering, the hidden result of the shift of drug trafficking
to Colombia. Today, entrepreneurs of all kinds build
boutiques, gas stations, restaurants, hotels, minor vehicles and automobiles, etc.
Today, immigrants from all over the country arrive, especially from the Andean highlands, and the
population is already at above 500,000. The construction industry is growing but does not translate into
quality architecture in buildings. No attention is paid
to the problems of social interest housing or housing
compounds for the middle class. There is no interest
in the public or private sector for developing programs for urban expansion that is difficult to fulfill
because of legal obstacles involving proprietorship of
the land. As a consequence, invasions of public and
private property are multiplying. The monumental
area, like the whole city, has been adversely affected
by construction devoid of architectural quality, which
produces a visual contamination that bestows a chaotic and sordid aspect to some sectors.
The occupation of flood prone areas that began in
the neighborhood of Belén has expanded unhealthily to the periphery, instigated and promoted by the
installation of water and electric services granted by
the authorities for political purposes that differ from
those for urban development.
Other urban problems accompany growth: citizen
insecurity reaches levels never experienced before
because of organized crime. Public transportation is
inadequate, unsafe and dangerous. Vehicular traffic
is chaotic and worsens as it moves on roads collapsed
by the irrational construction of the new sewer system. More than 100,000 motorcyclists and 60,000
three-wheeled motorcars produce noise pollution that
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greatly exceeds all tolerable levels, making Iquitos
one of the noisiest cities in the world. Public sanitation
collapses. This scenario has produced urban unrest
and social dissatisfaction manifested in a generalized
aggression and lack of respect among the population.
Meanwhile, the authorities, overwhelmed by the problems, are incapable of detaining the deterioration of
the quality of life of the community.

The Future
For many years, despite the structural problems of urban development, Iquitos had managed to maintain a
tropical spirit of conformity and adaptation regarding
its condition as an isolated or insular city. Thanks to
its strategic location in the river basin, it formed a hierarchical system of urban settlements and economic functionality and a relatively functional source of
supplying local products (fisheries, fruit, timber, fiber,
crafts, among others). Over time, this system has been
able to provide the population with constant support
throughout the fluctuations of the successive export
economies of the region (vegetable oils, rubber, timber, petroleum, inbound tourism).
The situation is already overburdened and threatens to weaken the traditional resilience of the region
and its native and mestizo population with the avatars
of evolution. Despite urban management plans formulated between 1970 and 2011, Iquitos essentially
maintains and multiplies the same flaws and limitations present since its inception as a city: lack of road
hierarchy, lack of alternative routes and bypasses;
clamorous lack of public recreational areas — 0.32 m2
per inhabitant, with 8 m2 being the minimum established by the World Health Organization for a healthy
city; extremely precarious cultural infrastructure and
urban deterioration in great areas of the inner city.
Uncontrolled invasions, the occupation of unsanitary,
flood prone areas and other problems prevail and
span all aspects of the urban habitat.
To correct all these deficiencies and execute urban renovation plans will be a traumatic, painful
and onerous long-term task to revert the process and
maintain the tropical and inviting spirit that has always been a staple of the city and its people.
With the accelerated population growth that precipitates citizen insecurity, overcrowding and urban
deterioration, and facing the difficulty of executing a
rational plan for expansion, it is necessary to create
productive and sustainable satellite settlements all
along the Iquitos-Nauta highway south and, to save
the Nanay River, north to the locality of Mazán.
The satellite settlements should be developed from
the establishment of extractive production units with
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added value. Housing cells for seven thousand inhabitants with primary and secondary educational facilities, medical post, commerce, and local communal
recreation areas will be the basic units that will grow
to form housing developments for twenty thousand
inhabitants. Each of these levels of planning should
be conceived with extensive recreational areas, urban
infrastructure and housing designed with tropical
bioclimatic architectural criteria, using predominantly regional material.
Navigation and fluvial roads require reconsideration in order to modernize the port facilities that
presently lack rationality and efficiency. It considers
not only port installations but also intermodal articulation (motorcars, heavy load traffic, bicycles and
pedestrians with small and medium size boats on pubic moorings of different scales) and related services
involving improved river transport (vessel design and
adequate motors, mechanics and companies, warehouses, organized support services, special access
roads, etc.), all of this in an urban organic system.
Insofar as this new urban design is implemented
thoroughly and applied with the highest quality, it will
provide the community with a new habitat, a stage for
their development and welfare, and for the progress of
new generations.

Page 201: Maloca or cocamera built with local materials.
Photo: Christian Bendayán.
Page 202: House of Morey e Hijos in Próspero Street, built in
1900. Photo: Rodrigo Rodrich.
Page 204: European tiles decorating Iquitos’ houses of the
rubber times. Photo: Rodrigo Rodrich.

Tropical Solutions:
Vertical and cross ventilation
The Wind

Heat

The wind is air that moves because of differences in
temperatures: hot air is less dense than cold air and tends
to rise and settle at the top of rooms.

As time passes, if it finds no way out, the mass of hot air
grows, saturating the area heat. This happens very rapidly
in hot climates.

Natural Methods of Ventilation and Air
Exchange

In modern architecture

Providing an air inlet at the lower part of the rooms and
an outlet for hot air in the upper part, sets a permanent
current of air that reduces heat and renews the air.
This solution is called “vertical ventilation” or “natural
ventilation.”

The Air Force Officers Villa was the first conceived for the
tropics with cross ventilation in all its rooms.

This kind of ventilation is characteristic in the malocas
and cocameras of native communities.

This type of ventilation consists of the
horizontal flow of air in a room.

The capillarity of the leaf
roofing helps hot air to be
continuously renovated as
it escapes to the outside.

Since these rooftops do not keep the heat, they are thermoisolating materials. Buildings of the rubber times have
high-ceilings without outlets for the hot air in the upper
part, thus alleviating the heat but not for long.

The wind crosses the room between openings or windows
at different heights; it takes advantage of the temperature
differential between external shaded and sunny areas,
creating a current of internal air.
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Literature in Iquitos
Ricardo Vírhuez Villafane

Iquitos is one of the youngest cities in Peru, and yet, it has
undergone a modernization and urban development process
parallel to that in other cities in the country, especially in the
second half of the 20th century. Therefore, it is not surprising
that the first urban novel in Peru was Amazonian, set in the poor
neighborhoods of Iquitos. Días oscuros (Dark Days) by Francisco
Izquierdo Ríos, published in 1950, conveys the squalor of Belén,
curiously, the city’s top tourist attraction today.
The first children’s magazine in Peru was also Amazonian. Trocha, founded by Francisco Izquierdo Ríos
in 1942, welcomed teachers and poets who wished to
express their pedagogic interests through literature.
We could add more examples on the parallel development of urban literature in Iquitos and other
Peruvian cities, but we want to point out that, since
its emergence, the Amazon region, especially Iquitos,
have experienced a rich and complex literary development process, which, for many reasons, has been left
out of academic and critical studies. This overview’s
aim is to introduce the most important literary works
from Iquitos, those that have laid the groundwork for
contemporary literature.

Beginnings
In 1905, one of the books that pioneered Amazonian
literature and best represents the rubber times appeared: Apuntes de viaje en el oriente peruano (Travel Notes in the Peruvian East), by Jorge von Hassel,
a German engineer who, while building roads and
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bridges, traveled throughout Peru during quite a long
time. These are realistic stories that approach the
conflicts inherent to the rubber trade without the romantic decadence of that time. For example, “Mashco
playa” tells the story of a fistfight between a Mashco
native and a rubber baron, the victory of the Mashco,
and the tragic ending where Fitzcarrald drowns in
the river.
Iquitos was a cosmopolitan but humble city that
grew irregularly, with rubber trade companies,
European-style mansions and huge foreign wealth
contrasting with the poor settlements cropping up
around the main streets. After visiting Iquitos in
1868, Antonio Raimondi wrote: “Iquitos, a miserable grouping of Indian huts just a few years ago, is
now a town with good and solid houses, well-stocked
stores and inhabitants of various nationalities.” In
this context, between 1910 and 1919, an intellectual,
journalistic and literary strife emerged between two
cultural groups: La Cueva, formed by intellectuals
from several parts of Peru, and La Liga, composed of
Amazonians. Each side defended different positions
not only in the political arena, but also regarding the

rubber trade. Many intellectuals were persecuted for
having denounced cases of torture and murder, such
as journalist Benjamín Saldaña Roca. Judge Rómulo Paredes, who wrote the poem A Samarem (To Samarem) in 1918, was also forced to flee due to death
threats.
Literary production, intense and brief, was guided
by passionate feelings about the rubber trade, public denunciations and socially-conscious poetry, such
as Cocolichadas by Jorge Rúnciman and the famous
Canto al Amazonas (Song to the Amazon) by Fabriciano Hernández. In 1918, Jenaro Herrera (Moyobamba,
1861-1941) published Leyendas y tradiciones de Loreto
(Legends and Traditions of Loreto), a classic of Amazonian letters because of its elegant style and its compilation of mestizo and river legends.
Though published in Guayaquil in 1928, César
Augusto Velarde wrote the first Amazonian novel,
Sacha-novela (“Wild novel,” or “Pseudo-novel” considering that the Quechua word sacha means “wild” or
“false” in different contexts), after the 1921 Cervantes’
rebellion in Iquitos, which he describes in the end of
the book. The novel deals with the city’s neglect and
the attempts to colonize the jungle following the decadence of the rubber boom.

The Golden 40s
Between 1941 and 1942, the educational magazine
Trocha emerged in Iquitos. Directed by Francisco Izquierdo Ríos, it gathered compelling intellectuals, including Juan Ramírez Ríos, Ana Sifuentes, Julio César
de Pina y Peña, Marco Antonio Vértiz and Fernando
Barcia, among many others. The group was highly influential in both Amazonian and Peruvian literature,
defining with its pedagogic inclination the didactic
nature of children’s literature of the time. It should
be noted that Trocha, in the 400th anniversary of the
“discovery” of the Amazon River (1942), privileges the
Hispanic presence over indigenous cultures, but does
call for knowledge of the Amazonian past.
The celebration of this 400th anniversary also
brought with it a number of literary works in Iquitos. Among them, Sangama (1942) by Arturo Hernández (Sintico, 1903-1970) stands out. It is a novel of
adventures, questions about the Andean-Amazonian
identity, reflections on the exuberance and exoticism of the jungle, and an enthralling plot, among
the best ever created in the Amazonian region. Later,
Hernández published two more novels Selva trágica
(Tragic Jungle, 1954) and Bubinzana (1960), and the
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book Tangarana y otros cuentos (Tangarana and Other Stories, 1969).
César Lequerica (Iquitos, 1903-1970) published
Sachachorro (1942), a sampling of legends, chronicles
and the customs and manners of an Iquitos that was
changing by leaps and bounds. Arturo Burga Freitas
(Iquitos, 1908-1975) published Mal de gente (Spellbound) in 1943, a kind of rural, mestizo novel inhabited by the Amazonian Hispanic, with a story anchored
in the regional world. Slightly earlier, in 1939, he published Ayahuasca, where he gathered river peoples’
oral traditions. Lastly, closing the narrative cycle of
those years, Juan Ernesto Coriat published Un amargado (A Bitter Man, 1946), a novel with a predominantly regional flavor.

The 50s
The 1950s are a time of rupture for Amazonian literature. First, there is Francisco Izquierdo Ríos, who
in 1950 published the first urban novel in the Amazon and Peru, titled Días oscuros (Dark Days). Taking
into account that the best of Peruvian urban narrative
burst forth in those years, we can better understand
the context for Izquierdo Ríos’ writing. Miguel Gutiérrez, in his essay La generación del 50: un mundo dividido (The Generation of 1950: A Divided World, 1988),
summarizes:
[…] between 1953 and 1955, Eleodoro Vargas Vicuña
published Nahuín; Sebastián Salazar Bondy, Náufragos
y sobrevivientes (Castaways and Survivors); Zavaleta,
La batalla (The Battle) and Los Ingar (The Ingars); Ribeyro, Los gallinazos sin plumas (The Unfeathered Buzzards); Congrains, Lima, hora cero (Lima, Hour Zero),
and Loayza, El avaro (The Avaricious Man), all of them
short stories books; and between 1958 and 1965, the
novels: No una, sino muchas muertes (Not One but Many
deaths), by Congrains; Crónica de San Gabriel (San Gabriel’s Chronicle), by Ribeyro; La ciudad y los perros
(The City and the Dogs) by Vargas Llosa; Los geniecillos
dominicales (Sunday’s Little Genies), by Ribeyro; Una
piel de serpiente (A serpent’s Skin) by Loayza; and En
octubre no hay milagros (There Are No Miracles in October), by Reynoso.

In these great works, not only the urban theme is
new, but also the use of new approaches, development
of characters and their subconscious, and a frontal
break with regionalism. The scenario of Izquierdo
Ríos’ Días oscuros is the city of Iquitos, poverty, the
search for health that seems to be the search for existence itself, confrontation with characters anchored
in the past, and a novel atmosphere of psychological
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realism. In 1952, Izquierdo Ríos also published the
novel En la tierra de los árboles (In the Land of Trees)
and, in 1957, Gregorillo. But Izquierdo, faithful to his
land, returned to the regionalism and folksy realism
seen in his initial Ande y selva (Andes and Jungle,
1939), and later retook the urban Iquitos theme in his
book Belén (1971).
In 1957, Germán Lequerica (Iquitos, 1932-2000)
published his best book of poems, La búsqueda del
alba (The Search for Dawn), with which he brought
to an end the romantic and modernist poetry that
had characterized Amazonian literature. Shortly
before, in 1952, he had edited Selva lírica (Lyrical
Jungle), a beautiful book with poetry collections by
three poets, where voices of the time restlessly come
together to announce change. La búsqueda del alba
witnesses the harsh battle between pure poets and
socially-conscious poets fought by Lima writers. Lequerica, a militant communist, developed a poetry
that was closer to Anglo-Saxon verse, without abandoning the Hispanic rhythm, but introducing a new
voice and honest emotion as opposed to the purely
rhetorical rhythm of Hispanic poetry. His poetry is
concerned with the poor, and he does so with a depth
and beauty that had never been seen before in the
Amazon. That is why La búsqueda del alba launches modern Amazonian poetry, that would soon open
up to more contemporary winds and finally abandon
modernist rhetoric.
In 1958, the book Cuentos amazónicos (Amazonian
Stories), by Humberto del Águila Arriaga (Moyobamba, 1893-1970) is published in Madrid. He was a friend
of José Carlos Mariátegui, a journalist with a fine pen,
who was probably the first to be called “Charapa” in
Lima. These stories, set in the heart of the jungle,
are written for the pleasure of telling with an elegant
and colorful language. Undoubtedly, this is one of the
most important short-story books of the Amazon in
the course of its self-discovery, a time full of surprises
and anecdotes. However, it should be noted that several of these stories were published in the 1920s in the
Iquito’s newspaper El Oriente, as the researcher Manuel Marticorena has discovered. As can be seen, with
Humberto del Águila, who founded the newspaper La
Razón in Lima together with Mariátegui and César
Falcón, the Amazon was present in the early cultural
tides of the country, including authors from Lima who
wrote about the jungle, such as Manuel Beingolea and
his Cuentos pretéritos (Past Stories, 1933), Fernando
Romero and his Doce novelas de la selva (Twelve Novels of the Jungle, 1934) and Ventura García Calderón
(who was actually born in Paris) and La venganza del
cóndor (The Revenge of the Condor, 1923), to name just
a few writers who kept the jungle present in Peruvian
literary and cultural imagination.

The 60s
The 1960s are particularly important for Amazonian
literature. In 1963, the Bubinzana group (honoring the
novel Bubinzana by Arturo Hernández) was formed
by good readers like Jaime Vásquez Izquierdo, Javier
Dávila, Róger Rumrrill, Teddy Bendayán and Manuel Túnjar. The first four were to publish books. This
group of intellectuals had rather unclear ideas about
literature and many good intentions about cultural
activities. Their Manifiesto literario (Literary Manifesto) is interesting in its ingenuity, and anachronistic
because they did not regard literature as a regional or
national process under construction: they neither included the native Amazonian or its multiple languages
in the literary verbal process, nor did they understand
the decisive poetic modernization contributed by Germán Lequerica in the preceding decade. They were
incendiaries who failed to acknowledge the creative
efforts made in the previous decades. Bubinzana as a
literary group was not as important (they did not do
what they claimed “should be done” in their manifesto), but in the following years, its members personally
continued to be extremely active in journalism and literary pursuits in university classrooms, in Lima and
abroad.
Despite the greater journalistic notoriety gained
by Róger Rumrrill by exposing subjects related to the
Amazon and nationwide drug trafficking, it was Jaime
Vásquez Izquierdo (Iquitos, 1935-2008) who, with his
impressively creative fiction work, obscured the narrative efforts of his predecessors and contemporaries.
His great literary achievements are captured in novels
such as Río Putumayo (Putumayo River, 1996), Cordero de Dios (Lamb of God, 1989 and 1991) — a trilogy
with a yet unpublished third volume; Meditaciones del
hambriento (Meditations of the Hungry, 1993), Kontinente Negro (Black Kontinent, 1998), La guerra del
sargento Ballesteros (The War of Sergeant Ballesteros,
2006), and Hashkivenu avinu (2008, posthumous), as
well as in at least half a dozen unpublished novels,
poetry books and short stories collections. Cordero de
Dios, in its three volumes, tells of the emergence and
development of Iquitos and its urban contradictions
from the sensitive viewpoint of a Jewish boy, whose
sickliness leads him to fall easily in the traps of love,
doctors and difficult friendships.
In the 60s, an important yet forgotten poet emerges. Pedro Gori (Iquitos, 1934), author of the beautiful
book of poetry En la lejanía más honda (In the Deepest Distance, 1964), serenely confronts the struggle
against modernist poetry, drawing us to his cleaner,
more passionate and honest poems. He had also previously published, in 1961, Poesía de emergencia (Emergency Poetry).

And I cannot leave unmentioned the beautiful and
short book of poems No a la posada lleva este camino
(This Road Does Not Lead to the Inn, 1969), by Igor
Calvo, a poet born in Iquitos who seemingly did not
publish again.

The 80s
The 1980s is an interesting decade. In 1981, Cuentos y
algo más (Stories and Something More), and in 1982,
El pescador de sueños (The Fisher of Dreams) by the
Iquitos-born Arnaldo Panaifo Texeira (1948-2005),
were published. This important author went on to
write El ocaso de Ulderico el multiforme (The Decline
of Ulderico the Multiform), Julia Zumba la nodriza
reina (Julia Zumba, the Queen Nanny), El parpadeo
insomne (The Insomniac Blinking), among others,
including the posthumous Palabras para el shamán
(Words for the Shaman) and Cushuri (2006). Panaifo’s
work is a rebellious, passionate, iconoclastic combination of poetry and narrative. His views were likewise
anticlerical, as evidenced in his small monthly magazine, Los shamiros decidores (The Speaking Parrots).
Though born in Lima (1940-2000), the poet César
Calvo Soriano published one of the key novels on the
Peruvian Amazon, Las tres mitades de Ino Moxo (The
Three Halves of Ino Moxo, 1981). The hallucinatory
drink, ayahuasca, is not only the vehicle, but also the
social purpose of an intense, lyrical and narrative
flight, where the paths of history are explored (the
rubber boom genocide, for example), the routes of the
indigenous world are told from a mestizo perspective,
and the confrontation with the Western world is captured using contemporary poetic approaches and resources (imagery accumulation, contradiction, inner
monologue, etc.) The third riverbank acts as a manifesto of the multiple parts of society or, better yet,
as the consciousness that it is “the relation” between
them what makes the existence of those parts possible. The city of Iquitos is the backdrop for memory as
much as the jungle itself, and in them, History rises
relentless and condemnatory.
Julio Nelson (Iquitos, 1943) published in 1982 the
beautiful poetry book Caminos de la montaña (Paths
of the Mountain), where Chinese poetry, the elegant
breath of Saint John Perse and, sometimes, a certain
baroque style go hand in hand to offer us a work that
is original and unique for the Amazonia. His second
book of poems, El otro universo (The Other Universe,
1984), with its clean and precise language, only confirms Julio Nelson’s mastery of a very personal poetry,
submerged in popular longings. In 1998 he published
his only book of short stories, La tierra del sol (The
Land of the Sun), where the emotions the Andean
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world brings out in an Amazonian are captured. Augusto Roa Bastos says about this book:
His [book] touched me particularly due to its lyricism and
life force. In addition to the qualities I have mentioned,
his story “La agencia de ómnibus” (The Bus Agency) enriches the beautiful and peculiar Andean culture with its
very modern outlook.

The previously mentioned Iquitos poet, Germán
Lequerica, published in 1984 the collection of short
stories Ese maldito viento (That Evil Wind), an extraordinary work of narrative, among the best written
in this part of Peru. His stories are round buildings
that use a variety of techniques, predominantly inner
monologues, poetically handled popular language and
surprising endings.
Orlando Casanova (Iquitos, 1943-1997) dedicated
himself mainly to writing children’s books and is rightfully recognized as the greatest exponent of Loreto’s
children’s literature. His stories, laden with joy and
tenderness, include, among many others, El niño y el
chichirichi (The Boy and the Chichirichi Bird, 1981), La
oruga que quería vivir (The Caterpillar Who Wanted to
Live, 1985), El viaje de la vida (The Voyage of Life, 1986,
written jointly with Germán Lequerica), and El pescador
embrujado (The Bewitched Fisherman). Casanova was
a teacher, so his stories seek to teach, educate, show
paths, but without losing their literary value or the magic of children and jungle animals looking out each other.
Born in the village of Chimbote (Amazon River) in
1955, César Arias Ochoa from his first book, Neblinas
(Fogs, 1982), showed his lyric mastery in brief and intense verses. La casa sin puerta (The House Without a
Door, 1983) became the best metaphor for the sacking
of the Amazon jungle, the exploitation of its inhabitants and the destruction of one of the most beautiful
regions in the world.
Juan Saavedra Andaluz (Iquitos, 1940) is one of the
most urban writers in the Amazonia, with an extraordinary talent for joyful plays on words and humor.
Featured among his books are Los hombres astados
(Men with Horns, 1986) and La muerte de Medel Mendiola (The Death of Medel Mendiola, 1988), where he
blends direct prose with fantastic situations, sometimes humorous, sometimes breaking with traditional story structure, including open-ended stories and
picturesque anecdotes.
La mirada del búho (The Owl’s Gaze, Requena,
1962) by Carlos Reyes is a book of intense and, at the
same time, rhetorical poems incorporating a variety
of technical resources. Above all, they seek to reveal
a social context where the individual and, with him,
the Amazon region, evokes a history of injustice and
alienation. His other poetry books use a more narra216
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tive verse to delve deeper in his social quest, using
cumulative description as a primary recourse.
Katty Wong (Iquitos, 1955), under the pen name
Sui Yun, published the book of poems Rosa fálica
(Phallic Rose, 1983) and Soy un animal con el misterio
de un ángel (I Am An Animal with an Angel’s Mystery,
2000), and has published individual poems in magazines and chapbooks. Her poetry is feminist in that
it externalizes the feminine self, without patriarchal
fetters, mainly through eroticism. Her handling of
rhythm is surprising, as we have only seen in Lequerica and Nelson, and the terseness of her versification
makes her poetry intense, clear, with limpid phrasing.

The Rebellious 90s
Luis Urresti Pereira (Iquitos, 1964) published in 1989
his first book of poems, Arquitectura y piedra (Architecture and Stone) and, in 1991, his second book, Espacio para conspirar (Space to Conspire). A breath of
social concern runs through Urresti’s words, even in
his most intimate poems, alerting of an intense decade.
Sometimes, his verses are disquieting, as in “Miramos
desde el portal” (We Watch from the Archway):
Ambos miramos desde el portal
y descubrimos la vida a migajitas
la misma bodega discretamente
abarrotada y huidiza
La misma calle y sus desagües
cloacas repletas de ratas
El mismo bar emanando olor a muerte
sabor a vida
La misma tarde enmudecida
cubierta de tules
caminando debajo del portal
Aun así partimos desde la tarde
llegamos hasta la tarde
nos posamos debajo del portal
y vemos pasar la vida lamentándose
la muerte cantando.
[We both watch from the archway / and discover life by
crumbs / The same small bodega discreetly / crammed
and elusive / The same streets and its gutters / sewers
teeming with rats / The same bar exuding the smell of
death / the flavor of life / The same silenced afternoon
/ covered with tulle / walking under the archway / Even
so we depart from the afternoon / we reach to the afternoon / we alight under the archway / and we see life pass
grieving / death singing.]

On her part, Ana Varela (Iquitos, 1963) published
the book of poems El sol despedazado (The Shattered

Sun, 1991), later included in Lo que no veo en visiones
(What I Don’t See in Visions). Without abandoning a
socially-conscious spirit, her poems are at times litanies enhanced by eroticism.
In 1993, Martín Reátegui Bartra (Iquitos, 1960)
published his first short-stories collection, La mesa
ensangrentada (The Bloodied Table), followed by El
idioma del fuego (The Language of Fire, 2007), Tres
cuentos amazónicos (Three Amazonian Stories, 1990)
and De cárcel, guerras y burdeles (On Jail, Wars and
Brothels, 2011). Though he has also published the essay Wika Ritama, la lucha de los cocamas del Bajo
Nanay (Wika Ritama, the Struggle of the Cocamas
of the Lower Nanay River, 2002) and has enormous
passion for and knowledge of Amazonian history, his
narrative draws particular interest because, for the
first time, the internal war in the low Amazon jungle
is broached through fiction. With humor, irreverence
and political commitment, Martín Reátegui tells us of
war stories, of incarcerated characters and, with not
a little irony, of fantastic beings that have become a
part of the collective imaginary by popular creativity.
Stories of tenderness and social denouncement, such
as “La embarcada” (The Shipped), are perfect narrative constructions, among the best Loreto has to offer
in the short story genre.
In 1990, the poet Carlos Fuller (Puerto Maldonado, 1951), who has lived in Iquitos for many years,
published his only book so far, Acuarelas de la tarde
(Afternoon Watercolors). His poetry is intensely lyrical, with a language bereft of rhetoric and metaphors,
using clear images and a contained tenderness which,
according to Luis Hernán Ramírez has “a lyrical capacity to shock with visual and scenic impressions.”
Armando Almeida Nacimento (Orán, 1962) surprises us with Composición del tiempo (Composition
of Time, 1992), a book of poems written with simple words, contained lyricism and a popular spirit
throughout. Though also seen in the work of César
Arias and Luis Urresti, the lack of rhetoric and the
use of the necessary minimum find in Almeida their
full expression. Its dedication, in the form of a short
poem, is the best example:
A Isaac Palermo (Shaquito)
Que nunca podrá leer un poema
pero su remo y canoa surcan
este libro por medio río.
[To Isaac Palermo (Shaquito) / Who will never be able
to read a poem / But his oar and canoe ply midstream /
across this book.]

This tenderness and denouncement carries over
into his second book of poems, La huimba (2006).

Magín Barcia Boria published an amazing novel,
Oro verde (Green Gold, 1995), offering us a comeback
of the adventure genre, as last seen in the region in
Sangama by Arturo Hernández. The book has the
basic elements of an adventure story: a main character (an engineer descendant of rubber barons — the
author’s alter ego) who must face and overcome the
necessary predicaments to reach his objective. Helping him in this are the character’s special abilities:
he masters martial arts, shoots firearms with astonishing marksmanship, and he is also successful with
women. And his achievements are righteous in his
quest for truth and justice. The action takes place in a
variety of settings, starting in the deserts of the Pacific
coast, then moving the adventure to Iquitos, and then
to the rivers, the jungle, the landscape, as exotic and
colorful backgrounds. A lively book with more than
five hundred pages of dynamic language and unambiguous plot development.
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Walter Meza Valera (Balsapuerto, 1940) deserves
much attention and our admiration. In 1994 he published his first novel, De Lima la ilusión (From Lima
the Illusion), followed by La inocencia del grillo cantor
(The Innocence of the Singing Cricket, 2000), Cuando
amar sí es un delito (When Loving Is a Crime, 2003)
and Para que no te coma el otorongo (So That the Jaguar Doesn’t Eat You, 2009). Precisely from this last
book, the short novel or long story “¡Aaaaaguaaaa!”
stands out. It depicts a futuristic situation: the city of
Iquitos without water, without a single drop of rain,
with no river, unbearable heat and the thousand ways
to withstand the most terrible drought. Vigorous language and straightforward images, with moderate use
of regional language, endow its characters with the
imagination and courage to face adversity and also
portray the wretchedness brought about by opportunism in the face of the misfortune of others.
In 1997, the poet Wilder Rojas (Iquitos, 1965) surprised with the gift of Caballero de bosque (Forest
Knight), a beautiful book of poems to which he later
added Avenida amarilla (Yellow Avenue, 2007). With
a playful poetry that seeks to look at the world from
distant childhood or the memories of a transformed
Iquitos, the poet builds attractive images loaded with
feeling, in short verse format, cascading as an accumulation broken by a sigh, a blink, the precise phrase.
Eleazar Huansi Pino (Contamana, 1960) published
in 1998 his successful book Cuentos del río (River
Stories), which has had numerous editions and has
been widely read by children and school students in
Iquitos. This first book, full of adventures involving
animals and children in a combination of story and
fable, was followed by Cuentos de amanecer (Stories of
Dawn, 1996) and the book of poems Lluvias de verano
(Summer Rains, 1996), among other books.
Yulino Dávila (Iquitos, 1952) published in 1995 El
tratante (The Dealer), a dazzling book of poems full
of expressive exercises and verbal and syntactic experiments — a sum of modern expressionism. Fusión
seguido de Diapasón de lo inverosímil de la carne (Fusion Followed by Diapason of the Implausibility of the
Flesh, 2010) and Tálamo y escalpelo (Marriage Bed
and Scalpel, 2013) are his latest books of poetry.
Jose Carlos Rodríguez Nájar (Iquitos, 1945) has
gathered a large part of his poetry in the book Quintesencia (Quintessence, 1996), his own rewriting of
his work, closer to English in verse form and inspiration, as in “Marome símbolo” (Marome Symbol):
Yo seré la luz que portará tu sombra hasta la muerte
y tú serás, por último, la divina palabra de mi canto.
[I will be the light that will carry your shadow until death
/ and you will be, ultimately, the divine word of my song.]
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With Yulino Dávila and Julio Nelson, he is one of
the most lyrical, intense and modern poets of Iquitos.

The 21st Century
The new century has brought with it new — and good
— writing. Armando Ayarza (Iquitos, 1960) published
the book of poems Crónica del río de las Amazonas
(Chronicle of the River of the Amazons, 2000). Here,
archaic Spanish is used to poetically tell a period, as
was previously done in Ítaca (1983) by Jorge Eslava.
Ayarza tells through poetry the “discovery” of the
Amazon River based on the mad vision of the priest
Gaspar de Carvajal and on Orellana’s journey. He has
also published Voces del Yacuruna (Voices of the Yacuruna, 2007), where he continues with his poetical
view of the Amazon history using popular characters
as spokespeople, and La canción de los amantes (The
Song of Lovers, 2007), poetry of love and celebration.
Armando Ayarza is also a literary critic and has carried out numerous studies on the literary periods of
the Amazon region, still unpublished, and on specific
texts and educational essays.
Manuel Marticorena (Arma, 1949) is the most serious researcher of Amazonian literature in many years.
His published poetry books include Viento del olvido
(Wind of Oblivion, 1998), Encuentros y desencuentros
(Convergences and Divergences, 2010), and Evocaciones 1 (Evocations 1, 2011), voices of memory and
lyrical, sometimes long and ambitious, sometimes in
brief and serene rhythms. His only book of stories is
the brilliant Otro día me toca a mí (It Will Be My Turn
Another Day, 2013), while his essays include El castellano amazónico del Perú (The Amazonian Spanish of
Peru, 2010), an extremely important book for any study
on regional speech; Ciro Alegría y la Amazonía peruana (Ciro Alegría and the Peruvian Amazonia, 2009),
and his indispensable book, De Shamiro decidores,
proceso de la literatura amazónica peruana (de 1542
a 2009) (On Speaking Parrots, The Process of Peruvian
Amazonian Literature (from 1542 to 2009), published
in 2009, the impressive result of decades of research,
bibliographic compilation and exhaustive study.
In 2005, Werner Bartra (Moyobamba, 1970) published his novel El patio de los pasos invisibles (The
Courtyard of Invisible Steps), an excellently structured work due to its good plot development and pacing. It is a love story and at the same time a story of
remembrances, social conflicts and fantastic events.
In 2006, Cayo Vásquez published his turbulent and
controversial novel Hostal Amor (Love Inn), which uses
as starting point the testimonies of prostitutes, policemen, homosexuals, drug traffickers, foreign agents, old
men, and others taking refuge in lowbrow inns, all of

them, without exception, with unsettling stories but
full of the joy of living despite poverty. Oswaldo Reynoso has called this book “The Novel” on Iquitos.
El día que se hizo noche (The Day That Became
Night, 2006) is a magnificent short-stories collection
by Edgardo Pezo Pérez. He constructs a clean and
perfect language to narrate even the most simple occurrences. Between his well-rounded stories and his
measured expressiveness, Edgardo Pezo’s literary art
brings a good proposal of modernity to the jungle,
with stories on broken love, women beset by threatening memories, and the search for a dead son, even
further than the distant borders.
Another important writer that has emerged in
Iquitos is Julio Oliveira Valles, author of Treinta días
perdido en la selva (Thirty Days Lost in the Jungle,
2002), Entre ríos y bosques (Among Rivers and Forests, 2004), Travesía insólita (Unusual Journey, 2007),
and El indomable curaca (The Indomitable Curaca,
2009), among others. His writing is impressively colorful, but what is most surprising is his deep knowledge of the jungle. There is probably no other author
in the Amazon who knows the details and intricacies
of the jungle as well as Julio Oliveira, as depicted in
his stories and novels, together with a sense of humor, perfect story construction, and defense of natural habitats and indigenous peoples. He even criticizes
Loreto’s machismo, as in the story “El cazador cazado” (The Hunted Hunter), from the book Travesía Insólita, where a visiting teacher who longs to have sex
with all of the women in the village ends up having to
run away from their sudden persecution as they come
crawling over his roof to get to have him first.
Juan Andrés Sicchar Vílchez (Iquitos, 1977) published the book of poems Plegaria de los convencidos
(Prayer of the Convinced, 2006), an example of the new
and vigorous young poetry of Iquitos, using free and
cumulative verse to merge irony, denouncement, shouting and rebellion, referred to as “neo-beatnik” by Professor Manuel Marticorena. This poetry lays itself bare
to confront a handicapped, corrupt society; a plea that
is also a call to attention, without seeking to bask in
the perfect phrase or the happy image. It is, in essence,
living poetry. Its vitality is a way of existing and being.

and merge with mestizo versions in Belén, Nanay or
Masusa. Or about the work of Teddy Bendayán, defender of socially-conscious literature; or about Erwin
Rengifo, who writes extraordinary children’s books;
or about Daphne Viena’s first songs for children; or my
surprise at Miguel Donayre’s bleak style, whose abundant narrative deserves better objectives; the comic
style of Percy Vílchez; the poetic unfulfilled promise
of Karen Morote; or the long poetic breadth of Fernando Fonseca, an excellent friend and peasant poet who
exudes narrative verses in the form of hymns. How
to forget the concentrated poetry of Remigio Reátegui Borges; or the natural poetry (how else to call it?)
loaded with tenderness of Pedro del Castillo Bardález,
doctor and poet who shared human pain in the hospitals of Iquitos; or the verbal, poetic and narrative
madness of Álvaro Ique Ramírez; or the cultural efforts, including poetry, songs and stories, of the musicologist Luis Salazar Orsi. Maybe I could mention the
extensive cultural promotion efforts of Róger Rumrrill, whose novel La virgen del Samiria (The Virgin of
the Samiria) could become one of the most renowned
in the Amazonia in a better edition and without the
historical disquisitions and open essays that subtract
from the narrative; or that somewhat frivolous, fantastic and plainly spoken new writing that is seen
in Resplandor (Radiance) by Paco Bardales. Maybe I
could refer to the more than well-known novels set in
Iquitos by Mario Vargas Llosa, such as La Casa Verde
(The Green House) and Pantaleón y las visitadoras
(Captain Pantoja and the Special Service). The list is
long and bound by memory.
There is no Peruvian “national” literary production
that is not at the same time “regional”. Local literature
is an indicator of what is being published in the capital
(whether in advance, in parallel, or behind) which, ultimately, especially in the last few years, is the thermometer of national cultural life. But this was not always
so. In the early 20th century, Peruvian Avant-garde was
created in the south of the country, demonstrating Lima’s great cultural backwardness. The Amazon region,
and Iquitos in particular, can shake off centralist bonds
and claim their own process, recognizing the rich legacy of those before us and knowing that those who will
follow will do it even better.

Final Words
What first comes to mind is that this has been an unfair overview of Iquitos literature. There is much literature that I might have missed, forgotten, ignored,
and books that make me wonder about and authors
that I would have liked to rest on. I have not said a
word about indigenous oral traditions or those of the
river dwellers, for example, that are heard in Iquitos

Page 211: Amazonian literature editions. Photo: Christian
Bendayán.
Page 215: Stained glass window of the Amazonian Library,
designed by Maximino Cerezo Barredo.
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Cosmopolitics of Ayahuasca in César Calvo’s
“Las tres mitades de Ino Moxo”
Christian A. Elguera Olórtegui

A famous meme inspired by the Joker is circulating the social
networks. We would like to make a variation on its phrasing to
start our discussion: “Millions of indigenous natives lose their
lands and no one says anything; tickets to Mistura sell out and
everybody loses their minds.”
The Mistura example brings forth the Nation matter.
In the first meeting of Peruvian narrators (Arequipa,
1965), Carlos E. Zavaleta considered that, following
the footsteps of Arguedas and Alegría, our literature became Peruvianized. This issue was under its
creation process and, therefore, debates around it
demonstrated its importance and its current topicality. But for some time now, the matter has been avoided, sidestepped. Recently, we have chosen the easy
way out of amnesia, preferring soccer and culinary
distractions that solve nothing.
The spirit of the times, the context or mental state
of our days, reveals that we no longer address the dilemmas that were once a priority. We have taken a
step back and our idea of nation has become what José
Carlos Mariátegui called a superficial and abstract
nationalism (1981: 35), the reason why individuals live
unlinked, lacking solidarity with the minorities.
In these circumstances, it is necessary to assemble
world-models that are not limited to inclusions with
the purpose of homogenization but rather to pose the
need for a tensive articulation of forces. This articulation is to be understood following the image of the wall
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Gilles Deleuze uses in “Bartleby; or, the formula:” not a
completed wall, smooth and perfect, but a wall showing the joints, the folds, a fractal unit (1997: 88-90).
The world-model that should be understood as
an alternative to the totalizing visions of a liberal
democracy or a capitalist progressivism is that of indigenous cosmopolitics, which, in summary, we will
define following Eduardo Viveiros de Castro (2010), Isabelle Stengers (2010) and Bruno Latour (2001), as the
system of networks between man and spirits, tensive
relationships of humans and non-humans characterized by transparency and perspectivism. In order to
explain our proposal, we will start with a brief analysis of César Calvo’s novel, Las tres mitades de Ino Moxo
y otros brujos de la Amazonía (The Three Halves of
Ino Moxo and other Amazonian Sorcerers), which will
allow us to understand the dynamics between cosmopolitics and literature. We expect this dissertation
will serve as a step in the agenda of Peruvian cosmopolitical literature, that is, of how spirits are translated
and new lines of understanding between myth and
history are configured, no longer dichotomous, nor essentialist or naturalist. In this line of cosmopolitical

literature, Gamaliel Churata’s El pez de oro and Óscar
Colchado Lucio’s Rosa Cuchillo (also studied by César
López Núñez in his dissertation, Óscar Colchado, arteano cósmico. La propuesta cosmopolítica de Rosa
Cuchillo [Óscar Colchado, Cosmic Artean. The Proposal of Rosa Cuchillo]), must also be included.

The Networks of Translation
Following the publication of Las tres mitades de Ino
Moxo y otros brujos de la Amazonía in 1981, César Calvo gave a series of interviews (González Vigil, 1982;
Corcuera, 2002) in which he explained that the brujo
(sorcerer) Ino Moxo was a fictitious character and that
the book was a plea in favor of Amazonian peoples.
This problem of discursive veracity links Calvo with
José Eustasio Rivera’s La vorágine (The Maelstrom),
since both design a narrative body that eschews the

classic model of European mimesis, the system of
highbrow literature, proposing instead a generic mix
(Elguera, 2012: 530).
Now, considering the statements about the factual existence of Ino Moxo, we propose that this text
should be understood as a translation process: The
sorcerer is interviewed by the narrator César Soriano,
who transmits his message through the book we read.
From this process, we will outline the main points of
this discussion: Is Ino Moxo also a translator? Does
César Soriano do an erotic and involved translation?

The Cosmopolitical Translation
The articulation between Ino Moxo and César Soriano establishes that translating is a sequential materialization of ontological categories. Affects, spirits
and ethics are translated. Let us explain. First, let’s
Iquitos
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focus on the ayahuasca ceremony. The plants and
altered states determine the interactive character of
the ceremony, since what this deals with is how the
shaman uses technologies to communicate with spirits. In other words, the shaman is a translator of the
non-human agents who belong to a different ontological category, and whose introduction into the human
ontological category does not imply appropriation and
complete order, but rather begins to design a chaosmosis (“a more transverse conception of subjectivity,”
as defined by Guattari, 1996: 14) that makes multiple
levels of non-humans flow and converge.
The text makes clear that ayahuasca dictates visions, that the plant speaks and communicates knowledge, but also that this knowing technique is prior to
the primeval myth of Narowe and Keemetza, thus we
speak of a hierarchy of non-humans, understanding,
therefore, the sorcerer’s ability to translate on different levels, in the moieties or regions of the completely
amorphous or somatic.
First, we have the level of primeval beings, which
are the essences that animate the tactile soma of plants
and animals. Second, when those beings manifest as
bodies or images, we enter the cosmopolitical system,
thus the direct and transparent transactions between
the sorcerer and the spirits begin, the diplomatic relationship between them. In the third term, we arrive
at the level in which there is a greater differentiation
between humans and non-humans, the phase itself
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that corresponds to a transmission by the sorcerer to
those who cannot communicate with spirits. Here we
find the community and the white patients, amongst
others. Thus, the shaman’s translation makes visible
the invisible.
We will elaborate on the second level. Ayahuasca
visions in Las tres mitades de Ino Moxo articulate a
collective: The non-humans acquire more differentiated forms; they are no longer only ontological essences
but rather images that can be seen and that, in addition to punctuating the sacred presence, also generate
networks with history and with politics. The concept
“collective” as an unfinished association of heterogeneous elements (Latour, 2001: 231-232) then acquires
relevance: The non-human is not appropriated by the
human world and there are no totalizing fusions but
rather a circuit through which run vanishing lines,
hence the rhizomatic superposition of possible worlds
in Calvo’s work. In this sense, the ayahuasca ceremony demonstrates the articulation between the human
and the non-human through the sorcerer, in whom
both realms become a fold since the sorcerers are
“humans that have stopped being completely human”
(Viveiros, 2007: 98).
In Las tres mitades de Ino Moxo, the spirits are visualized through shamanic techniques and only thus
provide a knowledge of the injustice suffered by the
Andean rustlers, the slavery of afro-descendants and
the rubber massacre. Through the non-humans we

know the human world better. In a passage Ino Moxo
states: “Reality is nothing if it does not find verification in dreams” (Calvo, 1981: 282; hereafter references
in this work will be indicated by page number only). In
this regard, it is important to specify that the conception of dreams in the novel is not similar to European
oneirism (romanticism, surrealism) but rather equivalent to the degree of disintegration of the “self” that
is typical of the ayahuasca altered state. In this sense,
what Ino Moxo wants to emphasize is that concrete
reality will not be understood without the participation of non-humans, without understanding their existence, which is why Western cognitive limitations
are criticized; hence it is said that the virakochas “do
not see the worlds that make this world” (250).
It is also important to notice that in the ceremony there is no strictly human responsibility since the
non-humans are responsible; it is the plant that heals.
Also, in the ceremony, it is the articulation of its components that acts, not simply a plant. Who actively
intervenes in this ceremony? The sorcerer is an icon
we recognize, but we speak of articulation when we
have a bearing on the other primordial non-human
presences, be they visible or invisible, plant or animal somas. The sorcerer is not only a body but also
the players (those who perform an act in a narrative
program) that converge in him and pass through him.
The non-human forces us to leave the habitual
Eurocentric cognitive framework. In this sense, the

book demands a reader willing to become involved,
minorities who think of alternatives to the quagmire
of majority hegemony and not people who just accept
situations as if everything was already framed. Following Bruno Latour’s schema, we establish the following evolutionary sequence in order to understand
the cosmopolitical process in the ayahuasca ceremony, as it is designed in César Calvo’s novel:
1. Translation: Initiating the call. The sorcerer uses technologies (plants, cigars and chants) to translate.
2. Crisscrossing: The physical sorcerer and the non-humans (spirits) initiate a relationship of transparency,
positions are interchanged, and there is metamorphosis and intervention in another ontological category.
3. Involvement: The sorcerer can manipulate — seduce
— non-humans to act upon a concrete collective.
4. Mobilization: Through the sorcerer, the non-humans
intervene in other bodies, thus forming hybrids (a
third body integrated by the relationships between
the aforementioned ontological categories). This is exemplified in the following description: “Someone who
is not Don Juan Tuesta, but that is Don Juan Tuesta,
has occupied his body, overflowing him irrepressibly
and exiting through his sleepwalker’s mouth” (41).
5. Displacement: It is the result of the action of the
non-humans over the human collective, the implications of the exchange (visions, improvement of health,
ability to understand the articulation). In this sense,
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Ino Moxo can say that he sends his message so that
people “recover at least the contents of their existence” (22).

To better understand this system, let us bear upon
Bruno Latour’s “hybrid” concept: the sorcerer is a hybrid once he shows that his existence cannot be understood from one or another realm, but rather from the
fold, thus forming a third realm, which he represents:
the cosmopolitical. This way, we do not speak about
ayahuasca and shaman separately, but instead of a
third ayahuasca-shaman, what Latour calls “hybrid
compound player” (2001: 180). Only in this manner
the sorcerer is a diplomat between the human and the
non-human, the fold of that articulated collective that
is never closed or homogenized. The diplomat seeks
to articulate contradictions, not to eliminate them;
agreements between worlds, not fusions, demonstrate
that these are not ecstatic structures but that they are
mobile.

The Involved Translator
The fact that César Soriano is the sorcerer’s envoy,
transcriber of the sorcerer’s words, turns the text
into the process of a secularization of the sacred —
the sacred materializes, becomes mundane and this
is the purpose of the envoy: to broaden the radius of
what we have called raising awareness and defense
of the place (Elguera, 2011). César Soriano plays a key
role in the translation: he has not translated spirits
but he has translated the sorcerer. He, too, is a diplomat. Thus, there are agreements between the two
diplomats but each one retains his position, the one
that corresponds to the realm in which they will act:
the human (the witness) and the non-human (the sorcerer), which, nonetheless, due to the dynamics and
layout of the chapters, do not have a set limit, instead
they cross each other, they assemble.
Additionally, through César Soriano, the topic of
the ethnographer or of the objective anthropologist is
inverted and we pass on to an involved translator, who
conveys the feelings of the place. The question now is:
Is this not a new version of Indigenism, of a narrator who is in solidarity with a people and represents
it mimetically? To answer this, we must understand
that César Soriano is not a conquering traveler but
that his introduction to the Amazonian world is due
to Ino Moxo’s will, just as Ino Moxo’s introduction into
the Amawaka world was by the will of Ximu. In other
words, it is not a matter of a search for junior standing but to demonstrate that the community itself can
now choose their own mode of representation, their
translators.
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The relationship of the sorcerer and this narrator
also demonstrates an association of agents: of indigenous natives and migrant subjects, since between
them, similar to the relationship between sorcerers
and spirits, an articulation can also be established.
If we establish levels with regards to the non-human
world, it is pertinent to do so also in the human world,
present in Las tres mitades: First, in the indigenous
Amawaka locality (which, in turn, is organized by
means of gradualness of functions, where the sorcerer is the central figure of the social order and healing),
and the group of migrant subjects, where Cesar Soriano towers.
We should add to these two groups the audience
to which Ino Moxo’s message is to be transmitted, an
audience from which a response, an action is expected. We are who receive this book to learn from the
non-human agents of their interaction with our world.
The trajectory of the book provides evidence, then, of
the search for a proximity to the concrete; the cosmopolitical translation, therefore, is equivalent to a
concretization, from the invisible to the visible: from
the primordial mythic to current society. Every ceremony is to make a tradition current and present.
Translation, then, connects the worlds thought to
be separate and shows us presences thought to be invisible, and I do not refer only to the sacred but, above
all, to the social, since this way any reader will understand, through the textual plot, that the Amazonian,
Andean and African sectors have not disappeared and
are not equidistant but that they tensely integrate a
collective. Thus, it is clear that through the ayahuasca
ceremony, the agents who participate are not fixed,
nor are they separate, but rather connect in a process
that articulates and involves them; this is what, from
Whitehead, we can call solidarity of worlds (Whitehead, 1933: 293). A being is not an individual, instead
it relates to another one. The non-human world of the
novel is not dissociated from the non-human world, in
the same way that the fractal states of Peru integrate
a tensive network or system, a chaosmos.
Therefore, we are speaking of a macro-collective
of hybrids in Las tres mitades. How does one acquire
a hybrid? With involvement, with mediation. Within
this integrated collective we can see the very differences of each collective included therein; we refer to
the collective of the spirits, the collective of the sorcerer, and the collective of the active receptor.
We would have to stress Ino Moxo’s objective to
allow himself to be translated. Paying attention to
his testimony, he achieves a critical function that demystifies and attacks the discourse of Western progress, highlighting its violence. What Ino Moxo seeks
is that thorough César Soriano, the public will come
to know and understand the fatal consequences of a

sanguine modernity, thus specifying: “And the rubber
virakochas needed that rubber, for the progress of the
country, they say. Thus they keep saying still. In the
name of progress they dislodged us and shot us” (207).
In this sense, it is important to determine that, if, in
the relationship sorcerer-non-human, the knowledge
provided by ayahuasca is emphasized, in the relationship sorcerer-testator, a social defense of locality is
stressed. Thus is seen a gradualness between cosmopolitics and ideological criticism.

Coda: Validity of a Political Utopia
In this connection, the book proposes a different utopia from the models of other novels of the Latin-American tropical forests. I will speak of utopias, moreover,
because I know this is a prolific subject to discuss.
In a previous work, we proposed affective and critical affinities with Macunaíma, novel by the Brazilian
writer Mario de Andrade (Elguera, “Desterritorializar
el castellano” [Taking Spanish Out from a Territory]),
but we are far from the vision of an exoticist or paradisaic jungle (for example, Los pasos perdidos [The Lost
Steps] by Alejo Carpentier). We also found differences
with Ciro Alegría’s Calemar valley, as La serpiente de
oro [The Golden Snake] made an utopic proposal that
expressed, rather, a sort of poetic of life and, furthermore, builds on smooth relationships that are never
affected by invasive interferences (reiterating the topic of Arcadia). Las tres mitades is more of an ethical
and political utopia, of justice and rights for indigenous populations that is being conducted with each
negotiation, with each step of resistance (the conflict
initiated in 2007, known as “Baguazo,” for example).
This can be summarized in two words: liberation
and eroticism. That is, how my fraternity with the other is designed without prejudice, learning from mutual transparency, of fluidity, of networks, never from
impediments. Individuality is not safe and we should
be inclined towards the erotic in the human and the
non-human as in cosmopolitics. To learn to live is Ino
Moxo’s message, as Calvo would wisely express in a
verse from his poem “Para Elsa poco antes de partir”
[For Elsa, Short Before Leaving]: “Nothing can imprison the wind except liberty.”

Page 219: César Calvo with a jaguar cub (photo courtesy of
Helwa Calvo Soriano).
Pages 220-221: Francesco Mariotti, Ino Moxo, 1981. Serigraph
series, 67 x 43 cm each, used to illustrate the first edition of
Las tres mitades de Ino Moxo. Page 220, left: “Chullachaqui”;
right: “The Pleasures They Conceive”. Page 221, left: “Black
Jaguar”; right: “Tattoos and Scars”.
Page 223: A copy of the 5th edition, Iquitos: Proceso Editores,
1986. Photo: Federico Lepe.
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Chronology of Film in Iquitos from Its Origins to 1980
Joaquín García

Iquitos is born and develops simultaneously with the emergence
and growth of a city that is the expression and the core of an
overwhelming commercial extractive movement, following the
canons of the early industrial era. The advances of the new art,
slow at first and then precipitous, were being replicated in this
small and provincial city, with barely 10,000 inhabitants at the
beginning of the 20th century, but with delusional aristocratic
pretensions in the purest style of Versailles.
At first, the image on the screen offered no advantage
except to relieve the local bourgeoisie from the tedious
monotony of the days or to entertain men who, after
long isolation, returned from their rubber exploitation
sections anxious for a break from the Forests scarcities. Later, restless characters who wanted to incorporate themselves, with every right, to the daily
growing number of filmmakers in the world started
appearing. The evasive and spectacular dimension of
film prevailed, product of a cultural process of domination that enswathed in light and color the tragedy
of an irreparable predation and the implantation of
mechanisms of slavery that were consolidated in the
most primitive and cruel liberal system in the Amazonia. This does not mean, in the least, that in the midst
of the vortex of such inhuman interests, that efforts
of cultural signs did not flourish, here and there, and
to which we will be referring in the following pages.
Film was primarily a means of capturing, vividly,
truly and directly, the outstanding highlights of the
life of the bourgeoisie in the polis. It then became an
advertising tool to serve businesses. In a third phase,
it had the audacity of becoming fiction by using the
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regional thematic as seen through current models.
Later it turned to the romantic landscaping that was
to become the driving force of American tourism. It
then posed a longer-winded reinterpretation of reality
in the Amazonian jungle as seen by nationals. With
Herzog, it became a magical paradise for his fantastic
creations. It later moved in the uncertainty of the appearance of television, facing the profound changes in
production technologies and cultural ones with which
they supposed and pretended to bring to the sun and
to the light of the screen the roots of profound historical, social and cultural problems. And those who
signed up, exhausted by the city that today reaches
half a million inhabitants, with the caravan of the latest and subtlest exploiters of the scenery of the forest
and the water, converted the biomass into the object of
aesthete and commercial contemplation.

The Beginnings
The documentary shortage that those times have left
makes it impossible to specify the exact birth of the

cinematographic spectacle in Iquitos. However, it is
probable that as of the 1890s, once the city was organized and settled in conformity to European models, scientific novelties that aroused amazement in the
world would have come regularly from that side of the
sea. Marey and, above all, Louis Lumiére, with his
slightly more systematized chronophotograph (1895)
put within the reach of the majority the fascination of
moving images (Lo Duca, 1960: 9; Naudín, 1965).
The first cinematographic fact we have news about
dates to 1900. Downstairs at the renowned “House of
Iron,” owned back then by Manuel Montoya, the first
projection took place with an Edison machine that reproduced images using a carbide lamp which moved
at the mercy of a manual mechanism continuously activated by the operator.
Around 1898, Clemente Alcalá and Francisco de
Paula Secada acquired a lot, property of the Rojas
family, in the so-called main square, and constructed
rustic building which they baptized with the pompous
name, Alhambra. There they installed a miniature
carousel brought from Manaus, an intermediary city
through which the models of social behavior arrived.
It would be in 1902, coinciding with the apogee of rubber prices in the international market, when Eduardo
Fuller rents this local and decides to install the first
cinema of the city with Lumiére projection equipment.
The city grows and consolidates itself as a center
subordinated to the great economic extractive transactions. Traffic with Europe grows, where the new-rich
send their families to spend their millions in contact
with the most demanding habits of bourgeois decadence. Arnaldo Reátegui, a restless immigrant from
San Martín, travels to France around 1905, buys a projection machine with an abundant stock of films from
the Pathé Fréres and La Gaumont companies, in black
and white and in color, goes into partnership with Luis
Pinasco and, with more technical stock and resources,
they set up a cinema called Jardín Strassburgo, located on Pastaza Street, first block, today Sargento Lores
Street (Anonymous, 1938: 180-181). In grateful reply to
the commending expressions of Navarro Cáuper about
Reátegui, Reátegui says the following of himself:
I am extremely honored that the friend Navarro Cáuper
has compared me to the great French circumstantialist
[sic] Georges Méliès, because surely, in good saying, I
was the first to introduce Cinema here in Iquitos, in those
not too distant times, that I personally operated, presenting the public to unforgettable films in color, such as The
Law of Forgiveness, The Other’s Crime, The Chicken of the
Golden Eggs, etc. (Reátegui, Arnaldo, 1942: 49).

The most complete and informative work is credited to Luis Alfonso Navarro Cáuper (Cáuper, 1942), to

whom, as a critical journalist, belongs the almost exclusive role as promoter of cinematography in Iquitos.
Until 1914, date when, according to historians approximately concludes the primitive era of film, the
presence of French producers is almost exclusive.
Méliès and La Gaumont export kilometers of celluloid
to this part of Peru, where a new social class of extraction magnates emerges, who cannot find a way to
assuage their solitude or spend the easy money produced by the forest and the masses of exploited indigenous natives. The Fakir of Singapore, The Fly, The
Astronomer’s Dream, 20,000 Leagues Under the Sea,
Jack the Ripper, etc., are titles that appear repeatedly
in the billboards of the aristocratic Próspero Street
and the Malecón.
The commercial effort produces abundant benefits. The earnings gained throughout the year from
the showings reached the juicy figure of 4,500 pounds
sterling, not negligible capital for the time. But the
rubber people did not stop in their aspirations over
the matter of money. Reátegui continued opening new
companies and in 1911, stocked with the most modern
film instruments made by the Pathé house, conducts
a series of takes picking up the arrival of the troops
with Commander Benavides, of the heroic deed of
Caquetá. Reátegui also introduced the so-called “orchestrophone,” a complex instrument to accompany
silent movies. He established a cinema in Yurimaguas
called “Cine Belén Filial” with his brother Linorio.

The Rubber Crisis and the New Film
When white gold has vertically fallen down in the
London markets and the economic conditions of the
people have deteriorated, European films continue arriving. Local elegance copies the dressing, habits and
gestures, of the actors of the day haphazardly marketed by the star system.
This is the time of the España film theater, property of a risk-taking Spanish businessman named José
Altamira, where the most glorious titles of Chaplin’s silent movies parade, such as The Tramp, The Débutante,
At One in the Morning, The Fireman, etc. A small chamber ensemble that brings with their strings the nostalgia of past years puts music to the silence of the screen.
Meanwhile, efforts to make films locally continued. Cesáreo Mosquera was a Spaniard who arrived
in the nascent city at the beginning of the century
with the strange pretension to animate culture by
first installing a bookstore, opening gardens in vacant
urban spaces, putting up a photographic studio and,
lastly, making an informative film of a local character
where the significant images of the provincial transformation would forever stay.
Iquitos
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At the same time that the British Empire had been
fraying, the shadow of the United States loomed, almost imperceptibly, in the Amazonia. By the 1920s,
the first mill to export Amazonian fine woods was installed and would gradually produce a bias in exports
to the colossus of the North. Film underwent the same
fate. “Culture” is the best gift that can be given in exchange for the wealth that is extracted. The city grew
at a considerably high rate (by 1921, in the midst of
Cervantes’ revolution, Iquitos had taken a census of
a population of more than 22,000 inhabitants). It was
necessary to keep people busy, entertain them, even
more so if one takes into account the popular unrest
of those years that ever so often bustled menacingly.

The Era of Antonio Wong
Antonio Wong can be considered, undoubtedly, the maximum exponent of regional film. He represents a whole
generation with his ideologies, aspirations and failures.
Photographer, journalist, musical composer, he found
his center in film, following step by step all the advances
in this field, especially in North America. He began by
reproducing historical accounts of life in Loreto (In Front
of the Putumayo in 1932, Funeral of Sgt. Lores in 1933,
Inauguration of the Municipality, etc.) that he organized
in a series called Revistas de Loreto (Loreto Vignettes).
Seven of them have survived for us to see, the most important of which is Amazonian Polychromes, in 16 mm
and color, with a running time of 20 minutes.
Antonio Wong decided to take a risk with a feature film released in 1936, titled Bajo el Sol de Loreto
(Under the Sun of Loreto), a naive and romantic fiction
that resignedly accepted the ideological molds that the
central economic machinery has rigorously decreed,
and that, at the same time, with a markedly regionalist accent, called attention to the artistic value of the
Amazon, which is considered a land yet to be discovered by the eyes of Peru and the world.
Beyond his obvious in depth ideological positions —
very natural, anyway, in those days — Antonio Wong
can be considered one the most representative men, if
not the most, of Amazonian culture, for his creative capacity, his openness to the incorporation of new techniques and the immense versatility of its possibilities.
He was cameraman, developer, editor; he wrote his
screenplays in the bohemian warmth of the Iquitos
nights and conceived the setting for his productions.
The only thing missing was to be the protagonist of his
films, a task he knew to entrust to people from his town.
Many years would pass until a new impulse would
encourage the work of national filmmakers to retake,
now from new and more compromising historical perspectives, the Amazonian world.
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The 1930s is the richest decade in the art of cinematography. Along with Antonio Wong, other amateurs
such as Vargas Llosa, who left us a 35 mm documentary short clip, are coming forth. Juan Pintor Junior
appears on the scene, opening new movie theaters
such as the Bolognesi and the Excélsior, where he installs the Movietone and Vitaphone systems of sound
theaters, inaugurating on June 7, 1932, with Metro’s
color production The Gypsy’s Song. 25 years later, in
1975, Cinemascope was launched. Germán Segura, a
businessman from the Alhambra, arrived and founded
a specialized magazine with the title Filmgramas that
existed for a short time. Iquitos came to have an actor
of some international renown: Carlos de la Torre Morey, whose billboard name was Stuart Kent. He studied
at a Hollywood academy and worked in films such as
Radio’s Flying to Rio de Janeiro and other productions
by Fox and Paramount, such as Tango in Broadway.

The Jungle Mediated by Cinematographic Image
“Film and television are mediums that can best exploit, for their own purposes, a society rich in signs
and poor in things,” Desiderio Blanco has said (1981).
As the industrial society advanced, the nostalgia for
the shortcomings and guilt feelings for the deterioration of what we can call the primeval state of creation
became stronger.
Essential forces of life are being depleted and natural resources are becoming scarce. Water is evaporating, the deserts advance and even the air and fresh
water is canned and offered as exchange values in the
supermarkets of the world.
The system cannot create splendid nor exuberant landscapes. It can, instead, offer them in images, multiplied
in film and television to fulfill the desire of millions of human beings gathered in the great cities of the world. The
same situation stimulates the flow of international tourism towards the natural countries.” (Blanco, 1981: 163).

In coordinates such as these, the images of the
Amazonian jungle have been inscribed in Peruvian
and international film. Let us look at some examples.
In En la selva no hay estrellas (No Stars In the Jungle, 1966) director Armando Robles Godoy uses the
Amazon as the setting for an adventure. The protagonist, embroiled in an urban conflict and embattled by
all sides, flees to the Amazonian jungle that does not
bring salvation but rather new risks. It feels like an
obstacle where the character is finally defeated.
The cinematographic image captures an exotic jungle, seen
from the outside, with the eyes of a tourist and integrated to

the drama like a hostile element. The exoticism is found not

jungle is an exotic and distant reality with which they do

only in the landscapes captured by the camera, but also in

not manage to establish affective, sincere and permanent

the behaviors incorporated into the drama: garments and

bonds. (Blanco, 1981: 164)

tools, rituals and witchcraft, food and beverages, the work
of natives, etc. The mediation by the image is absolute: the
camera chooses those characters that are interesting to the
director according to his vision of reality. […] Robles Godoy
establishes an arbitrary discontinuity between different
moments of the story, forwarding or backtracking chronological images and randomly interspersing mental images,
hoping to create a discourse tinged with modernity. The
effect of this stylistic processing is a double mediation with
regards to the filmed material. The jungle is thus presented as a mosaic to put together with all the characteristics
of the urban rationalism that accompanies the procedure.
And, since the mediation introduces the sense of a mediated reality, the sense that emerges from Robles Godoy’s cerebral model is the sense of an urban vision, for which the

The story told by Robles Godoy’s La muralla verde
(The Green Wall, 1969), sees the jungle as a space of
colonization by an urban character. The vision offered
by the image is urban too. The forest is presented as
indomitable nature and as touristic beauty. The cultural exoticism of the urban vision appears again:
savage bulls that topple enormous trees, dangerous
vipers that bite defenseless children. In this film, the
jungle acquires a new characteristic: a land of promises for the city man, myth of the return to nature to
escape the suffocating city. (Blanco, 1981: 164)
Robles Godoy applied here the same stylistic model
as in En la selva no hay estrellas. But here the results are
already more rationalistic since the alternating jungle
Iquitos
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and urban motifs are more systematic than in the previous film. As a typical example, there are the images of
the serpent that alternates in discontinuous form with
the images of the presidential committee, pretending to
establish metaphorical relationships of dubious effect
between the malign consequences of the first and the
results of Belaunde’s political administration.
Furthermore, the planning system chosen by Robles Godoy takes the spectator away from the natural
relationship of man with the jungle. The first shots
contribute to create an abstract cinematographic universe; from these emerge a jungle mentally construed
with fragments mounted capriciously, devoid of internal logic. The image of the colonizing task is also mediated by the editing model that Robles Godoy imposes on the cinematographic structure of the film. The
work of transformation is reduced to a few close-ups
of some hands that handle pruning shears and some
movements of a Jeep through blooming orange trees.
From the images of the film emerges a toy store
jungle, without the presence of terrestrial nor cultural
strength. Robles Godoy himself would later say this
about his work:

of someone who wanted to live in the jungle and, as long
as that reality is not ours, nothing shall be ours. (Blanco,
1981: 198).

Blanco continues analyzing Aguirre, The Wrath of
God by Werner Herzog (1972). We transcribe the following paragraphs that suggest how the jungle can be
used for the aesthetic purposes of the filmmakers:
Despite narrating a historical chronicle, Herzog’s is not
quite a historical film. The German director twists chronicle with reflection without falling into metaphysical abstraction, although he projects the events into a general
human dimension. In this sense, the “subject” mediates
the presence of the jungle. The jungle could well have been
a scorching desert and the final meaning would have been
the same. It is the sense of the adventure that matters. The
search for El Dorado is only a signifier in the search for
the impossible, in which ambition, desire, and the tenacity and madness of Western man are reflected.
The presence of the Amazonian jungle, exuberant and
hostile, loses its concrete anthropological sense in favor of
a generic abstract sense. For the native, the jungle is neither exuberant nor hostile; it’s simply the jungle, his com-

I have written and directed two full-length feature films

mon surroundings, his natural habitat, his world. Herzog

about the jungle: En la selva no hay estrellas and La mu-

discourse manipulates the jungle to represent the obsta-

ralla verde. Both are the most important milestones in

cles that should be defeated in order to reach the proposed

the corresponding phase of my activity as a filmmaker.

objectives, showing, with this, superiority. In this titanic

Both have given me satisfactions, awards, praise and

enterprise, the jungle is a control element, a sort of re-

pleasures I never before imagined, and both were the

actant that, through its concrete configuration, unleashes

cause of profound bitterness, disillusions and hostilities

processes of madness. The final sequence is stunning in

that, from the moment of its making to this day, have

this sense. The jungle — water and sun surrounded by

haunted me — I believe — for the simple fact of having

vegetation — surrounds the protagonist and devours him

made them.

in the whirlwind, properly signified by the movement of

In both I tried to express what I say in this article. En

the crane above Aguirre’s head accompanied by monkeys.

la selva no hay estrellas was conceived and carried out

A hallucinatory vision of the jungle in relation to persons

as a bitter poem to solitude, but not the solitude of the

alien to it (Blanco, 1981: 147).

character, as was wrongly interpreted, but rather the solitude of the jungle, which is the real character. The tragedy
emerges from the fact that the man, similar to what happens to many Peruvians, never entered the jungle, never
integrated with her and only tried to pass through her in
order to “remove” its gold, which finally destroys him. And
it destroys him because he does not stay.
La muralla verde, deeply charged with autobiographical elements, is totally different. It’s the story of an effort inevitably condemned to failure, which does not get
shown in the film, but remains the only possible corollary of the situation. And the failure is due, not to the

For the Western spectator, the film may lack the
content and the sense that the director tried to give.
This would be a special re-elaboration where the jungle
has an evasive content and where reading is an essential component of the message. Those who read, those
who contemplate, do it from their own vision of the
world, from their own optics. The Amazonian jungle,
in the magic of its mystery, opens in the conscience of
Westerners a series of representations of exoticism conditioned by a film model designed from the same state of
mind and the same horizon of vision (Blanco, 1981: 168).

jungle, but to the distant stupidity of the centralist authorities. It is ironic that between the negative criticisms,
which were the least — happily — almost all of them said

From Touristic to Engaged Film

that the film depicted a reality that was not ours. Indeed,
it is not ours; it is mine. It is not the reality of a neighbor
of San Isidro nor the Colmena, or Trujillo; it is the reality
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Two consecutive decades, the 1950s and the 1960s, reflected their perception of reality through a cinematic

language where exoticism, the beauty of the wilderness, the exuberance of the forests and the endless
wealth of the jungle abound. This handling of the medium corresponds to an epoch of definitive imperialist
penetration and to the proposal of a development alternative based on extraction, colonization (La muralla
verde), business incentives and transformation of resources, and the touristic setting at the expense of the
indigenous natives. All this was promoted by Belaunde
(1960) and has currently become a revitalization movement. Tourism was a temporary bite with which the
projection of a certain image was born, still alive today
and being offered to national and foreigner spectators.
The 1970s, pierced by a process that, in some way,
revolutionized several aspects of life, brought winds of
change to national film with Decree-Law 19327, called
the “Law for the Promotion of the Film Industry,” that
can be considered the first significant attempt to seriously retake film’s reach and open doors for an expression to serve the real interests of the majority.
Since then until now, production is taking place, not a
copious one, but dense and profound, that is on its way
to show the world a new face of Amazonian life, its
value, its ethnic minorities and the struggles it must
fight to remain afoot when threatened on all flanks by
the most devastating capitalist interests.
Even though it is true that film would be a magnificent contributor to the unveiling of that beautiful
and dramatic reality, it is no less an obligation to undertake this task in conjunction with the progressive
forces of society. It is chimeric to think that film, in
and of itself, can make man conscious of the need to
travel in time and rescue the true story and cultural
identity of the Amazonia, all the more when there is
still no film industry that focuses with true validity on
the country’s problems and makes its own the most
dire yearnings of men from the Peruvian Amazon.

The Jungle through Short Film
Decree-Law 19327, through a qualification process
carried out by the Commission for Film Promotion,
enforced the circulation throughout the commercial
movie theaters in the country of short films that were
produced regarding different aspects of national life,
documentary or fiction, with proceeds from a percentage of the compensation that resulted from showing
them. There is, nonetheless, a conflict between art
and the film industry that, in the case of the jungle, is
compounding.
There is in this region of infinite biological diversity
and cultural abundance a series of aspects that dazzle the filmmaker and bring him to reflect them in his
creations. In this sense we can say, using Adrianzén’s

words, that the filmmaker “loots”, forces, misinterprets
the luxuriant manifestation of sounds, images, and
magic of the forest. This has brought us merely to a view
of landscapes and exoticism of what the jungle is itself
and of its development problems and respect for biological diversity and environment. Francisco Lombardi
and Emilio Moscoso’s Los hombres del Ucayali (Men of
the Ucayali River, 1974) is a well finished description
of loggers from this part of Peru. With the same subject, lumber, the short film Hombres de madera, acerca
de los “tronqueros” de la región de Pucallpa (Wooden
Men. On the Loggers from the Pucallpa Region) merely
contemplates what happens, without a guiding line to
make the story cohesive. We can say the same of Ricardo Fleiss’ Maderas (Lumber, 1977), whose power is in a
text that speaks of “wealth” while the sawmills speak of
the ecological drama that was being announced since
then. Fleiss later directed De los hombres y los árboles
(On Men and Trees, 1977), judged by Nelson García in
Hablemos de cine (Lets Talk about Movies magazine) as
“a stretching of bubblegum” without major variations.
The picturesque that seeks those who discover Peru for
the first time has also appeared: Inca Films’ El Pozuzo
(1978) and Gregorio Li-Rosi and Aliro Zúñiga’s Los colonos del Pozuzo (The Inhabitants of El Pozuzo, 1980),
with different degrees of cinematographic skill, are
both expressions of this evasion of reality. The same
for other short films when they pretended to articulate
the improvised with the scientific. However, Nora de
Izcue’s El Juansito (1977) and Canción al viejo Fisga que
acecha en los lagos amazónicos (Song for the Old Fisga
Who Lurks in the Amazon lakes, 1979) are two fictions
that reflect, after profound research, what occurs in the
mechanisms. This is a deeper view than landscaping
and picturesque view of the previous ones. In this line
will develop the creations of the decade, until a change
in film legislation will make short film unprofitable.
Others have followed Nora de Izcue, along the same
lines, to the depths of the complex ecological, social
and cultural reality of this geography.

Page 227: The making of La muralla verde. At the bottom, the
director, Armando Robles Godoy. On top of the structure, his
brother , Mario Robles Godoy, and behind him, Pedro Novak,
director of photography.
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Film in Iquitos
Emilio Bustamante

Iquitos is one of the cities with the greatest film tradition in
Peru. The first projections and movie theaters date back to
the beginning of the 20th century. The rubber baron Julio César
Arana produced films in the 1910s and 1920s. In the 1930s, the
pioneer Antonio Wong Rengifo directed the feature film Bajo el
sol de Loreto (Under Loreto’s Sun) and several documentaries.
Years later, Iquitos was the stage of Peruvian and foreign
productions of both short and feature films, and of fiction
and documentaries. The new century finds the city with a film
movement that is its own, young and growing.
The Beginnings
The origin of film in Iquitos has been associated with
the rubber exploitation that gave way to the appearance of a bourgeoisie interested in the business and
consumption of films. According to Father Joaquín
García, Iquitos film historian, the first film projection
in the city occurred in 1900 at the Iron House. The
first theaters dedicated to the permanent exhibition
of films were the Alhambra and the Jardín de Strassburgo. In 1911, Arnaldo Reátegui, owner of the Jardín
de Strassburgo with Luis Pinasco, filmed the arrival of
Commander Benavides’ troops into Iquitos, who were
to fight the Colombian forces in the Caquetá.

Julio César Arana and Silvino Santos
Around that time, Julio César Arana was the most important rubber exporter in the region. He had created
an empire in the Putumayo based on the exploitation
and torture of indigenous peoples. These practices generated an international wave of indignation against him.
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Arana, presumably to amend his image, decided
to produce a film that would depict him as an exemplary businessman. In 1912, he hired Silvino Santos, a Portuguese cinematographer living in Manaus.
Earlier, Santos had made a photographic record of
Putumayo’s rubber traders and the indigenous people for a visiting committee that included the consuls
from the United States and England in Iquitos, and
Peru’s consul in Manaus. Arana traveled along with
the consuls, and Santos’ photographs portrayed an
idealized situation of the indigenous people. Santos
later married one of Arana’s goddaughters (Ramos y
Miranda, 1997: 497).
Arana paid for Santos to travel to France to train
at the Pathé-Fréres studios. Back in Peru, the filmmaker captured some good material that was lost almost entirely in 1914 when the vessel transporting the
negatives sank. Nonetheless, some of the images were
saved and were included in the film Indios witotos do
rio Putumayo (Huitoto Indians of the Putumayo River,
1916), which can be seen in Aurélio Michiles’ documentary O cineasta da selva (The Jungle’s Filmmaker,
1997), which recreates Santos’ life.

Ricardo Bedoya, Peruvian film critic and historian, remembers that Arana also produced El Oriente
peruano (The Peruvian East), a 90 minute documentary released on May 21, 1921, at the Lima Theater
in the capital. La Prensa, in its May 23, 1921 issue
commented that the film showed “the considerable
progress that civilization has made with the rebel
tribes of our jungle, and above all, how the city of Iquitos was thriving” (Bedoya, 2010). El Oriente peruano was screened again on February 27, 1933, when
border tensions with Colombia were mounting. It appeared under these circumstances “to be an irrefutable proof” that the territories in dispute “had always
been Peruvian.” (Bedoya) According to the Brazilian
Film Encyclopedia by Fernão Ramos and Luiz Felipe
Miranda, this film was presumably also directed by
Silvino Santos (Ramos and Miranda, 1997: 497).

Antonio Wong Rengifo
Born in 1910, son of a Cantonese father and a Moyobambean mother, photographer, journalist, musician

and soccer aficionado, Antonio Wong Rengifo, in the
words of Ricardo Bedoya, “was closer to the personality of a pioneer than any other man in Peruvian film”
(Bedoya, 1992: 119). He was a cameraman, screenwriter, producer, director, developer and editor of his films.
He started recording images of everyday life in
and around Iquitos, which he grouped into a series
with the general title of Revista Loretana (Loretan
Magazine). Seven of these variety shows, with material filmed between 1931 and 1934, are known. In the
second and the third, he addressed the conflict with
Colombia. According to information provided by Luis
de Cáuper in the magazine Amazonía (Iquitos, October
30, 1936), and collected by Ricardo Bedoya in his book
El cine sonoro en el Perú (Sound Movies in Peru), in
1932, Wong exhibited documentaries about the conflict. In 1933, he took them to Lima but was not able to
show them because the Protocol of Rio de Janeiro had
already been signed and it was deemed untimely to
disseminate those images (Bedoya, 2009: 26).
In 1936, he undertook the filming of a fiction feature film, Bajo el sol de Loreto. It was a silent film that
narrated the story of rubber traders and indigenous
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people. Ricardo Bedoya notes that the director relied
on the collaboration of the technicians Enrique León
Morejón and Julio Baldeón. It premiered in Iquitos in
December 1936. The film is currently being restored.
García also mentions the Spaniard Cesáreo Mosquera as a pioneer. He owned the Los Amigos del País
(The Country’s Friends) bookstore and was author of
“local informative” films. However, Mosquera is better
recognized as the chronicler of the Galician adventurer, Alfonso Graña, called the “King of the Jívaros.”

Iquitos and the Short Films with Law 19327
In 1972, the Revolutionary Government of the Armed
Forces enacted Decree-Law 19327, the Law for the
Promotion of the National Cinematographic Industry
that provided tax benefits for film companies and the
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compulsory exhibition of Peruvian shorts and feature
films that received the approval of the Cinematographic Promotion Commission (COPROCI). This resulted in
the production and exhibition of 50 feature films and
953 short films between 1973 and 1992, the year when
the decree was revoked (García Miranda, 2013).
In several of these films, images of the city of Iquitos, the department of Loreto and Amazonia, in general, were seen. Short films were the most abundantly
produced. Francisco Lombardi made Informe sobre
los shipibos (Report on the Shipibo) in 1974 and that
same year co-directed Los hombres del Ucayali (Men
of the Ucayali) with Emilio Moscoso, a film on three
different economic activities from the jungle (logging,
fishing and hunting).
In 1979, Nora de Izcue released Canción del viejo
Fisga que acecha en los lagos amazónicos (Song of Old
Fisga Who Lurks in the Amazon Lakes), an adaptation

of a poem by Róger Rumrrill, who also served as director of photography. Again in 1979, de Izcue premiered
El Juancito, a fictional story of a merchant of the Amazon River who sells utensils to a couple of river dwellers who do not need them. In 1982, she premiered Las
pirañas, about the problem of intermediaries in the
sale of the products of Amazonian farmers.
In 1984, Jorge Vignati filmed the III Festival of the
Amazonian Song. In 1986, he showed Iquitos, una mirada al pasado (Iquitos a View into the Past), telling
the story of the city with concern for the neglect of its
cultural assets; Father Joaquín García was listed as
an advisor. That same year he released Modus vivendi, about a Cocama boy who makes a living playing
the violin. In 1988, he screened Loreto, el gigante peruano (The Giant from Peru), about the region and its
customs.
The neighborhood of Belén was the scenario of
a number of short films: Belén (1976) by Pedro Morote Cornejo, Belén, influencia de un río (Influence of
a river, 1983) by Hitler Mego and Radio Belén (1985)
by Gianfranco Annichini. The latter was the best. Annichini combined images of the neighborhood with
the sound of the broadcast from the local radio station, achieving an effect of the everyday and warmth
that highlighted the effort and joy with which the
community faced poverty. Also in 1985, he released
El hombre solo (The Man Alone), on a misanthropist
riverside dweller who carries the burden of a disabled
and reproachful nagging wife.
The most prolific filmmaker about matters regarding Loreto was Hitler Mego. His short films were
not very appreciated because of the formal and narrative dishevelment of the majority of them, but today
salvaging them is justified because of the value of the
registry they contain. Mego released Retrato de Iquitos (Portrait of Iquitos, 1981), and the before-mentioned Belén, influencia de un río, Gente ribereña
(People from the River, 1983, with a script by Raúl
Goyburu and the camera of Jorge Vignati), La isla
de la esperanza (Hope’s Island, 1984, script by Róger
Rumrrill, about the regional project to breed buffalo), En busca del diálogo perdido (In Search of the
Lost Dialogue, 1984, script by Róger Rumrrill against
the irrational exploitation of the flora), Umisha. Carnaval de Iquitos (Iquitos’ Carnival, 1985), Láminas
y tableros de madera (Wooden Sheets and Boards,
1985, about the exploitation of lupuna and capinura
trees to make triply panels), Floresta insólita (Unusual Forest, 1986), Conociendo la fauna amazónica
(Knowing Amazonian Fauna, 1987), Ojos de media
luz (Mid-light Eyes, 1988, about indigenous people
who hunt tarantula at night), Peligro y contaminación
(Danger and Pollution, 1988), regarding the work at
the Quistococha snake sanctuary, Huambé (1989) and

Palo sangre (Blood-Stick, 1989, which introduces us
to the carver Darwin Dávila).
Eduardo Guerra, a filmmaker from Iquitos living
in Lima, directed several short films in that period.
None of them was released in his native city, but the
most critically acclaimed was Un otorongo en Lima (A
Jaguar in Lima, 1986), which tells the story of an elderly man from Loreto who lives in the capital of the
country and tries to resuscitate his past in Iquitos by
building fireworks on the roof of his house.

Iquitos in Peruvian and Foreign Fiction
Iquitos has been more than subject and scenario for
short films. Images of the city can be seen in various
Peruvian and foreign feature films. However, the urban takes are mostly of brief duration since the filmmakers have preferred to go into the Amazon jungle
to tell passionate or delirious adventures, some transcendent and others only exotic.
In 1966, Armando Robles Godoy arrived in Iquitos
to make his second feature film, En la selva no hay
estrellas (No Stars in the Jungle), telling the story of
an adventurer who penetrates the Amazonia to steal
the gold of an eccentric woman. It won the first prize
at the Moscow Festival in 1967. Robles would again
make an incursion into Amazonia to describe the drama of a family of colonists in La muralla verde (The
Green Wall, 1970), for which he received the Hugo de
Oro award at the Chicago Festival.
The German Werner Herzog directed Aguirre, the
Wrath of God (1972) in the area of the Nanay River,
based on the history of the Conquistador Lope de Aguirre in search of El Dorado. Herzog returned to Loreto
at the beginning of the 1980s with a more ambitious
project: Fitzcarraldo. Based in the life of businessman
Carlos Fermín Fitzcarrald, the film’s main character,
Brian Sweeney Fitzgerald, is an admirer of Caruso,
attempts to build a great Opera House in Iquitos. But
he needs to become rich from rubber in order to accomplish this. It was a troubled filming process. After
much obstacles, Herzog managed to premier the film
at the 1982 Cannes Festival and where he got the best
director award. Although most of the plot of Fitzcarraldo takes place in the interior of the jungle, images
of Iquitos can be seen in the film. There is a toast in
one of the balconies of the former Palace Hotel and
it is a memorable scene in which Fitzcarraldo, gone
mad, has the bells of the main Church rung insistently, threatening to close down the place until the city
has its opera house.
Nora de Izcue, who had collaborated with Robles
Godoy in La muralla verde and made several short
films in Amazonia, premiered El viento del ayahuasca
Iquitos
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Page 231: The Alhambra theater with Mexican movies’
posters.
Page 232: Gianfranco Annichini and his team working in
Iquitos, 2012.
Page 234: Stills from Canción del viejo Fisga que acecha en
los lagos de la Amazonía and El viento del ayahuasca, by Nora
de Izcue; Radio Belén by Gianfranco Annichini; Los árboles
tienen madre by Juan Carlos Galeano, and Buscando el azul,
by Fernando Valdivia.
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(Ayahuasca’s wind) in 1983. It tells the story of Miguel,
a sociologist from Lima as he tries to help the young
Nexy, who fears being kidnapped by the “Yacurunas”.
There was objection that she was unable to adequately engage the images of a documentary character with
fiction. Nonetheless, the critic Ricardo Bedoya recognizes that: “The interest of the film resides in the
quality of the dispossessed and distant observation of
an impoverished environment, but of the richest traditional culture, expressed in beliefs… and rituals”
(Bedoya, 1997: 247).
In 1986, Federico García directed El socio de Dios
(God’s Partner), with a script he collaborated on with
Róger Rumrrill; a biographical film about Julio César
Arana with emphasis on the foreign appetites in the
rubber business an the crimes of Putumayo. The Cuban actor Adolfo Llaurado played Arana. The production was costly, and it had a precarious argument.
In 1991, Luis Llosa made Fuego en el Amazonas
(Fire on the Amazon), co-produced with Roger Corman from the USA. It told the story, in a fluid but mechanical manner, of a reporter who investigates the
murder of an environmental leader. The film starred
Sandra Bullock, who years later would become a Hollywood star. In 1993, Llosa directed 800 leguas por el
Amazonas (Eight Hundred Leagues on the Amazon),
adapted from Jules Verne’s novel, La Jangada.
In 1999, Francisco Lombardi brought another adaptation of a literary work with a Loreto scenario to
the screen, Mario Vargas Llosa’s Captain Pantoja and
the Special Services. It was the second film version of
the novel but the first that was done on location in Iquitos. In 1975, Vargas Llosa himself and the Spanish
director José María Gutiérrez Santos had filmed a version in the Dominican Republic. Lombardi’s film was
very popular. Although it is not considered among his
better films, it drew thousands of spectators.
El lugar donde estuvo el paraíso (The Place Where
Paradise Stood, 2002) by the Spaniard Gerardo Herrero
also adapted a novel for a film. The film, however, was
not up to the standards of the text of the Chilean Carlos
Franz. The Argentinian Federico Luppi played the Consul who was trapped in a political and domestic inferno.
In 2004, Diarios de motocicleta by the Brazilian
Walter Sales premiered. It recreated the youthful years
of Ernesto “Che” Guevara. Paco Bardales, in the article
“Audiovisual Postcards from Iquitos,” published in the
magazine La sombra del hombre (The Shadow of Man),
recalls that the filming crew “had its base and final station at the installations of Santa María de Ojeal,” but
warns that, in the film, the capital of Loreto appears in
only one scene: The one where Guevara (played by the
Mexican Gael García Bernal) and Dr. Bressani (Peruvian actor Gustavo Bueno) argue at the farmer’s market
(Bardales, 2008).

In 2009, Renzo Zanelli Barreto screened El perro
del hortelano (The Dog in the Manger) in alternative
movie theaters, a simplified and naive denounce film
of the predators of the jungle. The performance of the
Huitoto-Bora painter Brus Rubio was outstanding.
In 2012, it was possible to observe some images
of Iquitos in Elefante blanco (White Elephant) by the
Argentinian Pablo Trapero, about a priest committed
to his community. That same year, the Peruvian-Argentinian Gianfranco Quatrini started filming Planta madre (Mother Plant), about a retired Argentinian
rock musician who travels to Iquitos to participate in
an ayahuasca ceremony that allows him to reorient
his existence.

Iquitos in Peruvian and International Documentaries
Filmmakers not living in Loreto have made documentaries on different aspects of its reality that have deserved the attention of critics recently.
Noteworthy are two documentaries made about
talented indigenous painters from Pucaurquillo: Buscando el azul (In Search of the Blue, 2003) by Juan
Carlos Valdivia, about Víctor Churay, and Brus Rubio
(2009) by Carlos Sánchez Giraldo and Sofía Velázquez
(from the Mercado Central Collective, about the artist.
Hijas de Belén (Daughters of Belén, 2004) is a documentary directed by Javier Corcuera that is part of
the feature film En el mundo a cada rato (In the World
at Any Time). Corcuera approaches three generations
of women in Belén through an elderly woman, a middle-aged señora, and a girl. There is something shared
in common between the old woman and the child that
is revealed by their testimonies and makes us aware
that the disadvantageous situation of poor women
in Iquitos has persisted throughout time: both have
wanted to learn to read; neither has had the opportunity. When the sound of the Belén radio stops, the
voice of the old woman is heard, which seems to represent the original one. She is the trustee of a primitive culture that, nonetheless, could disappear. At the
end, there is the image of the woman in a raft plying slowly on the river while we hear an off voice, the
woman singing in her original native language, which
will be repeated years later in another Corcuera documentary: Sigo siendo (I Still Am, 2013).
Los árboles tienen madre (Trees Have a Mother,
2006), directed by the Colombian Juan Carlos Galeano, is poignant as it shows a mother inquiring about
the whereabouts of her son; some believe he has been
taken by the “Chullachaqui”, others that the “Yacurunas” have lead him to the depths of the river.
In 2008, the journalist José María Salcedo directed the feature film Amazónico soy (I Am Amazonian).
Iquitos
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After his meeting with the young people at the La
Restinga Association, Salcedo managed to configure
a mosaic of the present city. The executive producer
was Jaime Vázquez Carbajal, director of the daily Pro
& Contra. Amazónico soy premiered in Iquitos during
the Fifth Book Fair; it was shown commercially and
was enthusiastically welcomed by the public. In 2009
it received an award at the La Jolla Indie Film Festival
(California).
Lorry Salcedo Mitrani made El fuego eterno (Eternal Fire, 2008) about the Jewish community in Iquitos.
He contemplated Jewish migration to the city during
the rubber rush, the absence of links between the Amazonian Jews and the Jewish community in Lima, the
desire of Jews in Iquitos to emigrate to Israel and the
problems they faced thereby.
Mi hermano María Paula (My Brother Maria Paula)
by Piero Solari, about a transvestite who prostitutes
himself in Iquitos, was presented in the Lima Festival in 2009 and obtained the on-line pubic award for
best Peruvian film. Recently, Nora de Izcue premiered
Responso para un abrazo (Response for an Embrace,
2013), a moving feature film about the poet César Calvo Soriano (1940-2000), who considered himself from
Loreto by choice and ancestry (he was the son of the
painter César Calvo de Araújo).

New Images
In recent decades, the appearance of digital video in
the market and the cheapening of domestic film cameras and editing software have allowed people who
otherwise would not have had possibilities of making
audiovisual productions to now record and stage fictional or documentary short films and even feature
films.
When speaking of film, we can no longer limit
ourselves to what is made with filming material; or
to those that are solely destined to commercial exposure, as the scope of exposure has also increased.
Many new productions are seen in alternative venues,
in festivals or on the Internet (through YouTube, Vimeo or Dailymotion). Iquitos has not remained on the
margins of these changes. The audiovisual activity in
the city has grown and new filmmakers and proposals
have emerged thanks to digital video and new channels. Today, more than ever, there are many filmmakers from Iquitos. These novice filmmakers address
subjects such as poverty, child labor and endangered
childhood, prostitution and transvestitism, but also
art, the wealth of nature and the joy of living, without
overlooking fantastical stories or social criticism.
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La Restinga
La Restinga is an association created in 1996 to draw
attention to minors who are socially at risk. Its main
animator is the communicator Luis González-Polar
(“Puchín”). La Restinga has sponsored production
workshops for film and video with the participation
of youngsters and children, and has produced numerous short films. Among these are documentaries
about “Niño Jesús de la Caja” (Baby Jesus of the Box)
and “Niña Julieta del Pescado” [Julieta, Girl of the
Fish], an activity created by the association in homage to the child laborers on May 1st. La Restinga’s
workshops have produced videos in which the educational and social content (characteristic of non-governmental productions and organizations) include
aesthetic concerns and personal experience. We can
cite shorts by Leo Ramírez, Erick Aguilar and Fabricio Linares.
Leo Ramírez is the author of No son pirañas (They
Are Not Piranhas, 2005), about children who work in
the streets, and Libertad es… (Freedom Is..., 2008),
which springs from the discussion at the core of La
Restinga about the meaning of freedom, to a workshop and a fashion show in which adolescents participated exercising, precisely, their freedom and invention. Erick Aguilar is the director of Metamorfosis
(2004), narrated in first person by William Macahuachi Tapayuni, a twenty-year old creator, about his
transformation from peasant child to urban artist,
and El sueño de muchos (The Dream of Many, 2005),
where the director tells of his experience while on a
trip to Montreal. Fabricio Linares has made Futuro
vendido (Future Sold), concerning the life of the defenseless of the night: children, alcoholics and prostitutes; and En mi isla, La Restinga (In My Island, La
Restinga, 2004), with a camera that accompanies and,
on occasion, assumes the point of view of an adolescent shoeshine boy.
Also to be mentioned are the educational short
films by Luis Chumbe, screenwriter and director of
the miniseries Colegio Nacional (National School,
2009), which was shown in open access television in
Iquitos when the filmmaker was barely 16 years old.
Luis González-Polar, in turn, has directed short
films such as Lo que llevo dentro de mí (What I Carry
Inside of Me, 2007), a documentary where he turns
to the words of the young artists Juan Andrés Varela
Yaicate, and Secopai, about the rights of the Secoya
people narrated by the leader of the community.
The Canadian filmmaker Yannick Nolin, who
provided advice on audiovisual work at La Restinga,
directed the short films L’univers infini de Leo (Leo’s
Endless Universe, 2006) with the testimony of the
filmmaker Leo Ramírez, and Génération libérée (2004)

about Luis González-Polar and his important work in
the association he directs.

Christian Bendayán
The painter Christian Bendayán has also made incursions into the audiovisual genre. His short film Tengo
un primo que es pintor (My Cousin Is a Painter, 2005)
is a type of manifesto about the condition of the popular artist in our society. It mixes images of the work
of Loreto’s popular painters who depict Chacalón,
Sarita Colonia, “Che” Guevara, Mick Jagger, The Sacred Heart of Jesus, sensual mermaids and illuminated portraits, with the voice of a narrator, also from
popular origins, who reflects: “Beyond the interest for
the evolution of the art, I am interested in the use art
can have for people.” The narrator says that he has
a painter cousin while photographs of popular painters from Iquitos appear. He provides the details that
his cousin paints signs, banners, murals. He confirms
that he depicts what people like and confesses he also
wanted to be a painter, but he clarifies:
I would not paint only what people like, I would also paint
people with what they do not like... I tell my cousin: if
you do not paint what you are, what you feel, what you
believe, people will continue using your painting only
as a service. But he doesn’t want to, and perhaps he is
right. Why would one paint something if nobody is going
to want to buy it...? Do we, by chance, have a museum
where they hang those things? Would I stop being poor if
I painted what I like?

In Los tigres del pincel (The Brush Tigers, 2007),
Bendayán makes three popular painters speak and
shows their work, which was seen in the previous
short film: Julio Walter Guevara (“Piero”), Lewis Sakiray Macuyama and Luis Cueva Manchego (“LU. CU.
MA”). Bendayán stresses the saturated and brilliant
colors of the artists, and, in kitsch transitions in the
montage, he manages to give the short film an aesthetic that is consistent with that of the painters he
presents, in other words, intense, vital, carefree and
excessive for the likes of the elite.
Altar (2008) captures the testimony of a transvestite who studies at the School of Fine Arts. The youngster tells the story of his family, combining realism
and myth (he says his grandfather was kidnapped by
a mermaid), confesses that his mother accepts him as
an artist but not as a transvestite and remembers the
night when he dared stand in front of her dressed as
a woman. The best moment of the film is when, composing an image of the Pietà, the protagonist rests his
head on his mother’s lap, who caresses his head and

intones a religious song dedicated to the Virgin Mary.
The profane characters, commonly marginalized and
stigmatized (the poor mother, the transvestite son),
thus acquire a sacred character before our eyes. The
film by Bendayán stays in line with his plastic work
and is carefully mis-en-scene: during his testimony,
the character looks at the camera and moves with
marked and significant movements, interacting with
the stage design.

Dorian Fernández-Moris
The Iquitos filmmaker who has had the greatest commercial success to this day is Dorian Fernández-Moris. In 2005, with his company AudioVisual Films, he
made his first short film, El otro lado (The Other Side),
where a young man — apparently possessed by a malignant spirit — killed a friend of his in a large house.
In 2006, he released a new short film, Chullachaqui,
about some students who entered the jungle and were
victims of a mythic Amazonian creature. The film was
shown in Multicines Iquitos, played for three weeks
and summoned about 20,000 spectators. Nelson Mori
wrote the script.
Chullachaqui was followed by the documentary
IQT (remixes) (2007), based on the book of chronicles by Paco Bardales. The short film was made up
of three parts: one about dancers from the musical
group Explosion, another concerning the painter
Christian Bendayán, and the third about the experience of making Chullachaqui. That same year Fernández-Moris completed 501, a fantastical tale about parallel worlds. In 2008, he made Immortal (with a script
by Paco Bardales), a new story of possession, set this
time in a rural area. Una estrella en mi jardín (A Star
in My Garden, a story of a lesbian relationship) is also
from this period and has not yet been shown.
In 2010, El último piso (The Last Floor, once more
with a script by Bardales) premiered, with reference to
the tallest building in Iquitos. The film played for two
weeks in premier theaters in Loreto, pulled in 10,000
spectators and won the regional short film prize in the
La Noche de los Cortos (Night of Short Films) Contest.
Fernández-Moris also made the documentaries Iquitos: Puerta al Amazonas (Iquitos: Door to the Amazon, 2008), commissioned by the Tourism Directorate
and Mitológicas de Gino Ceccarelli (2010), where he
shows the well-known painter working for an exhibition.
After attending a course with US citizen Dov Simens, Fernández-Moris decided to make a horror
feature film. The result was Cementerio general (General Cemetery). It narrates the story of a girl who is
possessed by a demon in the Iquitos cemetery as the
Iquitos
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result of a mistaken invocation while playing with a
Ouija board. It opened successfully in 2013. With more
than 700,000 spectators, Cementerio general became
one of the most ticket-successful Peruvian feature
films in history.
In 2011, Dorian Fernández-Moris, moreover, won
the Ministry of Culture’s exclusive award for regions
with the feature film project Desaparecer (Disappear),
which he described for the blog Cinencuentro as:
[...] we conceived, with Paco Bardales, a suspense story,
a kind of thriller that takes place in the jungle, with elements that are taken from myths, from conspiracy theories, as well as a noticeable content for the defense of
biodiversity in our Amazonia (Rojas, 2011).

He also has another project, titled La niña del azúcar (The Sugar Girl).

Paco Bardales
Francisco (Paco) Bardales is one of Iquito’s greatest
cultural entertainers at present. Besides being the author of scripts, of the blog Diario de IQT (IQT Daily), of
the book of chronicles IQT (Remixes) and of a series of
important articles about film and art in Iquitos, he has
directed short films and published a novel.
In 2005 he made the short film Cardenal: historia
de amor en el cosmos (Cardinal. Love Story in Cosmos), about the Nicaraguan poet Ernesto Cardenal,
who visited the city. In 2012 he premiered Resplandor
(Radiance), a short film that is part of a multimedia
project inspired on “myths, paranoia and conspiracy theory.” The project also includes a novel written
by Bardales himself and published by Tierra Nueva
Editores. They both constitute a fantasy tale in an
UFO scenario and an authoritarian political regime
in Amazonia.
The Resplandor project also includes Fernando
Vilchez’s short film Extracto 18, about a traveler who
arrives in Iquitos “to see” what could be “the event of
our century,” and then laments his audacity.
In 2013, Bardales recorded Relatos de amor y seducción de runamulas y chullachaquis (Tales of Love
and Seduction of Runamulas and Chullachaquis), an
attractive video-catalogue of Gino Ceccarelli’s work.
He also announced a new cinematographic project,
Downtown Iquitos, which would include a short film
and two video clips. He is also planning to produce,
along with Dorian Fernández-Moris, the feature film
Sudor (Sweat), which would be directed in Iquitos by
Chilean filmmaker and writer Alberto Fuguet.
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Nelson Mori
Another young director from Iquitos is Nelson Mori,
author of the documentaries Estamos en la calle (We
Are in the Street, 2011), about the Cultural Festival of
Urban Amazonian Art, and 1>0 (Uno mayor que cero)
(One Bigger than Zero, 2011), in which he criticizes the
defective work of the city’s sewage system. He is the
author of the fiction novels El fiscalizador (The Watchdog, 2011), where he censors bad journalism, and
Sueños perdidos (Lost Dreams, 2013), which alerts
unaware young women to the dangers of prostitution.
He has directed the animation workshop for children
“Haz tu peli” (Make Your Film, with the participation
of the Regional Culture Directorate) that has brought
El bosque encantado (The Haunted Forest, 2013) by
Mey Linn García Macedo, against the predation of
resources. He was the co-writer of Chullachaqui by
Dorian Fernández-Moris.

Page 239: Angie Cepeda in a scene from Captain Pantoja and
the Special Services, by Francisco Lombardi, based on the
novel by Mario Vargas Llosa, 1999.
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Antonio Wong Rengifo:
The Man Who Embraced the Sun of Loreto
Paco Bardales

If one had to think about people who automatically deserve a
place in the history of Amazonia, I immediately think of the name
of Antonio Wong Rengifo. The figure of Wong is solidly associated
with the jungle. Without him, part of the explanations about
the enterprising and creative disposition of the inhabitant of
the greenwoods would become blurred in the midst of a tangle
of vicissitudes or omissions, not always extolling. Wong is part
of that gallery of indispensables in the world of the art and
culture of Loreto. But we must also acknowledge that behind
the figure and name, there exists a marvelous conjunction of
spirit, talent and perseverance.
Wong is famous for having opened the path for film in
these annals, for daring to make feature films from
Iquitos, with an eminently local production, in an epoch in which everything was more complex, more difficult, more uphill.
But not only in this did he stand out (even though
that sole fact already makes him immortal). We must
speak of Wong Rengifo as one speaks of one phase and
one lifestyle; as one would allude to an idiosyncrasy;
as one would discover a true pioneer.

Iquitos and Film in the Beginning of the 20th Century
In the middle of the 1930s, Iquitos had stopped being
the pampered little apple of the eye of progress. With
the illusions of the rubber boom at an end (which,
among other things, generated an economic explosion
for a few barons and landowners, yet was also associated with the polemics of the genocide of more than
30,000 Amazonian indigenous people), the sounds of
the death throes of the Salomón-Lozano border treaty,
signed during the 11th year of the dictatorship of Au242
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gusto B. Leguía, who had given important extensions
of the trapezoid of Leticia — Peruvian then — to Colombia, were heard.
After several skirmishes, as part of an agreement
considered shameful and humiliating for the people of
Loreto (that the central government had signed in Lima),
after a group of emboldened citizens departed to Leticia to recapture their territory in 1932, the only hope
left, ironically, was that of visualized nostalgias of better times and stony architectural postcards, the sight of
what once was (and was inexorably no longer to be).
As any proud city at that time, Iquitos entertained
itself with film. It was dazzled with the illusions afforded by the so-called seventh art. However, all the
great experiences came from abroad, and were projected in the centric and celebrated Alhambra theater.
The Spanish priest and historian Joaquín García,
director of the Center for Theological Studies of Amazonia (CETA), recalls that the first known cinematographic event in Iquitos dates to the year 1900.
In the basement floors of the renowned Iron House,
amid collective jubilation and emotion, the first film
was projected onto a grand screen.

There are other milestones of this aspect, obviously. In 1902, the businessman Eduardo Fuller installed
the first movie house in the Alhambra Theater. In
1905, in as much, Arnaldo Reátegui, another businessman from San Martín, bought a projector, with
an abundant stock of films and set up a movie theater called Jardín Strassburgo. Unlike his contemporaries, Reátegui was bold and in 1911, equipped with
the most modern film equipment at the moment, took
a series of shots of the arrival of the troops of Major
Oscar R. Benavides during the feat of Caquetá, on the
Peruvian-Colombian border.
In the perspective of time, that border incursion,
very important for history, turned out to be the first
incidence of filming to take place in the jungles of Loreto. However, in spite of the obvious effort that was
displayed, which makes this valuable documentary material, like many of the recordings of those years, it had
recurrent deficiencies: the projection was isolated, fragmented and basically not worthy of artistic recognition.
Since the early 1930s, the methodology, the themes
and interest to bring a visual product out from Amazonia clashed with reality: no one did it with intense
professionalism; almost no one had the disposition
and the will. The absence of collective efforts was
clamorous, certainly verifiable considering the lack of
places for production.
Shortly after, however, the enthusiastic and creative figure of Antonio Wong Rengifo appeared. As of
his incursion, the meaning of cinematographic work
in the Amazonia was turned around, and, as we shall
see later, would serve as the example and inspiration
for new generations of audiovisual creators.

rubber times and found scarcity, poverty and the
ghost of war. However, in spite of the political and
cultural randomness, the vehement artist engrossed
in things that stimulated him, maintained an inalterable line of experimentation.
In this context, Wong’s task was frenetic but stimulating. Some could think erroneously and lightly
that this was a nihilistic whim, but we would have to
specify Wong’s character as an organic creator, in the
broadest sense of the term.
Born in Iquitos in March 1910, Wong was the son
of immigrants. His father was a Cantonese merchant,
part of that large colony of Oriental citizens who arrived at a tropical city. One of the things he wanted
enthusiastically was that the young Antonio should
become a tuner of violins. His mother, meanwhile,
was a distinguished and kind lady from Moyobamba.
Journalist Luis Alfonso Navarro Cáuper, one of his
best-known biographers, acknowledged that Wong’s
infancy transpired smoothly, though always bitten by
the bug of curiosity. Most outstanding was his ample
predisposition for artistic activities, especially for music and photography.
The various interests at which he excelled, for example, include having been the director of a sports
magazine and then the daily Loreto Gráfico. But not
only that. If there is something for which he was
known was his enormous passion, as well as talent,
for soccer. The prominent Loreto chronicler Pablo
Carmelo Montalván, remembers this stage:
Since the childhood’s teams he wore the light blue shirt
of the José Pardo team and defended it to the last. I am
proud to say that the defensive trio of the second team,
around the year 1925, consisted of Wong as goalkeeper,

Wong and the Amazonian Point of View

Carlos Picón and me playing defense, and he continued
brilliantly in this role until 1927, when, in a memorable

The first thing that stands out when discussing Wong
is his enormous fascination with the landscape. He
would sometimes spend hours looking at the horizon
and the flaming skies, innumerable times, for long
hours, from the esplanade, the cliff, and the precarious port, with the flow of the Amazon River beneath
the twilight, dawn, the wild flight of swallows.
While that happened, his contemplation was not
merely frivolous. It went further: through his almost
mechanical act, he imagined pictures and angles that
he should capture in the city, frescoes that would then
be part of the official album, in the tangled jungle,
within the communities of indigenous peoples (some
of them in semi-savage state), searching in lakes,
paths, mud banks and hills, that precise stamp that
houses an artistic sense and a symbolism.
Wong is part of the transition stage. Iquitos was
slowly waking up, as if from a hangover, from the

game, played on July 29, for the first time in the Augusto
B. Leguía Stadium, the last game for the championship
that year. Forward Perea, of the Dos de Mayo team, in
an unfortunate play, broke his clavicle against one of
the posts.

Hyperactivity dripped from his pores. Even though
his father once wanted him to be a businessman, the
passion of the young Wong for art grew to the point
that one day he withdrew a certain amount of money from the family business to buy a photograph machine. His passion for capturing images, for documenting, was quickly developing. Then he decided to
try beyond the jungle.
His years in Europe, where he was sent in 1924,
cemented his vocation, revived when he returned
to Iquitos. There he stood out in photography and
started to revisit elements of the Amazonian landIquitos
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scape, as well as the exhibition of the architecture
of mosaics and blue-gray tiles as seen through dust
and rain.
The years after his sojourn abroad were frenetic
for the multifaceted Wong. One of the arts for which
he showed interests was music. One day he realized
that he was interested in composing some piece. After experimenting, he found the cords for the classical
regional waltz Bajo el sol de Loreto (Under Loreto’s
Sun, which, to this day, still is a live element in Amazonian anecdotes). At the same time, he dedicated his
physical efforts to defend the uniform of the popular
soccer club, Athletic José Pardo (moreover, according
to Pedro Carmelo Montalván, Wong was on the roster
of the official team for the department of Loreto, which
in 1935 participated in a national tournament).
After marrying Juana Ferreira, installing his first
photographic studio, Foto Wong, and acquiring a first
35 mm projector, his interest took him irreversibly
towards the cinematographic technique. Beginning
in 1928, he started experimental work with different
materials, following the advances of world film, especially from the United States, which he used in his
work with postcards of everyday local life, which were
then considered essential.
Among the temporary work of this first phase,
noteworthy, undoubtedly, are Frente del Putumayo
(Front of the Putumayo, 1932), Sepelio del Sargento
Fernando Lores (Burial of Sgt. Fernando Lores, 1933),
Inauguración del Municipio (Inauguration of the City
Hall, 1943), Conozca Loreto en Tecnicolor (Meet Loreto
in Tecnicolor), and others, all of which were compiled
in a series called t (Loreto Magazines), composed of
different short films with historic events and landscapes, filmed in different formats (35 mm, 16 mm, 8
mm and super 8 mm), of which, according to Joaquín
García, up to seven have been found.
One of the works by Wong that Navarro Cáuper
singles out was the production, after inevitable difficulties, of a film series (five rolls, with 500 meters
in length) with scenes captured during the Peru-Colombia war, between 1932 and 1933. The series generated so much interest for its quality and informative
importance that it was exhibited at the Government
Palace in Lima and was enthusiastically received by
public officials and part of the Peruvian press.

The Creation of Bajo el sol de Loreto
Bajo el sol de Loreto (1936) is a cinematographic milestone under any standard.
It was, in principle, the first color film, in long-feature format, made in the Peruvian Amazon. In order
to get this result, Wong experimented a lot with 35
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mm until he felt ready to film it. It was filmed with a
Pathé machine, which provided very sharp definition
lenses for the period and context.
The film was made in 1935 in the then dusty,
narrow arteries of Iquitos, as well as in the natural
expanses of the jungle, specifically at the Tarapoto
country estate, located on the Napo River, on the border with Ecuador, close to the Cabo Pantoja garrison.
During the filming, fragmented as it was, that lasted for about six months, Wong managed to come into
contact with the Aushiri people.
The plot and characters are purely Amazonian; it
takes place during the rubber times with epoch recreations. The lead character of the film was Loretan
Lady Deidamia Pinedo Díaz (who died a year after the
film was premiered). Wong financed it completely and
worked as scriptwriter, cameraman, director, producer, editor and distributer. His work was titanic, as he
himself said, but hugely satisfactory.
Some historians with excessive zeal in themes not
necessarily cinematographic indicate that with this
film, Wong resigned and accepted the molds of centralist ideology, but the love of the author for his land
is notorious as his regional vocation tries to stand out
through its aesthetic and artistic character. With Bajo
el sol de Loreto, the young Wong (he filmed it when he
was only 25 years old) shows a door to the new cinematographic techniques and a versatility to expose its
narrative possibilities.
Among the most memorable images is the filming
of the jungle twilights, with a backdrop of the immense
green expanse and the relentless flow of the great Amazon River. Likewise, in every scenes showing the natural scenario, the anecdote — and the valuable — is
the manner in which the director places his point of
view. It is full of exaltation, of vivid passion, as if trying to challenge the technical limitations, seeking to
perpetuate the emotion of feeling the sun and other
elements tangible, on the verge of being touched, embraced. It is the most coherent consequence of his aim
to stretch his arms a little towards the horizon.
Bajo el sol de Loreto is, indeed, the first color feature film of the Peruvian Amazon, since in several
scenes there are images in color that Antonio Wong
painted with watercolors on the Kodak film he used.
The film is one hour and 45 minutes long. It opened to
great success in 1936 in the Alhambra and Bolognesi
movie theaters in Iquitos, in screenings sponsored by
the so-called Amazonian Bureau of Social and Literary Studies.
With the premier of Bajo el sol de Loreto, Wong became one of the first to mount a cinematographic project from within the Peruvian jungle. Furthermore,
without any doubt whatsoever, he had put all that he
had to give into this feature film.

The Subsequent Years
After the 1940s, with the emotions of Bajo el sol de
Loreto past him, Wong filmed Luces y sombras de Loreto (Loreto’s Lights and Shadows) shown during the
celebration for the 400th anniversary of the discovery
of the Amazon River, and Policromías loretanas, both
in color. In 1957, he was part of an ambitious film
project to be exhibited at an international fair, with
the participation of the famous Mexican actress Amalia Aguilar. However, a great fire scorched the studio
where the material was being worked on, and it was
never recovered or viewed. Additionally, he had a film
project with the distinguished producer and director
Carlos Rato and Argentinian performers that could
not be coordinated because of the fire disaster.
In tandem, he continued to work decisively in photography. In 1951, he presented an exhibit in Lima
called Meet Loreto. An Exhibit of Photographs from
the Jungles of Peru, where he compiled images of
landscapes, flora and details of Loreto’s society in the
1940s.
After several incursions in tourism, fishing and
cultural promotion, Wong died suddenly in November
1965, leaving a large artistic oeuvre, in which film is
sharply distinguished. Bajo el sol de Loreto has been
considered one of the most representative works of
Amazonian culture.
Years later, as a commemorative homage, part of
his creative work, as well as some of the cameras with
which Wong made his films, were donated by his widow to the Amazonian Library of Iquitos, where they are
presently conserved as a cultural treasure of Loreto.

The Legacy
For Father Joaquín García, “Beyond the obvious ideological positions at depth, and very natural for his
time in everything else, Wong can be considered as
one of the most representative, if not the greatest, man
in Amazonian culture.”
Wong had a contagious creative energy, combined
with his constant experimentation and search for innovation. His versatility made him transit through all
narrative roads, whether as an actor, a performer, or
the creator. He knew how to find the Amazonian face
and soul and make them endure through his work.
However, the originals and copies of Wong’s work
are in a terrible condition as a result of inclement
weather and the neglect of the new generations. As
Ricardo Bedoya points out in Un cine reencontrado.
Diccionario ilustrado de películas peruanas (Film
Re-Encountered. Illustrated Dictionary of Peruvian
Films), none of the countless documentaries made in

the period of silent film has been preserved, and even
less have any of the feature films been restored. In
Wong’s specific case, this is clearly a tragedy.
The situation is such that Bajo el sol de Loreto
could not be exhibited currently because both the
original and some of the copies are in a disastrous
state of conservation, requiring an urgent restoration
process; otherwise the work will be hopelessly lost.
Some of the descendants of the filmmaker have
searched for a way to recover that legacy. One of them,
the great-grandson, Antonio Wong Wesche, communicator and filmmaker in training, and proud descendant
of his great-grandfather, is searching for the means to
create the conditions to recover the general work, expand it and exhibit it in a commemorative museum.
The new generations know nothing or almost
nothing of Wong’s cinematographic work. Nevertheless, in specific cases, some fragments of the works of
the 1940s have been successfully recorded and exhibited in local, national and international exhibits.
In 2010, the Loreto Cultural Directorate presented
Luces y sombras del paraíso: Loreto en la fotografía
de Antonio Wong Rengifo (Lights and Shades of Paradise. Loreto in Antonio Wong Rengifo’s Photography),
the largest and most complete exhibition of his photographs in recent time.
Nonetheless, it is still little that has been done in
this respect. University students in Iquitos have started to give new value to Wong’s memory. Moreover,
some documentaries such as Amazónico soy (I Am
Amazonian), directed by José María “Chema” Salcedo
allude to him warmly, while new generation filmmakers, such as Dorian Fernández, have emphasized the
importance of the creator of Bajo el sol de Loreto as
the inspiration to follow on the road to work in film
from the Amazonia.
One of the most cherished dreams of Wong’s
great-grandson is to be able to screen a complete, preserved and remastered copy of the first feature film
of the Amazon to the general public. His enthusiasm
is contagious, but, at the same time, this creates an
ethical commitment, not only to stimulate but also to
support, militantly.
It is never too late to dream, and to make real and
achieve, with the respective support and the guiding
light of the Sun king of the Amazonians, that which the
indomitable Antonio Wong Rengifo would have loved.
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Herzog and “Fitzcarraldo”: The Reality of Dreams
and an Interview with Jorge Vignati
Carlos Maza

When the Molly-Aida, Fitzcarraldo’s steamship, arrives at the
Saramiriza mission — first and last stop on the Pachitea River
— the young missionary reports to him with humble pride that
the mission’s children identify themselves as Peruvian; “Indian
are those who are upstream, who cannot read or wash their
clothes”, he says they say. “And the adults?” asks Fitzcarraldo.
“We haven’t been able to root out their belief that reality is an
illusion that hides the true reality of dreams”. Fitzcarraldo
comments matter-of-factly that he understands that way of
understanding the world: “I’m interested in opera, you know?”
With that statement Herzog establishes his character’s position — a businessman after all — in a universe that is no stranger to the cruelty of ethnicide, the
rubber barons’ modus operandi. Independently of the
historical truth regarding Carlos Fermín Fitzcarrald,
from whom Herzog took the name and the idea of having a steamship cross over a mountain — although the
real character’s weighed 30 metric tons and was disassembled, while Herzog, passed over the hill his 320
ton ship in one piece — Fitzcarraldo, the character
that Klaus Kinski infuses with an almost superhuman
vitality, is a lunatic, an eccentric adventurer compared with those who populate the Amazon in the late
19th Century. He does not give a damn about rubber,
which is just a cover to get funding, the way ice was
previously in the rain forest. His dreams of progress
lie under layers of vegetation, rusty and incomplete in
the shape of an abandoned train station that will now
only be used to extract metal; the metal he needs to
make his boat get past a mountain.
All this nonsense makes sense because it has been
dictated by a dream, a symbolic element beyond reality, the dream of seeing opera performed in Iquitos
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as he has seen it in Manaus, where he convinces a
black liveried employee — personified by Milton Nascimento, the singer of Quilombos, of rebellion against
slavery and racism in Brazil — to open the door to the
theater auditorium when the performance is well underway. This is the character’s nature: life pulled by a
dream, represented from the opening sequence when
a sharp high-angle shot shows the magnificent ostentation of Manaus’ Opera House, while the hero desperately rows a canoe to arrive on time to see Caruso.
And once inside, standing at the back of the gallery,
fervently believes that the deified Italian tenor looks at
him, singles him out.
This construction of the character draws him apart
from the crude businessmen and brings him close to
the Indians, in whom he can recognize himself when
speaking to the missionaries of Samiriza. His reality
— that is, the need for money to build a theater; the
absurd rubber concession he has been allocated in an
inaccessible place; the flying boat funded by his lover,
the owner of a brothel, with whom he maintains an
open relationship in a society that keeps up appearances during the Sunday stroll along Iquitos’ malecón

while it rapes and murders thousands of people for
the heck of it, for sport, spurred by the inertia of boredom — Fitzcarraldo’s reality is an illusion opposite
the true reality of his dreams. For him, progress is
neither navigation nor the rubber industry; neither
the rails and trains nor the conversion to Christianity, acculturation and integration of the Indians; that
“civilizing effort” with which J. C. Arana justified ethnicide. It is the Opera. Progress is that the people of
Iquitos, creoles, mestizos and natives, can appreciate
the ultimate expression of Western art.

Herzog Is Fitzcarraldo
To some extent, besides the account of a possibility in
the specific time of the “conquest” of the Amazonian
rain forest, Fitzcarraldo is a metaphor of its creator.
Through Fitzcarraldo, as he did before with Lope
de Aguirre, Herzog wants to show the West this unfinished portion of the creation (the Indians believe
— he explains at the beginning of the film — that
only when man is gone, will God return to complete
his work). The difference between Kinski’s (the wild
German actor) two incarnations, is that the dream
of the Spanish Conquistador is greed, convincing
him of the existence of El Dorado and making him

lead his followers to death, while for the 19th Century
businessman turned rubber baron too late, it is the
beauty in Verdi and Bellini’s stave.
To make the film, this runaway German actually
does make a 320 metric tons steamship cross over a
mountain, a feat that will be used as a pretext to produce a documentary about the making of a film that
is in itself another impossible film. “We are like workmen, appearing solemn and confident as we build a
bridge over an abyss, without any supports”, he wrote
in his diary shortly before beginning the feat; a journal that would later be released as a book, under the
eloquent title Conquest of the Useless. During those
days, in Los Angeles, at the offices of 20th Century Fox,
Herzog prefigures his character doing in Hollywood
what Fitzcarraldo will do in Iquitos when trying to
convince a rubber baron to invest in his Opera House,
and both will find the same answer amidst mockery:
that of the tough man accustomed to killing Indians
before a dream that seems absurd to him, and that of
the producer used to manufacturing plastic models on
the set before a dream that seems absurd to him.
But unlike Fitzcarraldo, who will not see his theater but will content himself with a surreal parade
on the river in which will appear the characters of
his beloved operas, Herzog will conquer the useless.
He will succeed in rolling the ship over the mountain
Iquitos
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to close one of the most surprising films of the 20th
Century, a movie-legend in which filming anecdotes
run parallel to the river flow. The dysentery suffered
by Jason Robards (and his tantrums and whims, reported to us by Jorge Vignati in a conversation about
his involvement in the film) who will desert the role
of hero — fortunately, maybe — for Kinski to fill in
later; the almost mythical presence of Rolling Stone
Mick Jagger whose commitments would prevent him
from continuing, forcing the director to remove from
the script his character as Fitzcarraldo’s assistant;
the tragic accident involving the ship in which several members of the production would be injured; the
negotiations with members of the local ethnic groups
(the Ashaninka in Iquitos and the Machiguenga in
Camisea) which would replay during the shooting the
culture shock expressed in the plot; or the endless
fights between Herzog and the temperamental Klaus
Kinski, which would lead, as legend has it, to an offer
made by the leader of the native actors to rid Herzog
from this blond demon, free of charge.
To piece together the puzzle that is the personality
of this director-dreamer, of whom the character of his
film is a metaphor, the testimony of his Peruvian cameraman and friend, Jorge Vignati, is essential (“You
bastard”, the German calls him jokingly in a Spanish that sounds like a roar). Extraordinary filmmaker
from Cusco, one of the pillars of Peruvian cinema, as
has recently been acknowledged by the national film
community, he met Herzog during the shooting of Aguirre, the Wrath of God, filmed almost a decade before
Fitzcarraldo, while Vignati collaborated on a western
filmed in Chincheros with Dennis Hopper. Jorge says
the German director traveled around vast areas of Loreto, in the surroundings of Iquitos, before defining
the locations of Aguirre in Cusco, because of its mountains and the presence of rapids on the Urubamba.
With Fitzcarraldo, Vignati definitively joined Herzog’s team, becoming close friends with the director
with whom he would later live other amazing adventures. Vignati’s memory draws the conquistador of
the useless in his almost blind search for authenticity
and his way of overcoming the obstacles that multiply
during the shoot: the resistance created in the work
with the natives of the region of the Manseriche river gorge through the intervention of other interests
(“anthropologists, ethnologists and historians”, says
Jorge) who try to convince the natives not to participate in a production about rubber, when that has been
the excuse for the terrible injustices of the past. They
would eventually give up shooting in that area, even
though it was the most appropriate, and move to Mainique gorge in the forests of La Convención, in Cusco,
where they will finally have the participation of the
Machiguenga and other communities.
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In his search for means to pave the way, Herzog
would have to go all the way to the Government Palace
and meet with President Belaunde himself, whom Vignati describes as another dreamer: “President Belaunde advocated for the film to be made. The case is that
he was another dreamer with his highway through
the tropical forest”. But not even the president’s intervention was decisive, and Herzog began receiving
offers from Brazil to shoot his film there, to which the
German flatly refused. Vignati quotes him from memory: “Either we make the film here or I become a man
without dreams”, a phrase that might as well have
been said by Fitzcarraldo, replacing “movie” by “opera”. This context was what led the director to shoot in
the Camisea River, even when he could have done it in
the vicinity of Iquitos, as many had proposed.
In Iquitos — says Vignati — we filmed the inside shots
of the boat, the negotiations with the rubber barons and
the urban area; the rest was filmed in Camisea with
Machiguenga natives. But we required a lot more people
because the Machiguenga are a bit special, so we had
to bring natives from Obenteni, the Gran Pajonal, the
Tambo and Ene Rivers. We also had to build the infrastructure as we were in virgin forest and a second camp
had to be built for the natives because, due to cultural
matters, to issues concerning respect, they could not be
together, they needed more autonomy”.

The decision to go to Camisea, after all the obstacles encountered in the Marañón, and the refusal to
shoot in the vicinity of Iquitos, is related to Herzog's
obsession with authenticity:
[...] he wants the forest to be forest and if there are native
cultures, their members should be the ones who appear
in the film because otherwise we will become hegemonic
cultures. It is clear to him that over time these cultures
and their customs will be lost, so he does it as part of a
romantic concern. Getting them all together and taking
them to the set was also an odyssey, the plane could fit no
more than five and they had to be taken from Obenteni to
Camisea. Those from the Gran Pajonal, wonderful, with
a strong presence, they do not live on the riverbanks but
higher up and they had to be fetched on foot, some were
brought on barges and others by plane. Those from the
Tambo River and Obenteni do live on the banks and know
how to behave in the river”.

About the experience of filming with the communities, Jorge recalls:
I am amazed because of having worked with people of
those cultures and the difference of what happens in
Lima, where you have to repeat all the time “don’t look at

the camera,” “don’t raise your hand.” What Herzog val-

me: “Hey, what’s Herzog going to think of the shit we’re

ues of my work is my sociability with them. I would spend

filming.” But Herzog carried the tripod, because when

time at their camp drinking masato, the relationship was

we did Fitzcarraldo he always said to me: “If you do your

very close, so much so that later they called me marsun-

project, I come as your assistant”, and he carried the tri-

suli. I did not understand the meaning, so I asked why

pod. Annichini could not believe it. Just that day we were

they called me that. “Because you are a jaguar”. I said

going to film water skiing with some girls, as part of the

that cannot be, because I'm too skinny. “It’s because you

tourism promotion documentary and Annichini repeat-

are everywhere, just like the marsunsuli.”

ed: “Hey, what’s Herzog going to think? We are filming
shit!” and Herzog carrying the tripod is like: “Where do
you want it?” He invited us some beers and Annichini

New encounters between Herzog and Jorge Vignati
After the experience of Fitzcarraldo, during which
Herzog developed great trust in Vignati — to the extent that he left him in charge of the “heart” of the
film, shooting the steamship on the mountain while
Herzog traveled to Manaus to make the scenes at the
Opera House — they worked together again in documentaries filmed in Nicaragua, in the Himalayas, in
the conflictive border between Pakistan and India,
and in Antarctica. Jorge seems to have caught Herzog’s obsession with dreams; he would return to Iquitos later to work on the documentary Winds of Ayahuasca, with Nora de Izcue, and during those days he
would imagine his own project, of which he always
spoke to Herzog:
Nora had her project about the ayahuasca ritual and an
interesting script. We went into co-production after finishing with Herzog. We lost 25,000 dollars, everything
we had. We returned to Iquitos several times during that
time, filming in Belén, which is always colorful. There
was one of those local radio stations, with speakers outdoors, where they make announcements, talk about shamanism or religion and have contests like “Let’s see, who
was the Demon of the Andes? The prize will be a bowl
of Chaufa rice (Chinese fried rice) and a soft drink”. So I

still couldn’t believe it, very nice.

The transformation of the way of looking at the
Amazon
Work like Herzog’s cannot compete with Hollywood,
but it insists on not being assimilated. Among the
anecdotes recalled by Vignati, one that stands out is
Herzog’s rejection of a millionaire Hollywood project
about the Spanish conquest of Mexico, because the
script portrayed the Aztecs as a submissive people.
Jorge Vignati’s testimonies contribute to build the
personality of this extraordinary German director,
this artist capable of provoking the wrath of his actors to get the necessary frame of mind for a film, as
they say he did with Kinski in Aguirre, and then carry
Vignati’s tripod to film tourism ads in Iquitos. When
asked in an interview about the origins of his iron
will, Herzog said: “I am a slave to my gaze and I have
accepted the fate of following my call.” And his call
seems to be the transformation of what we perceive
through the magic of his films. After Aguirre and Fitzcarraldo, it is not possible to look at the Amazonia in
the same way. Not even traveling there is as powerful
as the sieve of Herzog’s camera, which has the power
to reveal the unfinished condition of creation.

wanted to make a documentary about this.

But while Vignati looked for a way of carrying out his
project, other tasks took him back to Iquitos: he was
commissioned to produce documentaries, of a touristy kind.
For that film I took my friend, the director Gianfranco
Annichini. We had to produce for the tourism industry
because that’s where the financing came from. At that
time Herzog came back to Iquitos. We were staying at
the Hotel de Turistas when, one morning, he walks into
the room, pulls me by the feet and tells me: “You bastard!
What are you doing?” “Oh — I answered — just some
things we’ve been commissioned to”. “Oh good! — he replies — Get up then! Let’s shoot!”
“He had this good energy Herzog. I introduced them:
Gianfranco Annichini, Herzog. And Annichini says to

Page 245: Still from Fitzcarraldo.
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Under the Musical Sun of Loreto
Alfredo Villar

In the rain forest, everything is music. Luxuriant, excessive,
overflowing. Thousands of sounds are heard at dawn, during the
day, at nightfall, when space is flooded with the songs of birds,
animals and insects. In the deepest Amazonian life and night, the
great melody, the best musicians, the greatest concerts come
from nature.
The polyphonic and vibrant power of nature is, no
doubt, the great influence from which all authentic
Amazonian musicians feed. But nature is also artifice,
humanity, and together with the natural and animal
sounds, are the human: the sounds of beings who love
and struggle to live using the Amazonian language,
that peculiar form of speaking and naming the world,
possessor of that singing way of speaking that encompasses so many nuances, so many neologisms, sociolects, so many fantastic figures and metaphoric and
musical games.

Aboriginal Music
A good part of the history of music in the Amazonia
would be, as such, the history of humans simultaneously trying to appropriate and coexist with the
sounds of nature. Thus, we will start this brief presentation of the musical universe of the Amazonia and
Loreto with the indigenous peoples.
Native or aboriginal music, undoubtedly, was born
together with the first men and women who inhabited
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the Amazonia. The spoken word was born from singing, and the song from the animal roar that becomes
human. It is not rare, as such, that in the Amazonian jungle the main musical expression is the song. It
is thought that about 500 native musical percussion,
wind and string instruments exist. But despite this
abundance, almost 90% of native music is sung. Song
is magic and communication — the original and primary form of communication in the Amazon — and it
is the song of the birds and the animals of the deepest
forests that must have influenced their melodies, musical scales and rhythms. The human voice absorbs the
melody of the universe and becomes music so that its
power and the power of the word can be complete. The
songs may deal with matters of cosmogony or the quotidian: sowing, hunting, loving and healing illnesses.
This brings us to consider the relationship between shamanism and music. For many years, the
shamanic songs, also known as ikaros, have accompanied the ayahuasca ceremonial healing rituals. The
shaman, as the magician, invokes not only the power
of words but also the power of the sounds and melodies and what they stir in the body and the mind of the

one who listens or “patient.” This way, music becomes
one more healing element, the sonorous medicine that
can penetrate the most hidden recesses of the soul to
cure the most visible maladies of the body.
Purely instrumental music is, on the other hand,
based more on rhythm than melody. Patterns are short
and simple but stand out precisely because of their
powerful rhythmic and percussive wealth. It is music
for collective celebration, but unlike the songs, it is not
used by every ethnic group of the great Amazonia.
To date we have the presence of songs and rhythms
that seem to originate in previous times, before any
encounter with the West, but the phenomenon that
most extends throughout the Amazon is that of the native patterns and rhythms that have been mixed and
hybridized, forming that which can be called “river”

culture and music. The music of Amazonian mestizos
has influences that come from the music of the Andes and the Pacific coast, and from Ecuador, Brazil
and Colombia. Thus we have hybridizations that come
from huayno, waltz, sanjuanito, samba, carimbó, toada, vallenato, cumbia and so forth.
This music is as bound to the dances and celebrations as it is to migrations. Thus, huayno comes from
the Andes and becomes cashua or chimaychi in the
Amazonia, and it is danced following the marinera,
original from the Pacific coast. The characteristic seduction and surround of the Amazonia absorbs and
transforms everything. In this way, we can understand
how the migrants from both the highlands and from
the coast have, without difficulties, mixed their musical
tastes and their typical dances.
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The sitaracuy is the river dance that extends
through most of the Amazon; its form is varied and
changes from community to community. It is a dance
of leaps, races and pinching among the different participants and alludes to the bite of the sitaracuy ants
and the burning it induces in humans. There are other
popular typical river dances, such as the changanacuy
and others, which are in danger of extinction, as the
pava or the machascas, but the most emblematic and
live dance and music in the entire Amazon is, and will
continue to be, the pandilla.
The pandilla is the music, par excellence, of the
Amazonian feast, whether played with wind and percussion instruments by a local band in a small village around a humisha, or electrified, synthesized
and modernized by Amazonian cumbia bands in huge
venues, with light shows and advertising screens. The
pandilla traverses all social classes since it is the music with which the Amazonian person expresses his
greatest joy, his return to the land, and his pride for
belonging to the jungle. In the villages, dancing takes
place mostly at carnivals, but in cities, the cumbia
boom has modernized the sounds of the pandilla and
there is no Amazonian cumbia band that at one moment of the party will not play it. The Amazonian techno-pandilla is euphoric and full of rascality. We owe
groups like Explosión de Iquitos credit for its rebirth
as a popular music that will be eternal, as life and joy
in the Amazon are eternal.

The First Recordings
Mestizos from the city quickly appropriated the music
of the river peoples, finding in it the sublimated return
to a wild and exuberant childhood. Many composers
and folk groups would start recording their first vinyl
long plays in the 1960s for record shops in Lima. The
first to reach great popularity would be the Dúo Loreto, formed by Benigno Tafur and Alberto Vizcarra,
who made a radio hit of the waltz “La Contamanina,”
(The Girl from Contamana), whose true origin is disputed but is an Amazonian classic and a hymn to the
city of Contamana. Another important group is Corazón de la Selva, which would record legendary records
for Virrey label. The composer (who would later start
the band Los Pihuichos de la Selva), Andrés Vargas
Pinedo, notable flautist with exquisite grace and simple but powerful imagination, would be the author
of some emblematic themes of the Amazonia, such
as “Alegría en la selva” (Joy in the Jungle. Presently,
Don Andrés, who is blind, makes a living as a street
musician in the streets of Lima, which denounces the
abandonment and oblivion suffered by many Amazonian and Peruvian musicians). But perhaps the most
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outstanding and legendary folk musician of the city of
Iquitos would be Eliseo Reátegui, successful ice cream
impresario who, with his band Los Solteritos, would
for years animate Loreto’s parties, rescuing and
spreading Amazonian folklore. Another important
character is Esther Dávila, “The Flower of the East”, a
voice that achieved, with the song “El pucacuro,” one
of the most classic tunes of Amazonian folk music.
The Amazonian waltz has also undergone great
development in Loreto. Among notable autodidacts
are the filmmaker, photographer and musician Antonio Wong Rengifo, author of the theme, “Bajo el sol de
Loreto” (Under Loreto’s Sun) practically a regional anthem composed around 1936 for the movie film of the
same name. Fact is, Wong Rengifo was a “renaissance
man,” as well as Amazonian, and though his enthusiasm took him toward the “high culture” tradition,
he could not avoid approaching popular music and
the Amazonian waltz, which for many years was the
most popular music in the region. Another composer
who worked both in the “high culture” and the popular traditions, is Orlando Cetraro, who also ventured
into different genres, from Brazilian music to cumbia.
Javier Isuiza Tigroso, “Mala Pata”, brought more picaresque waltzes. He wrote songs such as “La shicshi
rabo” (The Shicshi Tail) or “Amor shegue” (Shegue
Love), with a brilliant humor using the regional trends
that have been modernized by the group Explosión.
We must also acknowledge the Amazonian ballads
and songs’ power. Perhaps their major representative
has been Raul Vásquez, “The Monster of Song,” who
managed to win the Trujillo festival in 1969 with his
song “La Plañidera” (which Leonardo Fabio would later cover). This success allowed him to write the theme
for the popular soap opera Natacha and continue
winning contests and composing classic Amazonian
songs as “Voy a guardar mi lamento” (I Will Keep My
Lament), “Vas a ser mi compañera” (You Will Be My
Girlfriend) “Bienvenidos a Iquitos” (Welcome to Iquitos) and others. Vásquez would be a member of the
jury and an important part of the organization of the
First International Festival of Amazonian Song, which
would reach 10 editions in Iquitos, promoting and rewarding new regional composers, as well as attracting international artists. And if we mention songs and
regional composers, we cannot forget Pipi Vela (Julio
Vela Reátegui), a songwriter and troubadour from Loreto who has recorded ever since the 1970s with the
arrangers Eulogio Molina and Rulli Rendo, and who
today lives as a street minstrel.
Somewhere between ballad, tropical music and
rock is Tony Marín, a key figure to understanding the
beginning of rock and roll in Iquitos and the Amazon.
Born in Iquitos, his family moves to El Callao when
he was a kid, and there, Tony becomes interested in

the nascent rhythm. In the middle of the 1960s, he
returns to Iquitos with three neighborhood friends to
form a group, Los Teddy’s. In 1968, they launch their
first long play record, 12 Psicoéxitos (12 Psicho-Hits).
Later, Tony Marín would go to Pucallpa to form his
group Tony Marín y los Tierra Roja, adopting a more
tropical sound.
At that time, a hybrid group between the tropical
and rock emerges: Los Zheros de Iquitos, lead by José
Lorenzo “Chocho” Alván. Dinsa label published his
first record, Cuarto oscuro (Dark Room), at the beginning of the 1970s, with the title song being a strange,
anxious and fascinating psychedelic anthem. The rest
of the album oscillated between guaracha, cumbia and
the tropicalized rock and roll. His second long playing
record, Tu cuñado quiero ser (I Want to Be Your Brother-in-Law), made his music even more tropical, taking
it toward the Amazonian cumbia.

Amazonian Cumbia
If there is a group that can be considered the founder of Amazonian cumbia, it would be Los Wembler’s
from Iquitos. Formed in 1968 by patriarch Salomón
Sánchez, the band was made up of his five sons:

Isaías, Jair, Alberto, Jairo and Misael. Gradually, they
would capture more fans and become the most popular in Iquitos. So, if Los Teddy’s played for an elite
audience and Los Zheros for the middle classes, Los
Wembler’s turned toward the popular classes and to
the true tastes of the people of Loreto. The band who
founded the Amazonian tropical sound would release
its first record in 1973, Al ritmo de los Wembler’s, (In
Los Wembler’s Rythm) for the Odeón label in Lima.
They would then be picked up by the Decibel label,
with which they would record four long plays, and
then move on to the record company Sono Radio, under the leadership of Enrique Lynch, who would produce another five records. In the 1980s, the sound of
Amazonian cumbia would begin to change, favoring
keyboards over guitars. Los Wembler’s would record a
last product for the Infopesa label, although this time
in cassette-tape format. At the beginning of the 1990s,
the success of techno-cumbia displaced the taste for
that band, which would hibernate for almost two decades. It is in 2011 that Los Wembler’s reappear to inaugurate the Amazonian art exhibition Poder Verde
(Green Power) in Lima. Back to their original sound of
clean guitars and drums, they become the revelation
of the true Amazonian sound. There is no doubt that
the group of the Sánchez brothers is the founder of the
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sound of Amazonian cumbia and a last but necessary
acknowledgment was given to them when they were
signed by Marca Perú, for whom they composed a new
song for the Amazonia tourism promotion video. Today the band plays on occasion in their region and
other parts of Peru, revitalizing a sound that seemed
lost forever.
Los Wembler’s success unleashed an explosion of
bands in Loreto and the entire Amazonia. From Iquitos, we must mention Los Silvers, a band that originated in Belén neighborhood, led by Johnny Quinteros,
who would have among his members guitarist Limber
Zumba and Raúl Llerena Vásquez. After recording two
long plays for Infopesa label, the band separated, but
Raúl Llerena, now under the alias Ranil, with Limber
Zumba (and other occasional musicians) would start
recording tropical music with astounding fruitfulness
and regularity. A polemic and ambiguous individual,
oscillating between politics, business and media, Ranil is due credit for having rescued, in the ten records
he made, the legacy of Iquitos musicians that would
have been lost if they had not accompanied his musical projects. We could also mention other bands of this
golden tropical age, such as Los Roger’s or brothers
Sifuentes’ Los Diferentes Kennedys.
In the 1980s, Amazonian tropical cumbia veers ever
more toward the use of synthesizers instead of guitars.
The group Pax, from Iquitos, is maybe be the most popular of all the bands from that time. In the 1990s, an explosion of groups would appear, linked to techno-cumbia, also with Brazilian elements and dances such as
the toada. The group Euforia makes Ruth Karina one
of the artists who would enter into the techno-cumbia
divas pantheon as Ada or Rossy War.
For the new millennium, big orchestras influenced
by the sound of Northern cumbia dominate the scene.
Bands such as Kaliente, Explosión, and Ilusión oscillate between their own material, romantic Northern
style and the rescue and modernization of typical
sounds and dances such as the pandillada. Today,
dozens of small bands fill the Amazonian nights. In
Iquitos — in San Juan, El Coa or El pardo neighborhoods — nights are covered with an endless youth and
an extraordinary will to celebrate and dance madly
until dawn.

Rock Underground in Iquitos
If cumbia is the most listened kind of popular music, rock and roll is also an abundant genre in recent
times, although linked to young, educated middle
classes. Anyway, we must acknowledge the push and
the effort of these local musicians who have to compete with the massive tropical music. In Iquitos, rock
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is underground and cumbia is mainstream. After the
Los Teddy’s and Los Zheros adventure, the closest to
rock and roll were Los Wembler’s, who dominated
music in the city for almost two decades, but the most
orthodox rockers would reappear in the eighties with
cover bands such as Onus and Full Time.
The problem with the rock scene in Iquitos is
its scarce diffusion and the lack of concert venues.
Nonetheless, at the end of the 1990s and the beginning of the new millennium, an underground movement started that fused rock, metal and punk. In this
context, a band like Los Faros appears, starting with
covers and then veers toward a powerful post-punk.
Their version of Juaneco’s “Mujer hilandera” was their
contribution to rock with an Amazonian flavor.
The presence of Los Faros allowed the emergence
of hardcore punk groups such as La Pleve, of metal
fusion like Chakruna and of metal like Malignum.
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of bands such
as La Pleve or Chakruna is their political conscience
and their attempt to fuse with indigenous rhythms.
Regrettably, the lack of consistency of the concert circuits makes rock in Iquitos a hobby for amateurs and
prevents any type of professionalism or self-support.
In spite of this, the hip-hop, metal, punk and rock
movements are still alive in the cities thanks to the
young people, who can still live in the margins without losing their faith in musical creation.

“Highbrow” Music
In connection with “high” culture or academic music in Iquitos, we have information from Luis Navarro
Cáuper, who speaks of a first evening in April 1888 at
the local theater, with Loreto pianists who played classical pieces and opera fragments. The rubber boom
attracted notable European musicians who came to
delight the nascent elite. Spanish and Portuguese migrants brought their music, such as the Banda Recreativa Lusitana, which was comprised of resident Portuguese, who from the beginning of the 20th century
delighted the Iquitos audience. The children of this
elite would study at conservatories in Lima, Brazil or
the United States.
A key person in the development of academic music
would be Lorenzo Luján Darjón, born in Chachapoyas and educated at Belém do Pará Conservatory, who
directed the Loreto Regiment band and the Banda Lusitana Recreativa. In Iquitos, he performed all his musical production, including marches, hymns, waltzes,
yaravíes and huaynos. Following in his wake is Carlos
Cavero Egusquiza, who would be the founding director of the Regional School of Music Lorenzo Luján Darjón, inaugurated in 1962, and director of the Amazo-

nian Musical Association. The school produced many
notable interpreters, though the musical environment
in Iquitos was largely self taught, including the compositions of Antonio Suárez Flores, and the before
mentioned Antonio Wong Rengifo or the legendary
Noé Silva, who played with a saw, a tool from which
he extracted unprecedented sound espectres.
Beyond the “highbrow” and the popular, Loreto’s
Amazonia is a world of sound and music. The splendor of the melody of nature will continue to influence
Amazonian men and women; its vital rhythms will
provoke and enlighten them. Bodies will continue to
assemble to the beat of the dances, and voices and lips
to the sound of the songs.

Page 249: Covers of Iquitos’ discography.
Page 251: Javier Isuiza “Mala Pata” in the now extinct cafetheater Amauta. Photo: Alex Korhuber.
Page 253: Los Wembler’s playing the cumbiatella, fusion of
Amazonian cumbia and Italian tarantella, in Piazza Loreto,
in Italy, during the making of one of Marca Perú’s tourism
promotion ads.
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Arts	Bands Assault Iquitos!
Short history of a recent musical past
Francisco Andía

Every time I arrive in Iquitos I am hounded by the deafening
noise of three-wheelers. Often as background music I hear the
concert of the rain that floods the whole length of this island
in the river, whose image is that of an insularity full of different
noises, at a volume that is even detrimental to health. The image
of living on the most garrulous river bank on this corner of
the World is what provides the roots for the burgeoning local
musical life, defined by a particular form of stridency.
A feature of this resounding jungle is the diversity of
noises and tonalities that emerge from the amplified
volume of voices calling out advertisements or information. Speakers or radios blare out everywhere so
that news programs can be heard from afar, programs
where investigative journalism fades when confronted by opinion on local events; newspaper sellers shout
out the headlines in the streets, and the Amazonian
cumbia stands out, indiscriminately reproduced by
electronic media invading every corner of the city: in
businesses and public transport, but also at parties,
bars and ballrooms, a shrillness that is justified as
an unstoppable consequence of the “development of
productive forces”.
But Amazonian diversity is also loud and not everything is cumbia. Iquitos has suburbs where different sounds survive, special sounds whose luminosity
stands out as the glow of the wealth stored in the nation’s cultural vault.
Beyond the “tropical” rhythms that have become
Amazonia’s “official music”, flooded by influences that
come mainly from Colombia and Brazil, stands another music generally referred to as “rock”. Without going
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into the sub-genres that constitute it, we can agree that
it is reproduced in a social sphere we may call counter-cultural (Britto, 1994: 15-19) because it is opposed
in every sense to the official culture and the dominant
ideology imposed by commercial capital, replacing the
aesthetic principles that should prevail. It is a marginal and minority domain compared to the general cultural consumption, but it fulfills the social function of
being an outlet for the energy projected by thousands
of youngsters who live on the fringes of the Amazonian tropical rhythms and the “official” culture, adopting
these counter-cultural forms to express their ideas and
points of view, and leading, encouraged by this same
form of expression, a social life of their own in contrast
to the official culture. As Jean Monod says in Les Barjots (1971), in a pioneering book on the subject:
There is something ritual in the cyclic amazement of
adults in our society when, two or three times per generation, they realize that their society is also made up of
young people.
This amazement reflects, undoubtedly, a certain reality. The attitude of young people in regard to society

always exceeds to some extent the role it assigns to them.
Sometimes this same relationship breaks; and young
people, creating their own society, feel their way down a
separate route that is hard to describe (Monod, 1971: 9).

It is surprising to see these hordes of youngsters
roaming the streets of Iquitos with long hair and
dressed in black or shaved in the punk style and often
wearing boots in a city where the average temperature
is 31.4° C. But the vehemence of the counter-cultural
cry is complete and it makes no concessions to the
environment. Wherefore these behaviors, these protest songs and social denunciations? When we look at
the cultural context of the strident jungle where these
young lovers of rock music grow up, when we see what
gives life to the city of Iquitos as a cultural island in
which the local rock bands are born and reproduce,
what we are able to establish is that not much has
changed as far as cultural policies since at least 2004,
when I had the opportunity to live in Iquitos.

There is a problem with the way in which the exercise of public functions in the cultural sector is understood, the lack of training in cultural management
and the public administration of culture on one hand,
and an exercise of this function guided by ideological
principles, lead to cultural policies generally being set
by the force of events as “de facto policies” and not as
the result of a process of collective, public planning,
where, in the case that occupies us, the segment of
the population constituted by young artists has been
consulted.
The circumstances in which the young musicians
— this can be extended to include all young people —
who are part of those urban hordes, get on, with their
chobas or manes painted sometimes in different colored strands, chobones all of them, with their local
music bands, their cult of native artists and suicide
martyrs — like Igor Panduro, outstanding guitarist
and university political activist — with their tattoos,
earrings, piercings, bracelets, wristbands, gloves,
Iquitos
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and pendants, with their Gothic makeup, their inevitable graffiti, their way of occupying public spaces to
meet and coexist, to make music, drink alcohol and
other preparations for the spirit, and more recently
to skateboard; the cultural context, we said, in which
these young people reproduce and create their music
is, to say the least, precarious. There is an almost
complete absence of libraries, cultural centers and
spaces, activities; reduced domestic cultural facilities, such poor connectivity that we cannot speak of
access to information.
It should be added that in recent years a number of
bars have appeared with the intention of offering live
music, which has meant — when they are not of the
kind that have a standing band — a slight increase in
the number of forums available for local rock bands.
Places like Bombo Bar, Kamiri, La Juerga, Musmuki
and Nikoro are examples of this, not to mention the
defunct Sichar Cueva.
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An Amazonian Counter-Cultural Spider Web
Faced with a scenario like the one described, the purpose of our intervention, through the Runa Institute
programs, was to facilitate the professionalization of
the artists, since it was clear that this was a critical
situation: the local rock scene lacked theaters and only
had an incipient number of stages where the bands
could perform, mostly improvised venues. There was
only one recording studio (Remy Granda’s Home Studio), one distribution point for the recorded material (Leo’s shop in the Sachachorro Market, which no
longer exists), a couple of musical instrument stores
downtown, and a structure for the broadcasting of local music through the media that had been reduced to
just a couple of radio and television programs.
Thus, Casa Runa was born, a center for cultural
participation that was part of the project Amazonian
Counter-Cultural Spider Web. The intention was simple: to support the professionalization of local rock
groups by providing them with the necessary tools and

training; a space in which to rehearse and perform;
the loan of musical instruments and other resources;
broadcasting and logistical support. It was also possible to edit an “antipaskín” (fanzine) where part of this
counter-cultural artistic cry was expressed, Ediciones
de la Infame +TurVa (Infamous +TurVa Editions, where
the word “+TurVa” has a double or even triple sense,
referring to a riot, masturbation and the action of advancing), the three issues of which were devoted to
promote the work of visual artists and current bands.
There was also a radio version called “Infame TurVa
Radio”, a space provided by journalist Oraldo Reátegui,
director of Radio La Voz de la Selva, 93.9 FM, in Iquitos.
All this caused around 40 mainly rock bands to come
by Casa Runa, where they found support in the cultural
management of their musical artistic proposals.

The movement’s beginnings
Peter Portalanza, famous local guitarist, discusses the
origins of the local scene through interviews and spoken information:
The first group I heard about dated from 1984-1985 and
was called Catash; nobody knows exactly where they
came from, it is said that they did a couple of gigs but
did not go beyond that and were considered a bit of an
oddity. There are no recordings of them but it is said
they played cover versions of Van Halen and Led Zeppelin. There is no information about the members’ names
and the few witnesses who attended these presentations
do not remember what happened to them; it is said that
some returned to their birthplaces, others stayed playing
for local orchestras, absorbed by the world of parties and
having a good time.
There is more verifiable information about a band
called Los Gatos. It is said they gave two concerts, one
at Clavero School and the other in the premises of the
former D’Onofrio ice cream parlor on Putumayo Street.
Three of the members were from Lima, the drummer
was then a student — today he is lawyer Gino Cárdenas.
Bass was played by Óscar Freiras and his brother Javier
was also a member. They are currently very well-known

purpose of getting the musicians to meet, which made
it easier to start planning the performances in an organized manner.

The bands
The year I arrived in Iquitos (2004), no one would
have thought that there could be more than 40 rock
bands, without including those linked to evangelical
and protestant churches. So after the call was issued
from Casa Runa offering support, it was a surprise
to see the number of groups that approached us for
different reasons (such as a place to rehearse, as invited guests to the concerts or asking for the venue
for their own concerts). When we look at how these
ensembles were born, we find that the social spaces
that led to relationships being formed and the groups’
subsequent birth are, just like in other countries, the
neighborhood and school, where people live in proximity with each other; and then the concerts, where
the regulars end up establishing friendships. The materials of many of these bands can be heard on the
Internet, especially on YouTube, where videos of Baño
Común, Chakruna, Colmena, Desertores, Elixir, Los
Faros, Kapinuri, La Pleve, Malignum, Mapacho and
Normosis Syndrome can be found.
Another feature of these rock bands is that the musicians are usually members of more than one group,
as each reflects a different musical art project with
different music styles, which enable the instrumentalists to choose the musical trends that interest them.
Something very interesting happens in small towns
between musicians and audiences. Cultural market is
just coming forth, so the gap that separates producers
from consumers is weak making for very unusual social relations, especially at concerts where the audience mingles with the bands when they are not playing.
The bands, as well as the musicians that make them
up, have a group of friends-followers that come and go,
with whom they coexist permanently and go together
everywhere. These bands share similarities — setting
aside some obvious differences — with the underlying
rationale of street bands or gangs elsewhere:

musicians in our city and they work for local orchestras,
but in 1988 and 1989 they did cover versions of Led Zep-

It is difficult for several reasons to draw up an outline of a

pelin, Deep Purple and Guns and Roses.

band like the one we have just met. Firstly, the band itself

In mid-1990s, the same friends continued fostering

says it is in the process of breaking down. But it attributes

the wish to play, the performances began to be better

this to age (“we calm down”), or the times (“it is no longer

planned and we also had resources for guitars and some

fashionable”). Sometimes it also blames the police-judicial

sound equipment. The most significant concert, because

repression that its most active members have suffered. Its

there is recorded evidence that it really happened, was

helplessness is infectious on first contact. If it could only

Live at Yavarí! in Juan Sicchar’s home, performed by

be compared to itself, you would have to think that the glo-

the band known then as Concreto, currently Malignum.

rious past with which it compares its remains is no more

Places like the Weekend and Rey Lagarto also served the

than a merciful origin myth. This myth’s purpose would
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be evident: keep the boys within a universe that they feel
is under threat, on the threshold of a new crossroads that
would disperse them (Monod, 1971: 111).

This different way of establishing social relations
when compared to ordinary life as defined by the dominant urban culture can be used as contrast material when countercultural public spaces appear in any
city, as if they were part of different societies with cultural rationales that can become incomprehensible to
the rest of society, as often happens with the way they
“dance” the pogo (slam). Is the pogo a form of collective
dance? The truth is that it is a practice or body technique that accompanies the performance of the music
tracks that are played at metal and punk rock concerts.

The songs
Some aspects in the lyrics of many of these rock
bands — Malignum can be a good example — have
on the whole a propensity to make social criticism:
the speaker moves in a collective context surrounded
by grievances, loneliness, accusations, illness, death,
apocalypse. Let’s take a look:
Apocalypse
The race fights, it never gives up.
The new world for the old race,
The forest, the rain and the wild soul
Awake in its dead,
Assembles its metal army.

digenous imaginary do these lyrics correspond to?
Could it be a new millenarianism?
Another example of social criticism, which is actually the most abundant element in Iquitos’ rock scene,
appears in a protest song by the band Nozokomio,
“Cadáver del gobierno” (Government’s Corpse), whose
lyrics say: “We are tired of the people who come to
govern us, / Trampling our country [...] / They are the
politicians, they are the kings of the country. / With
great cynicism they steal our money”.
There is a second general trend, although less extended, imposed by a process of individuation that
the social system sets in motion and that makes the
speaker adopt an optimistic stance that is on the verge
of being conformist sentimentality at times, contrasting with the toughness of the counter-cultural position, and makes him stay away from social criticism
and focus on more individualistic and “less committed” problems. In this trend, however, the frenzied
rhythms, the tone of voice inherent to a more irate
aesthetics, the clothes’ colors and other exterior signs
borrowed from more rebellious groups are conserved,
often leading to physical confrontations because the
non-conformist reproach the others for having appropriated their external signs to drain them of meaning.
This trend appeals to a different imaginary, fresh and
spontaneous, able to express feelings that in the other register would not be meaningful, such as infatuation, heartbreak, reconciliation and other emotions
that are natural to young love. The band Baño Común
represents this trend well. The title of the song “Donchuctas”, a contraction of the expression “¿Dónde chucha estás?” (Where the Fuck Are You?), talks about the
anguish of not knowing where the loved one is.

Water orders purifying the blood.
The forest orders it to care for life,

Donchuctas

It calls its brothers everywhere,
Take them out of the grave

I look for you and feel

And defend their land.

You will never return.
My mind starts screaming

Worldview

And I look for some reason
Where the heart

The race fights it never gives up.

Makes me realize…

The new world for the old race,
The forest, the rain and the wild soul

That you will not return, no...

Awake in its dead,

Where can you be...

Assembles its infernal army.

And I can only weep.
And I can only wait.

Worldview

And where to look, no...
Where the hell are you...

The speaker points to a “race” that never gives
up, he talks about assembling a “metal army”, about
the water and the forest’s orders, about reawakening dead brothers to redress certain grievances. Are
the speaker and the race the same entity? What in260
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I can only weep, no…
In the dark.
Come, tell me who is here for you
And tell me who’s looking for you.

And you go around the whole world
In an absurd silence,
And your voice,
That once said I love you,
Let it scream also today I love you.
That you will not return, no...

However, there is also some form of criticism, for
example, of the material interest that guides some
romantic relationships. Hence the song “Sentimiento misio” (Penniless Feeling), in which although the
“moral” implies reintegration to the mainstream culture (thereby eliminating its counter-cultural nature),
it exposes the current state of affairs chronicling at
the same time what is characteristic of Iquitos, the
omnipresence of the motorcycle: “Girls show no interest at all / If you can’t provide a ride [...] They want to
go places / But there’s no way they’ll move their feet
[...] So, be it with a three-wheeler / Be it with a Dax /
Be it with a Chaly, / That’s how you’ll pick them up…”

Coda
While we have described some characteristics of the
context in which rock bands appear and reproduce in
the city of Iquitos, we do not believe that this enables

us to fully explain the existence of such a rich phenomenon as is the rock that is “produced” in this part of
the Amazon, although it may help to understand some
aspects of this artistic cry of protest and social criticism. Since — as Bachelard says — we always learn
against a previous knowledge, it is necessary to think
in a form of creative consumption in which would lie
the strength of the difference that distinguishes them
from other social groups — against the idea of a purely passive subject of consumption. It is necessary to
positively analyze the consumerist manipulation of
the culture industry to appreciate the difference between the products of cultural consumption and the
secondary production hidden behind the use processes made by artists from Loreto.

Page 255: Underground rock venue in Iquitos, 2007. Photo:
Rolando Riva.
Page 256: La Pleve in concert, 2010. Photo: Rolando Riva.
Page 259: Chakruna in concert, 2010. Photo: Rolando Riva.
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Arts

Women of the Forest
Antuanet Gálvez Orosco

Women of the forest are zealous custodians of the memory of
their nations, bearers of knowledge, technologies, art, dreams
and myths; powerful creators and makers of the destiny of
growing in equilibrium, generosity and in communion with the
good living. Since ancient times, the nations of the rivers and
the forests remained faithful to Buinaima, giver of fruits and
happiness, keeping out invaders from the Andes first, and then
those Westerners from foreign lands, “made of forgetfulness
and violence.” Heiresses of this first pact, to bequeath, protect
and prosper harmoniously; the women of the forest link the
wealth of the great ancient sap that fills the green boundary.
We have chosen for this chronicle four creators that
show a variety of sophisticated, complex and beautiful cultural artifacts that reveal the mastering of local
technologies to acquire colors and textures and voices and songs that become warm artistic responses:
Nereida López Gutiérrez, Marlene Churay Roque and
Rita Paima Arirama, from the Huitoto, Cocama and
Bora nations, and the work of Ester Dávila Yépez, in
popular music from Iquitos.

Nereida López Gutiérrez
This story has its beginnings in the huingo or tutumo. This is a not very tall tree that produces a
hard-shelled seed that has served the different river nations for making vessels and ritual artifacts.
This hard shell has also allowed the creation of a remarkable catalogue of magnificent and challenging
characters, with unique faces whose mouths extend
in wide festive smiles or mocking grins and intimidating and ferocious gazes. These are Nereida López
Gutiérrez’s fascinating masks, sculpted on the dry
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shell of the huingo. On this bark’s modest material,
Nereida depicts with a hard stiletto and patient hand
the intricacies of the resistant, green art. Fabulous
characters that are not just fish, monkeys, jaguars
or ants, emerge as guardians of Eden. Her labor of
impeccable execution breathe life into her creations
with elaborate spells of signs and symbols full of
pona tree seeds — its wood is used to make floors
and walls for houses —, shiringa — from which flows
a white resin — huayruro and lágrimas de virgen
or rosario. Among the represented symbols are the
scales of the paiche, whether in their natural state or
colored, and those of the araguana fish, turned into
representations of sounds and vibrations. Each creation communicates, like the manguaré, everything
about the natural surroundings of her community of
Pebas. Her art is propitiatory and curative, just as
she learned from the older women of her village; it
tries to apprehend and domesticate that expansive
nature that overflows and seeks its riverbed.
Nereida was born in the village of El Penuate, an
18 hour trip on the Amazon from the district of Pebas. Her parents migrated there when Nereida was

six years old. She remembers a very popular story in
Pebas that her grandfather told her:
Over the wide and vast Amazon River, calm and silence
reigned, since time ago communities were located very
distant from each other, not like now. Yet, at the beginning of the solar cycle, when the villagers would meet
to celebrate feasts together and music inundated the air
to the rhythm of bass drums, maracas and wind instruments, it happened that persons foreign to the Pebas,
indeed, very light in skin color, would appear causing
astonishment and fear among the inhabitants. Nonetheless, their peaceful and accessible attitude did not
alter the festivities in which they joined to dance with
the young people of the community; later, at dawn, they
would disappear. They were only seen during the feasts
and celebrations. Many claimed having discovered them
leaping into the river and becoming white, colored and
brilliant dolphins, which, with great agility, would become lost in the horizon under the cover of dawn.

Emotionally and mysteriously, Nereida narrates
this tale that takes us to the beings that flow from her
hands, tradition and imagination, where locals own
and outsiders relate with each other, charged with joy,
revealing the need for dialogue.

The ability to narrate, to fable, is intrinsic to originary nations. As in any human community, the narration has the body as its main input, a territory for the
expression of all complexities. Among the materials
used by human expression, the body is the foundation
of family and brotherhood. Facial paint is a basic, ancestral expression, which visualizes the identities of
the people, the roles and hierarchies, the sacred and
the profane.
Nereida incorporates ritual iconography, expressed
as facial paint, where attributes, symbols and auguries
are synthesized and developed to represent the men
and women of the Á ɨmenɨ clan, the great “Clan of the
White Heron.” Á ɨmenɨ means “the men from the sky,”
a clan that was persecuted and enslaved by rubber
barons during the infamous period of the extraction
of “white gold.” It was in that ordeal of blood and opprobrium that the members of the Á ɨmenɨ clan were
baptized with the contemptuous name Huitoto, alluding to a large black ant that, feeling menaced, incrusts
its fauces into its attacker, reminder of the courageous
resistance that led them to be destroyed for refusing to
accept the servile condition.
The little black triangles and spotted lines crossing the faces on the masks that represent the Á ɨ men ɨ
clan, are ritualized memory of their origins and their
Iquitos
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foundational nutrients. Nereida says they represent
peanut, the delicacy awarded to their nation to celebrate the origin, the first order. Peanuts are eaten
in feasts with sweet or boiled cassava juice and is so
prized that it is only used in clan and community rituals. This representation of the peanut is also painted
on clothing and the body.
The vast oral tradition of the Á ɨ men ɨ clan contains cosmologies, wisdom and technologies that
domesticate the environment and heal the body and,
especially, the soul. It is the knowledge of the origin
of everything created, especially life itself, the inexplicable and voluble watercourse, which, when joined
to others, converge like the undulating and erratic
river currents. To understand death is to return to
the seed-origin, the beloved land, to that comfortable
consort that guards and watches over us. Death as a
transit, as an opening into the infinite and the unfathomable, as the fearless, is the lesson that awaits us
after sharing and learning.
The nations that do not write books have been
haunted by the infamous idea that they do not have
memory. But Nereida convinces us of the importance
of listening to grown women who still tell their daughters and granddaughters stories in which they use the
sound of crickets, frogs and night birds which inhabit
the imagination and the forest since the beginning of
humanity, which Nereida turns into the wise resources of her work. One of these stories, narrated by her
grandmother, says:
A woman, very dedicated to her farm, enthusiastic, extremely hardworking, for some unknown reason, decided never to work again. The woman was turned into a
modest ant almost three centimeters big. It was tireless;
day and night it went from one place to another. Hastily
it picked up leaves, fruit and insect remains. Everything
in its path was useful, but, in spite of its size, it was too
cantankerous. She would become aggressive with anyone who tried to detain or distract her from its work. Its
bite sickened and caused high fevers.

Nereida has represented Ínsula, this hardworking
and tenacious ant, in a mask. With great detail and
realism, she evidences her ability for observation,
synthesis and knowledge of the animal world that surrounds her. She asserts that the diligent work of many
women of the greenwoods is intolerant of all that distracts them.
In Mujeres de la Floresta [Women of the Forest],
an exhibition of originary, popular and contemporary art held in Lima in December 2013, Nereida exhibited a set of female miniatures in huingo,
llanchama and topa. These are not dolls — they have
no playful effort — but representations of women
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who brace their leadership and strength. Full of life,
vigorous, upright and smiling, they evidence the unquestionable: that the Amazonian nations are constructed and sustained and defeat inequities through
the actions of women: Education, work, and culture
transmitted through a patient and silent labor.
Faces in huingo with headdresses made with
llanchama are decorated with stepped lines of huito,
topped off with colorful macaw feathers, with huairuro
and lágrima de virgen [virgin’s tear] pendants adorn
the ears. Some wear necklaces on their chests; the body
is also huingo with sculpted geometric lines that represent the river and the peanut, or flaunt a llanchama
tunic that has been expanded with chambira. The arms
and feet are also made from this vegetable fiber, long,
thin, in various positions and carrying objects that
accentuate its human expression. They have an ideal
of strength and youth. The vital sense flows through
them; they are presences that accompany and protect,
they are the memory of what nature provides and Nereida reuses to embrace the power of women.
Nereida also works with topa, a malleable and
lightweight wood with which she sculpts delicate,
winged female beings: the butterflies, which according to elders, in ancient times used to be stars.
Their thick and wide multicolored wings remit us to a
dream-like, aquatic universe.
Deer, tapirs, peccaries, yanapumas or fish like piranha, pomfret and bujurquí take shape in her hands
when she converts them into topa miniatures that delight in profuse precision in the traits, and balance
in volume. And useful objects of chambira and bombonaje: multicolored bags, butterflies, mermaids and
tapestries overflowing with humanity and feeling.
Nereida’s aesthetic in based on her ability to recreate and transform diverse natural provisions to make
her pieces. But, moreover, she assigns the architecture of symbols, meanings, and re-significations of
an imposing reality and millenary tradition. It is life
and its profound potential vindicated, reborn in Ínsula and in the unlimited power of her transforming
ascendancy.

Marlene Churay Roque
Her name in Bora is Akuachay, which means “lying
down, inclined, overturned; the action of reposing, of
waiting, of meditating.” Marlene Churay Roque, up in
the hills in front of an ojé or huitoc tree with an ample,
leafy canopy and straight trunk, proceeds, with machete in hand, to peel the firm and smooth brownish
bark with precise and patient blows. She will strike it
for four hours to extend it until she dominates its fleshy
fibers, giving life to an extensive vegetable mantle that

she will wash with much water and dry in the sun.
When the llanchama, the fiber of the ojé bark, is ready,
this 53 year old Amazonian citizen, wife, mother and
traditional artist will return home where her son, the
artist Brus Rubio Churay, will receive the canvases to
paint, with natural dyes, the history, demands and
dreams of his Huitoto-Murui nation.
Marlene was born in the native community of Brillo Nuevo, on the Ampiyacu River, an hour from the
district of Pebas and a day from the city of Iquitos. She
belongs to the Telefo clan, which means “strong, obstinate, invincible family.” Her parents moved to Pucaurquillo when she was a teenager, seeking better conditions in communications and services in this town
of eight hundred Bora and Huitoto citizens. Her husband, Mauricio Rubio Rodríguez, is Huitoto from the
Si ɨwen ɨ clan, which means “good, passive, calm man.”
She understands Huitoto but does not speak it fluently.
They both work on their small farm, where they grow
pineapple, cassava, bananas, guaba, pijayo and potatoes. They fish in the brooks using hooks catch crabs,
ray fish, bujurquí, gray mullet and black scallops. They
built their house with the help of their brothers using
shiringa and cumala wood with cedar beams.
Marlene’s father was elected curaca chief in Pucaurquillo, a position he held for 15 years keeping order and balance in his village, and also organizing the
Pooee or feast in October or November, depending on
the abundance of pineapple. This means that work on
the farm is doubled and the preparations involve the
whole family. For two weeks in the Great Maloca, the
chief, wearing a crown woven with bombonaje palm
and adorned with Macau and parrot feathers, receives
the villagers with ampiri, coca and sweet cassava. The
ampiri is the power plant of his nation: cooked tobacco
that turns into a marmalade to be drunk; it is also
wrapped with bijao leaves in the form of planchonas.
Sweet cassava is taken to calm the heart, so that the
guests will not get upset, and can return home peacefully, as well as to be able to sing ritual icaro chants
during the feast, in other words, to say a prayer, to
offer a song for the good of the meeting.
As the daughter of the chief, during the feast Marlene wore her brows and mouth painted black with the
kaque, a leaf that, when bitten, releases a dark liquid.
Her mother told her that in years past the elders painted their whole bodies without wearing any garments
to cover themselves; they only covered arms, legs,
shinbones and stomach with painted symbols. They
wore very small designs that represented peanuts.
During the Pooee, songs about the joy of being together were intoned. It was the opportunity that the
community gave itself to share, communicate, sing
and dance. The dances were accompanied by instruments: the shacapa, a mountain rattle made with

very hard soil colored seeds, woven with chambira,
and the marona, a percussion instrument, which is
a thick, one meter long reed adorned with seeds.
According to the complex protocol of her nation, the
chief’s daughter is called upon to tend delicately and
patiently to all the members of the community, with
singular attention paid to the elderly, following a
scrupulous structure of hierarchies and respect, and
diligently offering the cawana and the casabe. The
vessels that hold the casabe should be made and decorated by her, as well as the exquisite food prepared
by her family. She must also have a clear notion regarding the acceptance of the dishes brought by each
clan, which had to be taken into account at the moment of attending to the members of the community
during the feast.
With chambira and natural dyes Marlene weaves
shicras, a textile art she learned watching her mother: “It’s not that one is taught, one learns watching,
imitating, making mistakes, too; the elders encourage
one to be self-sufficient,” says Marlene. Her shicras or
bags are close-woven and resistant, showing representations of the pincha, a yellow bird with a brown
and black chest. The natural dyes come from huitillo and she gets them from the forest. Combining the
leaves of this plant with mud, she obtains black color,
and gets brown from the mashed seeds. Cooking yellow is the color she likes best. In her textiles, she describes her surroundings, as occurs with her favorite
design: the jiru fish.
Marlene needs three days to make a shicra; it demands concentration and precision, which is why she
works in silence, the same that reigned, she recalls,
when at night her elders, in the darkness of the village, guided by coca leaves and tobacco — essential
and propitiatory plants for words — narrated the stories and dreams of her community. The words flowed
and wakefulness and fantasy triumphed to reveal other realities to her; thus the senses were sharpened,
one cohabited with other presences, the place of each
member of the community was secured, as were their
yearnings and their future.
One story that flows to her memory is about a boy
who fell asleep next to a fire and awoke to find he
had turned into a telejo, a sloth. The town’s inhabitants, surprised with the presence of the animal in
the child’s house, thought it had eaten him. Taken
as fierce and hungry, the neighbors struck the sloth.
Indignant, they rebuked his behavior and unhesitatingly threw him into the fire. The bear shrieked and
twisted with pain before the eyes of the townspeople. They all felt sorry for him, the stench of burnt
flesh accentuating the remorse, they should never
have acted out of desperation and fear; they repented
and with lament returned to their homes. The next
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day, the scene was greatly painful when the small
boy was found burnt and inert. The mother wept, the
guilt, the confusion and the regret lashed out at her.
She realized that her dear son was the sloth. “Animals are people,” declares Marlene, “they are the
owners of the hills and we should not fear them, nor
harm them, we should take care not to disturb them,
they live amongst us.”
Another story she heard her mother tell was about
an old woman who walked with difficulty clutching
a cane. She always went to the village and one day
the children, who already knew her, decided to bother
her. Taking advantage of the knowledge that the old
woman left her cane when resting, the children would
bring coal close to the base to wear it down. This they
did several times until finally, one day, upon entering
the village, the cane broke and the old woman fell to
the ground. The children howled in laughter and the
old woman, angry, left the place. Days went by and
the old woman did not return. One afternoon, they
saw her come towards the town with a new cane and
noticed that she had a basket that she left half way
down the road. The curious children approached the
basket and boom! The floor sank and noisily they fell
into an immense hole. After a while it started to rain
and they nearly drowned. Bruised and muddy, they
remained there for several hours until their screams
— literally smothered by the drumming of the rain —
were heard and the townspeople went to rescue them.
None of the children ever bothered a member of the
community again, but the old woman never returned
to their maloca.
In the oral tradition of the Bora nation, the metaphors, morals and projections of each story seek to
secure cohabitation without hastily judging and finding the fair proportionality of actions and decisions,
remembering that each being has a function to fulfill
to achieve harmony. The stories are not just literature;
their pedagogical, moralizing and creative function
has been thus designed from the beginning.
Among the strengths of the Bora nation, in addition to its tonal language, is the outstanding use of the
manguaré, a traditional instrument for ritual communication and the transmission of messages. The manguaré, located in the Great Maloca, has a base of two
drums made from charapilla and uses rosewood mallets covered with rubber. The messages it sends using
the tones of the Bora language can be heard over a
radius of 32 kilometers. Modern means of communication have hurt the Bora tradition and today young
people desist from using the manguaré, which will
lead to the loss of this form of communication. But it
still resounds in Marlene’s memory.
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Rita Paima Arirama
86 years ago, Juana Aquituari Macullama, along with
13 Cocama families from Parinari, on the banks of the
Ucayali River, were forced to move by Freitas, a rubber baron to Marona Cocha, an area located in the
proximities of what is currently the city of Iquitos.
The main displaced families were the Arirama (“people who live on the water”), the Arikani (“those who
sing”), the Canayos (“numerous persons, abundant”),
and the Pacaya (“animal hunters, especially majaz
(lowland paca)”). Juana’s parents worked extracting
rubber under the punishments, mistreatment and
torture of Freitas’ men. When the rubber boom came
to an end, Freitas abandoned them and, sick, impoverished, and aimless, they moved to the Matacocha
brook, where they found Tomás Huanakiri, the sole
inhabitant of the place. Huanakiri, surprised by the
lamentable state of these families, provided them
with cassava and fish. The place was adequate for settling down, reinitiating their lives and forgetting that
painful passage. The farm was fertile, the greenwood
exhilarating and plentiful. The nearby lakes, such as
Sungacocha, Asasicocha and Collococha provided an
extraordinary variety of fish that revived their spirit and the health of their bodies: añasheva, tucunare,
mosaica, casharo, ashullo again formed part of their
diet. The families dispersed and, gradually, small villages started establishing. Among these were Santo
Tomás, 16 kilometers from Iquitos — whose first Lieutenant Governor was Tomás Huanakiri — Santa Clara,
Llanchama, Lupuna, Santa Rita, Rimacache and Sungucocha. Even though the families were reborn and
started to heal from that period of hate and terror,
the conflicts were repeated during the peak of the oil
cycle in the 1970s and the extermination and slavery
imposed in the 1980s by Sendero Luminoso (Shining
Path, the terrorist group).
Juana had twelve children. The second, Elena Arirama Aquituari, formed a family with Andrés Paima,
who hailed from San Martín. Rita Paima Arirama was
born of this union. Together with her uncle Aricari
Coaque, today they work on the collection and composition of the Cocama musical tradition. Rhythms such
as the chimaichi, and the changanakuy are part of this
enduring work. They have recovered and composed
“Santo Tomás Arirama,” which is sung on the town’s
anniversary, “Santo Tomás Ira Huataza Tupara,” “San
Juan Huarachi,” which celebrates the feast of San
Juan, “Itsi cocama” (“I am Cocama by Heart”), and “La
linda cocamita” (The Beautiful Little Cocama Girl).
The traditional Cocama attire has not survived
time but they still use and recall the Llanchama headband with feathers from the mountain chicken, black
and yellow, and from the toucan and parrot. The chief
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wears the headband for celebrations or meetings in
which he addresses his community. Another traditional expression is facial paint. In times past they
used it in confrontations. During the feasts, outstanding males cover their faces, chest, shoulders and back
with annatto (red), wito (black) and misquipanga (purple). Plants stamped not only their bodies with color
but also their lives. The vitality proper to nature was
fused onto the bodies of those men who were distinguished in hunting, agriculture, fishing, music and
the use of medicinal plants, fundamental activities of
the Cocama nation.
Depending on their condition or civil status, women wore different types of lines on their faces. Young
women, during menarche, covered their whole bodies
with wito and were not allowed out until their periods
had ended. This reclusion allowed them to receive advice from their mothers about their new position as
women and their ability to be givers of life.
The origin of the Cocama nation is linked to the
Amazon River. Up to the first decade of the 20th century, they occupied all the banks of the mother river;
genocide triggered their uprooting, the loss of their
identity and cultural memory. To recover memory and
identity, artist Pablo Taricuarima, Rita’s young son,
founded, in 2010, the Yrapakatun (“Something Beautiful Well Made”) Cultural Association, which promotes
and secures the values of the Cocama culture.
Another strength of the Cocama culture, and generally all Amazonian nations, is the knowledge of the
curative power of plants. The mucura, a thin, dark
green plant with small leaves, yellow flowers and a
penetrating odor, is used to cure vomiting and diarrhea. The malba, with green, round leaves and yellow
flower is very effective in calming kidney pain; orégano is for stomachaches. There are plants that protect
and cure that other universe which is the world of the
emotions. The black mandi protects the house from
bad energy; the mucura cures the “airados” (those
who get an “air”) and a mucura bath removes “susto”
(fright) and brings relaxation.
The oral tradition finds room for fantastical characters such as the shapshico who steals children and
the yashingo who confuses hunters or the chuyachaqui who teaches the handling of plants. These three
beings live in the hills and are the most popular in
Cocama memory. Rita tells us that her daughter Leidi,
a topa carver, has given shape to these characters.
Finally, the Mashakaras was an ancient practice
of the Cocama ancestors that is in the process of being
recuperated. It consisted of a troupe of men wearing
masks that expressed a pact with nature. The masks
represented the humanization of the jungle animal
and plant spirits. Traditionally, the ritual was held after midnight. Today Ypakaratun is trying to recover it
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in an effort to connect all the pieces of Cocama memory: to dance, to sing, to represent.

Esther Dávila Yépez, the Flower of the Tahuarí
Beautiful and appealing, red and pink flowers bloom
from the tree of the tahuarí, the “flor del oriente”
(Flower of the East.) This tree, which grows 20 meters
high, is considered one of the treasures of the Amazon because of its medicinal properties. Esther Dávila
Yépez, a performer of regional Amazonian music, was
anointed almost 50 years ago as “Flor del Oriente.”
Her extensive career, since the 1960s, propagated her
fame throughout the Amazonia and propitiated the
visibility of new stories, knowledge and needs of the
Peruvian Amazonia citizens.
Esther was born in Iquitos, Pijuayo Loma, in the
area of Belén, on June 2, 1939. The tenth of 16 children, her parents settled in the San Francisco country
estate, on the Itaya River. Until she was ten, she joined
her family raising cows, pigs, chickens, turkeys and
ducks, and cultivating bananas, cassava, beans and
rice. Esther remembers her attempts to go through
the whole estate, but its 1,600 hectares were too
much. The arduous workdays started before dawn but
she was enthusiastic about these intense hours when
she became fused between the Sun and Earth.
She followed the sounds of birds, such as the owl,
manacaracuy, víctor días, panguana, suy suy, camungo, parakeets, hawks and paucares through the
giant trees, trying to imitate their sounds; she played
at recognizing their cheeps. At night she would hear
the intense sounds of the lizard, the ocelot, the deer
and the hualo toad, the huahua toad, which beckons
rain or the winter toad, tahuampero. Her fascination
with the sounds, the rhythm and the musicality of
the surroundings increased with the dances and outfits and with the myths and legends. In the beauty of
snakeskin she found images that years later she would
depict in the outfits for her Traditional Dance Group.
Her father, she recalls, played the quena in a group
of “seven musicians who wore white straw hats, as
well as long-sleeved shirts, woven tread belts, barefoot and with gold watches.” He took her to his performances and she easily assimilated the rhythms,
words and styles. She remembers accompanying her
father to a village where a wake was being held. To
the rhythm of the bass drum, quena and snare drum,
they bid farewell to the deceased while she danced in
a small space. That was the custom: One traveled to
the other life with music and dance.
The traditional music of the area, and Mexican
corridos and rancheras fed her musical horizons on
the farm. Her parents decided to send her to the city

to continue her primary education. When she was
15 years old, she met guitarist Juan Chuquipiondo
Sarmiento, from Yucusuchi, in the Ucayali River, with
whom she married at 16.
Her musical career started in 1951 when she
joined the Circo Teatro Libertad [Liberty Circus Theatre] as an Andean music singer. Her high register
and vigorous voice, allowed her to sing María Alvarado Trujillo’s huaynos, like “Pastorita Huaracina” (Girl
Shepherd from Huaraz) competently and emotionally.
They toured almost all of Amazonia, going as far as
the Tigre River and the border with Ecuador.
In 1965, composer Emilio Peláez Montero arrived
in Iquitos seeking to promote new voices. Esther participated in the audition and classified. She recorded
her first tape in Iquitos and it was played on the radio.
She sang “Río Mantaro” (Mantaro River) at the Coliseo Cerrado de Iquitos arena in 1967 and received a
standing ovation. It was then that Emilio Peláez baptized her as “Flor del Oriente”. Until 1969, huayno
was never lacking in her repertoire, but she decided
to prioritize Amazonian songs and include the quena, the cabaquiña, the banjo and the mandolin. The
group practiced for two years to master the traditional rhythms.
In December 1973, she went to Lima and recorded
the record Flor del Oriente y Conjunto, with which she
took, for the first time, the words, the meanings and
the rhythms of Amazonia to the capital. The songs and
rhythms she made popular evidenced the universe of
knowledge and culture of Amazonian citizens, as, for
example, in songs such as “El shuyu,” that tells of a
dark fish with large whiskers and armored skin to the
rhythm of sitaracuy or the typical fast-paced songs
such as “La runamula,” which has a verse that says:
“married man that sleeps with married woman / in
the chorullada night are ready to go out / turned into a
mare with her jockey on top,” quoting an ancient Iquitos myth that recounts that adulterers are turned into
runamula. She also performed typical dances such as
the “Shitari” or “El Pucapuro,” to the rhythm of “San
Juanito Selvático” (Little Saint John of the Jungle),
that tells the adventures of an ant whose bite causes
an uncomfortable itch, who says, in one of the verses:
My shujita, I though she was dying for my love.
My shujita, I though she was dying for my love.

from Loreto but also the phonetic heritage of terms by
which the originary nations named the natural surroundings.
In 1976 she founded the Asociación Cultural Flor
del Oriente, aiming to teach and compile traditional
dance around Iquitos. Thus, she motivated students
at various educational centers to collect Huitoto, Bora,
Cocama and Cocamilla stories by asking their parents
and elders. Young people started with a curiosity that
later turned to concern and respect for the dances and
songs of the elders, a way to secure their identity. Esther demanded that the classes she gave be accompanied by the stories she grew up with, by the stories her
father sang and that she learned to hum, of the oral
wealth and wisdom of those whose lives depend on the
farm and the river.
In the 1980s, the filmmaker Miguel Antonio Montalbán Vásquez arrived in Iquitos and produced the
oral theatrical work El ritual del Ayahuasca (The Ayahuasca Ritual) with the active participation of Esther
and her association. This was followed by La tristeza
del Inca (The Sadness of the Inca), El milagro de la
Cruz (The Miracle of the Cross) and Tamara, which
were presented at the Educational Center and the
Closed Coliseum, and invigorated the cultural movement of Iquitos.
Flor del Oriente has been recognized as the representative of Amazonian regional music and as manager of the artistic education of children. In 1981 she
received the The Golden Manguaré Award as the best
regional singer. In 1989, the Tourism Development
and Promotion Fund of Peru awarded her an acknowledgment as the genuine representative of regional
music. In 1990 she was invited to the city of Pucallpa,
where she received an acknowledgment from the municipality of Maynas for her 25 years as a cultivator
of Amazonian music. The Organization of American
States awarded her an acknowledgment in 1996, and
in 2002 she was paid homage at the Plaza de Armas in
Pucallpa for the Global Popular Culture Day.
Several generations hold her in special esteem
and remember her sharp face, her infantile smile, the
black and abundant hair she adorned with flowers,
and the energy displayed for almost half a century
that has colored stages and left, there, the perfume
and intense voice of Flor del Oriente, the flower of Tahuarí, the voice of the Amazon.

And that she moved while talking to me.
Bu when I lovely asked her,
Do you move so much, my heart?
Upset she answered me:
“Pucacuro makes me itch.”

The regional success of Flor del Oriente was due
to those tales that picked-up not only the picaresque

Page 261: Nereida López and her daughter working in huingo
masks. Photo: Adrián Portugal.
Page 265: Nereida López’s finished masks. Photo: Christian
Bendayán.
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The Art of a Timeless People
Christian Bendayán

Oddly, the art produced in Iquitos, a city never formally founded,
is so vast and yet so absent from the written history of Peruvian
art. It is one of those contradictions that can only exist in a
region where time does not seem to exist.
Since the city did not have a place to preserve and
exhibit its artistic expressions, neither museums nor
art galleries, the first refuge for Iquitos art was the Cathedral. Still preserved there are the mural paintings
by César Calvo de Araujo (Yurimaguas, 1910-Lima,
1970), Américo Pinasco (Iquitos, 1906-Lima, 1991),
Juana Ubilluz de Palacios and Manuel Bernuy Ortiz
(Lima, 1892-Iquitos, 1963), who also carved the main
altar. So, while sublime melodies soared from the
church choir, many of us were formed as artists as we
discovered its walls brimming with images of biblical episodes, in an aesthetic and mystical experience.
Above the great central altar, Virgin Mary walks over
the waters of the Amazon River in an ecstasy of brushstrokes, portraying, in a burst of glory, the destiny of
art in this land: the descent of Western gods into the
earthly paradise of the Amazon.
In more recent times — still lacking museums and galleries — the visual imagery of Iquitos
emerged by flooding the streets, on wooden and cement walls, in paper and cloth banners, in murals,
signs and even three-wheeler placards. Sometimes
it seems that social classes do not exist in Iquitos. A
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diversity of people coexists and celebrates naturally
in the same spaces. Likewise, all of the arts coexist:
those of the forest, those of the streets and those
trained in the Regional School of Fine Arts. At present, art in this city is exciting and intense in all of
its variations and disciplines: painting, sculpture,
balsa wood and root carving, photography, weaving
and, more recently, performance art, video art and
art installations.
Wherever one looks, the abundance of art in the
jungle can be seen. Nature itself, the rivers and the
trees continuously trace suggestive outlines under the
majestic sun painting the sky at dawn and dusk. At
night, with its infinity of stars, we are reminded of
that timeless place where art existed long before man.
As we review artistic production in Iquitos in the 20th
and 21st centuries, this timelessness pervades.

Beginnings
Though there are vestiges of artistic production in
the Amazonia before the arrival of the Europeans,

from a contemporary point of view we can speak of
the emergence of art in Iquitos with the arrival of
evangelizing missions, exploratory advance parties
and scientific expeditions. Our starting point are
Otto Michael’s watercolors, a traveler about whom
there are few historical records. His landscapes of
the port of Iquitos seen from the Amazon River over
the course of ten years, allow us to see the urban
growth of what began as a small village to become a
cosmopolitan city. Amidst European-style buildings
and large steamboats from all over the world, this
series records the rapid growth of a city living off
rubber extraction and trade. In these watercolors,
we can find constants that will reappear in almost all
of Iquitos’ artistic production: self-taught stroke and
fascination with the landscape and the dream colors
of Amazonian nature.
The oldest surviving work by Michael is dated
1898 and is part of the collection of the Naval Museum of Peru. Some of his existing later works are dated
1910, and one of them is part of the collection of the
Loreto Club of Lima.

There are also some surviving paintings from that
time by Emilia Barcia Bonifatti (Lima, 1904-Lima
1986) who, together with her sister, is known for having established elementary education in Peru. Her watercolors, inspired by French Art Nouveau, represent
scenes of urban life, such as promenades along the Alameda del Sachachorro. Some Iquitos families would
give their children a European education, including
private music or painting classes. Therefore, a large
part of artistic production was strongly influenced by
European aesthetic trends of the time.
We can pinpoint 1924 as the dawn of Amazonian
painting, specifically, with the exhibit by Manuel Bernuy Ortiz in the facilities of the El Eco daily newspaper in Iquitos. This self-taught artist produced a large
number of very small format oil paintings of landscapes, catching the various lights of day. At present,
a great number of practically mass-produced landscapes with intense coloring and fast brushstrokes
can be found, possibly the legacy of Bernuy Ortiz.
Juana Palacios de Ubilluz and Américo Pinasco
dedicated themselves intensively to this landscaping
Iquitos
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trend. Pinasco studied in Urbino, Italy, where he acquired an excellent color technique that distinguished
him from his local contemporaries. He was close friends
with César Calvo de Araujo, definitely the most important and influential 20th century painter in the Peruvian
Amazonia. Pinasco and Calvo de Araujo were the first
artists to intimately approach the life of Amazonian,
riparian and indigenous men and women, whom they
portrayed masterfully and presented to the world in
their various exhibits.

The “Ambassadors of Loretan Art”
Calvo de Araujo began his formal studies in the Higher School of Fine Arts of Peru, in Lima. However, his
disagreements with his teachers, including the father of the Peruvian Indigenist school, José Sabogal,
who directed the institution at the time, precipitated
his abrupt departure and permanent settlement in
the jungle. This determined his approach to painting, influenced by how farmers experienced life and
his deep knowledge of nature in the rain forest. He
magnificently records these experiences both in his
paintings and his novels (of which only Paiche has
been published). Calvo exhibited his work several
times, sometimes with Pinasco. His first exhibitions
in Lima, in 1941 at the National Writers’ Society and
in 1942 at the Lima Air Club, were crucial. He became known as “the jungle painter” and his prestige
lead to exhibitions in Brazil, Colombia and the United
States, countries where he lived for a few years. After
an internationally-recognized career, he returned to
the Amazonia where he decided to live isolated from
“civilization”, forming an egalitarian community of
men and women workers named Shapshico. Unfortunately, this utopia did not last long. Calvo became
seriously ill and had to be taken to Lima, where he
died on October 21, 1970.
Like Calvo de Araujo, another fundamental Amazonian artist is Antonio Wong Rengifo (Iquitos, 19101965). The journalist Alfonso Navarro Cáuper, in an
article published in 1951 in El Eco, referred to Calvo
de Araujo and Wong Rengifo, whom he considered
ambassadors of Loreto art, as follows:

Brazilian filmmaker and photographer Silvino Santos, hired by the Arana company, produced a photographic record meant to serve as a defense of the rubber baron in the lawsuits against him by the British
crown and, in the 1920s, portrait work was carried
out in the Gil Ruiz photographic studio. But it is Wong
Rengifo’s work that first presents a more coherent
and sustained body of work resulting from his artistic and technical exploration, in response both to his
personal interest and his specific observation of his
surroundings.
Wong Rengifo’s fascination with the Amazonian
jungle led him to produce many short films where he
displayed the merits of the region. He also addressed
the encounter between the jungle and modern life in
his full-length film, Bajo el sol de Loreto. Despite his
early death, Wong Rengifo left an enormous legacy,
certainly the largest of any Amazonian artist, that is
still to be discovered and researched.
While in the 1940s Calvo de Araujo consolidated his
career abroad and Wong Rengifo in Loreto pioneered
in art and what would now be called eco-tourism, in
Lima, Víctor Morey Peña (Yurimaguas 1900-Iquitos,
1965) continuously appeared in the media, not only
because of his participation in high-society events,
but also because of his graphic work — illustrations
in numerous Lima newspapers and magazines — and
his painting, influenced by Art Deco and other Western avant-guard movements that would lead him to
associate and exhibit with prominent artists, such as
Carlos Quizpez Asín.
In 1942, President Manuel Prado y Ugarteche decided to officially celebrate a new anniversary of the
discovery of the Amazon River. In this context, a national Amazonian painting competition was held,
with the participation of figures such as Sérvulo
Gutiérrez, Juan Manuel Ugarte Eléspuru and Carlos
Quizpez Asín. At that time, Camilo Blas (Cajamarca,
1903-Lima, 1985) and Sabogal held exhibits inspired
in Amazonian landscapes and customs as a result of
a trip to the jungle which included a visit to Iquitos,
where Sabogal met with artists such as Manuel Bernuy Ortiz.

The Regional School of Fine Arts
To better understand what the jungle is, perhaps both
have depicted not only their artistic temperament’s intuitive vision, but the deep telluric emotion that has allowed each of them to convey to the retinas of others,
within their respective mediums, the whole meaning of
the promissory and joyful region of the Peruvian East.

Antonio Wong Rengifo brings “modernity” and the
use of technology to the art of Iquitos. In 1912, the
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Once this burst of activity in Lima regarding Amazonian art was over, Morey returned to Iquitos to found,
in 1942, the Regional School of Fine Arts, which he
directed until his death in a river accident in 1965.
Afterwards, Ángel Chávez (Trujillo, 1928-Lima,
1975), a young but already recognized artist, came to
Iquitos to take over as director of the School. His presence generated enormous enthusiasm among a whole

generation of new Iquitos artists, because Chávez,
with an innovative outlook, was able to impart knowledge that would completely revive the region’s art. He
brought with him other artists that would share in
his teaching adventure and who, as a result of this
intense encounter with the Amazon rain forest, would
see their work marked forever, among them, Fernando Sovero (Jauja, 1932-Lima, 2013) and Óscar Allain
(Lima, 1947).
While the special coloring Allain and Chávez incorporated in their work would later serve them to depict other parts of Peru, Sovero developed a material
richness in his painting that is redolent of the dense
Amazon rain forest, dedicating himself to portraying
dreamy visions of the lush enveloping landscape and
the exuberance of the women of Loreto until his recent
death.
Among the first of Chávez’s students to gain local prominence was Max Limo (Lima, 1921-1989). He
took the use of texture and matter to an extreme in
a unique expressionistic depiction of the Amazonian
landscape. The chromatic intensity and stylization
of form in works such as “Dusk in the River” or “Red
Sun” transmit the warm Amazonian atmosphere like
no other.
Other prominent students of Chávez are Nancy
Dantas (Iquitos, 1948), Alberto Ayarza (Iquitos, 1959)
and Samuel Coriat (Iquitos, 1950). Their landscapes
developed a free materiality, in the style of the Ucayali
artists Eduardo Meza Saravia (Pucallpa, 1928-2000)
and Hildebrando “Yando” Ríos (Pucallpa, 1940). The
latter was the father of an idyllic and darkly mysterious surrealism emerging from the depths of the Amazon jungle. The influence of Meza Saravia is clear in
Dantas’ early work, as is Yando Ríos in Coriat’s work.
But both Coriat’s and Dantas’ artwork developed in
different directions. Dantas evolved to become, in
1992, the first Iquitos artist to exhibit art installations
in the city. This conceptual work was highly critical
of the deforestation and contamination brought about
by the extractive industries. On the other hand, Coriat
exploited all the possibilities of texture and transparency afforded by oils to create a universe of tahuampas (backswamps) and vegetation thick with lianas
and renacos ( ficus schultesii), always privileging the
color and expressiveness of matter, to ultimately experiment with a meeting between natural fibers, such
as the llanchama tree bark and the chambira palm,
and acrylic and oils, in an abstraction with certain
allusions to the area’s ethnic iconography. Alberto
Ayarza, in parallel with his painting, produced black
and white drawings using a pointillist technique, also
influenced by Yando’s surrealist drawings, but with
the introduction of characters denoting his social concerns.

Previously, Fernando Sovero and Humberto Morey
Alejo (Lima, 1925) had painted scenes denouncing the
extreme poverty and injustices lived in the Amazon
region and, from a more Catholic point of view, but
strongly marked by Liberation Theology, the Spanish
artist and Claretian priest Maximino Cerezo Barredo (Asturias, 1935) painted both exterior and indoor
murals in various churches of the city, notably those
of San Agustín and San Juan, and of the Amazonian
Library.

The 1960s, 1970s and 1980s
It would seem that with the intense logging as there is
in the Amazonia, trees would only be used for felling
and exporting. However, two wood carvers stand out
in the 1970s for their originality. One of them is Roger Alván, who can be seen carving the figurehead of
the Molly-Aida in Herzog’s film Fitzcarraldo, and the
other is Agustín Rivas (Tamshiyacu, 1943), who finds
human and animal figures in the roots and lianas of
the renacos, and carves them with just a few touches
to define the images suggested by nature itself.
In the mid-1960s, a teenage Augusto Falconí
(Yurimaguas, 1950) started to photograph daily life
in Iquitos — the forms of trade and survival in a city
impoverished and in decline. In contrast with the preciosity of Wong Rengifo’s work, Falconí experiments
with distortion, defocusing the sordid situations of a
harsh reality, proposing a peculiar aesthetic that exposes the tension and social struggle of his time.
In 1975, Navarro Cáuper edited the book Pintores
de la Amazonía peruana (Painters of the Peruvian
Amazonia), the first publication to record 20th century
pictorial art in the region, which honors the artists
who were most influential on the following decades.
Complementing this book, Humberto Morey Alejo
published in 1984 Pintores amazónicos (Amazonian
Painters) featuring younger artists such as Fernando
Ríos (Iquitos, 1950) and César Ching (Iquitos, 1949),
both remarkable for their nostalgic depictions of the
neighborhood of Belén in Iquitos in a subdued color
palette.
By the end of the 1980s, many artists from other
places with various painting styles were attracted to
the jungle, including Arcenio Macedo, a member of the
Army from Lima, and Zoltán Keserü from Czechoslovakia. Keserü left behind a vast body of graphic work
loaded with interpretations of the Amazonian wildlife
and its myths. His illustration work was very much
in demand by publishers during his years in Iquitos,
until the emergence of a young painter and, above
all, illustrator, called Jaime Choclote (Iquitos, 1967).
By then, the priest Cerezo Barredo had consistently
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collaborated as illustrator in the CETA’s publications,
where he left a vast graphic legacy.

End of the Century
In the early 1990s, in the second block of Nauta Street,
Mario Celi Alemán, owner of the Amauta Bar-Café — a
meeting place for the Iquitos artistic crowd — sporadically opened an art gallery where the work of the caricaturist Orlando “Lando” López (Iquitos, 1963-2010)
was consistently shown. López completed a vast catalogue of caricatures of the most recognizable characters of Iquitos life.
The painter Francisco Grippa (Tumbes, 1942)
settled in the village of Pebas, at the crossing of the
Amazon and Ampiyacu rivers, after living more than
20 years in Lima and New York. There he developed
a new way of marketing art for tourists traveling
aboard the Amazon cruises. Grippa’s work is strongly
influenced by action painting and is characterized by
a burst of high-contrast colors. However, one of his
greatest contributions has been the use of llanchama,
the cloth made from tree bark used by the Boras and
the Huitotos to make their traditional clothing and
other utilitarian objects, as canvas for his paintings.
During this decade, a prominent figure was the
sculptress Joyce Bartra (Tarapoto, 1957), a professor at the School of Art of the Pontificia Universidad
Católica del Perú and creator of totem-like figures
recreating traditional carvings that used to be made
on war weapons, manguarés (Amazonian percussion
instrument) and scutchers. Her work influenced other
sculptors, including the Spaniard Mila Ojer, who lives
in Iquitos and is a principal teacher in the Sculpting
Program at the Víctor Morey Peña Regional School of
Fines Arts, and the young Ronald Alván, who in 1998
won the Regional Prize of the First National Art Biennial of Lima, also with a series of totems. In the
Second National Art Biennial of Lima, the same prize
was awarded to Rafael Díaz, actor, storyteller and
self-taught painter, who portrays daily life in rural
and marginal urban settings, often merging religious
beliefs with Amazonian mythology linked by the psychedelic visions of the Amazonian ayahuasca hallucinogenic brew.
In 1999, Gino Ceccarelli (Iquitos, 1960) returned to
Peru after living in Paris for several years. His work
represents an encounter between the Western perspective — specifically Greek mythology — and the
Amazonian world. Thus, Ceccarelli depicts runamulas
(half-men, half-mules) that look like centaurs, chullachaqui devils in the form of fauns, and rural jungle
landscapes invaded by emblematic buildings like the
Eiffel Tower.

Some years earlier, Clíver Flores, Roger Murayari,
Virgilio Pezo, Germán Alvarado, Duber Rengifo and
Emilio López, recent graduates from the Regional
School of Fine Arts of Iquitos and markedly influenced
by Coriat, formed the Ikitos collective. From this
group, Emilio López (Iquitos, 1965), though he has
passed through various stages of experimentation,
stands out for his still-lifes using elements of Amazonian cuisine, such as earthenware containers, juanes
or palm pijuayos. More rigorous in the use of light and
in representation of reality, they led to the realistic
trend that characterized Iquitos painting at the turn
of the new century.
Another group formed during these years was the
Asociación Cultural de Artistas Plásticos de Iquitos
(Acapi), an association of artists that later became
teachers in the same school. Prominent among them
are Olga Reátegui (Iquitos, 1954) and Walter Romero.

Turn of the Century
In 1994, I had my first art show in the Alliance
Française of Iquitos, but it is not until the year 2000
that I started to continuously exhibit my work in the
city, where I was born in 1973. In these exhibits, my
work includes pieces where realism combines formal
painting trends with the kind of painting that emerged
in the streets, was generally anonymous and was considered to have no artistic value.
In 2002, the art exhibit Puro Sabor. El arte popular urbano de Iquitos (Pure Flavor. The Urban Popular Art of Iquitos), one of my first curatorial projects,
was shown in Lima. Of the eight participating artists,
Luis Cuevas Manchego, Lu.Cu.Ma. (Lima, 1951), Luis
Sakiray (Iquitos, 1962), Julio Walter Guevara (Piero)
and Miguel Saavedra (Iquitos, 1963) have continued
to gain recognition. Lu.Cu.Ma. drew attention in Peru
and abroad, not only for his artistic production, but
also for his past history as a convict, imbuing his
work with violence, bloodiness and protest. He quickly started emerging as an artist with a political stance
who, bypassing any academic discourse, proffers a
heart-rending testimony of the suffering of disenfranchised men and women in Peru. By contrast, Luis Sakiray’s paintings portray an idyllic vision of the jungle,
where humor and fantasy celebrate a life brimming
with eroticism. His exceptional color technique and
knowledge of the forms of nature create in the viewer
a fascination with this extreme, romantic and naively
kitsch perspective.
In 2009, in the exhibit Poder Verde. Visiones psicotropicales (Green Power. Psycho-Tropical Visions),
shown in the Cultural Centers of Spain in Lima and
Buenos Aires, José Asunción Araujo Ashuco (Iquitos,
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1950) joined this group of street artists. Ashuco defines
himself as “the painter with the brushes that ejaculate
multicolored orgasms”. His masterly command of the
phosphorescent range and his shameless hedonist imagery became an artistic icon representing the new
Iquitos style.
In the 21st century, photography is resumed and
media such as video art emerge. In photography, the
Iquitos artists Humberto Ruiz, Rolando Riva, Paola Izquierdo and, recently, Enrique Pezo, stand out. Additionally, many photographers from Lima and abroad
arrived to develop intensive projects about Iquitos and
its environs, most prominently, Javier Silva (Lima,
1949), Musuk Nolte (Mexico City, 1988), Adrián Portugal, Roberto Huarcaya (Lima, 1959), Morfi Jiménez
(Lima, 1976), Rodrigo Rodrich (Piura, 1988), Carlos
Sánchez Giraldo (Huaraz, 1980), Antonio Briceño
(Caracas, Venezuela, 1966), Tomas Hobbs from the
US, Adán Vallecillo (Danlí, Honduras, 1977), Marcos
López (Santa Fe, Argentina, 1958) and the Peruvian
collectives Supay and Versus, among others.
In 2012, the Lima Art Museum dedicated its Sixth
Summer Auction to art from the jungle. Many of the
previously mentioned artists took part, thereby positioning and adding value to their work in the Lima
commercial circuit. The following year, the winners
of the Amazonian Contemporary Art Award were announced. The third place award was given to the video Ayahuasca, by the Iquitos artist Leo Ramírez and
the group La Restinga. Iquitos video art, which has
gained territory in the local scene, may have started
with the short 1978 film Canción del viejo Fisga que
acecha en los lagos amazónicos (Song of Old Fisga
Who Lurks in the Amazonian Lakes) by Nora de Izcue,
and the emblematic Radio Belén (1983) by Gianfranco
Annichini, an intense portrayal of the life unaffected
by time in the neighborhood of Belén. I do believe that
Radio Belén is the work that initiates contemporary
art production in the Peruvian Amazon.
The video Yanapuma by Álvaro Zavala (Lima,
1972) has led the way for a more experimental and less
documentary video art in the Amazon region. Conceptual proposals found in other works, such as Padre
Cocha (2009) and Vibración (2010), by Sánchez Giraldo, delve into Loreto’s visual and popular intimacy.
MECA, Museo Efímero Contemporáneo de la Amazonía
(Ephemeral Contemporary Museum of the Amazon),
is a full-length video by Malena Santillana (Iquitos,
1969), an artist living in Paris, where daily scenes of
contemporary Iquitos are linked to classic artworks
of the world.
In the past few years, many historians, anthropologists and writers have researched further into
the history and origins of Iquitos, focusing, in many
cases, on the traumatic times of the rubber boom. In
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the visual arts, the Bora artist, Víctor Churay (Pucaurquillo, 1972-Lima, 2002), was the first to recover the memories of the ethnic groups who suffered
most from the abuses of those times. Churay also
established the use of the llanchama tree bark as
the medium for Loreto’s indigenous painting, as well
as the use of natural dyes made from herbs, seeds,
leaves and soils, giving them a different character than in the work by Grippa. The appropriation
of these techniques in the work of Pablo Amaringo
(Ucayali, 1943-Pucallpa, 2009) allowed him to create
a language that revealed the various conceptions and
world views of the indigenous nations.
Churay was also a role model for a new generation of native artists that emerged in the villages of the
Ampiyacu River basin. Santiago Yahuarcani (Pucaurquillo, 1961) and Rember Yahuarcani (Pebas, 1985)
are Huitoto artists concerned with capturing the customs and beliefs of their ancestors. Rember’s work
has gained international presence, publishing books
of myths illustrated by him in the style that has characterized his painting in the past few years, a kind
of stylized surrealism with brilliant colors sparkling
over dark backgrounds loaded with Huitoto traditional cultural symbols.
The painter Brus Rubio (Pucaurquillo, 1980) also
hails from this area. He depicts the customs and origin myths of his people, painting exhaustive descriptions of Bora and Huitoto customs with a sober palette. Rubio won the second prize in the Pasaporte para
un Artista 2011 art competition, which took him to
Paris the following year for a solo exhibit.
Since 1996, the La Restinga Association holds performances in public spaces seeking to raise awareness about the great social problems ailing the Amazon region, from AIDS prevention to reflecting on our
ethnic roots. La Restinga, directed for years by Luis
Gonzáles Polar, tears down every barrier between
artistic languages to find ways of expression in the
performing arts, video, painting, graffiti, installations
and others, including a hybrid that is a religious procession and, at the same time, a political march and
an artistic performance known as El niño de la caja
(The Boy of the Box). An oil painting of a shoeshine
boy on a processional float sets out every May 1st, the
international labor day, carried by working children
of the streets of Iquitos. The procession ends with an
evening event where, in various ways, a call is made
to respect the rights of children at risk who, due to a
lack of conditions suitable for their development, are
forced to work to survive.
Without question, as in no other region in Peru,
the artists mentioned here portray the Amazonian region from an absolutely love-struck perspective. Their
remarkable depictions of the Amazon and its historic

legacy are the greatest contribution that the art of Iquitos can offer to bring authenticity and freshness to
Peruvian art — as has been the way of Iquitos since
long before time existed.

Page 269: César Calvo de Araujo. “Discovery of the Amazon”
(1963) wall painting severely damaged in 2009, restored as
far as possible in 2014. Photo: Christian Bendayán.
Page 272: José Araujo, Ashuco. “Howls in the Dark” (2009)
wall painting and installation in Lima’s Spain Cultural Center.
Photo: Christian Bendayán.
Page 275: Julio Guerrero. “Let’s Dress as Iquitos” (2013)
dress-sculpture based on the Iron House. Model: Carmen
Padilla. Photo: Daniel Lauz.
Pages 276-277: Wall paintings in Iquitos’ airport. Photo:
Christian Bendayán.
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Dossier Painting

Along the 19th and 20th centuries, the most important artistic representation medium in Iquitos was
painting. Despite having wood at hand, sculpture
and wood-carving were not the preferred disciplines
when trying to capture the Amazonian realities,
which include dreams and visions. But painting is
ancient in the Amazonia — there are archaeological
remains all around the region: petroglyphs, cavewall paintings, decorated pottery — and persistence
in the color language allowed the emergence of great
masters such as César Calvo de Araujo, who represented Amazonian landscapes and portrayed its inhabitants with realism and veracity. Since then, a
constant in Iquitos’ painting has been the aim to capture the unique and unwonted experience of living in
this city: feeling it, enjoying it, suffering it, loving it.
Despite the lack of museums and art galleries in
Iquitos, painting has been able to surpass the limits
of canvas, taking advantage of every surface and material that it finds at hand — signs, banners, walls,
boards, plates, llanchamas, bodies, leather — to conquer through the power of originality, an important
place in Peruvian symbolic world. Peru and the world
are now talking about an Amazonian art — of the
city, of the streets, of the indigenous peoples — and
there is no doubt that it has in Iquitos some of its
most important figures.
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Otto Michael. “Port of Iquitos” (1898) watercolors on cardboard. 60 x 140 cm. Collection of the Museum of the Peruvian Navy.

César Calvo de Araujo. “Woman with Cocoa” (ca. 1955) oil on canvas. 90 x 70 cm. Collection of Eduardo Hochschild.

Víctor Morey. “Fruit Seller” (1958) oil on canvas. 116 x 74 cm. Collection of the Museum of the Nation.

Ángel Chávez. “The Coalman” (1975) oil on canvas. 130 x 110 cm aprox. Collection of the Acosta family.

Max Limo. “Red Sun” (1968) oil on canvas. 67 x 67 cm. Collection of Haroldo Zegarra.

Fernando Sovero. “Toward the Light” (1995) oil on canvas. 40 x 32 cm. Private collection.

Yando Ríos. “Blue Renaco” (1971) oil on canvas. 70 x 70 cm. Collection of Javier Dávila Durand.

Nancy Dantas. Untitled (1993) oil on canvas. 70 x 90 cm. Private collection.

Samuel Coriat. “Landscape with Lianas” (2008) oil on canvas. 80 x 60 cm aprox. Private collection.

Francisco Grippa. “Piranha” (undated) acrylic on canvas. 120 x 150 cm. Private collection.

Gino Ceccarelli. “Jaguar’s Eye” (1999) oil on canvas. 180 x 255 cm. Collection of Carlos González.

Brus Rubio. “The Haunted Manguaré” (2006) natural dyes on llanchama. 95 x 105 cm. Collection of Jorge Gasché.

Rember Yahuarcani. “Aima” (2004) natural dyes on llanchama. 120 x 100 cm. Collection of José María Salcedo.

Víctor Churay. “Bora Worldview” (1998) natural dyes on llanchama. 100 x 200 cm. Collection of Pablo Macera.

Santiago Yahuarcani. “The Heart of the Rubber Barons” (2012) natural dyes and acrylic on llanchama. Private collection.

Luis Cueva Manchego, Lu.Cu.Ma. “Tattooed Christ” (2002) synthetic enamel on canvas. 87 x 150 cm. Collection of Micromuseo
(Al fondo hay sitio).

José Arauco, Ashuco. “Mick Jagger in Iquitos” (2010). Mixed technique on canvas. 120 x 150 cm. Private collection.

Luis Sakiray. “Discovery of the Amazon” (2007) synthetic enamel on canvas. 150 x 300 cm. Collection of Christian Bendayán.

David Hewson, Slocum. “Soul Rope” (2008) oil and silver and golden plates on wood. 56 x 46 cm. Collection of Francesco
Borghese.

Christian Bendayán. “Feast” (2013) oil on canvas. 200 x 260 cm. Collection of Eduardo Hoschschild.
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Dossier Photography

Capturing the image, catching the instant and making it last is, perhaps, one of the main aims of art.
As a tool, photography has enhanced the possibilities
of artistic expression in modern times, generating the
illusion of veracity in its the registries. But since its
invention, photography has also been used to manipulate reality, to change its context and produce a mirage with the power to convince us on the existence of
certain fictitious facts. This way, when photography
began to deploy its possibilities and forms of use in
Iquitos, it brought, beyond its documentary function,
a medium to sublimate illusion. In the photographs of
early times we can find opulent family studio portraits
as well as theatrical pictures that were used both to
accuse and to defend the abuses of rubber barons in
the turn of the 19th century, a period that was called
“The war of images”.
Peruvian photography has a strong presence in
the world, especially thanks to those artists working
during the 20th century in the South and in the capital city. Nevertheless, belatedly — as it has happened
with all the artistic production of the Amazonia —
there is great interest on photography from this region today, and the history of Peruvian great photography artists now includes Antonio Wong Rengifo, a
pioneer in representing the beauty and the drama of
the Amazonia that would be followed by locals and
foreigners trying to capture a moment, a piece of life
in this land of wonders.
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Silvino Santos. “Julia, Huitoto Indian, Working with a Sewing Machine” (1912) silver gel print on paper. 11.1 x 16.7 cm
(from Photography Álbum. Consular Journey to the Putumayo River and Tributaries, 1912.)

Gil Ruiz Photo Studio. “Wedding Portrait” (1920) silver gel print on paper. 14.7. x 10.7 cm. Collection of Christian Bendayán.

Augusto Falconí “Aguage and Pandisho against the Light” (ca. 1960) 6 x 6 cm black and white negative digitalization. Augusto
Falconí Archive.

Roberto Fantozzi. “Iquitos” (1980) silver gel print on paper. 28 x 36 cm. Private collection.

Javier Silva. “Llambina – Young Girl” (2004) carbon print of a negative on cotton paper. 80 x 80 cm. APSAV collection, Augusto
Falconí Archive.

Enrique Pezo. “Gatherings in Belén” (2014) digital photography. Private collection.

Rodrigo Rodrich. “Masusa” (2012) 6 x 7 cm black and white negative digitalization. Private collection.

Roberto Huarcaya. “Frecia and Fanny” (2010) ink injection print on cotton paper. 81 x 117 cm. Private collection.

Carlos Sánchez Giraldo. From the Pampachica, the Other Shore series (2011) ink injection print on photo paper. 54 x 79 cm.
Collection of Alberto Rebaza.

Eduardo López. “The True Special Service” (1998) ink injection print on photo paper. Private collection.

Adrián Portugal. “The Velas, the Kung-Fu Family in Belén” (2007) ink injection print on brilliant photo paper. 90 x 60 cm.
Collection of Christian Bendayán.

Musul Nolte. “Iquitos-Nauta Highway” (2008) digital photography. Private collection.

Morfi Jiménez “Carnival in San Juan” (2014) ink injection print on cotton paper. 120 x 198 cm. Private collection.
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José Álvarez Alonso

directed several research programs in Bolivia, Ecuador and
Peru in cooperation with government institutions. Author

Peruvian Biologist with post-graduate studies in the Smith-

and co-author of more than 65 international publications.

sonian Institute and the Louisiana State University (Wildlife Management). Specialized in conservation, communal
management and sustainable use of Amazonian biodiver-

Frederica Barclay Rey de Castro

sity, focusing in wild fauna and ornithology, as well as in
participative planning and management with communities

Peruvian Social Anthropologist and Historian, making re-

in protected areas. He has published research papers in dif-

search on indigenous peoples and Amazonian history since

ferent specialized media and his interest on journalism has

1977. Professor in universities in Peru and Ecuador, she has

taken him to the publication of several dissemination mate-

also worked in Nicaragua. She lead the Peruvian office of

rials. Among other awards, he received in 2005 the City of Iq-

the Danish NGO Ibis. Directory member of the International

uitos Medal to Scientific Merit. The Perlita de Iquitos (Iquitos

Work Group for Indigenous Affairs (IWGIA) since 2011.

Little Pearl), emblematic bird of the city, of recent scientific
discovery, was acknowledged as a new species in an article
published by Álvarez and Whitney in 2005.

Paco Bardales
Peruvian writer, chronicler, journalist, script-writer, film

Francisco Andía

producer and blogger. Former Director of the National Culture Institute (today’s Culture Direction) in Loreto. He keeps

Peruvian Social Anthropologist graduated in Mexico’s Na-

the blog Diario de IQT in lamula.pe (one of the first collabo-

tional School of Anthropology and History. He is a consultant

rators of this Internet portal), where he works in the dissem-

on design, execution, monitoring and assessment of develop-

ination, critic and commentary of contemporary Peruvian

ment projects and cultural policies. He has worked with com-

culture. Author of the fiction work Resplandor, he currently

munities of the Andes and the Amazonia in Peru, and with

writes a new book, POP. He wrote the script for the feature

urban-marginal populations in Mexico City, Nahua commu-

film Desaparecer to be premiered in 2015. One of the most

nities in the South of the Valley of Mexico, and Maya commu-

influential opinion leaders in Peruvian Internet.

nities in Tabasco’s lowland rain forests. Founding member
of Runa Institute, through which he developed an intense
activity of cultural management with youngsters and coun-

Christian Bendayán

tercultures in Iquitos, introducing the cultural development
perspective in the process of public management of culture.

Peruvian self-taught artist, he has contributed decisively to
consolidate the presence of Amazonian aesthetics and values
in the national culture. He has represented Peru in several

Pierre-Olivier Antoine

international Biennale and Triennale. Among other awards,
San Marcos Cultural Center showed a retrospective of his

French Paleontologist specialized in Cenozoic Period mam-

work in 2004. He won El Comercio’s Luces Award to the best

mals’ evolution. Graduated from Toulouse University, PhD at

solo exhibition in 2007. National Culture Award 2012 in the

the National Natural History Museum in Paris and post-grad-

Creation category. Curator for several artists’ exhibitions in

uated in Montpellier 2 University, where he currently teach-

Iquitos, Lima and abroad, of which the most outstanding are:

es and is Deputy Director of the Evolution Sciences Institute.

The Death Rope: The Unknown Learning Way of Ayahuasca;

His research has taken him to field work in remote places of

Green Power; Remembrance of Iquitos; and Lima 2012 Blank

Balochistan (Pakistan), Turkey, the Peruvian Amazonia and

Night. Current Director of Art Lima International Fair.

the Andes high plateau.
Elena Burga Cabrera
Patrice Baby
Peruvian Pedagogue and researcher in Education Sciences,
PhD in Geology and Research Director in the Research for

specialized in inter-cultural bilingual education, with an ex-

Development Institute (IRD, France). Specialist in Geody-

perience of more than 11 years in the Training of Bilingual

namics of mountain ranges and sedimentary basins. He has

Teachers in the Peruvian Amazonia Program (FORMABIAP.)

dedicated great part of his research work to geological his-

Director of the Inter-Cultural, Bilingual and Rural Education

tory of the Andes and the Western Amazon basin. He has

area of the Ministry of Education of Peru. Former consultant
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for UNICEF and Education Official in the Danish NGO Ibis. A

Center of Anthropology and Practical Appliance (CAAAP.)

passionate researcher of Peruvian cultural and natural di-

He has published different papers on Amazonian Litera-

versity.

ture, Anthropology, History and Art in specialized magazines. With Alberto Chirif he published in 2009 the book
Imaginario e imágenes de la época del caucho. Los sucesos

Emilio Bustamante

del Putumayo [Imaginary World and Images of the Rubber
Times: The Putumayo Events] (CAAAP-IWGIA-UCP). In 2011,

Film critic, script-writer and social communicator specialist,

with Jean-Pierre Chaumeil and Óscar Espinosa, he pub-

teacher of audiovisual language, narrative and script-writ-

lished the book Por donde hay soplo. Estudios amazónic-

ing. Author of several papers on Peruvian film and radio his-

os en los países andinos [Where There Is Gust, Amazonian

tory. Author of Radio in Peru, book that addresses the evolu-

Studies in the Andean Countries] (IFEA-PUCP-CAAAP,) and

tion of this essential medium for the country’s development.

in 2013, with Alberto Chirif and Juan de la Serna, Álbum de

Currently Professor in Pontifical Catholic University of Peru

fotografías de la Comisión Consular al río Putumayo y aflu-

and University of Lima, where he conducts a research project

entes, 1912 [Photograph Album of the Consulate Visit to the

on Peruvian film history.

Putumayo River and Tributaries, 1912] (AECID-CAAAP-Tierra Nueva-IWGIA.)

Jean-Pierre Chaumeil
Dennis del Castillo Torres
French Anthropologist, member of the National Center of Scientific Research, Paris. He lived during many years with the

Peruvian agricultural scientist, MSc and PhD in soil sciences

Yagua people in Peru, about which he has written numerous

in Mississippi State University. Researcher in the Research

books and papers. In the School of Higher Studies in Social

Institute of the Peruvian Amazonia, head of its Forest Man-

Sciences of Paris he started a comparative research process

agement Program. Convinced and experimented conserva-

on South American shamanism. With Science Historians he

tionist, he has collaborated with the US Agency for Inter-

has worked on the production and distribution of knowledge

national Development and FAO among other institutions,

and images, as well as on culture heritage, museum work

tasks that have taken him to Madagascar, Cape Verde, Mo-

and commerce. Current member of a work group on Contem-

zambique and Bolivia. He currently makes research on the

porary Political Anthropology in Western Amazonia, in the

forests role in carbon capture and storage, one of the most

French Institute for Andean Studies.

important matters for adaptation and mitigation of climate
change. He also studies strategies to improve sustainability
of Amazonian wetlands, focusing in sustainable manage-

Alberto Chirif

ment of aguajales.

Peruvian Anthropologist graduated in San Marcos National Major University. For 40 years his professional life has

Marc J. Dourojeanni

been dedicated to Amazonian subjects, especially collective
rights of indigenous peoples. Author of numerous specialized

PhD in Agricultural and Forest Sciences. Former Professor

papers and collective publications such as Atlas de comuni-

Principal and Dean in the Faculty of Forest Sciences of La

dades nativas [Native Communities Atlas], El indígena y su

Molina National Agriculture University, where he is current-

territorio [The Indigenous and Their Territory], and Mar-

ly Emeritus Professor. Former General Director of Forest and

cando territorio. Progresos y limitaciones de la titulación

Fauna of Peru, Vice-Rector of San Martín de Porres Univer-

de territorios indígenas en la Amazonía [Marking Territory.

sity (Lima) and Professor in the Peruvian Center for Higher

Progress and Limits of Indigenous Territories Titulation in

Military Studies. Former head of NGO ProNaturaleza. He has

the Amazonia.] In 2014 he published the book Pueblos de la

served as Counselor and Vice-President of the International

yuca brava. Historia y culinaria [Peoples of the Yuca Brava,

Union for Nature Conservancy, Vice-President of the World

History and culinary.]

Commission of Protected Areas, and member of different
international organizations. Former Senior Official of the
World Bank and first Chief of the Environment Division of

Manuel Cornejo Chaparro

the Inter American Development Bank. Author of 17 books
and more than 350 scientific papers.

Peruvian writer and researcher, responsible of the Office of
Publications and Documentation Center of the Amazonian
Iquitos
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Eduardo Durand López Hurtado

Joaquín García

Peruvian Architect graduated from National Engineering Uni-

Augustinian priest, Peruvian of Spanish origin, Father García

versity, with post-graduate studies in the Institute for Social

has worked promoting Amazonian culture and Iquitos’ intel-

Studies in The Hague. Specialized in regional and metropoli-

lectual life since he arrived in the city in 1968. Founder of the

tan development planning, focusing in tropical development.

Amazonian Theological Studies Center, of the Higher Peda-

He has been national and international consultant for institu-

gogic Institute of Loreto, of the Amazonian Library — where

tions such as United Nations Development Programme, Inter

a large cultural heritage is kept — and of the Monumenta

American Development Bank, FAO, Economic Commission for

Amazonica, a collection that gathers and disseminates mate-

Latin America and the Caribbean, and the World Bank. Cur-

rials for the Amazonian history. Casa de América gave him

rently in charge of the General Direction of Climate Change,

the Bartolomé de las Casas 2006 Award, and Marca España

Desertification and Water Resources in the Vice-Ministry of

awarded him in the 100 Españoles contest. Film historian,

Strategic Development, Ministry of Environment of Peru.

we owe him the most accurate documentation of this cultural industry in Iquitos. It can be said that, without his work,
Iquitos’ culture would be incomplete.

Christian A. Elguera Olórtegui
Peruvian writer, journalist and literary critic, graduated

Jorge Gasché Suess

in Literature in San Marcos National Major University. He
has published short stories and prose poems. His work has

Swiss (currently following a Peruvian naturalization pro-

been published by several specialized magazines. Current

cess) Anthropologist and Linguist, researcher in the Peruvi-

member of the editorial committee of the on-line literature

an Amazonia Research Institute. His inter-disciplinary work

magazine El Hablador. Researcher on fantastic literature,

on bosquesino societies has opened new paths for the under-

Avant-Garde movements, Peruvian Amazonian literature

standing of the contemporary phenomena that the Amazonia

and the literary generation of the 1950s.

faces. Former member of the Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique in Paris. While in the École Pratique des Hautes
Études (today École des Hautes Études en Sciences Sociales,

John Flynn

Paris), he attended research seminaries with Claude LéviStrauss and other outstanding Ethnology specialists. His

US Paleontologist, PhD at Columbia University. Dean and Pro-

theoretical conception of the bosquesino society has been

fessor in Richard Gilder Doctorate School. Author of more than

published in the two volumes work Sociedad bosquesina.

135 scientific papers mainly focusing the evolution and bio-geography of mammals in the Mesozoic and Cenozoic periods,
among other matters. Curator of the American Vertebrates Pa-

Edilberto Huamaní Huamaní

leontology Division of the American Museum of Natural History, New York. Currently participating in field missions in the

Peruvian Electronics Engineer graduated in National En-

Chilean Andes, the US Rockies, the Peruvian Amazon basin

gineering University, with studies on National Developing

and Mesozoic deposits in Madagascar and India.

Planning and Digital Telecommunications. Professor in
National Engineering University and technological institutes, and consultant for different entities. He works train-

Antuanet Gálvez Orosco

ing children on science and advanced technologies in the
Science and Technology Preparation Center. His interest in

Peruvian Art Historian, communicator and cultural manager.

history has lead him to publish of papers such as Historia

Her activity focuses on the recovery and acknowledgment of

del movimiento estudiantil de la UNI (1913-1981) [History

the strengths of Peru’s aboriginal nations. She has collabo-

of the UNI Student Movement (1913-1981)], and Historia de

rated with the Cultural Center of Spain in research for and

la telefonía en el Perú (1888-1998) [History of Telephony

production of the exhibitions and conversations: Quinua Sto-

in Peru (1888-1998)], as well as dissemination papers as

ries and Women from the Forest. She has participated in the

Electrónica para todos [Electronics for All.] Professor in

research process for the exhibition Popular Burst in Lima’s

Ricardo Palma University and Sciences and Humanities

Metropolitan Museum and the Inter-Disciplinary Colloquy

University. Member of the National Engineering University

José Matos Mar. Currently in charge of cultural activities of

History Project.

José Antonio Encinas Cultural Center and Derrama Magisterial (national teachers organization). Daughter of migration.
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Carlos Maza

civil society such as the Peruvian Society for Environmental Law and the Inter American Association for the Defense

Mexican Sociologist, publisher, writer and researcher work-

of the Environment. He has also been a teacher in different

ing for 20 years on the strengthening of literature and read-

universities.

ing in Mexico and Peru. Former general manager of the Peruvian section of the Mexican publisher Fondo de Cultura
Económica and editor of literature for children and young-

Martín Reátegui Bartra

sters in Ediciones SM Peru, where he created this publisher’s Peruvian children literature catalogue. Author of several

Loretan teacher, activist, musician and writer (fiction and

papers in specialized magazines and dissemination media,

non-fiction), he has published the short stories books La

he makes research and teaches on popular culture history,

mesa ensangrentada [The Bloostained Table], Shunto, El id-

focusing on music, in University of the Pacific and in the Na-

ioma del fuego [The Language of Fire] and De cárcel, guer-

tional Higher School of Fine Arts of Peru. Editor for LEISA

ras y burdeles [On Prison, War and brothels.] Author of yet

revista de agroecología [LEISA, Agroecology Magazine] and

unpublished history research on the Mid-Napo (History of

executive editor with Varón Consultores Asociados.

Mazán) and the borders between Peru, Brazil and Colombia
(History of Pevas); historical sketches of Belén and of Iquitos’ cemetery. Author of the essay Wika ritama. Historia del

Daniel Morales Chocano

conflicto Cocama-Cocamilla y la Marina [History of the Cocama-Cocamilla and the Navy Conflict.]

Peruvian Archaeologist, professor in San Marcos National
Major University. Widely known authority on Peruvian Amazonian studies. Former Director of the Professional Academ-

Maritza Ramírez Tamani

ic Archeology School of San Marcos University. Author of numerous papers and publications on Amazonian Archeology.

Peruvian Indigenous teacher from the Kukama-Kukamiria
nation, pioneer of inter-cultural first school, social fighter
and activist for the rights of indigenous peoples. She has been

Ana Mujica Baquerizo

regional leader of Inter Ethnic Development Association in
the Peruvian Jungle, and founder of the political movement

Peruvian Archaeologist, Director of the Andrés del Castillo

Popular Amazonian Bloc. She has participated in different

Mineral Museum, where she is also curator and conserva-

art and theater groups. Current head of the Des-Concentrat-

tionist. Author of research papers on Archeology, conserva-

ed Culture Direction of Loreto, Ministry of Culture.

tion and restoration of pre-hispanic textiles.
Alberto Ríos Moreno
Jorge Ortiz Sotelo
Peruvian Architect and Urbanist, graduated in the National
Peruvian Historian, PhD on Marine Studies, one of the most

Engineering University. He actively disseminates the bene-

important specialists on this subject. President of the Peruvi-

fits of traditional architecture and of the importance of sus-

an Institute of Economics and Politics, and Secretary General

tainable solutions for urban development in Amazonian cit-

of the Ibero American Naval and Marine History Association.

ies. Author of the book De la maloca al Partenón [From the
Maloca to the Parthenon] which aims to create consciousness among the population about the structures that disturb

Manuel Pulgar Vidal

urban environments and about those that bring benefit to the
population’s life quality.

Peruvian Lawyer, graduated in Pontifical Catholic University
of Peru, with post-graduate studies in the Peruvian University of Applied Sciences. Head of the Ministry of Environ-

Santiago Rivas Panduro

ment of Peru since December 11, 2011. Specialized in Environmental Law focusing environmental management and

Peruvian Archaeologist, official in the Des-Concentrated Di-

policies, both in the development of regulatory frameworks

rection of Culture of Loreto. Outstanding researcher, he is

and in their national, regional and local fulfillment. He has

author, co-author, translator and editor of books and papers

been head of different public offices related to environmental

on Amazonian Archeology and Ethno-History

management, and directory positions in institutions of the
Iquitos
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search for an array of products ranging from fruits to river
fish from the richest ecosystem in the planet, and uses them

Peruvian writer and journalist born in the Amazonia. He has

to create contemporary dishes that give life to an astonishing

published essay, poetry and narrative and is also a film-script

author cuisine. Trained in The Culinary Institute of Ameri-

writer. His work approaches the Amazonian reality in a ho-

ca in New York and in the Italian Culinary Institute for For-

listic and inter-disciplinary way. Former official of the Minis-

eigners in Costigliole d’Asti, Piemonte, Schiaffino founded

try of Agriculture and the Agricultural Bank of Peru; consul-

the restaurant Malabar in 2004, whose menu mixes his new

tant in the Commission for the Amazonia, Afro-Peruvian and

findings with elements of his European training. In 2008 he

Indigenous Affairs of Peru’s Congress. Current President of

started a catering unit, Schiaffino Gastronómica, and in 2012

the Center of Indigenous Cultures of Peru and member of the

inaugurated ámaZ, a restaurant dedicated to the dissemina-

Coordinating Committee of the Indigenous Peoples Council of

tion of Amazonian cuisine and its large stock of foods.

Film and Communications of Latin America. National and International consultant on Amazonia and indigenous peoples.
Among many books, he has published Los condenados de la

Gustavo Suárez de Freitas Calmet

selva [The Wretched of the Jungle], Narcotráfico y violencia
política en la Amazonía peruana [Drug Traffic and Political

Forest Engineer specialized in Forest Resources Conserva-

Violence in the Peruvian Amazonia] and the novel La virgen

tion. Executive Coordinator of Forest Conservation National

del Samiria [The Virgin of the Samiria.]

Program in Ministry of the Environment. Former Executive
Director of ProNaturaleza Foundation, General Director of
Protected Natural Areas and General Director of Forests and

Rodolfo Salas-Gismondi

Wildlife. He has been part of several committees and commissions on these subjects. Former Vice-President for South

Peruvian Paleontologist, Architect and Biologist, founder

America of the World Commission of Natural Protected Ar-

and director of the Department of Vertebrate Paleontology

eas in the International Union for the Conservation of Nature.

of the Museum of Natural History of San Marcos Universi-

He has published numerous papers about Natural Protected

ty. Post-graduated in the Institute for Evolution Sciences

Areas in specialized and dissemination media. Professor

in Montpellier 2 University, France. He has directed many

and lecturer.

paleontology expeditions in the Pacific coastal deserts, the
Andes and the Amazon basin of Peru. His work on fossils
ranges from discovery, recollection, preparation, curato-

Julia Tejada-Lara

rial approach and research, to museographic design and
paleo-art. His research focuses the evolution of xenarthra

Peruvian Paleontologist graduated in San Marcos University,

mammals and fossil crocodiles of the Cenozoic period.

with post-graduate studies in Florida University, USA. Member of the Department of Paleontology in the Natural History
Museum, San Marcos University, and associated researcher

Fernando Santos Granero

in the Andean Studies French Institute. Assistant editor of
Paleobiology magazine.

Peruvian Anthropologist graduated in the Catholic University, PhD at the London School of Economics and Political
Science. Former director of the Research Center for the Peru-

Salvador Tello

vian Amazonia, and research coordinator of the Amazonian
Studies Area of Latin American Faculty of Social Sciences

Peruvian Fishing Engineer with post-graduate studies in

in Ecuador. Current researcher in the Smithsonian Institute

Fishing Sciences. Director of the Aquatic Ecosystems Program

for Tropical Research, Panama. Author of several works on

in the Peruvian Amazonia Research Institute. He has devel-

Anthropology, Ethno-History and Amazonian Economic His-

oped wide knowledge on aqua-culture and fishing resources

tory.

assessment, focusing aquatic ecosystems management and
conservation. He has also achieved a vast experience in the
planning, making, promotion, execution and assessment of

Pedro Miguel Schiaffino

productive projects related with rural development and in
the generation of adequate technologies for fisheries’ man-

Peruvian chef acknowledged for his commitment with re-

agement in tropical ecosystems, part of aqua-culture based

search and use of Amazonian products. Schiaffino explores

food security programs. He has published scientific papers

Peruvian and other Amazonian countries’ biodiversity in

on these subjects as well as on Amazonian aquatic fauna.
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studied Linguistics and Literature in the Catholic University.
Rosa Vallejos Yopán

He writes for Hueso Húmero magazine and in other media he
develops cultural journalism and critic. He has been editor

Peruvian Linguist, PhD at the Department of Linguistics of

in Interzona and Sabroso magazines. He has published po-

Oregon University. Specialized in Descriptive Linguistics,

etry (CiudadCielo) and short stories (El subte). He achieved

Typology, Documentation of Endangered Languages and

the Rockefeller scholarship for a research project on politi-

Inter-Cultural Bilingual Education. She works since 1997 in

cal violence in Peru. As a result, he published Rupay: Histo-

different projects with Amazonian indigenous peoples. Au-

rias gráficas de la violencia (Graphic Histories of Violence),

thor of a Gramática Kukama-Kukamiria (Kukama-Kukamiria

a graphic novel around the first years of the internal war. He

Grammar), and a series of papers on Kukama-Kukamiria,

has curated the exhibitions A mí qué chicha (I Don’t Give a

Secoya and Spanish languages in contact with Amazonian

Damn) and with Christian Bendayán, El milagro verde (The

languages. Her well known research on historical connec-

Green Miracle). Master in Art History at San Marcos Univer-

tions between the Kukama-Kukamiria is financed by the

sity. He currently works on a book about popular graphics

USA National Science Fund and the USA National Fund for

among other projects.

Humanities. Currently Assistant Professor in New Mexico
University.
Ricardo Vírhuez Villafane
Rafael Varón Gabai

Peruvian writer and literary critic, he studied Law, Political
Sciences and Linguistics in San Marcos University. In 2005

Peruvian Historian (MSc and PhD), Bachelor in History and

he was a guest in the First Peruvian Narrators Meeting in

Industrial Engineer. Senior consultant, Director of Varón

Madrid. Guest of Honor of the provinces of Abancay, Huánu-

Consultores Asociados. Specialized in the design and man-

co and Huamanga. He has published more than 30 books

agement of foundations, social, cultural and education pro-

(novels, essays, children and youngsters literature, poetry

grams, and in the recovery and dissemination of cultural

and short stories), among them: the sagas of Nina, Rumi and

values. Former Vice-Minister of Cultural Heritage and Cul-

Ronin Cosme, and the novels El periodista (The Journalist,

ture Industries; Director of the National Museum of History

1996), Volver a Marca (Return to Marca, 2001), El dios araña

and the National Museum of Archeology, Anthropology and

(The Spider God, 2010), El campeón de marinera (The Mari-

History of Peru. He has published, among other works: La

nera Champion, 2011) and Las guerras secretas (The Secret

ilusión del poder: apogeo y decadencia de los Pizarro en la

Wars, 2012), among others. Current Director of Revista Peru-

conquista del Perú [The Illusion of Power: Height and Fall

ana de Literatura [Peruvian Literature Magazine.]

of the Pizarros in the Conquest of Peru], and directed the
collective work Ancash, Anuario Cultural [Ancash: Cultural
Yearly.]

Walter H. Wust
Peruvian Forest Engineer, environmental analyst, self-

Jorge Vignati

taught photographer, editor and journalist. His publishing
activity — five encyclopedias, more than 400 books and more

Peruvian film photographer, born in Cusco, acknowledged

than 1,000 articles in Peruvian and international magazines

as one of the most important personalities of contemporary

— make him the most prolific Peruvian author on ecological

Peruvian film. He worked with Werner Herzog in the making

and tourism subjects in recent decades. Director of Wust Edi-

of Fitzcarraldo and other productions, mainly documenta-

ciones, a publisher specialized in travel, conservation and

ry films. He has also worked for production houses such as

culture in Peru. Member of the Direction Council of Protected

National Geographic, the Smithsonian Institute, London BBC

Areas National Service.

and Discovery Channel. Author of documentary and fiction
films, and television shows in Peru. The 16th Film Festival of
Lima made a tribute to him acknowledging a restless activity
in developing film in Peru and his role in international film.

Alfredo Villar
Peruvian writer, curatorial specialist and researcher. He
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